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Preface and Acknowledgements
This thesis has grown out of my personal relationship to cultural studies. In 1997,
when teaching cultural studies in higher education, I began the courses by introducing
the students to a variety of cultural theories and questions which they then used to analyse widely consumed English fiction and non-fiction, such as newspaper and magazine articles, bestsellers, television drama and comedy, as well as advertisements, music videos and other ‘texts’ in the broader sense of the word. Following examples such
as Ien Ang’s (1985) study of Dallas viewers, they tried to explain the seemingly baffling, and possibly worrying, popularity of such texts. The students also analysed how
these texts produced, circulated, challenged or confirmed social and cultural norms.
For example, one student found two advertisements for the same car. The advertisement he found in a men’s magazine highlighted the car’s technical characteristics,
whereas the advertisement which appeared in a women’s magazine simply stated that
the car was available in many bright colours. The class decided that the context in
which the advertisements appeared was very significant, and that the social pressure
on women not to know anything about brake-horsepower and cylinder capacity was
even more of a burden than the pressure on men to be aware of all the technical details.
Although I found the teaching very rewarding and felt it was genuinely worthwhile, I
had some misgivings about following the convention of focusing exclusively on popular cultural forms. I understood that it was not particularly productive to ask traditional
literary questions of the lyrics of pop songs, and that it was more interesting to focus
on consumption, and the diverse meanings which fans produced from these texts, but I
was uncertain about whether or not it was productive to ask cultural studies questions
of canonical literary texts.
While shopping in a British supermarket the same year I was somewhat surprised to
find, at the end of an aisle of newspapers and magazines, a few titles in the Penguin
Popular Classics series. I picked up Jane Eyre and read the blurb on the back cover,
which announced it was “a love story with a happy ending” (Brontë 1994). As I placed
it in my shopping basket beside some groceries I was struck by how ephemeral, how
disposable Jane Eyre felt; at £1, it was more expensive than a newspaper but cheaper
than a monthly magazine. This feeling was strengthened by the context of the supermarket. When my items passed through the check-out, I was fascinated by the fact that
the bar code scanner made no distinction between any of them: coffee, crisps and classic fiction all produced the same ‘beep’. It was then that I made an important connection between cultural studies and classics. I realized that a cultural analysis of the
situation would take into consideration the socially constructed and historically contingent gendered aspects of mass-market romance fiction and shopping. Was “a love
story with a happy ending” the literary equivalent of saying that Jane Eyre was available in many bright colours?

The next edition of Jane Eyre I came across was in the Penguin Classics series. The
blurb on the back cover describes the text as “a story that transcends melodrama to
portray a woman’s passionate search for a wider and richer life than that traditionally
accorded to her sex in Victorian society” (Brontë 1996). This description made the
book I was holding feel more like a serious work of literature. Far from being a trivial
romance, it seemed to be a feminist critique of nineteenth-century patriarchal structures. The contrast with the earlier experience in the supermarket made me aware that,
while critics and teachers have been actively involved in the process of defining literary texts, Jane Eyre has lived another ‘life’ adjacent to critical discourse and education. Penguin’s marketing ploy, based on the construction of distinct target groups, has
also produced and circulated ideas about the text.
In textbooks on cultural studies, under the letter J in the index, one is much more
likely to find Jackie than Jane Eyre. When I began this thesis, part of the motivation
behind it was to approach a relatively old classic of English literature in a way that had
been used more frequently for studying Madonna videos, women’s magazines and Miami Vice. Using the concepts and ideas I have encountered as a teacher of cultural
studies, my task has become to find out where Jane Eyre has been on its long journey
from Charlotte Brontë’s pen to my supermarket shopping basket, and to analyse the
ways in which its adventures have affected the diverse meanings it has come to possess. The journey metaphor perhaps gives the impression of a global perspective, but
this is misleading. A global study would be fascinating – Jane Eyre in India, Jane Eyre
in Ghana, Jane Eyre in the United States, Jane Eyre in Japan – but the present study
focuses primarily on Britain in the mid-nineteenth century, when Jane Eyre was first
published, read and commented upon, and Britain in the 1990s.
The driving force of my research has been curiosity. I knew very little about Jane
Eyre before I began. In particular, I did not know that it was so widely read in British
schools, and that its dominance at GCSE level in the 1990s was largely a result of the
relatively new National Curriculum. Nor did I know of the ongoing debate about introducing at lower levels of education the approaches to literature which dominate in
higher education. Another topical issue I have encountered is the underachievement of
boys in English. Although it was not my intention from the outset, the specifics of
Jane Eyre’s ‘life’ have drawn me into these debates and led me to contribute to them.
The scope of the project is vast, but I have been inspired by the valuable work of
critics such as Reina Lewis, who feel the big picture is worth taking a look at. Lewis’s
words apply equally to my thesis:
It is impossible to be an expert in every area and in going for a broad scope I will
no doubt have missed some nuances and offended some specialists. I hope that I
will have contributed sufficient insights to the various fields of this study to be
forgiven by more singularly focused scholars, from whose research I have repeatedly benefited. (1996: 7)

I would like to thank a number of “more singularly focused” Brontë scholars who,
through their empirical research and textual analyses, have provided me with many invaluable shortcuts. In particular, I would like to acknowledge the work of Juliet
Barker, Heather Glen, Susan Meyer, Lucasta Miller, Margaret Smith and Patsy
Stoneman.
I would also like to express my profound gratitude to the Three Wise Men who have
acted as my supervisors on this project: Professor Emeritus Sven-Johan Spånberg, for
believing in me at the beginning, for setting the wheels in motion, and for supporting
my applications for funding (I miss you); Professor Raoul Granqvist, for helping me to
achieve closure, for sound professional advice, and for bullying me into making the
front cover of this book Page One (as so often in the past, it took me a while to realize
you were right); Dr. Gerald Porter, University of Vaasa, Finland, for reading countless
versions of each chapter with remarkable thoroughness, for supplying valuable feedback from as far away as China, and for having a sense of humour (a porter is a person
who carries other people’s baggage – your arms must be extremely tired by now).
Very special thanks are also due to Associate Professor Mark Troy, Karlstad University, for rigorous, stimulating, inspiring and occasionally scary classes and seminars. There should be more teachers like you. I have also been fortunate to attend two
valuable courses during my education. I want to thank all the participants of Rock as
Research Field, Magleaas Højskole, Denmark (April, 1997), and Nordisk Forskning
for funding, plus Professor Danuta Fjellestad and all the participants of the Graduate
Summer School of Literature and Literary Theory, Blekinge Institute of Technology
(June 2001). I learned more per week on both courses than I could learn over many
months through independent study.
I have presented parts of this thesis at so many WIP seminars that I simply cannot
remember who has listened to me go on about circuits, blurbs and stupid poopheads. I
know the following have helped me because I still have their notes. I am truly grateful
to Sheila Ghose, Stockholm University, who read a draft of the entire thesis, filled the
margins with erudite comments and showed me where and how to go further, Claire
Hogarth, Dr. Lena Karlsson, Dr. Maria Lindgren, Dr. Elizabeth Mårald, Martin Shaw
and Dr. Berit Åström. Many people have found many typos over the years, but I have
been alerted to very few typos that Morgan Lundberg has not spotted. Diolch. Extra
special thanks go to Dr. Elias ‘the Dude’ Schwieler and Dr. Katarina ‘Katwoman’ Gregersdotter, for friendship, encouragement and craziness, Dr. Anders Steinvall, for
friendship and assistance, and Van Leavenworth, for friendship, taking time to listen
and for offering advice (even on April Fool’s Day).
I have the good fortune to work at a wonderful department. I have received all kinds
of support. Gerd Lilljegren, Christina Karlberg and Gunn-Marie Forsberg have made
my working life easier and more enjoyable, as has Pat Shrimpton. Magnus Nordström
and Christina Oldman have provided technical assistance. I would also like to thank

the coffee-at-three crowd, the E2 corridor crowd, the Paviljong crowd, and the beer on
Fridays at five crowd, especially Esa K. Marttila, Fredrik Åström and Patrik Svensson.
The focus of my thesis is Britain. A two-year grant from the Knut and Alice
Wallenberg Foundation freed me from teaching and helped finance numerous research
trips. I am grateful to the staff at the Brontë Parsonage Museum. When I visited the
research library one snowy day in April 1999, I mumbled something very vague about
Jane Eyre and was presented with a large cardboard box which turned out to be full of
precisely the kind of material that I needed.
Ta too to my sister Linda, Mike, Oliver and Jessica for their love. Jess, thanks for
uncomplainingly vacating your bedroom every time Uncle Phil was visiting Britain to
find out more stuff on the book about the little girl who has to stand on a stool. Whenever another must-read Brontë book has appeared, Dr. Paul Speake has rushed out and
bought it and put it in the post for me. Cheers Paul, for that and so much more. This
thesis has taken longer to write than it should have, and my greatest regret is that my
father did not get to see it published because I know how much it would have meant to
him. As well as providing parental love, Dad and Margaret kept their eyes peeled for
anything to do with the Brontës on the telly and sent me tapes.
I have also received funding from the Department of Modern Languages which enabled me to live in a little wooden house in the Norwegian countryside to finish writing this book. I would like to thank the people of Leirfoss, especially Sanne, Sara,
Lars, Stein, Bjørg and Petter, as well as Inger-Liv and Beate. Finally, tusen takk Silje,
for providing me with another perspective on everything, and for making me experience what you like to call Life. I’m sorry that you have been made to feel that Life is
time-consuming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This thesis analyses the turbulent ‘life’ of Jane Eyre, plotting its mixed fortunes as it
passes through marketing ploys, moral panics, processes of canonization, adaptations
into other media, education policies and many other defining moments. All these
‘moments’ have produced an extremely complex cultural construction, characterized
by instability and contradiction. For example, Jane Eyre has gone from being considered inappropriate reading for young women to being considered a book that every girl
should read. As a potential object of study, it has been subjected to censorship, marginalization and ridicule, only to emerge as one of the most studied novels in the English language. It is simultaneously thought of as an archetypal classic, and loved by
many readers who think that all classics are dull, boring and depressing. The sex of its
author was at first indeterminable to readers and critics, and yet Jane Eyre has since
become a paradigmatic example of literature written by women. Although it was labelled anti-Christian in the nineteenth century and racist in the twentieth century, it is
taught reverentially in British schools.1 Furthermore, as the example of the blurbs of
the Penguin editions, referred to in the Preface, illustrates, it can be marketed as a trivial mass-market romance, and/or a serious and important work of literature. The focus
of the present study of Jane Eyre is the complex meaning-making process which has
produced and circulated notions about, for example, the gendered nature of the text, its
politics, its artistry and its didactic value.
The long tradition of textual analysis within literary criticism has produced textual
explanations for Jane Eyre’s multiple personalities. Critics have argued convincingly
that Charlotte Brontë combined the literary conventions of realism and Gothic romance (for example, Sanders 1987: 351).2 The assumption is that these conflicting
modes of representation have produced a hybrid text. More recently, critics have focused on the critical reception of the novel, and the meanings produced in consumption (for example, Gilbert and Gubar, 1979; 1984). This thesis, on the other hand,
adopts a multiperspectival approach. That is to say, it does not focus exclusively on the
text, nor does it focus exclusively on the reception of the text. While the textual features provide a starting-point for the investigation, other forces must be at work for
such widely disparate meanings and values to be attached to these features at different
times, and in different contexts. These forces can be identified in the wide range of
sources that constitute the primary material of the study. They include Charlotte
1

I discuss each of these examples later in the thesis, where references to specific instances are supplied.
2
As this thesis deals with the politics of naming, my decision to write “Charlotte Brontë”, or occasionally “Charlotte” throughout the thesis requires a few words of explanation. The author of Jane
Eyre could be referred to as Brontë (as in Thackeray, Dickens), Currer Bell (as in George Eliot,
George Sand), or Mrs. Nicholls (as in Mrs. Gaskell, Mrs. Oliphant). I have avoided using Brontë on its
own simply because there are so many famous Brontës, and I have occasionally used first names to
distinguish between Brontë family members.
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Brontë’s letters, various editions of Jane Eyre, reviews and criticism of the novel, reviews and criticism of adaptations of the novel, biographies of the author, study
guides, promotional materials and newspaper articles.
The specific multiperspectival approach I employ is presented by Paul du Gay, Stuart Hall, Linda Janes, Hugh Mackay and Keith Negus3 in Doing Cultural Studies: The
Story of the Sony Walkman (1997),4 the first book in a series of six produced by the
Open University for its Culture, Media and Identities course (D318).5 Du Gay et al
perceive the meaning-making process as an ongoing, non-linear, five-way dialogue.
The “circuit of culture”, as they call it, is “a theoretical model based on the articulation
of a number of distinct processes whose interaction can and does lead to variable and
contingent outcomes” (du Gay 1997a: 3). The five cultural processes they identify are
representation, identity, production, consumption and regulation. As du Gay explains,
“they are the elements which taken together are what we mean by doing a ‘cultural
study’ of a particular object” (4). As I also take these five elements together, my thesis
could be described as a ‘cultural study’ of Jane Eyre. That is not to say that it is a
study of a specific culture, such as “late-modern culture”, as du Gay et al term the culture of present-day Britain. Rather, it is a particular kind of study of Jane Eyre. By examining how its social and cultural meanings have arisen, I also reveal some of the
workings of culture, but the main aim is to trace and explain Jane Eyre’s complexity,
instability and contradictory status as a cultural construct.
In explaining what a ‘cultural study’ is, and how to ‘do’ one, a number of prescriptive statements are made throughout Doing. Committed to the model, du Gay states
that “any analysis of a cultural text or artefact must pass [through the circuit of culture]
if it is to be adequately studied” (1997a: 3), the implication being that if any one of the
five key processes is neglected the analysis, or ‘cultural study’, of the text or artefact
will be ‘inadequate’ as a result. For example, when discussing practices of consumption, du Gay et al state: “No serious cultural study of the Walkman could afford to ignore exploring the ways in which that material cultural artefact has been used to make
meaning by people in the practice of their everyday lives” (1997: 85). As will become
apparent in the following discussion, any analysis of Jane Eyre must be extremely selective, which raises the question of why a study that focuses on, for example, the
meanings embedded during the process of production is less ‘serious’ than a study that
attempts to focus on all five processes in turn.

3

Hereafter referred to as du Gay et al.
Hereafter referred to in the text as Doing.
5
Although Doing is a course book which aims to introduce students “to some of the central ideas,
concepts and methods of analysis involved in doing a ‘cultural study’” (du Gay 1997a: 2), it is more
than a pedagogical text, for as well as introducing students to important concepts, issues and theories
through the Sony Walkman case-study, du Gay et al use the case-study to support their claims about
the generation and circulation of social and cultural meaning.
4
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By adopting the model, and choosing a multiperspectival approach, I do not mean to
suggest that all previous studies of Jane Eyre are somehow inadequate. However, to
my knowledge no ‘cultural study’ of Jane Eyre (or any other single literary work) has
been carried out which adopts the broad scope that the cultural circuit demands. Previous studies have tended to focus on reception, or on textual features, whereas my multiperspectival ‘cultural study’ examines five distinct cultural processes. The basic assumption upon which this thesis stands is that the meanings produced within the
circuit of culture are all potentially of equal importance. Only specific historical circumstances cause some meanings to be privileged over others. Therefore it would be
wrong to make a priori assumptions about the principal location of social and cultural
meaning.
In his frequently cited essay “The Cultural Biography of Things” (1986), the cultural anthropologist Igor Kopytoff introduces the idea that objects, like their creators,
have ‘lives’ or ‘careers’ which can be described in ‘biographies’. He writes of the
“drama” of personal biographies caused by the numerous and often conflicting identities available to people in complex societies, concluding that “an eventful biography of
a thing becomes the story of the various singularizations of it, of classifications and
reclassifications in an uncertain world of categories whose importance shifts with
every minor change of context. As with persons, the drama here lies in the uncertainties of valuation and of identity” (90). The classifications and reclassifications he refers to are not necessarily simple one-word labels. Practices such as advertising, criticism and adaptation involve complex configurations of objects and texts which can
involve visual, audio and written representation. The present study could, in Kopytoff’s terms, be considered a cultural biography of Jane Eyre. It is an analysis of classifiers and their classifications.
A large part of the analysis also falls within Peter Widdowson’s definition of a “critiography”; that is, “a study of the process by which ‘literature’ becomes ‘Literature’
(just as historiography studies the process by which ‘the past’ becomes ‘History’)”
(1989: 15). Widdowson explores the historical construction of the cultural phenomenon ‘Thomas Hardy’ in order to establish “what it currently means” (15). While making an important point, his use of the terms ‘literature’ and ‘Literature’, with small and
big Ls, misleadingly alludes to the specific process of canonization, when certain literary works are promoted to the status of Art, Culture or Literature. We do not value
‘History’ more than ‘the past’, we inscribe ‘the past’ with value (both positive and
negative) when we turn it into ‘History’. Thus, historical construction can involve
turning Literature into literature; that is, it can involve devaluing texts which have
gained a privileged position.
Widdowson argues that literary criticism is the primary determinant of ‘Hardy’, followed by education, adaptation into other media, publishing and so forth. Writing in
1989, he concludes that the dominant ‘Hardy’ has been produced through the critical
discourse of liberal-humanist realism, or the “realist/humanist ideo-aesthetic” (23).
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One of Widdowson’s main points is that this ‘Hardy’ is constructed, and that, even
though Hardy was not a socialist, a radical ‘Hardy’ can be produced by placing his
works within an anti-realist discourse, for example by reading the use of improbability
as a conscious attempt to problematize the notion of realism by challenging its privileged position in literary discourse.
The dominance of the conventional ‘Hardy’ causes Widdowson to emphasize the
amount of “critical labour involved in rescuing a radical Thomas Hardy, or indeed any
canonized writer, from their critical niche” (226). While he argues that critics can, and
indeed should, produce new meanings when they study and write about Hardy, his exclusive focus on the construction of the conventional or dominant ‘Hardy’ means there
is no room for a consideration of the active role non-professional readers play in the
production of meaning.6 The model of the circuit of culture suggests that Widdowson’s critical labour might not be as necessary as he assumes, as non-professional
readers are, to varying degrees, capable of producing a radical Hardy themselves; an
unconventional Hardy does not necessarily have to be constructed for them by professional critics.
In addition, while Widdowson understandably focuses on institutionalized cultural
practices such as literary criticism, education and adaptation in his analysis of the
processes by which ‘Hardy’ is constructed, recent technological developments have
given rise to electronic publishing, which has transformed relations between individuals and their access to the public domain. Since Widdowson wrote his book, the rapid
increase in Internet use has created an entirely new medium through which nonprofessional readers can express their opinions publicly. Their role is no longer limited
to active reading, they can now contribute to the ‘published’ versions of ‘Hardy’ and
‘Jane Eyre’.
In this introductory chapter, I will explain the notion of the circuit of culture in
some detail, critically discuss the key concepts and ideas associated with it, and exemplify by referring to the Sony Walkman case-study and other analyses in the Culture,
Media and Identities series.7 I will also identify the significant similarities and differences between Jane Eyre and the Walkman, and discuss how they relate to the application of the approach. Furthermore, I will point forward to the main body of the thesis,
describing its scope and organization. Under each of the five cultural processes, I will
identify the set of practices relevant to Jane Eyre, and raise the questions that will be
addressed in the analysis.

6

Throughout the thesis, the terms ‘non-professional’ and ‘non-specialist’ are used to describe readers
who are not professional critics, while the terms ‘ordinary’, ‘common’ and ‘general’ refer to readers
who are neither professional critics, nor English literature students. The distinction publishers make
between general readers and students is based on usage, rather than socio-economic status, age and so
on.
7
Hereafter referred to as the CMI series.
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The Circuit of Culture
On a theoretical level, the circuit of culture can be seen as a contribution to the debate
about how (where, when, why, by whom) social and cultural meanings are generated.
While the chapter authors within the CMI series do not represent an entirely unified
body of thought, they all share the same opinion on this particular point. Speaking for
the series as a whole, du Gay et al use the Walkman case-study to develop their argument, questioning the logic of other perspectives as they are presented. More specifically, du Gay et al position themselves, presumably for pedagogic reasons, in relation
to two schools of thought. In what they call the “conventional” or “traditional” view,
the source of meaning is principally located at the level of production/text, represented
by critics as diverse as F. R. Leavis and the Frankfurt School’s Max Horkheimer and
Theodor Adorno. The “traditional” view is criticized for assuming that meaning is inherent and fixed, and that consumers/readers are passive (Doing 86-88). The position
of the entire CMI series, and the present study, is that meaning is made, not found.
Diametrically opposed to the “traditional” view is the “pleasures of consumption” perspective, represented by critics such as Iain Chambers and John Fiske, which also sees
the processes of production and consumption as disconnected. The “pleasures of consumption” view is praised for acknowledging the active role of consumers, but criticized for neglecting, or at least underestimating, the role of the forces and relations of
production, and for assuming that meaning is not generated until the moment of consumption/reading (104). Thus, as meaning does not arise solely in either production or
consumption, du Gay et al argue that a serious ‘cultural study’, as they define it,
should not focus exclusively on one cultural process.
A crucial theoretical point upon which the circuit of culture stands is that the five
cultural processes are all inextricably tied up with each other. This aspect of the model,
known as articulation, is represented by the two-way arrows in Figure 1. Du Gay describes ‘articulation’ as
the process of connecting disparate elements together to form a temporary unity.
An ‘articulation’ is thus the form of the connection that can make a unity of two
or more different or distinct elements, under certain conditions. It is a linkage
which is not necessary, determined, or absolute and essential for all time; rather it
is a linkage whose conditions of existence or emergence need to be located in the
contingencies of circumstance. (1997a: 3)
As I see it, the word ‘unity’ here stands for a sort of commitment to meaning, a decision to fix or close meaning. Each articulation is therefore a unique decision-making
process. A group of people can, like a jury in a court of law, agree on a verdict about
an object’s meaning in a specific case. But, unlike a jury’s verdict of ‘guilty’ or ‘not
guilty’, they are not limited to simple binaries. Nor is there an all-powerful judge who
can pronounce life sentences. It is impossible to lock an object up in a prison cell of
meaning and throw away the key.
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representation

regulation

consumption

identity

production

Figure 1. The Circuit of Culture (modified from du Gay et al 1997: 3)
In a textbook about the theory and practice of cultural studies, Chris Barker clarifies
the link between articulation and du Gay et al’s circuit of culture thus: “The argument
is that each of the moments in the circuit … is articulated together and productive of
meanings which are necessary for the continuation of the circuit but insufficient to determine the form and content of other instances” (2000: 365). To continue my own
analogy, each jury’s decision-making process will produce a verdict which will bring
the ‘accused’ into meaning. Crucially, no one jury has the power to determine another
jury’s verdict.
Barker considers the circuit of culture as an elaboration of Stuart Hall’s own encoding-decoding model from 1973, which was developed primarily as a way of understanding televisual discourse, whereas du Gay cites Richard Johnson’s (1986-87) circuit of production and consumption as a source.8 What all three models share is a view
of the interrelated nature of production and consumption, which can be traced back to
Karl Marx.9 In an influential passage from Grundrisse, reproduced in Doing, Marx
writes:
8

Guy Julier summarizes Johnson’s model thus: “the objects of production become ‘texts’ which are
then ‘read’. This reading then feeds into lived cultures, it informs the way that everyday life is articulated which then provides information upon which production then acts” (2001: 60). For a concise
summary of Hall’s model, see Storey (1996: 9-14).
9
Johnson’s model is itself a development of Marx’s ‘circuit of capital’.
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A railroad on which no one rides, which is consequently not used up, not consumed, is only a potential railroad … Without production, no consumption; but,
on the other hand, without consumption, no production; since production would
then be without purpose. (quoted in du Gay et al 1997: 52)
In an essay on reader-response theory, Martin McQuillan echoes this point in relation
to literature: “Books which are not read are merely ornaments on a shelf made from
paper and ink” (2001: 84). Thus, books are only potential books until someone reads
them. They only become fully realized, only acquire meaning, when they are read; that
is, when production connects or articulates with consumption.
As will become apparent in the analysis of Jane Eyre, the process of articulation is
particularly useful in explaining the way in which Charlotte Brontë wrote the original
manuscript. For various reasons, discussed in Chapter 2, the misconception that she
was completely isolated from the literary world was promoted. Within this paradigm,
her achievement can only be understood in simplistic terms as the work of a genius.
Seeing consumption as an active process during the production of the manuscript carries much more explanatory power. Given that book reviews, criticism, biographies
and adaptations are also commodities, I believe that they too can be more accurately
understood by considering the active process of consumption and the imagined or target audiences. I argue that the construction of differentiated target audiences based on
assumptions about commercial and non-commercial markets has produced many of the
defining moments in Jane Eyre’s lifetime.
The cultural circuit model suggests that studying the specific dynamics of each articulation will shed light on the ways in which Jane Eyre has become such a complex,
unstable and contradictory construct. Perhaps the model’s most significant contribution is that it puts forward a more complex notion of the meaning-making process, presenting it in terms of a non-sequential five-way dialogue, rather than a two-way dialogue between production and consumption. For example, not only do
production/writing and consumption/reading interact with each other, but they are both
involved in the creation of social identities. Conversely, identity formation informs
both production and consumption, and these interactions also generate meaning. Thus,
du Gay et al argue that, in explaining the meaning a cultural text or artefact such as
Jane Eyre or the Sony Walkman comes to possess, “one should at least explore how it
is represented, what social identities are associated with it, how it is produced and consumed, and what mechanisms regulate its distribution and use” (du Gay 1997a: 3).
Consequently, in attempting to trace and explain the defining moments in Jane Eyre’s
life, I explore these five processes.
Summarizing the Walkman case-study, Barker explains that
the Sony Walkman is analysed in terms of the meanings embedded at the level of
design and production, which are modified by the creation of new meanings as
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the Walkman is represented in advertising. In turn, the meanings produced
through representation connect with, and help constitute, the meaningful identities of Walkman users. Meanings embedded at the moments of production and
representation may or may not be taken up at the level of consumption, where
new meanings are again produced. Thus, meanings produced at the level of production are available to be worked on at the level of consumption but do not determine them. Further, representation and consumption shape the level of production through, for example, design and marketing. (2000: 53-54)
The only process missing here is regulation, which can, for example, influence the
context and/or frequency of consumption. This in turn may shape future production,
future identities and so forth.
Barker’s summary contains an element of chronology; the Walkman was designed
before it was marketed, and marketed before it was consumed, for instance. But the
Walkman was initially designed and marketed with specific consumer groups and patterns of consumer behaviour in mind, so consumption was an active process, even before the first Walkman was consumed. In the case of a product such as the Walkman,
design and marketing are ongoing practices which respond to, or articulate with, consumption, leading to changes in design and new versions of the Walkman. As I discuss
in more detail in the section on cultural production, Charlotte Brontë is no longer able
to re-design her text, but publishers continue to monitor consumption and produce new
editions of Jane Eyre.
Although intended specifically to describe how present-day, “late-modern” culture
works, the circuit of culture would also seem to offer a useful model for exploring the
ways in which a text such as Jane Eyre acquires social and cultural meaning. The notion of a five-way dialogue goes beyond considerations of the writing and reading
processes, acknowledging the roles that practices of representation, identity formation
and cultural regulation also play. Moreover, it offers a systematic way of exploring
why some meanings have become associated with Jane Eyre, rather than others, and
why some meanings have become dominant, normative or naturalized and go virtually
unchallenged, while others have been fiercely contested.
Any totalizing claims about the model should be treated with scepticism though.
Occasionally the language used in the various presentations of the circuit in the CMI
series gives the misleading impression that it is possible to complete a study of Jane
Eyre, establishing all its meanings. For example, du Gay et al imply that it is possible
“to map the full range of meanings, associations and connotations which the Walkman
has acquired over time in our culture” (1997: 15). Similarly, Kenneth Thompson, one
of the editors in the CMI series, writes that it is necessary to analyse the five cultural
processes “in order to gain a full understanding of any cultural text or artefact” (1997:
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2).10 The mere notion that anyone could ever gain a “full understanding” of Jane Eyre
seems to contradict the idea of a never-ending meaning-making process. Equally, in
Doing, du Gay says of the circuit that “you have to go the whole way round before
your study is complete” (1997a: 4), as if the arrows only point in one direction, rather
than two (see Figure 1). While these statements are presumably intended to warn
against privileging or neglecting any of the five key processes, words such as ‘full’
and ‘complete’ are misleading. The statements also imply that the analyses in books
two to six in the CMI series, by focusing on only one cultural process, are incomplete,
or inadequate, or at least not ‘cultural studies’ in du Gay et al’s sense of the phrase.11
In terms of the graphic representation of the model, one could say that it is the arrows, rather than the boxes, which are studied.12 Of the ten double-headed arrows in
the model, only four point to each process or “moment” in the circuit. Books two to six
in the CMI series, by focusing on one particular process, effectively concentrate on no
more than four specific arrows each. In the present study I organize the analyses in a
similar way, but as in Doing there is no separate chapter on identity. Instead, I have
chosen to highlight the articulations with identity, in particular Jane Eyre’s status as a
gendered text, throughout the thesis, exploring them in depth within each chapter,
rather than collecting them together in a separate chapter.
While the circuit is non-linear, my thesis must be organized in a linear fashion, so I
have constructed a narrative by extending the chronology of practices that I identified
in Baker’s summary of the Walkman case-study. Thus, the analysis begins by focusing
on the ‘moment’ of production because production practices created the physical text
(Chapter 2). As the circuit of culture suggests, however, the other four processes are
all implicated during this ‘moment’. The next stage of the analysis involves examining
the ways in which the text has been inscribed with social and cultural meaning through
the process of representation (Chapter 3). In Widdowson’s (1989) terms, I analyse
how the physical Jane Eyre becomes the socio-cultural phenomenon ‘Jane Eyre’. I
continue by exploring how the process of regulation has acted upon the socio-cultural
phenomenon ‘Jane Eyre’, through restriction and promotion, to determine the contexts
in which it is read, used or studied (Chapter 4). Each context contains specific conditions for meaning-making. In one respect, these three chapters all lead to the ‘moment’
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These words are repeated almost precisely by another editor in the series, Kathryn Woodward
(1997: 2).
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For example, Peter Hamilton’s analysis of French post-war photography in Book 2, by focusing on
the process of representation, neglects the reception of the photographs. Rather than including a study
of how people actively made sense of the images of couples kissing in Paris, Hamilton simply conjectures, “at the time such behaviour would perhaps have been frowned upon by ordinary French people”
(1997: 99).
12
Problematizing the model by continuing the arrows beyond the circuit would represent leaving culture, which is impossible. As interpretative beings we are trapped within culture. We can only make
sense of things from our position within the circuit.
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of consumption, where readers interact with the material text and its cultural constructions in specific contexts to produce meaning (Chapter 5). However, practices of consumption also work backwards (and forwards), and inform the other three processes.
As the analyses reveal, issues of identity are constantly implicated during the other
four ‘moments’. Publishers, journalists, critics, moral guardians, adapters, students,
general readers, Charlotte Brontë herself, and even her fictitious characters are all involved, in their different ways, in the process of identity, as will become apparent
throughout the study.
In some cases, the interrelated nature of the processes makes it difficult to decide
where to place a specific aspect of the analysis. Du Gay et al, and the series editors,
claim that each section of Doing, or volume in the CMI series, signals a change in focus only. However, as with all categories, the five cultural processes are not valuefree. In the case of a cultural practice such as novel-writing, for example, there is a
great deal at stake when it is labelled as either production or consumption. In this particular instance, I depart from the CMI series by treating it as production which articulates with consumption (and the other three processes), rather than consumption which
articulates with production (and the other three processes).
Similarly, opinions expressed by so-called ‘ordinary’ readers or audiences have
most frequently been treated as consumption or reception, as the only people who have
had access to these views have been family, friends and the occasional ethnographic
researcher (and anyone who reads the research). However, the Internet has recently
given non-professional readers a public voice. Therefore their opinions could be ‘promoted’ to the chapter on representation so that they appear alongside the opinions of
journalists and professional critics (who could also be considered consumers), but I
have chosen to place them in Chapter 5, simply because I juxtapose them with opinions expressed within the institutionalized context of school English, where teachers
and students ‘do things’ with Jane Eyre.
These points are discussed below, and perhaps best exemplify my relationship to the
model; while I adopt the circuit of culture to structure the analysis, and therefore by
implication take on its non-essentialist assumptions, and its principal argument that all
five cultural processes are productive of meaning, I also engage in theoretical discussions concerning individual elements within the model. Having presented the notion of
the circuit of culture, I will now explain the key concepts and ideas associated with it,
beginning with the most central one, that of culture itself.

Culture
The central concept of any ‘cultural study’ or ‘cultural biography’ is of course culture.
In Keywords (1976) Raymond Williams called culture “one of the two or three most
complicated words in the English language” (86), and if anything its meanings have
become even more complex and diverse since then. John Hartley warns that “if you
are planning to use the term culture as an analytical concept, or if you encounter its
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use, it is unlikely that you will ever be able to fix on just one definition” (1994: 68).
He describes the concept as “multi-discursive”, meaning not only that it is used differently within different contexts or discourses, but that traces of its other meanings tend
to co-exist and remain active. This is certainly true of the term culture in the CMI series. Du Gay et al write that “two meanings of the word ‘culture’ – culture as ‘whole
way of life’ and culture as ‘the production and circulation of meaning’ – constitute a
recurrent theme; and since the tensions and debates between them have not been resolved, we make no attempt to provide a final resolution” (1997: 13).
Stuart Hall expresses his own understanding of the term in Representation: Cultural
Representations and Signifying Practices (Book 2 in the CMI series), where he writes
that culture “is not so much a set of things – novels and paintings or TV programmes
and cartoons – as a process, a set of practices” (1997: 2).13 However, when a phrase
such as “production of culture” is used elsewhere in the series, for example throughout
Book 4, including its title, Production of Culture/Cultures of Production (du Gay
1997b), it refers to the production of texts or “cultural software” (films, music, computer games), material products or “cultural hardware” (the Sony Walkman, the Sony
PlayStation), and other consumer products such as instant coffee, that is, of cultural
“things”, rather than to the production of a set of practices. What links these “things”
and “practices”, however, what makes them cultural, is that they are meaningful. Hall
explains that “culture is concerned with the production and exchange of meaning –
‘the giving and taking of meaning’ – between the members of a society or group”
(1997: 2). Thus, “culture wars” are struggles over meaning, and “late-modern culture”
is a distinctive way of producing and circulating meaning.
What distinguishes one culture from another, for Hall, is therefore not only the distinctive “things” each one contains, but also the practices which make those things
meaningful. He writes:
To say that two people belong to the same culture is to say that they interpret the
world in roughly the same ways and can express themselves, their thoughts and
feelings about the world, in ways which will be understood by each other. Thus
culture depends on its participants interpreting meaningfully what is happening
around them, and ‘making sense’ of the world, in broadly similar ways. (2)
Hall is referring to the effective exchange of meaning here. The vagueness of the
words “roughly” and “broadly” is probably intended to suggest that there are no welldefined boundaries between cultures, but it also undermines his definition somewhat.
For example, it is unclear when the different ways that people make sense of Jane
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Eyre signal that they are from different cultures, and when they stem from the diversity within a single culture.
Within literary studies this is a contentious issue, as critics such as F. R. Leavis
(1948) and Harold Bloom (1995) define “great” literature by its ability to reach across
cultural borders to talk about ‘universal’ themes and values, while historicist critics
such as Karen Chase (1984) and Susan Meyer (1990), as Heather Glen has noted,
have, when writing about Jane Eyre, tended to stress “the historical otherness of the
text” (1997: 25). These critics suggest that today’s readers misunderstand Jane Eyre in
significant ways; they interpret the world so differently from Charlotte Brontë and her
contemporaries that effective exchange breaks down. As Glen says in the Introduction
to a collection of recent Brontë scholarship, “even universal themes have particular
historical inflection” (2002: 1), the assumption being
that to see the Brontës clearly we must see them in their cultural difference, not
simply as speaking of that which we already know, or of subjective experience
easily assimilable to ours, but from and of a world as foreign as it is familiar, one
whose preoccupations and discourses are tantalisingly different from ours. (1)
Consequently, one of the tasks of historicist criticism has been to (re)construct the
ways texts were understood at the time they were written. The point is not to help
modern readers produce the ‘correct’ response to a text such as Jane Eyre, but to put
its initial reception in dialogue with modern responses. As well as diachronic differences, critics such as Gayatri Spivak (1985) and Cora Kaplan (1986) argue that the
synchronic reading experiences of present-day readers are extremely diverse, thus contesting the idea that all women, for example, will respond to Jane Eyre in a (roughly,
broadly?) shared, Everywoman way.
Given the confusion over the term culture, it is perhaps worth pausing to consider
what makes Jane Eyre cultural, and therefore a legitimate object of a ‘cultural biography’. Being a ‘canonical text’ it falls within what Matthew Arnold famously called
“the best that has been thought and said in the world” (1869: 6),14 that is, Culture with
a big C. More specifically, it is Literature with a big L. At the same time, it also fits
the definitions of widely consumed mass or popular culture; as Michael Mason writes,
“the popularity of Jane Eyre means that it has been attentively read, and probably almost as frequently re-read, by millions of individuals. It may be the most read novel in
English” (1996: xi). Most importantly for the purposes of the present study, however,
it belongs, like the Sony Walkman, to what du Gay et al call “our cultural universe”
(1997: 8). That is to say, it is “firmly located on those ‘maps of meaning’ that make up
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Full details of the specific edition that the page numbers refer to can be found in the List of References.
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our cultural ‘know-how’” (10).15 According to du Gay et al, the Walkman is a “cultural artefact” because it meets four criteria which they label meanings, practices, identities and images. As the authors explain, it is ‘cultural’ because
we can talk, think about and imagine it … it connects with a distinct set of social
practices … it is associated with certain kinds of people … with certain places …
it has been given or acquired a social profile or identity … [and] it frequently appears in and is represented within our visual languages and media of communication. (10-11)
Consequently the Walkman can, for example, be used figuratively to stand for ‘youth’
(39).
It almost goes without saying that Jane Eyre also meets these criteria. The social
practices it is connected with include reading for pleasure, studying literature in school
and writing professional criticism; the kinds of people it is associated with include
girls, feminists and Brontë scholars; and its appearances within visual languages include adaptations for stage, television and film. As a famous novel, it is also frequently
referred to intertextually in other literary works.16 Furthermore, Jane Eyre has been
described as a quintessential girls’ book and has come to stand for women’s literature.
For example, in an article in the Times Education Supplement in which he discusses
the different reading preferences among boys and girls, Roger Mason writes:
When people say boys don’t read they really mean that many boys don’t voluntarily read fiction. How many boys must have been puzzled by this precedence of
make-believe over fact, puzzled by the injunction to put The Angling Times away
and get out Jane Eyre? (1999: 1)
Jane Eyre is being used metonymically here to stand for all the make-believe fiction
that many girls love and many boys hate.
Finally, on a personal note, whenever I have told people that I am writing about
Jane Eyre, they have always managed to locate it on a “map of meaning”. Significantly, a great many people have confused Jane Eyre with Jane Austen. What this
momentary confusion in fact reveals is that they were able to place Jane Eyre within
the semantic field of canonical English nineteenth-century women’s literature, even
though some had never read it and did not know anything about the plot. No one
thought I was writing about a politician or a sports personality called Jane Eyre, for
example. This kind of recognition is a literary equivalent of people not owning a Sony
Walkman and never having used one, and yet knowing enough about it to be able to
15
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place it within a specific semantic field; they know that it is not an exercise machine,
for example. Du Gay et al explain that “these meanings, practices, images and identities allow us to place, to situate, to decipher and to study the Walkman as a cultural
artefact” (1997: 11). The above demonstrates that the same applies to Jane Eyre; that
is to say, the Sony Walkman and Jane Eyre are both famous cultural artefacts that can
be studied culturally.17
While the Walkman and Jane Eyre are both cultural artefacts, they differ significantly in a number of ways. For example, the Walkman is “cultural hardware” and
Jane Eyre is “cultural software”, to use the terminology of the CMI series. In this respect, Charlotte Brontë’s novel shares more with the advertisements for the Walkman
than the Walkman itself. Furthermore, the Walkman advertisements have been commissioned by Sony and therefore form part of the production process. Most representations of Jane Eyre, in contrast, have been produced independently by journalists, literary critics, adapters and so forth, and have not been sanctioned by Charlotte Brontë or
the publishers. Therefore they are products of consumption practices rather than production practices.
The implications of these points will be discussed below, as I define the five key
processes or ‘moments’ in the circuit of culture, and critically present the relevant
theoretical debates. I will also highlight other significant differences between the Sony
Walkman and Jane Eyre, and discuss their implications for the scope and nature of the
study. It is useful to bear in mind that the interrelated nature of the articulations means
that the theoretical discussions connected to each distinct process are relevant to each
chapter of the analysis. I will begin with identity, as issues of identity in general, and
gender in particular, form a recurrent theme of the thesis.

Cultural Identity
Identity is the process or set of practices involved in establishing, through the marking
of sameness and difference, who ‘I’ am in relation to ‘you’, and who ‘we’ are in relation to ‘them’. Within the CMI series, Paul Gilroy writes “that the formation of every
‘we’ must exclude a ‘they’, that identities depend on the marking of [sameness and]
difference” (1997: 302). Quoting Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who noted that the construction of a unified common identity was an important political and social process, rather
than a natural phenomenon, Gilroy concludes:
Work must be done, institutions built, customs and usages devised, to produce
that particularity and the feelings of identity and exclusiveness which bind people
together, though these are so often experienced as though they were either natural
and spontaneous or the products of an automatic tradition. (303)
17
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Novels have played a special role in this process. First, through textual representations
of identities they produce and circulate, challenge or confirm, established norms. The
privileged position of literary classics within the education system strengthens this
role, and Jane Eyre’s prominence at GCSE level in Britain makes it a particularly influential source of identity positions or subjectivities. Second, novels, like other cultural products, have identity value. Expressing opinions about them is an important
cultural practice in the ongoing process of identity formation. This second point is discussed in the section on cultural consumption at the end of the chapter.
The main theme of Identity and Difference (Book 3 in the CMI series) is, as its editor Kathryn Woodward states, “the discussion about essentialist and non-essentialist
approaches to identity” (1997: 6). She explains that the debate at some points “is articulated as a tension between biological and social constructionist approaches, and at
others it takes the form of a dispute between a view of identity as fixed and transhistorical, on the one hand, and as fluid and contingent, on the other” (4). These positions
are explained and exemplified several times in Book 3. For example, Chris Shilling
presents (and challenges) the naturalist view “that inequalities are not socially constructed, contingent and reversible, but are given by the determining power of the biological body” (1997: 73). As he explains, this can lead to the opinion “that gender inequalities are the direct result of women’s ‘weak’ and ‘unstable’ bodies” (73). This
view has also been used to justify colonialism and imperialism, for example by measuring cranial size and shape.18 Given that Jane Eyre was written in 1847, another essentialist notion of identity is relevant to the analysis; many early Victorians maintained that social roles were defined and allocated by God, and that it was
blasphemous (rather than politically subversive) to question them.
In contrast to these essentialist approaches, Henrietta Moore presents Michel Foucault’s extreme constructionist argument “that the notion of ‘sex’ does not exist prior
to its determination within a discourse in which its constellations of meanings are
specified, and that therefore bodies have no ‘sex’ outside discourses in which they are
designated as sexed” (1997: 61). My own understanding of Foucault here is that any
physical differences between bodies (height, blood group, skin colour, eye colour)
could be regarded as more or less important, and the notion of ‘sex’ need not have any
socio-cultural significance at all, and is only brought into existence and made meaningful within discourse. Similarly, Judith Butler has remarked in an interview, “I always ask under what conditions, under what discursive and institutional conditions, do
certain biological differences … become the salient characteristics of sex” (1994: 33).
Following this logic, one could even say that the distinction between humans and
chimpanzees does not exist outside the discourse of species. While most people would
accept that this distinction is genetically programmed and has more to do with biology
18
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than culture, the crucial point is that the meanings, values, norms and justifications for
social inequalities attached to biological differences are historically contingent.
Shilling also presents R. W. Connell’s (1983, 1987) useful observation that gendering bodies into separate and unequal male and female categories “operates by converting average differences into absolute differences” (Shilling 1997: 84). Some
women are stronger and faster than some men, but the focus on averages obscures the
overlap of strength, speed, endurance and so on, leading to absolute claims such as
‘men are stronger than women’. On the other hand, focusing on specifics and anomalies undermines the political power of collective pressure groups. For example, the
claim that men earn more than women also converts average differences into absolute
differences (some women earn more than some men). This important point is directly
related to Jane Eyre through the publicity which boys’ underachievement in English
has received. The absolute claim that boys perform worse than girls in English has led
to calls to restrict Jane Eyre’s use in National Curriculum English classes in favour of
more ‘boy-friendly’ texts (see Chapter 4).
Du Gay et al clearly advocate a non-essentialist view of identity; that is, they see
identities as socially constructed and historically contingent. One of the basic assumptions of the circuit of culture, after all, is that identity is a cultural process rather than a
fixed given. However, the editorial decision to write race as ‘race’ throughout the CMI
series is somewhat confusing. Presumably the single quotation marks are intended to
highlight the view that race is a socially constructed category, and that there is no biologically determined link between race and social inequality, but at the same time it
implies that all other collective identities, such as sex, age, physical ability, firstlanguage, sexuality, region, religion, occupation and so forth are in some way significantly different, irrespective of context. By writing race without single quotation
marks in this thesis I mean to signal that all categories are constructed, rather than that
race is not.
Having said that identities are constructed through a cultural process, it is important
to remember that individuals are active agents who are capable, to varying degrees, of
negotiating their sense of self or subjectivity. One form of social constructionism is as
deterministic as the naturalist view. Social determinism suggests, for example, that
girls like Jane Eyre because they are socially (rather than biologically) conditioned to
do so. Girls and boys learn from a very early age that practices such as reading fiction,
and the fictions themselves, are gendered and are either appropriate or inappropriate
for their sex. Biological determinism, on the other hand, suggests that women and men
have developed different genes and hormones as a result of their different historical
experiences over tens of thousands of years. Therefore, women’s historical need to
find a strong and protective male provider has meant that girls today have inherited a
biologically determined preference for stories about women trying to find themselves
strong, protective husbands. The view held by du Gay et al, and adopted for the present study, is that individuals negotiate their subject positions, in part by appropriating
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artefacts such as the Walkman and Jane Eyre. They are no more passive ‘victims’ of
socialization than they are biologically conditioned subjects.
Attempts have also been made to theorize a new approach to identity. For example,
the notion of diaspora goes beyond a simple synthesis of opposing views, towards a
reformulation of identity as an ongoing process of becoming, rather than being. The
circuit of culture model, while defining identity as an ongoing process, nevertheless
suggests that temporary unities are made under certain conditions. In the same way
that a group of people can agree on a ‘verdict’ about an object’s meaning in a specific
case, they can also agree on their sense of self. Subjectivities are therefore realized (at
least momentarily) when identity articulates with other cultural processes.
In Book 3, Paul Gilroy observes that, amidst increasing globalization, “possessing
and then taking pride in an exclusive identity seems to afford a means to acquire certainty about who one is and where one fits” (1997: 312). For better or worse, many
people seem to feel the need to ‘be’, to inhabit or position themselves in relation to
well-defined collective identities. Nineteenth-century novels have played an important
role in constructing, confirming or challenging exclusive subject positions for this purpose. Throughout this thesis, I trace and examine how Jane Eyre has been appropriated in debates about collective identities.
As issues of gender form such a large part of the present study, I will briefly address
some troublesome terminology. Although Foucault has challenged the distinction between biology and culture, it remains a widely used binary. Sometimes the word ‘sex’
is reserved for biological differences (as mammals, humans are genetically programmed to be born as one sex or the other), while ‘gender’ is used to refer to culturally constructed, learned behaviour (we learn culture-specific ideas about different
types of girls, boys, women and men). However, in most contexts, the words ‘sex’ and
‘gender’ are used interchangeably. A typical dictionary definition of the word ‘gender’
is “sexual classification; sex: the male and female genders”, while ‘sex’ is frequently
defined as the “condition of being male or female; gender: differences of sex” (Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 1989). Hence, there are discussions of, for example,
single-sex and mixed-gender schools. If gender referred to culturally learned behaviour in this instance, a girls’ school could become a mixed-gender school not by allowing boys to attend, but by teaching some of the girls to follow the normative behaviour
of boys.
Consequently, in discussions of Jane Eyre some critics write that Charlotte Brontë’s
androgynous pseudonym Currer Bell led to speculation about the “sex” of the author
of Jane Eyre (for example Azim 1993: 90), while others write that the “gender” of the
author was a mystery (for example Levine 2000: 276). Although the words ‘sex’ and
‘gender’ are used interchangeably here, they could also be used to distinguish between
the author’s biological state (is it a woman or a man?), and the author’s culturally
learned behaviour (does it most closely fit the dominant norms of a woman’s or a
man’s behaviour?). In this thesis, I employ the discursive practice of distinguishing
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between female and male sexes on the one hand, and feminine and masculine genders
on the other. While there are only two sexes, each contains a wide range of possibilities in terms of physical appearance, physical ability and so on. Similarly, genders
consist of differentiated and overlapping versions of femininity and masculinity which
interact with other variables such as socio-economic status, religion, first-language and
so forth.
This section has focused on theoretical issues, in particular the notion of nonessentialist versions of femininity and masculinity. Throughout the remaining sections
of this introductory chapter I will discuss the specific questions that are related to Jane
Eyre and the process of identity. As will become apparent, these questions involve issues of social class and national identity, as well as gender. They also involve examining the role Charlotte Brontë and her biographers have played in the ongoing construction of subject positions.

Cultural Production
While researching for this thesis, I have been struck by how many similarities there
appear to be between the Sony Walkman and Jane Eyre. Much of what du Gay et al
say about Sony and its popular product seems applicable to Charlotte Brontë and her
famous text. For example, they state that the origins of the Walkman, like most successful technologies, “are bound up in numerous, often contradictory, narratives”
(1997: 62). Anyone who is familiar with just a few of the many biographies of Charlotte Brontë will know that this is certainly also the case for Jane Eyre. Similarly, du
Gay et al argue: “We can better understand how design works to encode a product
with a particular meaning or identity by focusing upon the massive expansion in the
range of Sony Walkmans available for consumption since the launch of the original
model in 1979” (66). The huge number of editions now available on the market attests
to an even greater expansion in the range of Jane Eyres since it was first published in
1847.19 As well as pointing to similarities between Jane Eyre and the Walkman, these
two examples also highlight an important distinction between the creation of the original manuscript by Charlotte Brontë, and the production of editions of Jane Eyre by
publishers. In this section I discuss the manuscript/editions distinction, and the distinction between the “production of culture” and the “cultures of production” referred to in
the title of Book 4 (du Gay 1997b).
Production is the only one of the five cultural processes in the circuit of culture
which is not defined in the CMI series. However, it is possible to discern that focusing
on the process of production entails entering into the world of business and the eco-
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nomic. More specifically, du Gay explains in Production of Culture/Cultures of Production that the “production of culture” does not only refer to the production of the
products traditionally associated with the culture industry, such as literature, music and
film, but also to any goods which “are deliberately inscribed with particular meanings
and associations as they are produced and circulated”, which nowadays includes
“seemingly banal products – from instant coffee to bank accounts” (1997c: 5).
In their discussion of Sony’s strategy of media synergy in Doing, du Gay et al identify three different types of cultural products: the Walkman, music cassettes and music
(1997: 81). They call the Walkman “cultural hardware” and music “cultural software”,
while the status of cassettes is somewhat unclear. Although they do not consider the
distinction themselves, blank tapes could be seen as hardware, while pre-recorded
tapes are a combination of both. In the case of Jane Eyre, Charlotte Brontë’s original
manuscript, now housed in the British Library (Add. MS. 43474-6), is software, and it
is embodied in books, which correspond with tapes. Indeed, these days audio versions
of Jane Eyre are available on pre-recorded tape. Bernard Gendron (1986) has drawn
attention to the fact that the production practices involved in creating music are very
different from those involved in embodying music in what he terms “functional artifacts” such as tapes, vinyl records and compact discs. This distinction suggests that, in
the case of a cultural artefact like Jane Eyre, an analysis of the ways in which meaning
has been embedded during the process of production should be twofold.
By focusing exclusively on present-day organizational cultures within powerful
global corporations such as Sony and Benetton, Book 4 in the CMI series neglects, or
at best marginalizes, the practice of creating texts, which is a crucial moment of meaning-making in the production process. For example, the theories of production which
Keith Negus presents describe the whole process of the production of functional artefacts, from artistic creation to marketing and consumption, describing this process in
terms of a “filter”, a “decision-chain” and a “jigsaw” (Negus 1997: 99-101). The first
link in the chain, or piece in the jigsaw – artistic creation – is therefore accorded very
little space, or even treated as a practice of consumption if carried out by so-called ordinary people.20 When the creators of texts do appear in discussions of the production
process, it is only in relation to corporate management, for example when Negus explores the culture clashes which took place between the relatively powerful recording
artist George Michael and Sony (95-99).
Charlotte Brontë and her production of the Jane Eyre manuscript fall outside the
scope of Production of Culture/Cultures of Production for four main reasons: having
only published an unsuccessful volume of poetry by the time she submitted Jane Eyre
for publication, she was a relatively powerless, unknown author; she is an individual
rather than an organization; she wrote Jane Eyre in the 1840s rather than in today’s
late-capitalist society; she produced cultural software. And yet her text is still making
20

This point is explained in the section on cultural consumption at the end of the chapter.
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money for publishers today, and it is still a very important source of cultural meanings
around the world. By marginalizing artistic creation and ignoring the past, a Victorian
text such as Jane Eyre is therefore seen as a raw material like oil, which is simply lying around, waiting to be exploited and marketed. In Chapter 2, I expand the analytic
approach by examining the distinctive practice of writing which led to the Jane Eyre
manuscript.
Instead of considering the distinct production practices involved in creating cultural
software, Production of Culture/Cultures of Production, as du Gay explains, “is centrally concerned with exploring and analysing the relationship between economy and
culture in the present” (1997c: 2), and collectively the chapter authors “argue that in
late modern societies such as our own the ‘economic’ and the ‘cultural’ are irrevocably
‘hybrid’ categories”, and exist in a “mutually constitutive relationship” (2). This relatively recent approach, a product of the ‘cultural turn’ within the human and social sciences, is presented in opposition to “a powerful tradition of thought” (1) which continues “to haunt contemporary academic debates about the relationship between
‘economy’ and ‘culture’” (2), and which sees the two terms “as somehow mutually incompatible” (1). Du Gay states that the term culture “normally means ‘high’ culture”
(1) in this approach, but his example of indie pop fans accusing their idols of ‘selling
out’ when they sign to major record companies illustrates that its scope is much
broader and its arguments are far from elitist. He assumes his readers “are probably
aware of the basic tropes of this argument” (2), and dismisses the idea that there is an
essential opposition between the economic and the cultural as “simply untenable” and
of “little practical or theoretical utility” (3). Thus, all economic practices, such as industrial manufacturing, business organization, distribution, advertising, design and
marketing, are treated as cultural phenomena as they depend on meaning for their effective operation. Therefore a ‘cultural biography’ should explore the ways in which
meaning is produced through all these practices.
Obviously, du Gay does not mean ‘high’ culture when he claims that all economic
practices are cultural, so he is not really challenging, or even addressing, the idea that
the artistic freedom of painters and poets is inhibited by commercial constraints. However, given that the present study focuses on the artistic creation of a literary text it is
necessary to pause for a moment to consider the precise nature of the argument.
The circuit of culture suggests that consumption is an active process during production. In other words, the preferences of the target audience inform the outcome of production practices. When an indie band signs with a large company, the anxiety among
fans stems from the possibility that the deal will change the target audience. As the
preferences of the target audience inform production, the future music which the band
produces may be affected. Some consumers will respond positively towards the
change while others will respond negatively. Therefore the distinction between commercial and non-commercial is an important one as it refers to the difference between
the known or assumed preferences of two differentiated target groups. Throughout the
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thesis the crucial distinction between commercial and non-commercial texts and target
groups is referred to in a number of ways, for example commercial/academic, and public/academic. These categories are cultural constructions which can inform, but do not
determine, production.
Another implication of the mutually constitutive relationship between the economic
and the cultural is, of course, that cultural practices such as the artistic creation of music, literature and other forms of cultural software, including literary criticism, conversely have an economic dimension to them. Although it is tempting to think of academic criticism and novel-writing as free from market forces, Jennifer Wicke (1999)
draws attention to the view that they are not. She quotes H. Gordon Selfridge, who argued in 1902 that artists, writers, teachers, doctors, actors and many other professionals can be thought of as merchants as they all have some product or service which they
sell for personal gain. Although Wicke suggests that “it has taken nearly a century to
acknowledge without a knee-jerk recoil that commercial practices enmesh literature,
art, education, religion, science” (265), Ian Watt’s (1957) ground-breaking The Rise of
the Novel, which identifies social factors such as the growing leisure of women and the
growing rate of literacy, and capitalist practices such as publishing, retailing and lending library subscription, as the reasons for the emergence of this particular literary
form, appeared as early as the 1950s. Terry Lovell’s Consuming Fiction (1987) is another important landmark. Lovell considers the novel as a bourgeois commodity, while
also correcting some of Watt’s gender-blindness.21 Given the widely held view, presented and discredited by du Gay, that the literary world is superior to the world of
commerce, seeing novels as commodities rather than autonomous art in effect devalues
them. More recently, Lee Erickson (1996) states that at the outset of his study of early
nineteenth-century English literature he felt that “the general shift of talented authors
from writing in one form to another needed to be explained within the framework of
an economy of literary forms” (3). Based on this assumption, that readers’ demands
for a particular literary form determined whether writers produced poetry or prose, he
concludes, “in the Italy of 1836 Shakespeare could only have hoped to be a librettist
for Verdi” (11). That is to say, the form or ‘design’ of literary works is largely dictated
by economic relations.22
Du Gay et al state that design “is centrally located where production is articulated to
consumption” (1997: 53), claiming that “designers are different from artists because
their main purpose is to make artefacts attractive so that they sell” (62). But Wicke,
Erickson and others argue that writers who are not economically independent also
21

By focusing on formal realism, Watt only finds room for the few women authors who wrote realist
fiction, such as George Eliot. By ignoring all other women novelists, the place of women in his history
is relegated to reading.
22
Coe (1994) similarly argues, somewhat provocatively, that Britain’s most talented writers are these
days drawn to situation comedy, magazine journalism and pop music rather than literary forms such as
drama and the novel.
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have to make their works ‘attractive’, and for the more commercially-minded this may
well be their main objective. Indeed, Charlotte Brontë claimed that these “mere bookmakers”, as she called them, were like profit-seeking merchants (in Smith 2000: 27).23
She, in contrast, wanted “to be for ever known” (in Smith I: 166), but this too required
that her literary productions be ‘attractive’ in some way. A ‘cultural biography’ of
Jane Eyre, then, should explore the specific ways in which Charlotte Brontë attempted
to articulate production with consumption. How did she conceive of the imagined consumer/reader, and how did this shape the manuscript?
In their study of the Sony Walkman, du Gay et al argue that it is necessary to analyse how designers have inscribed the various models of the Walkman with meaning.
They suggest that, as the differences are immediately apparent, this is a relatively
straightforward task. For example, with a target audience of young children (or rather
their money-spending parents) in mind, a new Walkman was created called My First
Sony, and, given that the entire object consists of only a small number of parts, it is
easy to see that the designers have used bright primary colours, rounded edges and
see-through packaging. These features are then given meaning when they articulate
with other cultural processes such as consumption and identity (Doing 66-69).
Obviously an analysis of the ‘design’ of a 190,000-word text is considerably more
complex than that of a Walkman. Jane Eyre is clearly prose rather than poetry, and a
long narrative rather than a short story. It also consists of specific narrative elements –
certain events take place in Jane Eyre, and others do not – and it has a structure and
style, but beyond these ‘physical’ properties it becomes difficult to describe its form.
Furthermore, it has been embedded with a particular world view, political ideas and
representations of various identities. In a sense, Charlotte Brontë defined Jane Eyre
when she wrote the manuscript, and Chapter 2 begins with an examination of the writing process, but as the circuit of culture suggests, each textual feature can acquire various meanings in consumption.
There is a second stage of production, when meanings are embedded during the
practices involved in embodying the text in a marketable functional artefact. These
practices include editing, cover design, pricing and, more recently, the inclusion of an
introduction and explanatory notes. The example in the Preface of the Penguin cover
blurbs illustrates how design works within publishing. A ‘cultural biography’ should
examine the specific dynamics of articulation between publication and consumption,
for example by considering how publishers target their products at specific groups of
imagined consumers. Needless to say, while Charlotte Brontë’s cultural work is done –
she cannot rewrite her manuscript to accommodate today’s reading preferences – publishers of Jane Eyre continue to monitor consumption to this day.
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As the title of Production of Culture/Cultures of Production suggests, there is another side to the study of production. The “cultures of production” aspect involves exploring the relationship between, for example, Sony and the Walkman. Du Gay et al
argue that in the case of the Walkman this “involves having to consider a number of
different narratives and representations of the ‘facts’ that have been associated with
this technology” (1997: 42). Thus, they explain: “What we need to try to understand
are the distinctive practices used in the production of the Walkman and the way that
such widespread practices are represented in terms of specific values, beliefs and patterns of working” (43). That is to say, Sony’s “culture of production” has been represented in various ways, such as quintessentially Japanese. These cultural meanings
have become attached to the Walkman through association in a similar way to how
meanings such as youth and mobility have become attached through advertising.
When the focus shifts to production, the Walkman case-study begins by considering
the ways in which Sony has attempted to represent itself. Du Gay et al discuss the
naming of the Sony company, which was originally called Tokyo Tsushin Kogyu Kabushiki Kasha (Tokyo Telecommunication Engineering). They report that the founder,
Akio Morita, “was travelling to the United States and Europe in order to acquire
knowledge and learn about international prospects for his company” (47), and became
convinced that it required a less Japanese-sounding name. The name Sony “was deliberately chosen” (48). They explain that “‘Sony’ was derived from the Latin word
sonus meaning sound, but it was also close to the American phrase ‘sonny boy’ which
had become a slang term in Japan. It was also chosen partly because it was considered
‘placeless’” (48). The company represented itself and attempted to communicate its
identity through the adoption of a specific un-Japanese sounding name. The main consideration was geography, or linguistic community. Rather than inventing a positively
American or European sounding name, the main concern was that it should not sound
Japanese. However, as mentioned above, this has not prevented Sony, and by association the Walkman, from being considered quintessentially Japanese.
The analysis of cultures of production in Chapter 2 begins by considering how
Charlotte Brontë attempted to represent herself as Currer Bell, and continues by examining the subsequent biographies of the author which have represented her in various
ways. The meanings generated through biography have become attached to Jane Eyre
through the author/text relationship, a relationship which Henry James (1905) famously complained has become all too close in the case of the Brontës and their
works.24 In addition, there is a wider aspect to the context of innovation, because the
culture in which Charlotte Brontë lived has also been represented in different ways.
This culture of production has been considered Victorian in terms of family values,
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The fact that almost every edition of Jane Eyre includes a brief biography of the author strengthens
this relationship.
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patriarchal in terms of the relations between men and women, and imperialistic or racist in terms of relations between England and its colonies. All these representations can
be drawn upon to produce meaning in consumption/reading.
As noted earlier, before Jane Eyre could be read in large numbers it had to be embodied in a functional artefact. Publishers also have cultures of production. Therefore
the final section in Chapter 2 briefly considers the working cultures at some of the
publishing houses which have produced editions of Jane Eyre. I examine N. N.
Feltes’s claim that “the whole career of Charlotte Brontë could be cited as the outcome
of one publisher’s discrimination and protectiveness” (1986: 27) by contrasting Smith,
Elder (the original publishers of Jane Eyre) with competitors Henry Colburn and
Thomas Newby. During the analysis I weigh up the claims by John Feather (1988),
Jennifer Wicke (1999) and others that Victorian publishing was the first of the mass
media and was ‘modern’ in every sense, against the claims by du Gay and the other
chapter authors of Production of Culture/Cultures of Production that the distinctive
characteristics of today’s cultures of production in late-modern societies are significantly different from earlier ones. I limit this discussion to an analysis of media synergy and globalization.

Cultural Representation
The processes of representation and identity are similar in many ways. The switch in
focus from identity to representation simply involves a switch from self-making to
sense-making, or from the creation and assertion of identities to the production and
circulation of meanings; that is, from the identities of people to the socio-cultural profile or identity of cultural artefacts such as the Sony Walkman and Jane Eyre.
In Representation: Cultural Representations and Signifying Practices, Stuart Hall
talks of two systems of representation: conceptual maps and ‘language’ systems. The
first is a way of organizing, on a conceptual level, our experiential knowledge of the
world (material things, abstract notions, movement, force and so forth), “and of establishing complex relations between them” (1997: 19). The second involves embodying
the contents of the conceptual map in a symbolic form which can be used as a medium
for meaningful exchange or communication. This ‘symbolic form’ is metaphorically
referred to as a language in the CMI series, and elsewhere. Du Gay et al define a ‘language’ very broadly as “the use of a set of signs or a signifying system to represent
things and exchange meaning about them” (1997: 13). Hall explains that children go
from simply being biological individuals to cultural subjects when they learn the culture-specific codes which govern the relationships between the concepts of their conceptual map and the signs of the signifying systems around them.
Mirroring the discussions of identity, Hall presents the “social constructionist” approach to the production and circulation of meaning in relation to the “conventional”
view that “used to be that ‘things’ exist in the material and natural world; that their
material or natural characteristics are what determines or constitutes them; and that
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they have a perfectly clear meaning, outside of how they are represented” (1997: 5).
This view corresponds to the naturalist view of the determining power of the body.
The constructionist approach to meaning, on the other hand, maintains that meaning is
produced rather than simply found. Hence, although it is never pointed out, these
views mirror the dualism referred to by Woodward between essentialist and nonessentialist approaches to identity. In the case of representation, the Walkman is a material object which, like the body, only acquires meaning in discourse.
Hall distinguishes between two constructionist approaches: the semiotic, which he
describes as structuralist; and the discursive, which he calls post-structuralist. He explains that “the semiotic approach is concerned with the how of representation, with
how language produces meaning – what has been called its ‘poetics’; whereas the discursive approach is more concerned with the effects and consequences of representation – its ‘politics’” (1997: 6). The former has its roots in the work of Ferdinand de
Saussure, while the latter is associated with Michel Foucault who, as John Storey explains, was, among other things, “concerned with the relationship between power and
knowledge and how this relationship operates within what he calls discursive formations, the conceptual frameworks that allow some modes of thought and deny others”
(1993: 96).
In order to reveal how language works, du Gay et al analyse the way journalists described the Walkman when it was first presented to the world at a press conference.
Meaning is relational, so journalists described the Walkman in relation to objects
which they knew their readers would be familiar with (1997: 14-17). The first reviewers of Jane Eyre did the same thing, describing the text in relation to other literary
works which they assumed their readers would know. The first section of Chapter 3
examines the specifics of Jane Eyre’s critical reception, considering, for example,
which aspects of the text encouraged critics to juxtapose Jane Eyre with certain texts
rather than others, and what effects these juxtapositions had on the novel’s meanings.
As defining moments in the life of Jane Eyre, these critical essays, with their privileged status, can be seen as providing the ‘official’, authoritative or hegemonic definitions of the text.
Explaining and exemplifying the discursive approach, du Gay et al argue that meaning does not arise from the Walkman itself, but from the ways it has been represented
in oral, written and visual language, for example in advertisements: “Objects like the
Walkman … do not possess their own intrinsic meaning, and they cannot express their
meaning for us. Advertising is the cultural language which speaks on behalf of the
product. Advertising makes commodities speak” (25). In Foucault’s (1972, 1982)
terms, advertising is a discourse which produces knowledge about the Walkman by
constructing a ‘regime of truth’. Within this discourse, du Gay et al are able to read off
the encoded “privileged” or “foregrounded” meanings (1997: 27, 31) of each advertisement, such as “mobility, sport, activity, leisure and youth, youth, youth” (39). One
woman is read as a “near-naked blonde” (31), suggesting that the discourse of adver-
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tising makes salient the amount of clothes she is wearing, and the colour of her hair.25
However, it is important to remember that the discourse of advertising tries to fix
meanings. Although du Gay et al later quote Jean Baudrillard’s (1988) reminder that
“advertising is not omnipotent and at times produces opposite results” (du Gay et al
1997: 90), there is no consideration of how the advertisements were decoded.26 Their
aim is not to perform a ‘cultural study’ of the advertisements, after all.
As the discussion of historicist criticism pointed out, some critics argue that the
meanings embedded within Jane Eyre’s text cannot simply be ‘read off’ in the same
way that du Gay et al find the meanings of each advertisement. Du Gay et al know
how they are supposed to read the advertisements because they have been produced,
and are being consumed, within the same culture. The discourse of advertising has not
changed significantly between the moments of production and consumption. However,
historicist critics argue that the discourses through which modern readers produce
meaning differ significantly from the one(s) through which Charlotte Brontë and her
first readers produced meaning.
Foucault’s notion of a regime of truth holds great explanatory power for understanding Jane Eyre’s remarkably diverse status as a literary and cultural artefact. Different discourses have produced different knowledges about the text. Each discourse –
be it the critical discourse of liberal-humanist realism, the discourse of stage melodrama, or the various discourses of post-structuralism – has constructed a regime of
truth which has allowed some ways of thinking about Jane Eyre and denied others.
The variety and fluctuating nature of discourses have created different defining moments.
The view of meaning as fluid and contingent can be witnessed in the case-study
when the Sony Walkman’s socio-cultural profile is examined under the theoretical assumption that material objects, like the body, cannot speak for themselves. Journalists
only considered the Walkman “smallish” because they were comparing it to similar
technologies, but the discourse of technology produced this meaning, not the Walkman
itself. Only twenty-five years later, the Walkman already feels quite bulky compared
with the latest digital products now favoured by people who like to listen to music
while they are jogging, so even within the same discourse meanings change over time
and from context to context.
As mentioned earlier, Jane Eyre differs from the Sony Walkman in that, like advertisements, it is itself the result of a practice of representation. Charlotte Brontë embod25

It is unfortunate that du Gay et al do not point out the parallel between the creation and assertion of
identities and the production and circulation of meanings here. They describe the women depicted in
the advertisements as “girls” (36), and the “near-naked blonde” as “beautiful” (31). These meanings
seem to be read off or found in the texts, but they too are made in discourse. The women’s bodies, like
the Walkman itself, are given meaning through the powerful (sexist) discourse of advertising.
26
It is doubtful whether a fifteen-year-old (that is, a typical personal-stereo owner) would think of the
women in the advertisements as girls and read “youth, youth, youth”.
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ied ideas and emotions in her use of the English language to produce a plot, characters,
settings, themes, tone, atmosphere and so forth. More specifically, she employed the
‘language’ of generic literary conventions of the novel to produce her own cultural
representations of, for example, masculine, feminine and national identities. This fundamental difference between a material object and a text, between “cultural hardware”
and “cultural software”, immediately signals a necessary break with the approach to
the Walkman, as the study of representation in the case of Jane Eyre involves exploring first the ways representation works within the text itself, and second the ways it
has been described, categorized, configured and transformed. Therefore, as mentioned
in the previous section, Chapter 2 analyses the process of cultural representation within
the text, while Chapter 3 examines the meanings that have become associated with
Jane Eyre through representations of the text.
Adopting a discursive approach means that the analysis of the representations of
Jane Eyre would fall short if it simply collected a list of terms such as the Walkman’s
“high-tech, modern, typically ‘Japanese’” (13) and ‘mobility’, ‘leisure’, ‘youth’ and so
forth. This is an important starting-point, and in the case of the socio-cultural profile of
Jane Eyre involves issues of gender, social class, national identity and so on, but it is
also necessary to examine the discursive formations which have produced the cultural
construct ‘Jane Eyre’, and study how power has been exercised in attempts to fix
meanings at specific moments in history. This history stretches over more than 150
years, and people have been embodying their emotions and ideas about Jane Eyre in a
wide variety of written, spoken, visual and even musical forms, within a host of different discursive formations, so a critiography of them must be extremely selective. As
noted earlier, the aim of the Walkman case-study “to map the full range of meanings,
associations and connotations which the Walkman has acquired over time in our culture” (15) is an unrealistic one, and this is especially true of the present study.
In Chapter 3, I examine the specific discourses and discursive shifts which have
produced different defining moments in the life of Jane Eyre. The discourse of advertising has played a relatively insignificant role in the production of this profile.27 Instead, the relevant practices include book-reviewing, academic criticism, adaptation
and teaching. What links all these practices is the process of representation. Having
established the various configurations of Jane Eyre set up by professional criticism, I
explore whether adaptations of the novel into other media challenge or confirm them. I
also examine the Jane Eyres made available to students at different levels of the education system, and I analyse their relation to criticism. Finally I trace the definitions of
the text which were circulating in the popular press and promotional materials in Britain in the 1990s. Throughout the analysis I consider the role that specific target audiences play in the construction of all these representations.
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The role of advertising is examined in the second section of Chapter 2.
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Within literary studies, Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) has become a key text on
cultural representation. He defines orientalism as a process, or set of cultural practices,
through which the West defines itself in relation to the East. This process has constructed a positive, diverse West and a negative, homogeneous East. In Widdowson’s
terms, the process of orientalism has produced the cultural construct ‘the East’ from
the facts of the East.28 Presented as being from another culture themselves, now, the
first responses to Jane Eyre have also been constructed as a homogeneous Other by
some modern critics. The first section of Chapter 3 ends with an examination of the
process by which some early responses to Jane Eyre have become the Victorian response.
In his analysis of the role adaptation has played in the constitution of ‘Hardy’, Widdowson focuses on three versions of Hardy novels: one television serial and two films.
He interprets these three versions “to expose what kind of Hardy these artefacts produce, how their own historical conjuncture determines their reproduction of Hardy,
and what, therefore, is the discursive frame they set up for Hardy readers (both established and new) in the 1980s” (1989: 97). As well as considering the “historical conjuncture” of a wide variety of adaptations of Jane Eyre, I also examine the determining
effects of specific conventions within each medium.
Chapter 3 also considers the critical reception of various adaptations of Jane Eyre.
While the novel itself was assessed in relation to a seemingly objective notion of ‘the
real’, adaptations have frequently been assessed in relation to a seemingly objective
notion of ‘the real Jane Eyre’. Therefore these reviews and essays reveal a great deal
about the assumed core characteristics of the text in terms of plot, character, theme,
tone, atmosphere and so forth. Within the discourse of fidelity criticism, ‘successful’
adaptations manage to capture these elements and transform them into another media,
while other adaptations ‘fail’ to do so.

Cultural Regulation
The word regulation has a number of meanings which are relevant in the context of the
circuit of culture. At its core is a notion of control or direction. For example, it can refer to control through rules or restrictions, as in the regulation of traffic, or economic
regulation, which involves tariffs, quotas and financial incentives. It can also refer to
control through some kind of apparatus or mechanism, such as a valve, as well as to
the adjustment of such a mechanism so that it functions in the desired manner. Furthermore, usually used in the plural, it can refer to the rules or restrictions imposed by
an authority, as in government regulations. Cultural regulation is therefore the control
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fatal heat of India, for example, mean that it has been, and continues to be, involved in the process of
orientalism.
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or adjustment of meaning, or any sort of cultural policy or politics aimed at controlling
meaning. In Media and Cultural Regulation (Book 6 in the CMI series), Kenneth
Thompson adds that regulation can also refer to the process of making things appear
regular or natural, thus linking it to the establishment of norms (1997: 3). According to
the powerful regulatory text the Oxford English Dictionary, however, this latter process is known as regularization or naturalization, not regulation, so Thompson is himself adjusting or stretching meaning here.
Although he does not use the word regulation himself in Production of Culture/Cultures of Production, du Gay provides a good explanation of how it is used in
the CMI series during his discussion of organizational culture in Book 4. He writes
that “businesses have spent enormous time and money in recent years trying consciously and deliberately to change their organizational ‘cultures’” (1997c: 4).29 He
explains:
‘Culture’ is deemed to be crucial here because it is seen to structure the way people think, feel and act in organizations. The aim of managing organizational culture is to produce new sets of meanings through which people will come to identify with their employing organization in a way which enables them to make the
right and necessary contribution to its success. (6)
Thompson simply takes du Gay’s idea from the context of business and places it in the
wider context of social life. He explains:
Meanings regulate and organize conduct and practices – they help to set the rules,
norms and conventions by which social life is ordered and governed. They are,
therefore, what those who wish to govern and regulate the conduct and ideas of
others seek to structure and shape. (1997: 1)
Thus, what is for du Gay a “managerial technique” (1997c: 6) in the context of business organizations becomes a social tool in the analysis of cultural regulation. The aim
of management to get workers to contribute to the success of the business translates to
the aim of the education system to get children to make the right contribution to the
success of the state. Both of these aims can be achieved through the regulation of
meaning; that is, through exercising the power to define.30
Stating his position, and that of the other chapter authors in Book 6, Thompson describes cultural regulation as “a dynamic process that is often contested, and while the
outcome is likely to be affected by economic processes and power structures … it also
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Du Gay’s use of single quotation marks is rather confusing. Unfortunately there does not seem to be
a consistent strategy which distinguishes between pairs such as ‘culture’/culture, ‘meaning’/meaning,
‘economic’/economic. He defines ‘culture’ as “language, representation and meaning” (5-6), and culture (without single quotation marks) as “meanings, norms and values” (3).
30
In an even wider perspective, imperialism is thus cultural regulation on a global scale.
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depends on the specific circumstances and on the creative actions of individuals or
groups” (1997: 3). This creativity is restrained in work organizations by the threat of
job loss, and in schools by the worry of examination failure. Thompson continues:
“The study of forms of regulation inevitably raises questions both of cultural policy
(by some regulating authority) and of cultural politics, involving struggles over meanings, values, forms of subjectivity and identity” (3). During these struggles, or culture
wars, cultural artefacts such as Jane Eyre and the Sony Walkman are used or articulated by individuals, groups, organizations or institutions in debates about values, morality, social order, what constitutes the national cultural heritage and so forth.
For example, du Gay et al report that “the Walkman was articulated to both utopian
and dystopian visions of various kinds, being positioned as, on the one hand, the purveyor of choice and increased freedom for the individual and, on the other, as the destroyer of public life and community values” (1997: 113). More specifically, they argue that “the Walkman found itself at the centre of public debates about the impact
and role of electronic media in shifting relations between public and private worlds”
(113). Du Gay et al propose a link between train passengers complaining about the
noise coming from personal-stereos, which led to rules and regulations about acceptable volume levels, and the public debates about whether or not the Walkman encouraged anti-social behaviour and threatened community values. Their argument, though
somewhat unconvincing, is worth presenting as it introduces issues which are relevant
to the study of Jane Eyre when the focus shifts to the process of cultural regulation.
Du Gay et al begin by claiming that “the Walkman offended our sense of social order – that systematic classification of objects which divides them into good/bad, appropriate/inappropriate and so forth” (115). Being an ambiguous or ambivalent technology (114, 118) the Walkman brought together “two incompatibles – private
listening pleasure and the public domain” (118). Thus, they claim, “the Walkman created something of a ‘moral panic’ when it appeared, precisely because of its transgression of established social boundaries” (116).31 They have adopted the concept of moral
panic from Stanley Cohen (1972) who, in his study of the media coverage of beachfighting between mods and rockers in the 1960s, observes: “Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral panic. A condition, episode, person or
group of persons emerges to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests” (quoted in Thompson 1997: 45). Like the Walkman, the book is also an ambiguous or ambivalent technology which brings together two incompatibles: private read31

The implication is that passengers were not really annoyed by the irritating noise coming from the
early Walkman headphones, but were instead reacting to the threatening sight of private pleasure in a
public space (as if they had never seen anyone enjoying a good book on a train before). The argument
is weakened because the ‘public’ space of a railway carriage is in fact extremely confined. Sony market research suggests that, like newspapers, the Walkman is often used on trains to create some personal space. In cases when the noise from Walkman headphones disturbed people’s attempts to create
some personal space, the problem may well have been that the listening pleasure was, ironically, not
private enough. Du Gay et al overlook the diverse characteristics of public spaces.
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ing pleasure and the public domain. However, as a fictional representation of social
life, Jane Eyre has the potential to transgress other established social boundaries.
Chapter 4 begins by examining the specifics of the moral panic it caused in the midnineteenth century.
Throughout its life Jane Eyre has, like the Sony Walkman, been articulated to both
utopian and dystopian visions, so an examination of the cultural policies and cultural
politics which have regulated its distribution and use needs to account for why attempts have been made to promote and restrict it. In the twentieth century, the systematic classification of literature into good/bad, appropriate/inappropriate and so forth
became linked to education and the study of English. So, in the case of Jane Eyre, the
main issue has been how its use in schools and universities should be regulated.
The Walkman is these days considered by many to be an object worthy of study, a
notion which has been promoted by the Open University through its CMI series and
courses. However, it is important to bear in mind that regulatory issues concerning listening to cassettes on a Walkman are almost completely unrelated to issues concerning
its place within academia as an object of study. Studying Jane Eyre, in contrast, requires reading it, so its regulation within education is closely linked to its consumption. Hence, while the development of the discipline of cultural studies is relevant to
an analysis of the Walkman as an object of study, it is hardly relevant to an analysis of
the Walkman as a cultural artefact. The history of the discipline of English studies, on
the other hand, is extremely relevant to a cultural biography of Jane Eyre. Chapter 4
examines some important defining moments in this history, as well as recent factors
which have regulated the frequency and ways in which Jane Eyre is studied.

Cultural Consumption
Michel de Certeau has referred to consumption as “secondary production” (1984: xiii).
Similarly, du Gay et al define it as “the production of meaning through usage” (1997:
86). They cite Thorstein Veblen’s study of the American bourgeois leisure class’s expression of its status through conspicuous consumption, first published in 1899, as an
important landmark in the realization that goods have identity value as well as use
value. Expressing identity through consumption suggests that there is a performative
aspect to this cultural process. The meanings which have been attached to material objects like clothes or the Walkman through production practices such as design and advertising are available for consumers to use in consumption. The objects are displayed,
and they send messages out to anyone who might be interested in receiving them.
Thus, the artefact-consumer relationship transfers meanings back and forth in a similar
way to the producer-artefact relationship. More recently, critics have also acknowledged that, as the notion of the circuit of culture suggests, completely new meanings
can emerge which have not been embedded during production.
The consumption of cultural software or texts can also be performative. Going to
the cinema to see a film, going to a concert to listen to music, or even reading a book
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in a café, on the beach or on a train are all socially differentiated practices.32 The
physical act of reading Jane Eyre may not be particularly conspicuous, but it does produce meanings. However, in the case of literature and other forms of cultural software,
the exchange of meaning most frequently takes place after the actual act of reading,
through systems of representation, rather than by openly displaying one’s reading. The
moment readers express their emotions and ideas about a text, the giving-and-taking of
meaning begins.
In addition, cultural texts contain a dimension that material objects such as the
Walkman do not share. The exchange of meaning does not simply take place between
the ‘user’ and some receiver of the cultural message; a form of communication also
takes place between the writer and the reader. Literature, film, music and so forth do
not only have identity value, they also have the ability (and function) of shaping people’s ideas and making them think differently about the world.33 This feature of cultural software can be viewed as something positive or negative, depending on one’s
view of the text and its perceived influence on people. The traditional view, associated
with critics such as Horkheimer, Adorno and Leavis, is that some texts are better than
others, and that the production and consumption of those with negative effects became
increasingly widespread in the twentieth century. More recently, critics have begun to
think that, if meaning is produced rather than found, the active role of consumers, audiences and readers means that the positive and negative effects are much more arbitrary and cannot be established through textual analysis alone.
Within literary studies, one tends to talk of readers rather than consumers or users.
Theories of reading are often grouped under the term reader-response criticism. Although the name perhaps suggests that readers are the main focus of attention, this is
not always the case. Critics such as Michael Riffaterre (1978), for example, argue that
texts can encourage or even demand a certain reading, and so control the production of
meaning, which suggests that textual analysis will be able to predict the meanings produced in consumption. The main emphasis over the last twenty years, however, has
been on specific negotiations between the text and the reader. As Andrew Bennett
(1995) explains, reading theory has, during this period, recognized that readers are historically or socially constructed, and “not only that readers are different from one another, but that any individual reader is multiple, and that any reading is determined by
difference” (4). Thus, it is important to consider the relative power to produce new
meanings that different readers have in different contexts.

32

There are other ways of appropriating Jane Eyre’s meanings through association, for example by
displaying it in a bookcase, creating a tribute website on the Internet, or writing and publishing a doctoral thesis about it.
33
This is, after all, why many people decide to become writers. When du Gay et al claim that the
Walkman also has the ability to form people’s opinions they are yoking Walkman use with listening to
music or talking-books. The Walkman itself does not offer enhancement, the noise coming out of it
does (1997: 92-94).
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The main theme of Book 5 in the CMI series, Consumption and Everyday Life
(Mackay 1997a), is this issue of relative power, or creativity and restraint. That is to
say, theories of consumption are differentiated by how they view the role of consumers/readers in the meaning-making process. Hugh Mackay writes in the Introduction:
The argument of each chapter is that we are not the passive victims portrayed by
the ‘critique of mass culture’ school; nor are we the liberated consumers discussed by the worst excesses of the ‘pleasures of consumption’ approach. Somewhere between – and this is the main theme of the book – we find creative, active
individuals, working with a range of materials, and, through a range of consumption practices, constructing and making sense of everyday life. (1997b: 10)
This synthesis of two opposing schools of thought echoes the description presented in
the Cultural Identity section of individuals actively negotiating their sense of self from
the wide range of subjectivities made available to them.
The complex and unpredictable nature of the production and circulation of meaning
through practices of consumption makes it difficult to study. Having relied mostly on
textual analysis in the case-study up to this point (of advertisements and material written about the Walkman), du Gay et al (1997) introduce other methods of analysis during the discussion of consumption practices, beginning with Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984)
quantitative method of analysing the socially (or rather, social class) structured nature
of food consumption in France. This method is criticized, though, because of its structural restraint. Du Gay et al use Michel de Certeau’s (1984) approach to the study of
everyday practices to critique Bourdieu thus:
because Bourdieu’s analysis is largely based upon the mapping of differences between goods onto differences between social groups, and because the latter are
treated as prior divisions unaltered by these processes of consumption, people
become unilaterally trapped in positions from which they are unable to extricate
themselves. Therefore although Bourdieu indicates the importance of consumption to the production and reproduction of class divisions, he is unable to explain
the ways in which consumer practices may crosscut given social divisions creating new social identities and differences in the process. (Doing 98-99)
In other words, Bourdieu’s study presents a static picture of the class-based structure
of food consumption. It is unable to explain how consumption practices change over
time, and it cannot shed any light on anomalous consumption.
The structural restraint of Bourdieu’s analysis can also be seen in Stanley Fish’s
(1979) “interpretive communities”, based on the assumption that certain interpretative
groups will produce similar readings because of their shared social location. A man
might produce a different reading of Jane Eyre from a woman; a black woman might
produce a different reading from a white woman; a working-class white woman might
produce a different reading from a middle-class black man. This way of thinking bor-
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ders on sociological reductionism. It does not allow people to appropriate a particular
type of literature, or produce an anomalous reading to transgress their social categories
and construct new identities. This point is especially relevant to recent debates about
school English in general, and the practice of studying Jane Eyre on the National Curriculum in particular, as boys and girls have frequently been regarded as oppositional,
homogeneous ‘interpretive communities’. The focus on the majority leads to potentially harmful generalizations that can perpetuate norms.
In order to illustrate the complexities involved in the production of meaning through
usage, I will very briefly consider anomalous Walkman use, and trace the different
ways it can be interpreted, drawing parallels to Jane Eyre and its consumers or readers.
As Walkman use in the UK seems to have caused most resentment among male “suitwearers” on trains (that is, formally dressed male commuters), judging from the articles in Melody Maker and Touch reprinted in Doing (du Gay et al 1997: 117, 143-5), I
will discuss the example of a male suit-wearer using a Walkman on a train.
The common-sense or utilitarian view would focus on the practical, functional value
of the Walkman as a way of alleviating boredom. One could say that this is ‘just’ consumption, rather than cultural consumption, as the production of meaning is secondary
or even absent. Walkman use from this perspective is no more meaningful than humming to oneself, day-dreaming or even sleeping. Books, Jane Eyre among them, also
offer this private form of pleasure (indeed, the suit-wearer might even be listening, or
half-listening, to an audio version of Jane Eyre).
On a cultural level, the suit-wearer may have identified with an appealing image in
a Walkman advertisement such as the one reproduced as Figure 1.7 in Doing (30),
which du Gay et al describe as “deliberately ‘wasteful’ and extravagant”, claiming it
“establishes an equivalence between the sleek, black lines of the Sony Walkman, the
cool, black sophistication of the singer, Marvin Gaye, and the ‘cool sound’ of 1970s’
soul music” (31). These positive associative meanings can be appropriated through
conspicuous consumption. Women who identify with Jane’s much publicized strong
independence might appropriate the text in a similar way. By expressing their admiration of the text for this specific reason they are, in turn, expressing a preference for
strong, independent women in general, both fictitious and real.
Another way of explaining the male suit-wearer’s Walkman use is as bricolage; that
is to say, he is creating a new cultural identity by playing with the consumer goods
available to him. From the pleasures of consumption perspective, the suit-wearer is a
self-conscious cultural expert who is aware of the Walkman’s dominant associative
meanings, but is using it oppositionally, perhaps to transgress the socially established
boundary between formally and informally dressed train passengers. Given Jane
Eyre’s strong association with women, men might appropriate it to transgress gender
norms by publicly expressing their fondness of the text. As the analysis will show, the
complex nature of Jane Eyre’s identity value means that this appropriation could mobilize a variety of meanings. Men who say they like it because it is a passionate ro-
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mance can use Jane Eyre to construct one specific version of masculinity for themselves, while men who say they like it because it is an important feminist text can construct another.
Without doing field-work and getting to know real male suit-wearers, however, it is
impossible to establish the facts. It might transpire that some are naïve, and unaware of
how people interpret the situation, while others might not care, or perhaps feel their
formal dress gives them certain privileges, causing their fellow passengers to read their
Walkman use in a more positive way than if they had been informally dressed. Furthermore, a large number of formally dressed male commuters would have to be included in the study. Naturally, the same applies to a study of Jane Eyre readers.
In place of Bourdieu’s quantitative method, and the speculation above, du Gay et al
advocate the qualitative research method of participant observation because of its ability to shed light on how people use goods and services. However, this is one place
where there is a hole in the case-study, as no such ethnographic study of Walkman use
is carried out or referred to, and without such information critics are forced to make
unsupported claims. Du Gay et al criticize Iain Chambers for not supporting his arguments, and their own analysis is limited as they are unable to draw on empirical evidence. Instead they discuss subcultural analysis in general, which has tended to focus
on the production of oppositional identities by teddy-boys, punks, ravers and so forth
(103-4).
As previously noted, in the case of literature the exchange of meaning most frequently takes place through systems of representation after reading. Therefore it is
possible to gain qualitative insights into the production of meaning in consumption by
studying empirical evidence in written materials, for example personal comments in
reviews. This method has been criticized in the past for “blurring the distinction between conventions of book-reviewing on the one hand and those of reading itself on
the other” (for example Bennett 1995: 9-10, on James L. Machor 1993), but the Internet now provides a forum for readers to express their opinions about books publicly
without having to follow strict conventions. The customer reviews at the mail order
company Amazon’s website are an excellent source of material for a study of personal
responses.
My qualitative study of Jane Eyre readers is based on the 246 reviews which were
posted by customers to Amazon (1999) between 13 July 1996 and 26 December 1999.
It is difficult to assess how representative the opinions expressed are, but the fact that
there are so many makes them interesting. Although most reviewers are American,
many other countries are represented, including the UK. Some are signed, but most are
posted anonymously. However, the email addresses, and other clues in the reviews
themselves, provide information about social identity. The fact that the reviewers have
access to a computer says something about their socio-economic status, for example.
In the case of Jane Eyre, most reviewers are girls between nine and eighteen, but the
opinions of boys, women and a few men are also expressed.
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As Jane Eyre is widely used and studied in the context of education, the analysis
necessarily involves exploring specific institutionalized cultures of consumption. It is
perhaps worth recalling here that listening to cassettes with a Walkman and studying
the Walkman are two profoundly different practices, whereas studying Jane Eyre almost always involves reading it. Therefore the various ways of doing things with the
text within education are inextricably tied to the practice of reading it.
While it is understandable that the Walkman case-study should ignore institutionalized consumption, it is somewhat surprising that the CMI series as a whole completely
neglects it. As Mackay explains in the Introduction of Consumption and Everyday
Life, the title is designed not only to signal a shift in focus to the practices of consumption, but also to specific consumers and contexts of consumption:
The focus – carried by the ‘life’ part of ‘everyday life’ – means that we are less
concerned with the powerful and that which is recorded and codified, and more
concerned with the unpredictable, the impoverished and with the routine activities and control of ordinary people as they go about their day-to-day lives.
(1997b: 7)
A consequence of this double shift in focus is that “ordinary people” are inevitably
consumers. Moreover, there is no room in the analyses for considering institutionalized consumption practices. Although most British schoolchildren now analyse different media on the National Curriculum English course, Shaun Moores’s (1997) study of
broadcasting in the CMI series only considers viewing in the domestic context, for example. There is no consideration of how these two contexts of consumption inform
one another.
Another consequence of the double shift is that cultural practices such as writing
song lyrics and composing music are regarded as consumption (of paper, pens, musical
instruments, electricity, even coffee) if carried out by so-called ordinary people. Thus,
Ruth Finnegan’s (1989) study of music-making in Milton Keynes is discussed in Book
5 (Mackay 1997a: 113-46).34 What this implies for a study of Jane Eyre is that Charlotte Brontë’s activity of writing the manuscript should be seen as consumption (of paper, pens, magazines, novels), while the publishers’ activities of printing, distributing
and marketing Jane Eyre in book form should be seen as production. Although it is
true that Charlotte Brontë wrote Jane Eyre in her spare time, placing the analysis of its
production in Chapter 5, rather than Chapter 2, would continue a long tradition of devaluing women’s work. In this particular instance, there is more at stake than simply a
change in focus.
Chapter 5 analyses the ways in which studying Jane Eyre produces meaning in consumption. The first two sections examine the institutionalized practices of doing English in school using the so-called ‘Leavis method’, and doing English in higher educa34

The reference to coffee is on page 125.
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tion using more recent literary theories. Focusing on the theme of creativity and restraint, I explore the ways students, teachers and critics ‘do things’ with Jane Eyre
within institutionalized contexts. As mentioned in the Preface, I was unaware at the
outset of the ongoing debate about introducing at lower levels of education the approaches to literature which dominate in higher education. The specifics of Jane
Eyre’s ‘life’ have drawn me into this debate and led me to contribute to it by considering the implications of such a move, and by exploring alternative options. Finally, I
use Ien Ang’s (1985) study of Dallas viewers as a model to perform a qualitative
analysis of the views expressed by customers at Amazon.
The questions related to Jane Eyre’s cultural biography are as follows: How was the
balance between creativity and restraint affected by the specific historical circumstances of doing GCSE English on the National Curriculum in the 1990s? To what extent do the presumed liberating effects of literary theories facilitate greater freedom to
produce meanings in consumption? What are the pedagogical implications of the
study? How do the conventions of scholarship affect the meanings of Jane Eyre generated within academia? How do the specific conditions of the Internet affect representations of the text, which versions of Jane Eyre are dominant in this context, what insights do the reviews shed on what people “really think” about the text, and how are
they tied to gender?

Summary
By studying the five processes or ‘moments’ of the circuit of culture, I hope to show
how and why Jane Eyre has acquired its complex, unstable and seemingly contradictory socio-cultural profile. As this chapter makes clear, my explanation has been produced within a specific post-structuralist, non-essentialist discourse. Like other discourses, it produces its own regime of truth, foregrounding some events in the life of
Jane Eyre and rendering others less significant. Stuart Hall’s definition of the discursive approach provides an accurate description of the present study:
It examines not only how language and representation produce meaning, but how
the knowledge which a particular discourse produces connects with power, regulates conduct, makes up or constructs identities and subjectivities, and defines the
way certain things are represented, thought about, practised and studied. (1997:
6)
The “certain thing” in this thesis is Jane Eyre. I analyse the discourses which have
produced knowledge about it. Each discourse has created its own regime of truth, and
its own defining moments.
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2 PRODUCTION: Writing and Publishing
The four sections in this chapter all focus on the process of production. As mentioned
in Chapter 1, Bernard Gendron (1986) makes an important distinction between the
practices involved in producing cultural texts or software, such as Charlotte Brontë’s
original hand-written manuscript of Jane Eyre, now housed in the British Library, and
the practices involved in producing functional artefacts, such as the millions of copies
of the text embodied in books or cassettes. This distinction suggests that an analysis of
the social and cultural meanings inscribed during the process of production should be
twofold. Therefore, the first section of this chapter examines the production of the
manuscript, and the second section focuses on the production of the published editions
of the text. In addition, du Gay (1997a, 1997c) argues that, as well as analysing the
“production of culture”, it is also necessary to study the “cultures of production” involved in the creation of texts and artefacts, in order to gain a fuller picture of the
meanings created during production. Hence, in the third section I study various representations of the origins of production, including biographies of Charlotte Brontë and
wider considerations of the early Victorian culture in which she lived, while in the final section the focus switches to publishers and their working cultures.

Producing the Manuscript
In this section I analyse how Charlotte Brontë ‘designed’ Currer Bell’s literary production, embedding it with specific textual features in response to feedback she received
from two distinct and well-defined groups: the literary world of writers, journalists and
critics, and the business world of publishers, lending-libraries and their subscribers.
The aspects of design include structure and style, and the basic facts that Jane Eyre is
a prose narrative, rather than poetry, and a long, three-volumed novel. In addition, it
combines the generic conventions of realism and Gothic romance. While this latter
point has been generally accepted by Brontë scholars for a long time, it is only recently
that critics have begun to acknowledge the role that the literary marketplace played in
shaping the text. As the starting-point of my study of the defining moments in Jane
Eyre’s cultural life, I explore the ways in which Charlotte Brontë articulated Currer
Bell’s literary production with a complex notion of imagined readers, embedding it
with specific meanings which contributed to, but did not determine, Jane Eyre’s sociocultural profile.
When Charlotte Brontë’s identity was revealed in the 1850s, and many details of
her life were made public through Elizabeth Gaskell’s The Life of Charlotte Brontë
(1857), it became more difficult, rather than easier, to understand how she could have
written Jane Eyre. The simplistic explanation was that she was a genius with a Godgiven talent. However, Jane Eyre was far from the first thing Charlotte Brontë had
written. It is more accurate to regard it as the product of a number of unsuccessful attempts to make Currer Bell a renowned author.
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In traditional histories of literature, critics have assumed that cultural influences
from literature, politics, the history of ideas, and so forth are the determining factors in
producing a specific text. In Charlotte Brontë’s case, this has frequently involved tracing her influences to the Romantic poets, in particular William Wordsworth and Lord
Byron. For example, Margaret Smith astutely recognizes similarities between Charlotte Brontë and Wordsworth
in their insistence that feeling “gives importance to the action and situation, and
not the action and situation to the feeling” [Preface to Lyrical Ballads]; in their
preference for the ‘language of truth’ to the ‘jargon of Conventionality’; in their
condemnation of the empty display of society; and in their appreciation of ‘resolution and independence’ as the sustaining qualities of the individual. (Smith
1993: ix)
Such literary influences have been established convincingly, and I do not propose to
challenge them. However, they have been complemented by critics who have placed
nineteenth-century novelists within their contemporary commercial context. Ian Watt
(1957), for example, has considered the significance of the shift in the relations of literary production from patronage to market forces. One consequence of this shift is that
writers began to address a wide, anonymous audience rather than a specific, known
reader. As Catherine Judd argues, Charlotte Brontë was a professional writer who
sought to obtain “a real sense of the literary marketplace” (1995: 255). Below I explore the ways in which this knowledge was gained, how she became a ‘professional
Romantic’ and how this shaped the Jane Eyre manuscript.
In her biography of Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Gaskell reproduces a note which the
then thirteen-year-old Charlotte had scribbled down on a scrap of paper. It not only
shows that she regularly read three newspapers and a magazine as a child, but that she
was aware of the political bias of each publication: “We take the Leeds Intelligencer,
Tory, and the Leeds Mercury, Whig…. We see the John Bull; it is a high Tory, very
violent. Mr. Driver lends us it, as likewise Blackwood’s Magazine, the most able periodical there is” (quoted in Gaskell 1857: 55). She also knows the names of all the male
proprietors and editors. In addition, a letter written to her brother reveals that from the
age of sixteen she regularly read Fraser’s Magazine for Town and Country (67). After
Charlotte’s death, Gaskell received a letter from one of her closest friends (Mary Taylor) suggesting that Charlotte’s interest in the male world of politics began at the age
of five, and that her opinions were obtained from the papers, which the eldest sister
Mary would read out loud to the other children (67). Martyn Lyons notes that, in the
1840s, “While the man was expected to read the political and sporting news, women
appropriated the sections of the newspaper devoted to faits divers and serialized fiction. The territory of the newspaper was thus thematically divided according to gender-based expectations” (1999: 320). The Brontë girls apparently crossed this gender
boundary.
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The fact that all the narrators of the juvenilia – short stories which the Brontë children wrote together, illustrated and even bound in imitation of printed books – are men
has often been used to argue that writing, like politics and journalism, was considered
a male occupation in the Brontë household. Christine Alexander (1983), for example,
assumes that, as all their knowledge of literature came from men, it is only to be expected that the Brontë children should perceive writing as a male practice (227). Critics have tended to leave this claim unexplored, but closer examination reveals a complex process at work. To begin with, it could hardly have escaped the children’s
attention that there were in fact a great number of women writers. However, as Carol
Bock (2001) has recently pointed out, magazines played a crucial role in circulating
the false notion that writing was a male-dominated profession. Fraser’s, for example,
portrayed literary life in its highly fictitious Gallery of Illustrious Literary Characters
as exclusively male. In considering the influence Fraser’s had on its readers, Bock argues that “the facts of literary life … may be less important than the fictions which
such representations of authorship communicated” (241).35
Bock writes that Blackwood’s and Fraser’s “strenuously engaged in the process of
defining authorship within their pages”, and draws an illuminating parallel between
their distortion of literary culture, and the stories of literary life that Branwell and
Charlotte invented in the juvenilia (2002: 45). As well as demonstrating that Charlotte’s early writings are most accurately described as the product of appropriation and
collaboration (rather than the spontaneous outpourings of an isolated genius, for example), Bock manages to pinpoint the influence of the magazines. She concludes that
they “mediated authorship and readership simultaneously, interpellating a willing audience into an ideology of print that encouraged consumers to identify themselves as
both literate and literary – that is, both as readers and, at least potentially, as professional authors” (46). Significantly, as a large proportion of the reading audience was
women, the magazines were encouraging women to identify with male writers.
Bock draws attention to a distinct feature of literary production in general. Consumers of the Sony Walkman, Hollywood films and other expensive productions are not
encouraged to identify themselves as producers, and they simply do not have the same
access to production. Writing, on the other hand, can cost less to produce than to consume. Commenting on writing as a career option for women, Richard Altick observes:
The profession was all the more alluring because it was open to all talents, the
first respectable Victorian occupation to be an equal opportunity, affirmative ac-

35

Another fiction concerns women taking male pseudonyms. In her York Note on Jane Eyre, Sarah
Rowbotham perpetuates the false notion that “To publish as a woman in the nineteenth century was
extremely difficult; hence the pseudonyms of Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell” (1998: 7). Not only were
most publishers more concerned about profit than the sex of the author, but, as Catherine Judd points
out, writers such as Thackeray and Swinburne sometimes took female pseudonyms (1995: 251).
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tion employer. It required no capital or equipment beyond one’s active mind, an
inkwell, pens, a quire of paper, and postage. (1999: 298)
That is not to say that anyone could have written Jane Eyre, of course, but anyone who
read it did at least have the material means to produce a novel. I will now continue to
trace Charlotte Brontë’s unique literary apprenticeship, which continued beyond her
childhood collaborations with Branwell.
Charlotte’s more formal training did not begin until she moved to Belgium at the
age of twenty-five. Although the main purpose of the trip was to improve her knowledge of French, a useful skill within the teaching profession, she was fortunate to be
able to develop her writing skills at the same time, under the tutelage of Constantin
Heger, described by Lucasta Miller as “one of Belgium’s finest teachers of literature”
(2002: 10). Indeed, Miller claims that Charlotte’s decision to study in Brussels was
“the most important influence on her development” (10). She explains that “Heger expected his pupils to develop their own prose by emulating that of famous authors, and
he made Charlotte think hard about the technical side of writing” (10). Furthermore,
she states that “as well as helping her technique, he made her more aware that she
should write for an audience rather than as a personal escape” (10). This latter point is
crucial in a discussion of the cultural practice of writing the Jane Eyre manuscript.
The significance of Heger’s advice is related to how Charlotte Brontë perceived her
own writing. Although she often wrote about would-be writers in the juvenilia, her
own act of writing at the time was clearly a leisure activity, associated with escape,
imagination and play. For many women, this is how fiction-writing continued to be
thought of in adulthood, a recreational pastime which was quite harmless as long as it
did not interfere with the serious duties of womanhood. However, for Charlotte writing
became a viable career option. A middle-class woman with her specific skills had few
opportunities. Apart from artistic pursuits, the only professions available to her were
governessing, teaching and marriage. She had tried the first and not enjoyed it, the
second would have been a rewarding alternative had she been able to raise the money
to start her own school, but this plan did not materialize. The third option was dependent on her receiving a proposal of marriage from a man she was in love with, which
seemed as unrealistic as the idea of opening a school. Shortly before her twenty-third
birthday she writes of meeting a man whom Gaskell claims to be the inspiration for the
character of St John Rivers in Jane Eyre:
I had a kindly leaning towards him, because he is an amiable and well-disposed
man. Yet I had not, and could not have, that intense attachment which would
make me willing to die for him; and if ever I marry, it must be in that light of
adoration that I will regard my husband. Ten to one I shall never have the chance
again; but n’importe. (quoted in Gaskell 1857: 112)
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Marriage without love was simply not an option. Writing, on the other hand, seemed to
offer a more realistic and rewarding source of income.
In the “Biographical Notice of Ellis and Acton Bell” (1850),36 Charlotte explains
that all three sisters “had very early cherished the dream of one day becoming authors”
(in Smith II: 743), and there is much evidence to suggest that this was true. First, the
fact that their father Patrick had published some poems and essays must have been a
great inspiration. Second, the juvenile writing that has survived demonstrates not only
a passion for storytelling but also something close to an obsession with print culture
and the format of the book. Third, Charlotte wrote a letter on 29 December 1836, at
the age of only eighteen, to the Poet Laureate Robert Southey. Although this letter has
not been located, it is possible to discern from Southey’s lengthy reply that she enclosed some of her poems, and stated her desire “to be forever known as a poetess” (in
Smith I: 166). Southey acknowledges that she possesses a rare talent for verse, but
points out that “Many volumes of poems are now published every year without attracting public attention”, warning that anyone who “is ambitious of distinction in this way,
ought to be prepared for disappointment” (166). In his efforts to dissuade her from
pursuing a literary career Southey uses the fact that she is a woman to remind her of
her duties, but he also states that he feels “bound in duty to caution every man …
against taking so perilous a course” (166), suggesting he would have given similar advice to a male would-be poet.37
The fact that the market for poetry at that time was very small has been well documented (see, for example, Altick 1999). In contrast to the sales figures for novels,
Smith (II: 117) cites as representative of the declining market for poetry the fact that
Robert Browning’s Sordello only sold 157 copies between 1840 and 1855. Lee Erickson claims that “although Byron, Shelley, and Keats all died in the 1820s … more poets would have written more poetry in the 1830s had there been a demand and a market for poetry” (1996: 10). Echoing Southey’s sentiment in his advice to Charlotte
Brontë, he observes that “literary talent that is not economically insulated must address
itself to the demands of the publishing market” (11).
G. H. Lewes’s 1847 novel Ranthorpe suggests that the situation had not improved
in the 1840s. In an exchange between a young writer and a publisher, the writer learns
that he will have to pay for the publication of his poems himself because, as the publisher explains, “the public won’t buy them” (quoted in Miller 2002: 271). Indeed, this
is precisely what the Brontë sisters had to do when they published their poetry collection entitled Poems in 1846 under the noms de plume Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell. Its
commercial failure has become part of Brontë mythology, with the frequently used
phrase “it sold only two copies” (for example Miller 2002: 11) becoming something of

36
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Hereafter referred to as “Biographical Notice”.
Branwell Brontë wrote to William Wordsworth but did not receive a reply.
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a biographical cliché, although this figure refers to the first year of sales only.38 According to Smith (I: 473), over 400 copies had been sold by 1856 (over twice as many
as Browning’s Sordello), before the publication of Gaskell’s biography of Charlotte
Brontë boosted sales still further.
When sending free copies of Poems to writers such as Wordsworth, Tennyson,
Thomas de Quincey and S. T. Coleridge’s son Hartley, Charlotte Brontë began the
covering letter with the words: “Sir, My Relatives, Ellis and Acton Bell and myself,
heedless of the repeated warnings of various respectable publishers, have committed
the rash act of printing a volume of poems” (in Smith I: 531). In a letter to her publisher George Smith on 7 September 1848, she also makes clear she knows “that ‘the
Trade’ are not very fond of hearing about Poetry, and that it is but too often a profitless
incumbrance on the shelves of the bookseller’s shop” (in Smith II: 117).
So why did Charlotte Brontë ignore all the advice she had received from writers and
publishers? According to her explanation in the “Biographical Notice”, it was mainly
because she thought Emily’s poetry was so remarkable, and because of the sisters’
shared dream of becoming writers.39 Although from a financial point of view the publication of Poems would seem to make no sense at all, the money spent on advertising,
while small, does suggest there was some commercial ambition – at least to cover
costs – and a hope of getting noticed. The only other professional reason was perhaps a
misguided belief that the book might be a way of marketing the Bell name before the
sisters attempted to publish their prose, which they had already begun to produce by
then.40 One thing Charlotte Brontë certainly knew at this early stage was that it was
much more difficult for an unknown writer to publish, than a well-established one. On
11 April 1846 she wrote to Aylott & Jones, asking: “It is evident that unknown authors
have great difficulties to contend with before they can succeed in bringing their works
before the public, can you give me any hint as to the way in which these difficulties
are best met [?]” (in Smith I: 462). Having made it into print at her own financial expense, Charlotte wasted no time in using this achievement to market herself and her
sisters, or rather their literary personae, the Bells. About six weeks after the publication of Poems she wrote to the publisher Henry Colburn to ask if she could send three
manuscripts for his inspection: The Professor, Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey,
stating: “The authors of these tales have already appeared before the public” (in Smith
I: 481). Smith (I: 492) suggests that “Colburn would not have been impressed by the
publication of Poems in May 1846”, and John Feather (1988) provides support for this
38

There is even a record of the name and address of one of the two people who bought a copy,
Fredrick Enoch, because he wrote to the publishers Aylott and Jones in July 1846, asking for the authors’ autographs (see Smith I: 487).
39
The latter point is explored in the third section, where it is discussed in relation to identity formation.
40
Although it was a commercial failure, Poems did receive some attention in the press, in The Critic
(Anon. 1847a: 46), The Athenæum and the Dublin University Magazine.
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claim by pointing to the financial ruin of Sir Walter Scott’s publisher, Archibald Constable, in 1826, which made Colburn’s generation “very cautious about the publication
of fiction, especially of new novels by unknown authors” (151). Feather identifies a
new generation of publishers, Smith, Elder among them, who emerged in the 1830s,
and who showed a greater willingness to take risks with unpublished writers. Alexander Elder had retired in 1845, and George Smith Sr. died in 1846, so his son was only
twenty-two when he took over the firm, one year before Charlotte Brontë submitted
Jane Eyre.
The next stage in Charlotte Brontë’s professional education, on her way to gaining
“a real sense of the literary marketplace” (Judd 1995: 255), came with the advice she
received from publishers who returned her manuscript of The Professor, which they
unanimously decided not to publish for business reasons. In a letter to G. H. Lewes on
6 November 1847, in which she responds to his review of Jane Eyre, Charlotte Brontë
summarizes the advice she received from publishers thus:
I tried six publishers in succession; they all told me it was deficient in “startling
incident” and “thrilling excitement”, that it would never suit the circulating libraries, and as it was on those libraries the success of works of fiction mainly depended they could not undertake to publish what would be overlooked there. (in
Smith II: 559)
The constructed notion of a target audience was based on normative stereotypes of
bourgeois femininity. That does not mean that men did not read novels, but it does
suggest that men who read novels were not conforming to dominant normative masculinity.
As well as complaining about the content or genre of The Professor, publishers also
disapproved of its length. In Smith, Elder’s letter to Charlotte Brontë rejecting The
Professor, for example, the company told her that a work of three volumes would meet
with careful attention (in the “Biographical Notice”). A common misconception is that
this famous rejection, which praised Currer Bell’s literary talent, inspired Charlotte
Brontë to write Jane Eyre (for example, Wilks 1991), but Gaskell reports that a much
earlier rejection led her to begin a new project. By the time she received the letter from
Smith, Elder, a fair copy of Jane Eyre was almost complete.
Guinevere Griest (1970) discusses the “comfortable bulk” of the three-decker
which, following the success of Scott’s Waverley (1814), became the standard length
for ‘serious’ novels. In theories of production and consumption these standard forms,
such as the three-decker novel, the thirty-two bar chorus in Tin Pan Alley songs, and
the twenty-five minute sitcom episode, have often been explained by assuming that
they represent the points at which supply and demand meet. Erickson (1996), for example, argues that literary forms are the result of “patterns articulated by the intersection of readers’ desires and authors’ aspirations” (3). However, the circuit of culture
identifies other processes at work, such as cultural regulation. For example, Charles
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Edward Mudie, the founder of the largest circulating library, wanted novels to be published in three separate volumes because this was more profitable, as his subscribers
had to pay more if they wanted to borrow more than one volume at a time.41 Readers
did not necessarily desire this, as it would be easier to borrow two volumes, and authors did not necessarily desire this either, as George Gissing’s frequently quoted New
Grub Street (1891) illustrates. A novel was expected to consist of a specific number of
pages, a specific number of lines per page, and always be in three volumes. Gissing’s
character Edwin Reardon is a writer who cynically tries to use as much dialogue as
possible, as it takes up more space on the page.42
It would seem from her letters to Hartley Coleridge in 1840 that Charlotte Brontë
was already well aware of the commercial and artistic dominance of the three-decker
novel (see Smith I: 236-241). The shortness of The Professor could well be a result of
the initial plan the sisters had of submitting their first prose works together as a work
in three volumes. However, Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights obviously became too
long for this plan to be seen through, and when Agnes Grey was accepted for publication by Thomas Newby in July as the extra third volume of Wuthering Heights, Charlotte no longer had a work of one volume to attach to The Professor. Her first prose
work was doomed never to reach the libraries during her lifetime.
In their study of the Sony Walkman, du Gay et al borrow Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984)
phrase “cultural intermediaries” to describe designers, as their task is to connect production to consumption. Given that Charlotte Brontë actively acquired knowledge
about literary conventions, current reading preferences and so forth, she can also be
seen as ‘designing’ her literary product for the market. Very simplistically, one could
say that in terms of design Jane Eyre is longer than The Professor, and is more startling and thrilling. It was given these characteristics because publishers knew that
these textual features were in demand among the library subscribers.
Similarly, Jane Eyre consists of specific narrative elements. Jane becomes a governess, then a teacher, for example. She does not become a doctor or a politician. She
receives proposals of marriage from her employer at Thornfield and her cousin at
Moor House. However, as noted in Chapter 1, while du Gay et al know that they
should use the discourse of advertising in order to identify the foregrounded aspects of
the Sony Walkman advertisements, readers and critics have used a variety of dis-
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As Charlotte Brontë had to walk four miles to the nearest circulating library it is easy to understand
how inconvenient it would be to borrow one volume at a time.
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Altick suggests that such strict conventions concerning the length of three-deckers and serialized
novels “were largely responsible for what some modern readers consider the verbosity, inordinate
length, qualitative unevenness, and sometimes the sheer formlessness of much Victorian fiction”
(1999: 295). However, there are some very long modern bestsellers, and within the fantasy genre a
convention for trilogy has even emerged which to some extent mirrors the three-decker format, so it is
more likely to be a question of language or subject matter (this point is developed further in the final
section of Chapter 5).
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courses to identify the most salient features of Jane Eyre. Rey Chow (1999/2000), for
example, reading the text as a fairy tale, isolates the following narrative elements:
1. The lonely orphan girl who becomes a loyal wife.
2. The sensitive rich man with a mysterious past.
3. The spectral other woman, the first wife.
4. The confession.
5. The setting of the enormous stately mansion.
6. The catastrophe.
7. The ending: social acceptance and reproduction. (145-46)
Chow ignores the second proposal of marriage as it is not a constituent of the fairy
tale. However, all the elements she does include in her formalistic summary can be
found within Charlotte Brontë’s manuscript. Because they have been embedded within
the text, they are available to the reader as potential sources of meaning-making.
Jane Eyre also has a specific structure, which can be perceived as a ‘physical’ property of the text or aspect of design. Esther Schönberger-Schleicher, in a comparative
analysis of Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights based on the assumption that “the structure of a literary work not only contributes to the meaning of the work but is itself part
of the meaning” (1999: 11), argues that her analysis of the narrative structure of Jane
Eyre, which focuses on aspects such as temporal order, duration, retrospection, foreshadowing, speech representation and so forth, shows that Charlotte Brontë’s main
concern was to create tension and suspense. Schönberger-Schleicher’s meticulous
analysis of structure also reveals the explanatory simplicity of the narrative. Generally,
one can say that Charlotte has employed narrative devices in a more traditional way
than her sister Emily. In her concluding remarks, Schönberger-Schleicher expresses an
awareness of the processes by which readers give these structural features meaning
and value in consumption. Although somewhat simplistic, her brief analysis of the relationship between structure and the relative status of the two novels among critics and
readers sheds some light on why Wuthering Heights, with its structural innovation,
was rated more highly by, for example, early formalists such as Q. D. Leavis (1966).
In 1847, structure was not considered a gendered feature of the text, but reviewers
and critics frequently commented on what they felt was a masculine style of writing in
Jane Eyre. I have already mentioned that Blackwood’s and Fraser’s encouraged female readers to identify with male writers. Charlotte and her sisters also seem to have
adopted the opinion from the magazines that men wrote great literature, while
women’s works were inferior. In a letter to her friend Ellen Nussey, Charlotte recommends Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, Goldsmith, Scott, Byron and Wordsworth, among
other male writers, rather than women writers such as Jane Austen, whom she disliked,
and Ann Marsh, whom she had not read when an employee at Smith, Elder recommended her books as a suitable model of feminine writing. Significantly, one woman
writer Charlotte did admire was “that masculine George Sand” (in Smith II: 14). One
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thing is clear: Charlotte, Emily and Anne all believed that, owing to the specific nature
of the writing profession, they too could be ‘men of genius’, and that their sex need not
stand in their way.
The juvenilia and Charlotte’s formal letters to writers and publishers can be seen as
early attempts, conscious or otherwise, at perfecting what was at the time regarded as a
masculine or unfeminine style. Drawing on gendered stylistic features, such as seemingly blasphemous biblical references and vocabulary that was widely considered
“coarse”, all three sisters developed similar styles of writing. While some critics deduced from the masculine language that the “Bell brothers” were male, others saw
through the ploy. In hazarding a guess at the sex of the author of Anne’s/Acton’s The
Tenant of Wildfell Hall, for example, a reviewer in Fraser’s boldly claimed that “a
woman’s pen seems to us indisputably discernible in every page. The very coarseness
and vulgarity is just such as a woman, trying to write as a man, would invent” (quoted
in Flint 2002: 175).
Somewhat at odds with the use of coarse language, the narrative contains the specific female experiences of attending a girls’ school and working as a governess. It
also focuses on the domestic sphere, houses and relationships, as well as the imagination and the emotions. All these aspects are associated with dominant norms of bourgeois femininity. When coupled with what, in the late 1840s, was considered an unfeminine style (using coarse language and depicting coarse events) they produce one
of the hybrid effects of the text which made it so different from earlier works.43 These
particular textual features were then given meaning in reception, a process which was
complicated by the fact that early critics did not know the sex of the Bells.
The various character portrayals in the text offer another rich source of meaningmaking. The remaining chapters of the thesis all examine, in different ways, how readers, critics, adapters and students have made sense of these characters through various
discourses. Here I cannot objectively describe them in order to establish what raw material Charlotte Brontë made available in the text because, as noted earlier in the discussion of narrative elements, selection is in itself a discursive process. However, in
light of the text’s specific critical reception, I can isolate certain aspects of characterization which have proved to be more significant than others in the politics of difference.
To begin with, both sexes are represented. As well as dealing with feminine subjectmatter through the medium of what was considered by many an unfeminine style, the
text’s female and male characters, constructed through speech, behaviour, values, allusions and so forth, add a further gendered dimension to Jane Eyre. As normative notions of femininity and masculinity have changed, in part as a result of the influence of
texts such as Jane Eyre, readers have defined, and redefined, many of the characters.
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The extent to which this hybridity was perceived as a threat to social order is discussed in Chapter 4.
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One of the central issues has been whether Jane is a strong, independent feminist or a
weak, suppressed conformist. Each regime of truth has produced its ‘true’ Jane.
Another feature of the text is that Jane becomes a governess, which gives the novel
a social class element, the governess being something of an anomalous category between the employer and the other employees. As critics such as Deidre David (2001)
have pointed out, in the context of British imperialism the occupation of governess
(and later teacher) also positions Jane as a disciplinary, independent subject and a disciplined, controlled object. Similarly, as Chow’s reading of the narrative as a fairy tale
demonstrates, Jane is placed in opposition to the character of Bertha, thus dividing the
representation of women “into the good, passionate, but innocent new girl and the evil,
dangerous first wife” (1999/2000: 146). By making Bertha a Creole from the West Indies (rather than anything else from anywhere else), Charlotte Brontë has moreover
embedded the text with what some recent critics see as a racial element (for example
Goodwin 1999).
I will conclude this section by considering two more textual features, genre and
commercialism. Given that publishers explicitly advised Charlotte Brontë to incorporate elements of romance fiction into her writing for business reasons, it is tempting to
see romance as commercial and realism as non-commercial, but the relationship between genre and the literary marketplace is more complex than that. In a letter written
to her publishers on 15 February 1848, Charlotte states her position on this question of
commercialism:
Have you not two classes of writers—the Author and the bookmaker? And is
not the latter more prolific than the former? Is he not, indeed, wonderfully fertile—but does the Public, or the publisher even make much account of his productions? Do not both tire of him in time?
Is it not because Authors aim at a style of living better suited to Merchants,
professed gain-seekers—that they are often compelled to degenerate to mere
bookmakers—and to find the great stimulus of their pen in the necessity [of]
earning money?
If they were not ashamed to be frugal might they not be more independent? (in
Smith II: 27)
She clearly places herself among the ‘Authors’ here, but suggests that within this
‘class’ of writers there are different degrees of commercialism.44 Both types of writer
are represented in the juvenile Glass Town stories from the 1830s, Arthur Wellesley
(the Duke of Wellington) being an Author, and his brother Charles eventually being
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throughout the thesis.
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forced to write for money. The prolific ‘bookmakers’ and commercially-minded ‘Authors’ she refers to were demystifying the art of literature, writing mostly prose fiction
for the rapidly expanding working-class market. Within this sphere, as John Feather
observes, the novel “was seen as an ephemeral production to be read and then forgotten” (1988: 97).45 But what precise effect does this commercialism have on a writer’s
work?
Essentially, ‘bookmakers’ must discover what the most popular tastes are among
the reading public, then produce works that meet those demands as closely as possible.
They are not writing for the sake of it, as a way of “soothing the mind & elevating it”,
as Southey advised Charlotte on the subject of writing poetry (in Smith I: 167). The
less prolific Authors, possessing greater integrity, refuse to allow popular taste and
short-term gain to influence their work, consciously avoiding the plots, characters and
style of the bookmakers. However, this does not mean that they do not attempt to articulate production with consumption; rather it means that they have in mind a different group of consumers. Charlotte only refers to “the Public, or the publisher” in her
letter, but as an Author she also hoped to please the critics.
In her The Colonial Rise of the Novel, frequently overlooked by Brontë scholars in
their bibliographies and lists of further reading, Firdous Azim (1993) places Jane Eyre
at a point of critical transformation, when the notion of reality (as distinct from romance) was replaced by the more formalist notion of realism. For while Jane Eyre announced itself, in the tradition of the eighteenth-century novel, as the eponymous character’s autobiography, merely edited by Currer Bell, critics evaluated it on its nearness
to ‘the real’. Azim focuses on the reception of Charlotte Brontë’s novels, rather than
their production, but her analysis is useful in capturing the blend of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century critical discourses circulating when Jane Eyre was being written.
When Charlotte Brontë attempted to articulate literary production with critical consumption – when she tried to impress the critics – she fused female-narrated, eighteenth-century autobiographical verisimilitude with the more recent yoking of fact and
fiction in the realist novel. Precisely how these literary ingredients were then given
meaning in reception is examined in Chapter 3.
This section has explored the ways in which Charlotte Brontë articulated production
with consumption when writing the Jane Eyre manuscript. The specific nature of literary production means that writers, if they so wish, can draw freely on gendered textual
features while hiding behind a nom de plume. Charlotte Brontë was used to crossing
gender boundaries from an early age, as evidenced by her childhood reading and writing. She developed writing skills which enabled her to cross these boundaries when
she wrote Jane Eyre. She also received encouragement to do so from the literary
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world, in part through its fictitious construction in magazines. On the other hand, she
was also able to draw on some of her own experiences as a woman to embed the text
with feminine aspects. Given the predominance of women among the reading public,
there was pressure on Charlotte Brontë to accommodate their preferences too. In a
Preface to the second edition she thanks the Public and the Press for the positive way
her story was received. She had learned of the dominant value systems of each group.
Being predominantly middle-class women, the lending-library members were culturally encouraged to favour romantic mystery. While some elements of the press addressed this audience, and therefore reflected its values, the more serious critics whom
she hoped to please favoured literary realism. Trying to please both groups resulted in
a hybrid text which, furthermore, combined female experience (being a governess, and
so on) with what was perceived by many to be an unfeminine style.

Producing Editions
This section analyses the practices of editing, design and advertising, and explores
how different editions have been embedded with cultural meanings in order to define,
or redefine, the text to make it attractive to specific imagined consumers. Combining
Theodor Adorno’s (1941; 1992) concepts of standardization and pseudo-individualization, I argue that the production of literary classics today could be described as
pseudo-standardization, one of many practices which contribute to the construction of
a seemingly unified body of privileged literary works.
The first person outside the Brontë family to read Jane Eyre was a man called William Smith Williams, a professional manuscript reader who worked for the publishing
firm of Smith, Elder. Feather says of this key role, “By being in regular contact with
the publishing world, the reader knows what will sell and what will not” (1988: 176).
Professional readers were therefore ‘cultural intermediaries’, which in 1847 meant
working with writers and the publishers’ de facto employer, Mudie’s Select Library.
Altick explains the situation thus:
Publishers obtained their sense of taste and tolerance second-hand, not through
retail sales but through Mudie’s conviction that he knew what his subscribers
wanted to read, or, more precisely, what he, as a fervent, hymn-writing evangelic
moralist, wanted them to read – or be protected from. (1999: 293-4)46
With this knowledge, Smith Williams enthusiastically recommended Jane Eyre to the
head of the company, twenty-three year-old George Smith, who spent an entire day
becoming the second, or possibly the third, person to read it. The next day, Smith Williams wrote to Charlotte Brontë offering her £100 for the copyright. She accepted the
terms immediately, at which point, by law, the manuscript became the property of
46
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plots, ideology (and length of book) they preferred, see Griest (1970).
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Smith, Elder for 42 years, or until seven years after the author’s death. This would
have meant until 1862 in the case of Jane Eyre, as Charlotte died in 1855, had she not
married Arthur Bell Nicholls a year earlier. The day she became Mrs. Arthur Bell
Nicholls she ceased to exist from a business point of view.47 Therefore Jane Eyre remained under copyright until 1889.
Having purchased the manuscript in an initial act of ‘shopping’ or consumption, the
publishers’ first act of production in the process of transforming the text into a marketable product involved editing it. This particular production practice could involve anything from hastily copying the hand-written text, word-for-word, into type, to a careful
consideration of style and syntax.48 After studying the original hand-written manuscript in order to establish an ‘authentic’ edition for Oxford University Press, Margaret
Smith confesses that at times she found it impossible to determine whether some revisions were authorial, or made by the compositor. Whoever is responsible, there is certainly evidence of revision, suggesting that the printed text is not simply the result of
spontaneous literary production. One set of alterations that can be attributed to the
publishers, and arguably Smith, Elder’s most significant contribution to the final text,
are the changes made to Charlotte Brontë’s somewhat idiosyncratic, and in places confusing, punctuation. Smith reports that Charlotte Brontë “acknowledged with respect
her publishers’ ‘correct and rational’ mode of punctuation” (1993: xxvi). Many of the
local colloquialisms, for example beck (brook), that have been changed are also generally accepted to be the work of an editor.49
One consequence of the meticulous work on the punctuation is that, to some reviewers, it made Jane Eyre seem more mature than Wuthering Heights and Agnes
Grey when they appeared two months later. The publisher of these two books, Thomas
Newby, having owned the copyright since July, was suddenly keen to put them on the
market while the work of Currer Bell was causing such a stir. The perceived immaturity of Ellis and Acton Bell, in part a consequence of the non-standard punctuation and
use of local words and phrases, led some commentators to speculate that the Bell
brothers were in fact one writer, and that Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey were earlier works, written before Currer Bell had mastered the art of punctuation. In the final
section of this chapter I consider the role Newby played in promoting this belief.
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Much has been made of the fact that, when Jane Eyre accepts Edward Rochester’s proposal of marriage for the second time, she is on a more equal footing because she has inherited her own wealth, but
it is worth noting that, upon marrying him, she must, by law, hand over all her wealth to him. They
may be more equal the second time she accepts his proposal, but she is just as dependent on him financially once she becomes Mrs. Rochester.
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Charlotte Brontë’s husband’s editing of The Professor, for example, involved deleting some expletives and ‘improper’ passages (Smith I: 541n).
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See Oxford’s Clarendon edition (Brontë 1969) for a full list of alterations, and Smith (in Brontë
1993: xxii-xxviii) for an excellent brief commentary.
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The next stage in the production process was to prepare the text for printing. Every
single page, line, character and space was typeset by hand, as mechanical typesetting
was not invented until 1884. In their analysis of the Sony Walkman, du Gay et al
(1997: 54) refer to a number of feminist scholars who have pointed out that the significance of women assembly workers has been neglected in the production process.
Without them, a male invention such as the Walkman could not be produced in such
large numbers. For example, Miriam Glucksmann (1990) has argued that the female
practice of assembly should not be considered as a secondary activity that simply takes
place after innovation. Her view suggests that in the Victorian publishing industry, the
manual work carried out during the printing and binding of books should not be regarded as an insignificant event that ‘simply takes place’ after writers and editors have
prepared the manuscripts, which has traditionally been the case, but rather as a crucial
stage in the production process. Although she has a specific feminist agenda, Glucksmann’s insistence that assembly-work deserves greater value is a comment on the
privileged status of all innovative thought.
While the production of the Sony Walkman involved male innovation (and a ‘father
of invention’, Akio Morita) and women assembly workers, the sexual division of labour in place during the production of the first editions of Jane Eyre was the exact opposite; Charlotte Brontë was the ‘inspired individual’ (or ‘mother of invention’), while
all the men’s roles in the subsequent publication of the text have at best been considered ‘a secondary activity that simply takes place after innovation’, if they have been
considered at all. Hundreds of men were needed to work in the London printing trade,
and the typesetters laboriously and painstakingly had to assemble every individual
character of every line, page, chapter and volume of each book (for Jane Eyre a total
of over one million characters, including all the spaces that also had to be set).50 Without these nameless, faceless workers Charlotte Brontë’s manuscript could never have
been reproduced in such great numbers, and as part of the significance of Jane Eyre
resides in the fact that it was so popular, and was read by so many people, this work
most definitely contributed to the meanings it has come to possess. Although the sexual division of labour was reversed, it is worth noting that Charlotte Brontë belonged
to the same privileged middle-class as George Smith, William Smith Williams and the
other ‘names’ at Smith, Elder.
As soon as parts of the manuscript were typeset and printed, the publishers sent
proof sheets to Charlotte Brontë as they came off the presses. She made a number of
small corrections and revisions, then Jane Eyre was published on 19 October 1847,
less than two months after the original manuscript arrived in London. She expressed
her opinion of the finished product in a letter to Smith, Elder written on the day of
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publication thus: “You have given the work every advantage which good paper, clear
type and a seemly outside can supply—if it fails—the fault will lie with the author—
you are exempt” (in Smith I: 552). Here Charlotte Brontë, under the guise of her literary persona Currer Bell, refers to the physical characteristics of the first edition, the
underlying assumption being that poor quality paper, small type and an unattractive
cover would have had an adverse effect on the popularity of the book. Charlotte
Brontë, who was short-sighted and wore spectacles, seems to have been particularly
averse to small print.
During Jane Eyre’s transformation from manuscript to printed text, the publishers
made one more significant alteration. Charlotte Brontë had submitted her story as “a
M.S. entitled ‘Jane Eyre’, a novel, in 3 vols. By Currer Bell” (in Smith I: 537), but
when it was first published the title page read “Jane Eyre. An Autobiography. Edited
by Currer Bell”. The title was therefore a marketing ploy which advertised the text as a
life story. The OED gives the first use of the word ‘autobiography’ as 1809, but as a
fictional genre it goes back to works such as William Godwin’s The Adventures of
Caleb Williams (1794), a link made by A. W. Fonblanque in his review of Jane Eyre
in The Examiner (1847: 51). As mentioned in the previous section, Azim locates Jane
Eyre at the transition between two dominant modes of representation: reality and realism. The insertion of the word ‘edited’ in the title is a gesture towards the former.
In 1847, Jane Eyre was a new book by an unknown author, so Smith, Elder had to
create a market for it. The usual promotional practices were employed. Advertisements
were placed in a large number of newspapers, magazines and journals, and many of
them were sent a free copy in the hope that Jane Eyre would be noticed, and reviewed
positively. Charlotte Brontë was correct in assuming that “the success of a work depends more on the notice it receives from periodicals than on the quantity of advertisements” (in Smith I: 473), but what she perhaps did not know was that periodicals
very rarely reviewed new books by unknown authors unless they had been noticed by
the newspapers first. However, as George Smith once reminisced, Jane Eyre “was a
book that could afford to be independent of criticism, and accordingly we find that,
before the reviews appeared, anxious and continuous inquiries respecting it began to
be made at the libraries” (1873: 142).
The Brontë sisters had had to meet the advertising costs for Poems themselves. The
£2 they spent initially is described by Smith as “a pitifully small amount” (I: 474). According to Marjorie Plant, “A single insertion in a newspaper was of little use …
About 1850 it could be said that £20 was the minimum and £150 the maximum usually
spent in advertising a new book” (quoted in Smith I: 474-5), the top figure being more
than Smith, Elder’s initial payment of £100 for the copyright of Jane Eyre.
It was customary simply to announce in an objective tone the publication and availability of the book in the first advertisements. The advertisement Smith, Elder placed
in the Supplement to The Times merely announced: “This day is published, and may be
had at all the libraries, Jane Eyre: an Autobiography” (in Smith I: 544). It would be
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wrong to deduce from this announcement that the practice of promoting products was
yet to emerge though. As Wicke observes, “advertising was the new philosophy, and
Victorian commerce is unthinkable without it” (1999: 266). Further, she points out that
the first advertising agencies in Britain were established in 1845, so it had become a
profession by the time Jane Eyre was published. Therefore, rather than demonstrate
that publishers were yet to discover the potential power of advertising to attach positive meanings to products, Smith, Elder’s announcement reveals that objectivity was a
necessary part of the complex practice of marketing books that required external, subjectively written reviews for its full effect. Once again, Thomas Newby’s marketing of
Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey as the work of the author of Jane Eyre serves to
exemplify this point. His advertisement placed in the Athenæum, for example, draws a
parallel between the literary styles of Currer and Ellis Bell, leading to the conclusion
that they are most probably the same person (Smith II: 16-17).51
Subsequent advertisements usually included some carefully selected reviews in the
same way that some cultural texts are promoted in the press today.52 In his study of
eighteenth-century French literature, Robert Darnton calls for a more thorough analysis of this aspect of publishing, but also identifies the main problem:
The whole subject of book advertising needs investigation. One could learn a
great deal about attitudes towards books and the context of their use by studying
the way they were presented – the strategy of the appeal, the values invoked by
the phrasing – in all kinds of publicity, from journal notices to wall posters….
Unfortunately, however, publishers usually treat their archives as garbage. (1990:
127)
One thing that has survived are early editions of the books themselves. The second
edition of Jane Eyre, published in January 1848, provides valuable material for studying the “strategy of appeal” adopted by Smith, Elder.
To begin with, literally, the title page of the second edition is different from the
first. It reads, somewhat confusingly, “Jane Eyre: An Autobiography by Currer Bell”.
Dropping the word ‘edited’ means dropping the pretence that Currer Bell has come
across the authentic autobiography of a historical figure. The subtle switch announces
Jane Eyre as a work of fiction. At the bottom of the title page, under the heading
“Opinions of the Press”, a phrase taken from a review states: “There can be no question but that ‘Jane Eyre’ is a very clever book…” (Bell 1848). Of all its textual fea51

For examples of the Brontës and their works being attributed incorrectly ever since, see Stoneman
(2002: 217). I could add that in the Mudie’s Select Library Catalogue (1884), The Tenant of Wildfell
Hall is listed as by Charlotte, rather than Anne.
52
In the case of Poems, Charlotte Brontë chose the extract from a review herself when the sisters decided to spend an additional £10 on advertising. This job required a great deal of experience and skill,
and was normally carried out by the publisher.
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tures, and of all the adjectives used by critics to describe it, its perceived cleverness
was foregrounded by the publishers. Consumption, by the reviewer, and production,
by the publisher, combine here to create a specific defining moment.
There is also a short Preface to the second edition, written by Charlotte Brontë,
which is a response to consumption. In it she thanks the public “for the indulgent ear it
has inclined to a plain tale with few pretensions,” the press “for the fair field its honest
suffrage has opened to an obscure aspirant,” and her publishers “for the aid their tact,
their energy, their practical sense, and frank liberty have afforded an unknown and unrecommended Author”. At greater length, she addresses criticism by the “timorous or
carping few” who regarded her “protest against bigotry” as “an insult to piety” (Brontë
1996: 5). I will return to this point in the next chapter.
In addition, there is a dedication to W. M. Thackeray. Being a personal friend of
George Smith he had been sent a free copy of Jane Eyre. Charlotte Brontë had heard
through Smith Williams that Thackeray, whose popular Vanity Fair was appearing in
serial form at the time, had enjoyed reading it, so the dedication could be seen as another sign of consumption influencing the packaging of the text.
Ten pages of reviews from twenty-six different sources follow the Preface and
Dedication.53 Most newspapers were regional, and distributed locally, so there was
limited access to them. Smith, Elder sent copies of all the reviews to Charlotte Brontë,
as she would otherwise have missed the majority of them. Therefore she noticed how
they had been carefully selected for inclusion in the second edition. On 13 January
1848 she wrote to Smith Williams:
Shall I tell you what you have done? You have just culled the best sentences in
each review, as if you had been gathering flowers in a parterre, rejecting what is
superfluous and unsightly like weeds, and you have made them up into pretty little bouquets of praise. (in Smith II: 12)
The selection provides a useful insight into Smith, Elder’s strategy of appeal. The most
frequently occurring words in the extracts printed in the second edition are undoubtedly ‘interest (+ing)’, which appears in sixteen reviews, ‘original (+ity)’, which appears in ten, and ‘fresh (+ness)’, which appears in eight. Only four of the selected extracts do not use any of these words. Therefore, the publishers chose to market the fact
that many reviewers regarded Jane Eyre as very different from anything which they
had read before.
The extent to which the most frequently occurring words were stock phrases used
by reviewers for many new books can be seen by examining how other novels from
the same period are described. Smith’s (II) survey of the reception of G. H. Lewes’s
Rose, Blanche and Violet (1848) leads her to write that “it is disconcerting to realize
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There are also thirty-two pages at the back advertising Smith, Elder’s catalogue.
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that identical phrases were used for this uneven, rather tawdry novel as for Jane Eyre”
(53). Therefore, the connotations of the words ‘original’, ‘fresh’, and ‘interesting’ perhaps carried less weight. However, the sheer frequency with which they were used to
describe Jane Eyre was exceptional.54
The reviews in the second edition also illustrate that the publishing industry was not
only dependent on authors to supply it with the manuscripts necessary to produce
books and magazines, but also relied on reviewers to provide it with the raw materials
needed to promote its products. Christine Gledhill claims: “Since the production of artistic objects serves as a measure of a society’s ‘civilization’, they are subject to a type
of evaluation not generally accorded the production of consumer goods such as the
Sony Walkman or men’s toiletries” (1997: 344). The special relationship literature has
with independent reviewers is far from unique, however. Nowadays, not only does it
exist in the music and film industries, but there are also independent magazines that
evaluate cars, washing machines and other material commodities, and they play a crucial role in producing and circulating meanings. Arguably, the reliability of the cars a
nation produces, its sporting achievements and so forth, are these days more widely
accepted measures of ‘progress’ or ‘civilization’ than literary production, with its more
obviously subjective evaluation criteria.
For the publication of the third edition in April 1848, Smith Williams asked Charlotte Brontë if she could provide some illustrations. Through product differentiation,
the publishers wished to create a new commodity from the same text which might appeal to a slightly different audience. However, in her reply to the request she claims to
lack the talent to do the drawings herself, and is not in favour of anyone else doing the
job either. On 11 March 1848 she wrote, “I hope no one will be at the trouble to make
portraits of my characters … my personages are mostly unattractive in look and therefore ill-adapted to figure in ideal portraits—At best, I have always thought such representations futile” (in Smith II: 41).55 Most significantly, perhaps, in a Note at the beginning of the third edition Currer Bell writes that his “claim to the title of novelist
rests on this one work alone”, in an attempt to quash rumours that he had also written
Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey.
The fourth edition of Jane Eyre was published in a single volume and priced at six
shillings, as opposed to the standard £3 11s 6d for a three-decker. However, it was still
six times more expensive than the ‘yellow back’ railway novels being sold by W. H.
Smith at train stations around the country. While books were already losing much of
54

Michael Mason claims: “The opening pages of Jane Eyre probably represent the first occurrence of
first-person narration by a child in English fiction” (Brontë 1996: 505n), so its perceived originality
was perhaps more motivated too.
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One wonders what Charlotte Brontë would have made of the various film versions of Jane Eyre that
appeared during the twentieth century. Somewhat horrified by the news that an adaptation of Jane
Eyre had been produced at the Victoria Theatre in January 1848, she does however write to Smith
Williams: “were it in my power, I should certainly make a point of being myself a witness of the exhibition” (in Smith II: 25).
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their grand, aristocratic status during the nineteenth century through mass production,
so-called serious literature had retained an air of exclusiveness though the three-decker
format. As it was predominantly aimed at the expanding middle-class market it tended
to be printed and bound using higher quality materials than the yellow backs.
As Lovell (1987: 11) notes, novels had to be published in three-decker format by
one of a small number of quality publishers and purchased by Mudie’s Select Library
to be recognized as serious literature. Jane Eyre met all these criteria, so it was at once
taken seriously. Therefore its initial publication and wide availability at the libraries
were crucial defining moments. The publication of the second edition, with its wellchosen “bouquets of praise”, was another. From this moment the text’s perceived cleverness and originality were foregrounded. Well-timed reprints created new commodities from the same original manuscript and sustained interest in the novel. The expiration of the copyright happened to coincide with a period of nationalism which
favoured works by national icons such as Charlotte Brontë, whose cultural status, as
the following section discusses, had been promoted by Elizabeth Gaskell’s biography.
The inclusion of this biography in the 1899-1900 Haworth edition of the complete
works of the Brontës served to highlight the autobiographical aspects of Jane Eyre,
and confuse the distinction between fact and fiction.
Before moving to the most recent editions of Jane Eyre, there is one edition from
the 1940s which was highly influential and warrants discussion as it has had a lasting
impression on people’s perceptions of the original text. In 1943, Fritz Eichenberg produced a set of woodcuts for what Patsy Stoneman describes as “probably the most famous illustrated edition of Jane Eyre” (1996: 109). As Stoneman points out, “Eichenberg’s strong, rather repellent illustrations emphasize Jane’s vulnerability and
Rochester’s power” (110).56 Their first meeting in Hay Lane is perhaps an obvious
choice for any illustrator among the many which take place in the story. As Stoneman
argues, “because these significant situations are emphasized in illustrations, plays and
films, they become known even by people who have not read the novel, and pass into
the general culture” (89). Furthermore, within a single scene there are a number of key
moments, and the illustrator’s choice plays a part in defining what the text says. In the
Hay Lane scene, for example, rather than showing Jane coming to the rescue of the
helpless old Edward after he has fallen off his horse, Eichenberg depicts Edward’s
powerful appearance, towering above Jane on horseback (Brontë 1943: 89).57
I believe the modern editions of Jane Eyre can usefully be described as exhibiting
pseudo-standardization. In his analysis of American popular music, Theodor Adorno
(1941; 1992) identifies the characteristics of standardization and pseudo56

Using Jane Eyre’s first name and Edward Rochester’s second name has regrettably become a convention within criticism. As several Eyres and Rochesters are referred to in Jane Eyre, I use first
names throughout.
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Shortly after, Orson Welles would be jumping to his feet, seemingly bouncing off a bush, and towering over Joan Fontaine as she reached him in Robert Stevenson’s (1943/44) film adaptation.
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individualization among the songs he studied. His main concern was to explain why
these particular features emerged, and what effect they have had on consumption.
While his explanations and claims have been challenged, the two characteristics are
still widely held to carry descriptive power. Within literature, the hugely disparate array of novels which have come to be categorized as ‘classics’ are made to appear uniform and homogeneous through their design and packaging.58 This means that classics
can be marketed together, for example during ‘Buy two get one free’ promotions by
retailers. Pseudo-standardization has not only taken place within publishing houses, by
producing a uniformly bound classics series, but also occurs between publishers by
following conventions that have emerged to market classics, such as the use of a reproduction of a painting on the front cover, and a standard layout on the back.
At the same time that disparate texts are made to appear similar, the same text is
also differentiated in an attempt to generate greater profit. As noted earlier, Smith,
Elder had hoped to be able to produce an illustrated edition of Jane Eyre, and the
fourth edition, printed in 1850, was much cheaper than the first three (only 6s), and
came out in a single volume, rather than three. Today, novels are conventionally first
published in a hardback edition, then a cheaper paperback edition. In the case of classics such as Jane Eyre, publishers nowadays frequently publish several editions of the
same text which vary in price, content, quality of paper and so forth. Armando
Petrucci (1999) has pointed out the unusual lack of correspondence between the perceived value of literary works and their retail price. Drawing a parallel between classics and a fine wine, and lightweight romances and a table wine, he suggests that pricing “might be considered a genuine fraud perpetrated on the reader-consumer” (356).
In other words, works that are widely held to be of little literary value are more expensive than important classics. However, greater social differentiation in the nineteenth
century meant that novels such as Jane Eyre were priced considerably higher than
those aimed at the working class market. The final section of this chapter discusses the
role Penguin Books played in dismantling this distinction.
Today publishers market classics to “general readers” and “students”. These categories are based on how the books are consumed, rather than any social differentiation
along lines of sex, age, income or whatever. Indeed, both groups are very diverse.
Penguin Books, which dominates the UK market, publishes two different editions of
the same text, the Penguin Classics edition (Brontë 1996) and the Penguin Popular
Classics edition (Brontë 1994).59 The former would seem to be aimed at students,
while the latter is aimed more at general readers. I will begin this part of the analysis
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The way this categorization is promoted through the education system is analysed in the first section
of Chapter 5.
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The UK Book Market 1998-2002 (Market Trading International Ltd. 1998: 97) reports that Penguin
accounts for over seventy per cent of sales in the consumer or trade publishing sector.
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by focusing on the role of designers in producing the representations of Jane Eyre that
can be found on the back covers of these two editions.
Both blurbs begin with a single sentence in bold type, followed by a brief plot
summary in normal type. The bold type sentence of the Classics edition reads: “Charlotte Brontë’s first published novel, Jane Eyre was immediately recognized as a work
of genius when it appeared in 1847”, while the Popular Classics edition states, “Jane
Eyre is one of the great romantic heroines of world literature”. The most obvious difference between the two is the former’s focus on the author and the latter’s focus on
the eponymous character. The use of the word “romantic” is also significant. The rest
of the Classics blurb reads:
Orphaned into the household of her Aunt Reed at Gateshead, subject to the cruel
regime at Lowood charity school, Jane Eyre none the less emerges unbroken in
spirit and integrity. How she takes up the post of governess at Thornfield Hall,
meets and loves Mr Rochester and discovers the impediment to their lawful marriage are elements in a story that transcends melodrama to portray a woman’s
passionate search for a wider and richer life than that traditionally accorded to
her sex in Victorian society.
In his introduction to this new Penguin Classics edition Michael Mason discusses
the literary critical history of Jane Eyre and provides fresh insights into Charlotte
Brontë’s great novel. (back cover)
The language used in the Popular Classics blurb to represent exactly the same text is
significantly different:
Orphaned into cold charity at the hands of her rich cousins and, later, at Lowood
School, Jane escapes to take up a position as governess to the young ward of Mr
Rochester. Their love affair, Jane’s discovery of Rochester’s secret – hideously
concealed in the attic at Thornfield Hall – and her desperate flight are told in a
drama of passionate intensity whose pace never slackens.
Jane Eyre is a love story with a happy ending, rare in its time for its sympathetic
portrayal of the love of a married man for another woman. It is, as Thackeray
said, ‘The masterwork of a great genius’. (back cover)
The Popular Classics blurb uses the idiom of mass-market romantic fiction, as Jane
“escapes” from “cold charity”, only to be forced later into a “desperate flight” from
Rochester’s “hideously concealed” secret (described as “the impediment to their lawful marriage” in the Classics blurb). Thus, as mentioned in the Preface, Jane Eyre is
represented as “a drama of passionate intensity whose pace never slackens”, and “a
love story with a happy ending”. The fact that Charlotte Brontë’s name does not appear anywhere on the back cover also places the book within the romantic fiction
genre, where the author tends to be less prominent than the publisher.
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In contrast, the Classics blurb explicitly states that Jane Eyre “transcends melodrama”. The book is represented, instead, as a portrayal of “a woman’s passionate
search for a wider and richer life than that traditionally accorded to her sex in Victorian society”.60 One of the defining characteristics of a romance is that the central
character’s driving force is the search for a partner to love, but the Classics blurb
clearly represents the book as something quite different. Jane’s driving force is not the
search for a partner, but a search for ‘a wider and richer life’; the fact that she “meets
and loves Mr Rochester” is incidental. Thus two different Jane Eyres are represented.
These meanings are produced by publishers in consumption, but have been embedded
during (post)production, and can in turn be made meaningful by readers during their
consumption of the book. In trying to construct two significantly different Jane Eyres,
Penguin Books has drawn on the binaries serious/non-serious, canonical/noncanonical, political/romantic and classic/popular.
The Oxford World’s Classics (Brontë 1993) and Everyman hardback (Brontë 1991)
editions combine both representations in their blurbs. The customary single sentence in
bold type on the back of the Oxford edition reads: “Widely regarded as one of the finest novels in the English language, Jane Eyre has also remained one of the most popular”. This of course suggests that fine novels are not usually popular, and that Jane
Eyre is a rare exception.61 Similarly, the Everyman blurb states that
Charlotte Brontë’s novel about the passionate love between Jane Eyre, a young
girl alone in the world, and the rich, brilliant, domineering Rochester has enthralled every kind of reader, from the most critical and cultivated to the youngest and most unabashed romantic, ever since its publication in 1847. It lives as
one of the great triumphs of storytelling and as a moving affirmation of the prerogatives of the heart in the face of disappointment and misfortune.
The two Jane Eyres configured by Penguin Books are combined here. The Everyman’s Library website states that the publishers “have been devoted to bringing readers the best of world literature and poetry in fine, collectible editions” (Random House
1999). The hardback editions are significantly more expensive than the Penguin and
Oxford Classics. One could call these higher-priced, collectible editions ‘pay and display’ books, as they are likely to take a prominent place in people’s bookcases, the
meanings attached to Jane Eyre being appropriated through conspicuous consumption.
60

This description is problematic. Jane’s notion of a “richer” life is revealed to be based on a conventional definition of bourgeois femininity. She believes, while still a teenager, that “domestic endearments and household joys” are “The best things the world has”” (Brontë 1993: 411). St John Rivers is
surprised and disappointed that her idea of a richer life should be so narrow. He appeals to her, “I hope
you will begin to look beyond Moor House and Morton, and sisterly society, and the selfish calm and
sensual comfort of civilised affluence” (411). He tells Jane that his aim is “to restrain the disproportionate fervour with which you throw yourself into commonplace home pleasures” (412). He wants
Jane to be a teacher in Indian schools and to help Indian women (425).
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The modern reviews discussed in the third section of Chapter 5 would seem to support this notion.
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In this analysis of modern editions I have focused on the back covers of the books.
The contents of each edition also differ considerably. The editions aimed at students
contain long introductions written by academics, as well as bibliographies of suggested
further reading and a great number of explanatory notes. In contrast, speciallyjacketed, full-colour tie-in editions of Jane Eyre, with pictures of the stars from film
and TV versions on the front cover, lack the lengthy introduction and explanatory
notes, as they are aimed at the general reader, rather than students. Consumption has
clearly been an active process in the production of both types of editions; the imagined
consumers directly influence the packaging in book form. As with modern adaptations,
the pictures of actors on the cover of tie-in editions send messages about the relevance
and universality of the characters of Jane and Edward.
As I have explained, in 1847 Jane Eyre was a new book by an unknown author and
a market had to be created for it. The target audience, lending library subscribers, was
relatively homogeneous and well-defined. The publishers, Smith, Elder, tried to make
the first edition look as attractive as possible, and they seem to have been successful,
judging by Charlotte Brontë’s own comments and its popularity. Today, as a recognized classic, a market already exists in advance, so most publishers design their books
with the target group of students in mind. However, the heterogeneous category of
‘general readers’ also produces different configurations of the text. Each new edition is
a defining moment in the life of Jane Eyre. The hybrid nature of the text, referred to
throughout the present study, is perhaps one reason why it can so easily be described
in two significantly different ways. The conflicting constructions of Charlotte Brontë’s
identity, which are the focus of the next section, also help.

Constructing Charlotte Brontës
In this section I examine Charlotte Brontë’s construction of a public literary persona,
ultimately given the name Currer Bell. I also explore the ways in which critics attempted to construct a social identity of the author in terms of sex, class, age, region
and so forth based first on Jane Eyre, then on the growing Bell oeuvre. I also trace
later attempts by biographers to construct identities of the author based on fact rather
than fiction, from Elizabeth Gaskell’s myth-making The Life of Charlotte Brontë
(1857) to Juliet Barker’s de-mythologizing The Brontës (1994) and The Brontës: A
Life in Letters (1998). While early biographies use Jane Eyre as biographical material,
recent historicist approaches to the text describe the wider culture that produced Charlotte Brontë’s culture of production in the 1840s in order to reconstruct how Jane Eyre
was written, and first read. All the above practices have created and circulated meanings through representations of Charlotte Brontë, the culture in which she lived, and
her work.
As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, from a financial point of view the
publication of Poems in 1846 made very little sense. The three sisters also published
the collection anonymously, so Charlotte derived no social status or cultural capital
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from the project. While I suggested that there might have been some misguided notion
that this first appearance in print would help the long-term careers of the Bells, a more
likely motive is related to the sisters’ professed dream of becoming writers. Lucasta
Miller claims that Charlotte Brontë saw writing “as an escape route from the drudgery
of teaching” (2002: 8), and, coupled with her Romantic view of writers as ‘the chosen
few’, it is easy to understand why she would be so excited about seeing herself in
print.62
Charlotte Brontë was so keen to retain her anonymity that she was first introduced
to Thackeray and other writers as George Smith’s cousin “Miss Brown”. It is even unclear whether or not someone as close to her as her brother Branwell ever knew she
was the author of Jane Eyre. However, as Currer Bell, and later Charlotte Brontë, she
did develop a public identity, or rather identities.
Although Charlotte Brontë’s first letter to the Poet Laureate Robert Southey has not
been located, it is possible to deduce from his reply that he had been right to assume it
was “written in sincerity”. She had not concealed her age or sex and, judging from the
address on Southey’s letter, she had signed her name “Miss Charlotte Brontë” (in
Smith I: 166-7). Given that in most future correspondence with writers and publishers
she did not use her real name, it is somewhat ironic that the signature is the only thing
Southey suspects might be fictitious. However, as Lucasta Miller (2002: 9) points out,
his suspicion is understandable and not entirely misplaced, as Charlotte Brontë’s father
had changed the family name from the Irish Branty to Brontë on arrival at St John’s
College, Cambridge.63 What the above illustrates is the difficulty people have in constructing an identity based solely on written material. Southey confesses in his reply to
Charlotte Brontë, “What you are I can only deduce from your letter” (in Smith I: 166).
Ten years later, the readers of the first edition of Jane Eyre similarly only had that text
and Poems on which to base their constructions of the identity of the author.
Miller points to Southey’s advice that “Literature cannot be the business of a
woman’s life” (2002: 8-9) as the determining factor in Charlotte Brontë’s decision not
to use her real name in future dealings with the literary world, and the main reason
why she subsequently chose an ambiguous name. In her next letter to a writer, S. T.
Coleridge’s son (and Southey’s nephew) Hartley, she uses the signature “C. T.”. More
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It is also an identity construction familiar to many academics. Tony Becher (2000) notes how the
same value system can be seen within academia in phrases like “teaching loads” and “research opportunities”, observing that “research is what brings professional visibility … but teaching is generally
what academics are appointed to do; it is an obligation they cannot escape” (716). To extend the analogy within literary studies briefly, Lee Erickson points out that “early-nineteenth-century literary publishing practice resembled the recent modern academic publishing of literary criticism, since most
books were published in editions of somewhere between 500 and 1,500 copies, and, especially in the
case of novels, were sold to libraries” (1996: 5). These comparisons shed valuable light on Charlotte
Brontë’s situation as a middle-class woman in the mid-nineteenth century.
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Juliet Barker suggests that the choice might have been influenced by the fact that Nelson had recently been made Duke of Brontë by the King of Naples (1994: 1-2).
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significantly, she adopts an air of smartness and flippancy which Gaskell (1857: 127)
reasonably assumes Charlotte learned from her model of young manhood, her brother
Branwell. In her second letter to Hartley Coleridge she writes, “I am pleased that you
cannot quite decide whether I belong to the soft or the hard sex”, and thanks him for
replying to “an anonymous scribe who had not even the manners to tell you whether
he was a man or a woman” (in Smith I: 140-1). Thus, while the artistic roots of the
male persona she would soon call Currer Bell can be found in the juvenilia, Charlotte’s
correspondence with writers and publishers reveals he was more than a narrator or
writer of fiction.
In Chapter 1, I reported that du Gay et al (1997) discuss Sony’s deliberate adoption
of an un-Japanese sounding name. The parallels between Sony’s decision and Charlotte Brontë’s adoption of the name Currer Bell are numerous. In order to acquire
knowledge and learn about her prospects as a writer, Charlotte Brontë wrote to Robert
Southey, Hartley Coleridge and other writers and publishers. What she learned immediately was that she required a less female-sounding name. In the “Biographical Notice” she explains that all three sisters consciously chose “ambiguous” names, and that
their decision was
dictated by a sort of conscientious scruple at assuming Christian names positively
masculine, while we did not like to declare ourselves women, because—without
at that time suspecting that our mode of writing and thinking was not what is
called ‘feminine’—we had a vague impression that authoresses are liable to be
looked on with prestige. (in Smith II: 743)
Thus the choice was guided by assumptions about how critics would respond to female
names. Sony’s name was perceived by the company as ‘placeless’ while Charlotte
Brontë considered the name Currer ‘genderless’.
Du Gay et al also report that although “Sony has frequently been written of as distinctly ‘Japanese’” or “as a typical Japanese company” (1997: 48), and that the Walkman has been described as quintessentially Japanese and has come to stand for Japanese technology, these notions break down when examined more closely. Arguing that
it is important “that Sony is not categorized simply as a ‘Japanese company’” (50), and
thus taking part themselves in the process of de-Japanizing the company, they describe
Sony as adopting “a hybrid way of organizing work which drew from the conventions
of business practice as developed in both Japan and the United States” (50).
I believe Charlotte Brontë can be accurately described as a hybrid writer in at least
two significant ways. First, as was demonstrated in the first section, she combined a
Romantic philosophy derived from poets such as Byron and Wordsworth with a professional enterprise culture that involved acquiring knowledge of the literary marketplace and writing with specific target audiences in mind. Charlotte Brontë’s own attempts at representing her ‘work-based identity’, to use the vocabulary of the
Walkman study once again, tended to focus exclusively on the Romantic aspects of her
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working culture, partly in response to the critics who accused her and the other Bells
(her sisters) of rude ‘coarseness’. The “Biographical Notice”, written in December
1850, first appeared in Smith, Elder’s edition of Wuthering Heights, Agnes Grey and
Some Poems, and was ostensibly about her sisters, but it is also an attempt by Charlotte to represent herself. She writes that her sisters and Currer Bell were “resident in a
remote district where education had made little progress” and says of her sisters that “a
perfectly secluded life gave them retiring manners and habits”. She describes Emily as
having “an unsophisticated culture” and Anne was “long-suffering” (in Smith II: 7446). This makes all three Bells ‘Authors’, in Charlotte’s sense of the word; they are
Romantic writers who are so removed from the world of commerce that they could
never be ‘bookmakers’. It seems that she wanted to suppress the connections she had
with the outside world in order to account for her perceived coarseness. It also helped
to prove her innocence in the matter of the dedication to Thackeray, which caused him
some embarrassment because, unknown to Charlotte, he had a ‘mad wife’, just like
Edward, which sparked off rumours that the anonymous author was a former mistress
(Miller 2002: 17).
Second, Charlotte Brontë draws on conventions of masculine and feminine writing.
These days, readers can hardly fail to notice that Jane Eyre was written by a woman.
One could say that this fact renders the ‘sex’ of the novel female too, but it does not
make it feminine. Caroline Levine states that “Charlotte unveils her femininity in
1850” (2000: 277), but what she really did was unveil her sex, about which there had
been so much speculation. Currer Bell was thus unveiled as female. Jane Eyre, on the
other hand, remained unfeminine. So if anything, Charlotte unveiled her unfemininity
in 1850. In contrast, her femininity was not to be unveiled, or rather constructed, until
after her death, by Elizabeth Gaskell. In the twentieth century, Charlotte gained the
status of a typical woman writer. In addition, Jane Eyre has been described as a quintessential girls’ book and has come to stand for women’s literature. Diane Long Hoeveler points to the role that publishers play in this process. She writes that the novel’s
canonical status “as the paradigmatic ‘woman’s text’ was ensured and institutionalized
when it was reprinted in full – to the consternation of many critics – in The Norton Anthology of Literature by Women” (1998: 203n).
As with the notion of Sony’s and the Walkman’s Japaneseness, the notion that
Charlotte Brontë was a quintessentially female writer and/or that Jane Eyre is a feminine text breaks down under closer scrutiny. In the “Biographical Notice” she refers to
the fact that most critics considered her mode of writing and thinking as ‘unfeminine’.
Using the terminology from the Walkman study, one could (and perhaps should) describe Charlotte Brontë as a hybrid writer who has combined feminine and unfeminine
social and literary conventions to produce Jane Eyre, which in itself is a hybrid text. It
has become a quintessentially female text through the author-text relationship, and
through practices of representation and regulation, rather than as a result of any inherent defining features. Its status as a ‘woman’s text’ stems from a performative defini-
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tion of identity. Once the sex of an author is established, the ‘sex’ of that author’s
work is also established through the author-text relationship. As Jane Eyre turned out
to have been written by a woman, it became a woman’s text. The dismay that Norton
caused results from the two-way nature of identity formation. While a specific notion
of what constitutes quintessential women’s writing led Jane Eyre to be anthologized in
a collection of women’s literature, Jane Eyre has also contributed to notions of quintessential women’s writing.
When discussing distinctive cultures of production, it would seem that the specific
kind of hybridity or ambiguity employed by a producer of anything from a Walkman
to a literary classic is a major factor in concentrating people’s attention on certain issues. In the case of Sony, the placeless name has generated discussions on issues of
national identity, and in the case of Currer Bell the ambiguous name generated conjecture about the sex of the author. However, Currer Bell’s anonymity and the popularity
of Jane Eyre meant that the speculation and gossip were not only confined to the question of whether the author was a man or a woman. The reviews that appear in the second edition show that people also speculated about the age of the author. The reviewer
in the Atlas, for example, argues that the freshness of the text points to youth, while
the “knowledge of the proudest springs of human emotions” suggests maturity (in Bell
1848). The evidence is therefore inconclusive. People also speculated about where in
Britain the author came from. The reviewer in the Church of England Journal cites a
number of colloquialisms that suggest Scotland (in Bell 1848), while there were also
rumours that all three Bells were “brothers of the weaving order in some Lancashire
town” (in Smith I: 562). During the editing process, some northern slang words were
changed, but those that remained were seen as clues to where the author was brought
up. The fact that Wuthering Heights, by Ellis Bell, was not edited as carefully, provided further geographical evidence when it appeared two months after Jane Eyre.
The rumour about Lancashire weavers also contains a significant class element.
Currer Bell’s apparent lack of knowledge concerning small details such as whether or
not Thornfield Hall should have a knocker on its door placed the author outside the
upper classes, unless, as G. H. Lewes thought, it was just a slip of the pen (in Harris
1985: 44). Interestingly, Charlotte Brontë seems to have been particularly annoyed by
an anonymous review which appeared in the Quarterly Review (Rigby 1848) that
touches on this issue. It is often quoted in discussions of the speculation about the sex
(and morality) of the author of Jane Eyre, as it confidently assumes Currer Bell is a
man: “No woman … makes mistakes in her own métier—no woman trusses game and
garnishes dessert-dishes with the same hands, or talks of doing so in the same breath.
Above all, no woman attires another in such fancy dresses as Jane’s ladies assume” (in
Smith II: 178). Echoing Charlotte Brontë’s own reply to Hartley Coleridge in which
she points out that “several young gentlemen curl their hair and wear corsets” (in
Smith I: 241), a response in the Edinburgh Review to the above accuses the reviewer
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of failing to understand “that there were women profoundly ignorant of the mysteries
of the toilette, and the terminology of fashion” (in Harris 1985: 46).
What Charlotte Brontë reveals in a letter to Smith Williams is that she read the review “without a pang” apart from “some sentences”. She did not mind at all when
people mistakenly assumed Currer Bell was a man (after all, she was very pleased to
have made Hartley Coleridge uncertain), but she says of the reviewer in the Quarterly
Review:
He seems anxious to let it be understood that he is a person well acquainted with
the habits of the upper-classes—be this as it may—I am afraid he is no gentleman—and Moreover that no training could make him such—Many a poor man—
born and bred to labour—would disdain that Reviewer’s cast of feeling. (in
Smith II: 177)
Charlotte Brontë’s own focus here is clearly on class, not on gender, and her attack on
upper-class hypocrisy is something many readers of Jane Eyre will recognize. The
anonymous reviewer was in fact Elizabeth Rigby (later Lady Eastlake), so in a sense
Charlotte Brontë was right to say she was no gentleman, and probably even more astute in detecting the elitist snobbery.64 Anticipating such a response in her juvenile
story “The Poetaster”, written eighteen years earlier, Charlotte’s character Captain
Tree had attacked the working-class linen-draper’s apprentice Henry Rhymer for having the nerve to attempt to write poetry (Bock 2002: 42).
As I have already briefly mentioned, two more sources of speculation emerged a
few months after the original publication of Jane Eyre. Having owned the copyright to
Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey by Ellis and Acton Bell respectively since July
1847, Thomas Newby suddenly saw how his property had gained in value thanks to
the huge success of Currer Bell’s three-decker novel. In his advertisements he used
quotations from reviewers who suspected the Bells of being the same author, thus creating new material for the speculators. The fact that they were not edited as carefully
as Jane Eyre caused a number of people to assume that Wuthering Heights and Agnes
Grey were earlier, less mature attempts at writing by a single author hiding behind the
three names. Charlotte Brontë did not have an opportunity to quash the rumours until
April 1848 when, in the Preface to the third edition of Jane Eyre, she wrote: “My
claim to the title of novelist rests on this one work alone. If, therefore, the authorship
of other works of fiction has been attributed to me, an honour is awarded where it is
not merited” (Brontë 1993: 6).
Charlotte Brontë’s strict wish for anonymity faded slightly after the death of her sisters, and, from the time Shirley was published in November 1849, it was widely
known that Currer Bell was a woman (Gaskell, for example, quickly spread the news
that “she’s a she” [in Smith II: 289n] when she finally found out that month). Not long
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after, fans began to visit Howarth, hoping to catch a glimpse of the woman behind the
nom de plume. However, there was still a great deal that people did not know about the
author of Jane Eyre, and they were eager for more information. As Elizabeth Barrett
Browning observes in a letter to a friend, “People are so curious … yet nobody seems
to have read ‘Shirley’” (in Smith II: 280n).
A year later, the “Biographical Notice” would appear, but when Charlotte Brontë
died in March 1855 a remarkable number of factually incorrect representations were
still circulating in oral gossip (for example that the Brontës were related to Nelson),
and in printed articles, reviews and obituaries (such as where the sisters were buried).
Charlotte Brontë’s close friend Ellen Nussey, to whom she wrote over 500 letters, and
her father Patrick Brontë were eager for an accurate biography to be written that would
set the record straight. Their choice of Gaskell was motivated by the fact that she was
a well-respected writer who had actually met Charlotte Brontë and corresponded with
her.65 However, being a writer of fiction, Gaskell was perhaps, in hindsight, not the
ideal choice for someone to produce a factual biography.66 Not only did she have her
own pre-conceived idea of how she wanted to represent Charlotte Brontë, possibly in
spite of the facts, but she also had her own political motives for taking on the assignment and creating the myth of a Victorian domestic martyr.
Gaskell produced the split personality of a coarse, unfeminine writer, Currer Bell,
and an exemplary woman, Charlotte Brontë, focusing almost exclusively on the latter:
Henceforward Charlotte Brontë’s existence becomes divided into two parallel
currents—her life as Currer Bell, the author; her life as Charlotte Brontë, the
woman. There were separate duties belonging to each character—not opposing
each other; not impossible, but difficult to be reconciled. (1857: 237-8)
Basically she developed Charlotte’s own construction in the “Biographical Notice” of
the long-suffering, isolated sisters. Miller, who accurately describes the approach of
the biography as “feminizing”, writes that “Gaskell had reinvented her in such a way
that the appeal of ‘Charlotte Brontë’ rested as much on her symbolic value as on her
identity as a real, historical person” (Miller 2002: 80). Like her two famous creations –
her literary persona Currer Bell, and her semi-autobiographical character Jane – Charlotte was now being evaluated. Many conservatives who had found Jane and her creator Currer Bell shocking now found the ‘character’ of Charlotte ideal. In January 1850,
Charlotte Brontë wrote to G. H. Lewes to complain about his review of Shirley, saying, “after I had said earnestly that I wished critics judged me as an author not as a
65

Miller (2002: 58-9) suggests that it was Ellen’s idea to contact Gaskell, but her letter to Patrick
Brontë is dated 6 July 1855, while his letter to Gaskell is dated 16 June 1855, so it would seem he had
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Thomas Ackroyd records a discussion with Patrick Brontë about Gaskell’s biography during a visit
to the Parsonage in 1857. Patrick is supposed to have said “Mrs Gaskell is a novelist, you know, and
we must allow her a little romance, eh? It is quite in her line” (quoted in Miller 2002: 99).
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woman, you so roughly—I even thought—so cruelly handled the question of sex” (in
Smith II: 332-3). Miller points out the irony of Gaskell quoting from this letter in her
biography, as she also judges Charlotte Brontë as a woman rather than as an author.
Firdous Azim (1993: 92) draws attention to the way Gaskell’s biography extended
the author-text relationship to an author-experience-text relationship. Given the dominance of the critical discourse of realism, the discovery that some of the characters,
settings and events in Jane Eyre were based on first-hand experience rather than
imagination confirmed its status as a realist novel but, as the analysis in Chapter 3 reveals, this also brought its perceived flaws into focus. The author-experience-text relationship became so strong that by the turn of the century Henry James (1905) complained that critical judgement of the Brontë works was marred by the confusion of
fact and fiction. Critics’ opinions had not only become coloured, as Charlotte had
feared, because they were judging her as a woman author rather than just an author,
but because she was a long-suffering, saintly woman who generated even more sympathy than her poor orphan Jane.
Gaskell’s apotheosis of Charlotte Brontë, by focusing on the ordinary aspects of her
everyday life, meant that her work-based identity was constructed around domestic duties. Not until Millicent Fawcett’s Some Eminent Women of Our Times (1877) was she
portrayed as a professional writer. Rather than using Charlotte’s life to construct an
icon of dutiful self-sacrifice, as Gaskell had, Fawcett highlights her literary achievements in a male-dominated field, this time in an argument for female suffrage. Twentieth-century biographies have contested Gaskell’s construction of Charlotte Brontë in a
variety of ways, for a variety of reasons. The publication in The Times in 1913 of some
of Charlotte Brontë’s letters to Heger, which provided evidence that she fell in love
with a married man, and was apparently not as exemplary as some Victorians had believed, is an important landmark in a tradition of more fact-based constructions.
An influential biography in this tradition is Winifred Gérin’s Charlotte Brontë: The
Evolution of Genius (1967), which was for a long time the standard text on university
reading lists for courses that had anything to do with Charlotte Brontë. Reflecting the
growing attention her works were receiving from academia, it contains a bibliography
and footnotes. Its scholarly presentation makes Gaskell’s biography look, superficially
at least, even more like a work of romantic fiction. Like The Norton Anthology of Literature by Women (Gilbert and Gubar 1996), Gérin’s book does not only reflect and
confirm circulating notions about the author, but promotes the idea that Charlotte
Brontë is a legitimate object of study at a time when biographical criticism was widely
belittled.
While Gaskell’s biography can be seen as ‘feminizing’, Juliet Barker’s (1994, 1998)
projects are perhaps best described as ‘demythologizing’. By attempting to put the record straight, they come much closer to what Patrick Brontë and Ellen Nussey had in
mind back in 1855. One of the myths Barker attempts to dismantle is the notion that
the Brontës lived in complete isolation. Haworth is portrayed as a busy township with
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many small mills, bad sanitation and disease. Being free from having to defend Charlotte Brontë’s seemingly naïve coarseness, Barker constructs a much more professional, purposeful, even manipulative, image of the author which is much closer to the
character of Jane than to Gaskell’s Charlotte. What it shares with Gaskell’s construction, however, is that it reflects and promotes a specific form of femininity at the time
that the biography was written. In the same way that Gaskell’s Charlotte is a Victorian
ideal, the fact that the reviewer Molly McQuade found Barker’s goal-oriented, careerminded Charlotte “oddly contemporary” (2002: 1) suggests that she represents one of
today’s femininities.
Another biography from the 1990s which is representative of a different trend is
Lyndall Gordon’s Charlotte Brontë: A Passionate Life (1994). Explaining this biographical project, Miller writes that “The novels are not used, as so often in the past, as
sources of biographical evidence; rather, the facts of Charlotte’s life history are put to
the service of gaining a deeper understanding of her works” (2002: 168). A similar approach is now being used by many literary critics who, as Ross Murfin points out,
“seek to understand the social contexts in which a given text was written, and under
what conditions it was – and is – produced, disseminated, read, and used” (1996: 566).
Articles on Jane Eyre by Gayatri Spivak (1985), Susan Meyer (1990), Elsie Michie
(1996) and others attempt to reconstruct the meanings that circulated during the text’s
initial reception. Rather than using Jane Eyre as evidence to construct Charlotte
Brontë’s world view, Meyer, for example, uses non-fiction secondary sources to construct a notion of the dominant beliefs and values of the period.67 It is not necessarily
easier to find the ideological assumptions in secondary sources than the primary text;
they are used to provide more weight to the argument. Finding imperialist ideology, as
well as implicit and explicit racism, she then assumes that Charlotte Brontë shared
these views, or was at least informed by them. In this way Meyer is able to produce a
new reading (or possibly reconstruct an old reading) of Jane Eyre.68
What makes the constructions of Charlotte Brontë’s identity particularly relevant to
discussions of Jane Eyre is that some biographical information is almost always included in modern editions of the book. You do not get a biography of Sony when you
buy a Walkman, so the company name is able to retain its ‘placelessness’,69 whereas
no one who buys Jane Eyre today can miss that it was written by a woman, for example. Furthermore, English students are often expected to acquire some knowledge of
the author before reading the text. It remains to be seen what that ‘knowledge’ will
comprise throughout the twenty-first century. As Miller concludes, “the future con67

Primarily, Winthrop Jordan’s The White Man’s Burden: Historical Origins of Racism in the United
States (1974), Michael Craton’s Sinews of Empire: A Short History of British Slavery (1974), Christopher Miller’s Blank Darkness: Africanist Discourse in French (1985), and John Malcolm Forbes Ludlow’s A Sketch of the History of the United States (1862).
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tains an infinite number of Charlotte Brontës in the hands of tomorrow’s biographers”
(2002: 169). As anyone hoping to publish such a book will probably have to make
some quite revolutionary claims, her image could change drastically. She has already
gone from a coarse man, to an exemplary Victorian woman, to a purposeful professional, to a racist imperialist. The corresponding ‘cultures of production’ could hardly
be more diverse.

Publishers
The final section briefly considers the working cultures at some of the publishing
houses that have produced editions of Jane Eyre. For obvious reasons, the main focus
is on the publishing company of Smith, Elder. I consider the significance of the fact
that Jane Eyre was initially published by Smith, Elder by comparing the company with
competitors Henry Colburn and Thomas Newby. I also assess the extent to which
Smith, Elder, in the nineteenth century, shared some of the characteristics of today’s
cultures of production in late modern societies. I limit this discussion to an analysis of
synergy and globalization. Finally, I consider the role of the ‘aura’ of Penguin Books,
and the distinct working culture at Oxford University Press.
George Smith Jr. took over the firm of Smith, Elder in 1846. In the same year, the
repeal of the Corn Law effectively ended the era of protectionism. The policy of free
trade meant that, in the words of John Feather, “in mid-nineteenth-century Britain, individual enterprise and achievement were as highly prized in publishing as in all other
aspects of economic life” (1988: 140). Margaret Smith states that the new head of the
firm soon “began to improve the profits of the publishing department by shrewd reorganization” (II: li). When he decided to publish a third edition of Jane Eyre, Charlotte
Brontë wrote: “I think you are enterprising to run the risk; however you have all along
been the reverse of timid in the business” (in Smith II: 51). Feather writes that “the
Victorian publishing house existed very much in the image of its owner” (1988: 144),
which means that George Smith’s religious and political interests, as well as his social
priorities, were reflected in the literature (fiction and non-fiction) he chose to publish,
although the analysis in this chapter has shown how this was limited to an extent by
his de facto employer, Mudie’s library.
In the same way that few people who buy a Walkman know very much about Sony,
it is probably safe to say that hardly anyone who reads Jane Eyre today will have read
L. Huxley’s The House of Smith, Elder (1923). Moreover, modern editions are published by other companies. However, the original publishers did play a crucial role in
creating meanings that Jane Eyre has come to possess. Enterprising decisions to publish new editions, including the forth, cheaper edition which made the text available to
a wider market and made it possible for people to own and re-read Jane Eyre many
times, contributed to the novel’s bestseller status, for example, and were defining moments. Smith, Elder also published Gaskell’s biography.
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George Smith’s managerial style becomes apparent when it is contrasted with two
of his competitors, Henry Colburn and Thomas Newby. Margaret Smith writes of
Colburn, who owned periodicals as well as a publishing house, that he was “notorious
for his shameless publicity methods, such as the promotion of his own publications at
the expense of other works in magazine reviews” (I: 482); thereby utilizing his power
in what Feather describes as “the first of the mass media” (1988: 169). Newby published Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey. His marketing ploy of using the words of
reviewers who suggested that these works might be by the author of Jane Eyre, and
referring to Emily as the “Successful New Novelist” before she had personally had any
success at all, coupled with the miserly sums of money the sisters received for their
manuscripts, led Charlotte to describe him as “a shuffling scamp” (in Smith II: 111).
Altick writes that Wuthering Heights was “grievously mismanaged by one T. C.
Newby, who in the course of his career ran up a record of misdeeds as long as a Victorian sermon” (1999: 298). Newby was also the chief reason why Charlotte and Anne
first visited London. Charlotte in particular wanted to confront him on the way he had
implied that Currer (or perhaps even Ellis) Bell had been the author of all three
works.70 In contrast, Charlotte describes George Smith as “a very fine specimen of a
young English Man of business” to her friend Ellen Nussey (in Smith II: 311).
I believe that what links George Smith and Charlotte Brontë most closely is the hybrid nature of their working culture in terms of the relationship between culture and
economy. I have already discussed the portrayal of Charlotte Brontë as a Romantic
professional, with cultural and economic aspirations, and George Smith shared the
same balance, which is why Jane Eyre was an ideal text for his company to publish, as
its content reflected this balance too. Feather says of British publishing in the Victorian era that there was some room for “innovation and individual flair” (1988: 178),
but continues:
publishing was firmly enmeshed within the wider world of business and industry,
and it had to follow conventional business practices if it was to survive. For some
nineteenth-century publishers books were a cultural crusade or cultural duty; for
others, however, and perhaps they were the majority, books were a product and
authors were suppliers just as booksellers were customers. (178)
For Smith, Elder books were both, a cultural duty and a source of profit. Smith reports
that the company “gained both financially and in prestige by the publication of Jane
Eyre” (II: 52). Although the company expanded into the colonies and generated more
wealth, the fact that George Smith was later awarded an honorary degree, largely be-
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cause he founded the Dictionary of National Biography in 1882, is testimony to his
‘cultural crusade’.
While all three publishers shared middle-class values, as indeed did all mainstream
publishers, the working culture of Smith, Elder stood apart from the rest. George
Smith, his mother, and a number of employees at the firm became close friends with
Charlotte Brontë through her visits to London and their many letters. They always respected her wishes to remain incognito when she was in London (which ironically
meant sometimes using her real name, rather than Currer Bell). Her letters to Smith
Williams became more and more intimate, and they provide evidence that she was sent
Christmas presents and was paid more money than was originally agreed upon for
Jane Eyre following its enormous success. James Taylor, who was possibly the second
person to read Jane Eyre after Smith Williams, travelled up to Haworth personally to
fetch the manuscript of Shirley.71 Such treatment has led N. N. Feltes to suggest that
“the whole career of Charlotte Brontë could be cited as the outcome of one publisher’s
discrimination and protectiveness” (1986: 27).
I will now very briefly discuss modernity in relation to Smith, Elder. Two characteristics du Gay (1997b) identifies as specifically recent and modern within the culture
industry are globalization and synergy. In the case of Sony, globalization takes two
distinct forms. First the company is global in the sense that it seeks to reach international markets, rather than concentrating exclusively on the domestic market of Japan.
Second, it aims to combine different working cultures that are associated with specific
nations or continents, rather than using traditional ‘Japanese’ ways of thinking. Smith,
Elder can be said to have pursued the first policy through its expansion into Britain’s
colonies, such as India, but not the second, because it tried to export British middleclass values around the world, as did other companies during the period of Victorian
imperialism, rather than incorporating indigenous ways of thinking.
Sony’s strategy of media synergy involved combining its cultural hardware, such as
the Walkman and video recorders, with investments into the texts or software of the
music and film industries. Acknowledging that the Walkman was useless without the
cassettes which were inserted into it, and the musical recordings which the cassettes
contained, the company acquired CBS in 1988 and Colombia Studios in 1989 (du Gay
et al 1997: 81). However, the specific nature of the publishing industry means that the
policy of synergy has been in existence for centuries, as publishers have had to work
with writers on the one hand, and printers on the other. Smith, Elder’s close relationship with Thackeray, Charlotte Brontë and many other writers demonstrates their ability to work with ‘creative artists’, and their successful purchase of the printing firm
that produced Jane Eyre, Stewart and Murray, in 1855, shows how they were able to
work with employees in a very different working culture. By focusing exclusively on
71
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the very recent past, du Gay et al lack the historical perspective of the present study.
Without such a perspective their claims about Sony “fusing previously separate ideas”
(81) through its apparently innovative policy of synergy go unsupported, and ultimately prove to be unsupportable because companies like Smith, Elder were combining “text and technology, hardware and software” (82) in the nineteenth century.
The significance of the associative meanings which Smith, Elder produced by being
responsible for the publication of Jane Eyre declined throughout the twentieth century
as other companies seized at the opportunity to publish the novel when it was no
longer under copyright, so it is easy today to neglect the original relationship between
author and publisher. However, the Smith, Elder brand name was part of Jane Eyre in
the nineteenth century. As noted earlier, this fact alone rendered Charlotte Brontë’s
novel ‘serious’ literature.
Today Jane Eyre is being purchased by more people each year than ever before. It
has become a very cheap, mass-produced product, sold everywhere from supermarkets
and outdoor markets to specialized bookshops and mail order companies for as little as
£1. The major publishers of Jane Eyre in the UK are Penguin Books, Oxford University Press and Everyman, a subsidiary of Random House. Rather than making an exhaustive study of every publisher, I consider only Penguin and Oxford.
In his A History of Reading, Alberto Manguel recounts a story about Penguin’s
founder, Allen Lane, who desperately needed to boost the sales of his cheap paperbacks in 1935:
He went to see the buyer for the vast Woolworth general store chain, a Mr. Clifford Prescott, who demurred; the idea of selling books like any other merchandise, together with sets of socks and tins of tea, seemed to him somehow ludicrous. By chance, at that very moment Mrs. Prescott entered her husband’s
office. Asked what she thought, she responded enthusiastically. Why not, she
asked. Why should books not be treated as everyday objects, as necessary and as
available as socks and tea? Thanks to Mrs. Prescott, the sale was made. (1996:
143-44)
It would seem that Mrs. Prescott contributed not only to a particularly important defining moment in the life of Jane Eyre, but also to the genesis of the present study. As
mentioned in the Preface, it began in a supermarket when I was struck by how Jane
Eyre was being treated in the same way as groceries.
Although Lane’s first attempt to publish illustrated English classics was a failure,
Penguin’s original aim of bringing classic literature to a wider audience was much
more successful after World War Two. The company’s eventual commercial success
created brand loyalty among customers through its name and ‘aura’. Its pricing strategy has reversed the situation reported in the second section of this chapter; Jane Eyre
is now cheaper than the modern bestseller paperbacks available at W. H. Smith’s train
station outlets.
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The growing academic market was recognized during the 1960s, leading to the
launch of the Penguin English Library in 1966 as a sister series to the Greek and Latin
Classics. Responding to new practices of consumption, the English Library editions
included a historical and critical introduction, and notes clarifying the text. Jane Eyre
was now published in the same series, and in the same format, as works by other ‘major nineteenth-century English novelists’, such as Dickens, Austen, Hardy, Gaskell and
Emily Brontë, and presented as an object of study. The objective of the series was
to arouse, not to assume a reader’s interest, to place the book firmly within its
historical, biographical and social context and, where possible, to point out its
relevance to the present day. The general reader, the sixth form student, and the
first year university student should all feel that this is the edition they must have.
(Penguin 2000: 1)
In 1986 the original series of world literature in translation and the Penguin English
Library were merged to become the Penguin Classics. This was a significant event in
the life of Jane Eyre as it was now packaged and marketed in exactly the same way as
the Greek and Latin classics. The only distinction made by Penguin today is that Jane
Eyre is also available in the cheaper Popular Classics series, whereas the ancient classics are only published as Classics. Therefore, on a cultural hierarchical scale Jane
Eyre has been promoted, while on an economic hierarchical scale it has been demoted.
These changes are a direct result of specific business decisions made at Penguin
Books. As the notion of the circuit of culture suggests, these meanings are made available through production, but there is no guarantee that they will be used to produce
meaning in consumption.
The prevailing business strategy at Oxford has produced its Clarendon edition
(Brontë 1969), as well as the World’s Classics edition (which uses the same version of
the text), referred to in the second section. Both editions offer an ‘authentic’ text, suitable for use by students. The attempt to establish the meaning of countless words and
phrases which might present problems to modern readers is a similar project to Oxford’s authoritative text, the Oxford English Dictionary. In both cases there is an ideological element involved in trying to close the polysemy of words by limiting what
they can mean, rather than encouraging readers to interpret references to surtouts and
girandoles themselves.
This desire of Oxford to produce an ‘authentic’ edition of Jane Eyre illustrates what
is at stake when identities of authors are constructed and contested. The previous sections have all shown the role editors and biographers play in this process. For example,
seeing Charlotte Brontë as a Romantic would mean regarding Jane Eyre as the result
of spontaneous production, but seeing her as a professional writer who conscientiously
revised her texts (and there is certainly a great deal more evidence of this in the manuscripts of Shirley and Villette) would mean thinking of Jane Eyre as a product of careful craftmanship. Similarly, if Emily’s image of being wild and unsophisticated is con-
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trasted with the Charlotte Brontë who carefully crafted Villette, then it is more likely
that idiosyncrasies will be retained in Wuthering Heights and “silently corrected” in
Jane Eyre, to use the words of one modern editor, Michael Mason (Brontë 1996: iv).
The associative meanings produced through publishing are extremely complex.
Miller, for example, discusses the significance of Charlotte Brontë’s works being published by Smith, Elder in its Haworth edition of The Life and Works of Charlotte
Brontë and her Sisters (1899-1900), which was in seven volumes, and included Gaskell’s biography. The inclusion of the latter, she writes, “struck an ambiguous note
since they implicitly placed it on a level with the Brontë novels” (Miller 2002: 102).
That is to say, this edition included a mixture of genres. Jane Eyre was a fictional
autobiography which contained some of Charlotte Brontë’s factual autobiographical
experiences, while Gaskell’s The Life of Charlotte Brontë was a factual biography
which contained a degree of romantic fiction.
This brief survey of publishers has explored the distinct roles played by Smith,
Elder, Penguin and Oxford in creating and circulating the meanings Jane Eyre has
come to possess. Smith, Elder was involved in producing the actual text in direct
communication with the author. Its conscientious work ethic resulted in a handsome
book and a text considered ‘mature’, and contributed to Jane Eyre’s bestseller status –
one of the meanings that has been attached to it for over 150 years. Penguin’s aim of
bringing classic works of literature to a much wider audience has coincided with
changing attitudes to Jane Eyre within the education system, and the massification of
higher education. The new ways of using the text in schools and universities have led
to new, scholarly editions, including the ‘authentic’ Oxford editions.
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3 REPRESENTATION: Signifying Practices
This chapter focuses on a variety of cultural practices which involve the process of
representation. These “signifying practices”, as du Gay et al (1997: 18) call them, have
all contributed to the construction of Jane Eyre’s complex socio-cultural profile. The
four sections examine the ways in which Charlotte Brontë’s text, having become
available to the public in book form, was then described, explained, evaluated and artistically transformed by critics, journalists and adapters.
The first section focuses on the critical process of constituting Jane Eyre through
the professional practices of book-reviewing and criticism. It examines the roles of the
critics’ imagined audiences, the convention of juxtaposing literary works, and the
world view and social position of the critics. I analyse how meanings have been attached to various textual features through critical discursive trends. The section ends
with a discussion of a late-twentieth-century example of how and why critics have selected a few comments made during the nineteenth century in order to construct the
Victorian response to the novel. That is to say, I look at how some early representations of Jane Eyre have in turn been subject to the process of representation.
The second section examines the cultural practice of adaptation. By focusing on
early and recent stage plays, three film versions and one television version it attempts
to identify some of the most important factors that affect how Jane Eyre has been defined in these three media. The main aim is to establish the extent to which adaptations
have promoted or countered the critical configurations of the text. In addition, the
analysis of fidelity criticism provides insights into prevailing notions of the ‘real’ Jane
Eyre.
The third section focuses on the Jane Eyres made available to students at different
levels of the education system. Within education there is a particularly close link between how Jane Eyre is represented and how it is used, but I deal with these issues
separately, in the present chapter and in Chapter 5 respectively. Here I simply describe
and explore the emergence of the various configurations of the text.
The final section consists of a brief survey of the most recent references to Jane
Eyre in various media, including newspapers and magazines. Like adaptation, this
practice of representation also provides people who have never read Jane Eyre, or who
only vaguely remember what it is about, with specific notions about the text. I examine
three common ‘misconceptions’, and focus on references to the plot, atmosphere,
characters and genre. I have limited the empirical study primarily to the printed material that is available in the research library of the Brontë Parsonage Museum, and to
Internet sources such as the archives of the Times Education Supplement.72 Although
there is a slight local (and sometimes patriotic) Yorkshire bias to the newspaper and
theatre coverage in the Brontë Parsonage Museum archives, the sheer extent of the ma72

For the latter, see http://www.tes.co.uk.
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terial provides a valuable insight into the ways in which the book was represented in
the 1990s.

Professional Criticism
Christine Gledhill has noted that “the practice of critical assessment is itself a type of
cultural production: it defines those works of fiction (novels, plays, films, paintings)
which are considered touchstones of a society’s culture against which the rest are
ranked” (1997: 344). So the practice of critical assessment “is a way of policing the
boundaries of official culture in order to ensure which cultural meanings and possibilities are privileged within a society” (344). Not all critical assessment is involved in the
process of distinguishing between literature and Literature, however. Although writing
about twentieth-century criticism, Chris Baldick’s (1996) distinction between ‘public’
and ‘academic’ critics is a useful starting-point for a study of the critical reception of
Jane Eyre.
Baldick emphasizes the role the audience plays in shaping criticism. Essays, like
novels, are commodities, submitted to newspapers and journals for publication, so reviewers, like the novelists they critique, write to a specific imagined or target audience. In explaining the diversity of critical genres in the twentieth century, Baldick argues that the key distinction is
between, on the one hand, the public marketplace of literary consumption in
which the book-review and the literary biography have favoured places, and, on
the other, the enclosed space of the university, where the published lecture series,
the theoretical textbook, and the scholarly article are the most respected forms.
The presumed audience of the ‘public’ critic will be the ideal ‘common reader’
who is interested in books and their authors but unwilling to spend time on theoretical minutiae; for the academic critic, the imagined readership is a ‘captive’
audience of students or fellow-scholars who are in some way obliged to keep
abreast of specialist terminologies and arcane debates. (6)
The distinction between public critics and academic critics existed in the 1840s in a
slightly different form. As will become apparent from the following examples, the latter group addressed the small, enclosed literary world rather than students or fellow
academics, while newspapers and some journals contained public criticism, monitoring the publication of new titles, evaluating them, and recommending the best ones to
their readers.
The review in The Critic, for example, ends with the words, “we can cordially recommend Jane Eyre to our readers, as a novel to be placed at the top of the list to be
borrowed, and to the circulating-library keeper as one which he may with safety order”
(Anon. 1847a: 47-48). Reviewers in other periodicals, on the other hand, explicitly express their views on literature in general, as well as on specific works. They might
even address writers directly, giving them advice for their future productions. For ex-
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ample, G. H. Lewes writes to Currer Bell, in Fraser’s Magazine: “Keep reality distinctly before you, and paint it as accurately as you can, invention will never equal the
effect of truth” (1847: 55). When discussing characterization, he writes, “St John Rivers, the missionary, has a touch of circulating-library, but not enough to spoil the truth
of delineation” (54). By using the circulating-library figuratively (and pejoratively)
here to stand for weak aspects of the narrative, Lewes is positioning himself in opposition to public criticism.
In the mid-nineteenth century, another important group was also involved in passing
critical judgement on literary works, namely moral guardians. They are discussed at
length in the next chapter, but their agenda can be quickly illustrated with reference to
one of Elizabeth Rigby’s (1848) many complaints about Jane Eyre in her essay in the
Quarterly Review. As mentioned in the previous chapter, she presents a long list of
‘mistakes’ in the text, for example when women truss game and garnish dessert-dishes
with the same hands. Rather than being considered departures from reality, such mistakes are seen as departures from decorum. To Rigby, they signal poor upbringing,
rather than poor artistry.
The critical configuration of Jane Eyre began with reviews, or public criticism, in
newspapers.73 In the same way that journalists had to find ways of describing what
they saw at the unveiling of the first Sony Walkman, drawing on words that stood for
things that already existed, and that people would understand because of their accepted
shared meaning, such as ‘stereo’, ‘headphone’, and ‘cassette-player’, the first reviewers of Jane Eyre drew parallels with, and pointed out differences from, previous works
that they assumed their readers would know. Furthermore, while certain material features of the Walkman led reviewers to make sense of it through the discourse of technology, particular generic norms led many reviewers to place Jane Eyre within the
dominant critical discourse of literary realism, which provided them with a vocabulary
and a value system for representing the text.
The first reviews of Jane Eyre were written before the publication of Wuthering
Heights and Agnes Grey, so the only work that the author’s name encouraged comparison with was Poems. The reviewer in The Critic writes:
Our readers will probably remember a volume of poems, the joint production of
three brothers Bell, which … took our fancy so much, as seeming to be freighted
with promise, that we dedicated several columns to a review. . . . The performance before us, by one of the brothers, proves the justice of those anticipations.
Currer Bell can write prose as well as poetry. (Anon. 1847a: 46)
The final sentence constructs an oeuvre of works by Currer Bell. Oddly, this oeuvre
began to grow before Charlotte Brontë published another word because of the confu73

Some of these reviews were incorporated into the second edition, and were examined in Chapter 2 to
establish the publishers’ strategy of appeal.
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sion surrounding the Bell name, and the joint publication in three volumes of Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey by Ellis and Acton Bell shortly after Jane Eyre. By the
time Villette was published in 1853, however, critics knew which novels had been
written by Currer. Most had reserved their judgement about the mystery author’s status
within literary history, but Villette had the effect of rendering Currer Bell a “great
writer”, which Charlotte Brontë has managed to maintain ever since, even though she
has most frequently been considered a minor great.74 Public and academic critics alike
continued to construct Jane Eyre’s meaning in relation to the other Bell productions,
which were all considered “coarse” or uncultivated. Among other things it was regarded as more mature than Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey, but less mature than
Villette. These early comparisons with other novels by the Bells have proved to be
long-lasting defining moments.
The practice of assessing the relative merits of the sisters has continued ever since.
Commenting on David Cecil’s Early Victorian Novelists (1934), Miriam Allott identifies the consequences and extent of this practice: “As with so many commentators on
the Brontës since the latter nineteenth century, the shadow more or less inadvertently
cast upon Charlotte in David Cecil’s study owes much to the nature and quality of
what is said about Emily” (1973: 33). Thus Cecil’s criticism, like Mary Ward’s (18991990) before it and F. R. Leavis’s (1948) after, constructs a Jane Eyre which is inferior
to Wuthering Heights because, among other things, its artistry is considered less sophisticated. To this day, it remains common practice to juxtapose the Brontë works,
including the juvenilia.75
The relationship between Jane Eyre and Charlotte Brontë’s juvenile stories has acquired particular significance. Critics have disagreed about the degree of continuity,
each stance producing a different Jane Eyre. Michael Mason claims that
arguing for a strong continuity of motifs between the two … is to play into the
hands of those critics who would like, if they could, to represent Jane Eyre as
low-grade, fantasy-gratifying fiction. To urge, for example, that Mr Rochester is
just a superficially modified version of Zamorna, the rather preposterous hero of
Angria, is to say in effect that there is something deceptive about the characterization, and thus open the way for the claim that Jane Eyre is at bottom a trashy
novel, masquerading as something finer. (1996: xv)
I will return to the question of why some critics would like to represent Jane Eyre as a
“low-grade” or “trashy” novel shortly. The point I want to make here is that the debate
74

F. R. Leavis, for example, reduced Charlotte Brontë to a famous footnote, claiming that “the genius,
of course, was Emily” (1948: 38n).
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Recent examples include Esther Schönberger-Schleicher’s (1999) doctoral thesis on Jane Eyre and
Wuthering Heights, and Jill Matus’s (2002) study of Jane Eyre and Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of
Wildfell Hall.
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Mason refers to has taken place within the critical discourse of realism. In his study of
Hardy, Widdowson identifies the “predilection for realism defined by notions of ‘plausibility’, ‘probability’, ‘conviction’, ‘credibility’, and ‘naturalness’” (1989: 17). He
finds the words probable and improbable used so frequently that he coins the term
“probablism” for the critical discourse of realism. As with other essentialist discourses,
probablism assumes that ‘the real’ consists of characteristics that can be objectively represented by a novelist and recognized by readers.
Needless to say, Jane Eyre has also been compared with works outside the Brontë
oeuvre. In the previous chapter I noted Margaret Smith’s identification of the influence
of the Romantic poets, for example. In addition, in early responses to the text, both H.
F. Chorley in the Athenæum (1847: 44) and Elizabeth Rigby in the Quarterly Review
(1848: 68) point to similarities between Lowood and Dotheboys Hall in Charles Dickens’s Nicholas Nickleby. Almost a century later, Florence Dry demonstrates how this
comparison can be extended by drawing attention to the similarities between, among
other things, Helen Burns and Smike (1940; 1973: 13). Chorley and Rigby were writing before anything was known about the identity of the author, so they were limited to
finding similarities between Jane’s life, and the lives of other fictitious characters, but
that was soon to change.
When the Bells publicly became the Brontës, following the publication of Elizabeth
Gaskell’s biography of Charlotte, one of the most frequent comparisons critics made
was between Jane Eyre and the events in the author’s life. Indeed, by the end of the
nineteenth century Mary Ward could write:
We all know that Lowood is Cowan Bridge, that Helen Burns stands for Maria
Brontë, that ‘Miss Temple’ and ‘Miss Scatcherd’ were drawn from real people;
we are told that Thornfield Hall was suggested by one old Yorkshire house and
Ferndean Manor by another; that St John Rivers had an original; we may take for
granted that Charlotte’s own experiences as a governess have passed into the bitterness with which the rich and ‘society’ are described. (1899-1900: 161)76
Gaskell played a central role in cementing these connections. When she recounts an
event from Cowan Bridge in the biography, for example, she refers to the evil teacher
as Miss Scatcherd and the benevolent superintendent as Miss Temple, without Ward’s
single quotation-marks (Gaskell 1857: 45).
There is actually a great deal at stake here, as Jane Eyre’s status as a literary work
has, like Hardy’s novels, been closely tied to issues of ‘probablism’. The similarity of
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One biographical point which seems to be constantly overlooked is that Charlotte’s best friend at
Cowan Bridge, Mellany Hane, was from the West Indies (Gaskell 1857: 48). This point might conceivably be of interest in discussions of Bertha.
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Charlotte’s own life to that of Jane’s increases the level of perceived realism, and reduces the level of improbability. Or in reverse, Q. D. Leavis discredits the juvenilia for
seemingly “drawing on no first-hand experience whatever” (1966: 9), thus echoing the
opinion of G. H. Lewes more than a century earlier that “unless a novel be built out of
real experience, it can have no real success” (1847: 53). In the next section I show how
this way of thinking is mirrored in the evaluation of adaptations of Jane Eyre, when
the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of a film or television version is frequently judged on the basis of how faithful it is to the source text, rather than to the life of the author, or to life
in general.
Another early review, in The Critic, places Jane Eyre within its contemporary context:
Jane Eyre is a remarkable novel, in all respects very far indeed above the average
of those which the literary journalist is doomed every season to peruse, and of
which he can say nothing either in praise or condemnation, such is their tame
monotony of mediocrity. It is a story of surpassing interest, riveting the attention
from the very first chapter, and sustaining it by a copiousness of incident rare indeed in our modern English school of novelists, who seem to make it their endeavour to diffuse the smallest possible number of incidents over the largest possible number of pages. (Anon. 1847a: 46)
This is a rare instance of Jane Eyre being contrasted with so-called minor works, and it
is significant that they remain nameless. Through their references to other works, critics construct a literary canon. In the mid-nineteenth century, however, this meant that
certain works were ‘worthy of comparison’, rather than ‘worthy of study’, as the discipline of English literature had yet to emerge. Naturally, critics compare and contrast
new works with previous works they have read, and that their target audience can be
expected to have read, but it is also the case that references to popular fiction would
undermine the seriousness of the critical essay. In the same way that the seriousness of
Jane Eyre is partly achieved through its references to works by Shakespeare, Milton
and Bunyan, critics can acquire credibility through allusions to ‘serious’ literature.
One consequence of addressing distinct audiences is that public and academic critics value different aspects of the text. The Critic seems to address both of Baldick’s
groups, or at least be aware of their tastes. The reviewer describes the crowded incident in Jane Eyre as “a fault which readers, at least, will easily pardon” (Anon. 1847a:
46), the implication being that academic critics will not be as forgiving, which, in general, they were not. The Atlas reviewer describes Jane Eyre as “a book to make the
pulses gallop and the heart beat, and to fill the eye with tears” (in Bell 1848). Naturally, these are considered good things. Lewes, on the other hand, writing within the
discourse of probablism, complains that the plot contains “too much melodrama and
improbability, which smack of the circulating library” (1847: 54). Similarly, Ribgy
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moans that “the characters and events, though some of them masterly in conception,
are coined expressly for the purpose of bringing out great effects” (1848: 67). Significantly, it is precisely these aspects that the publishers demanded, which reveals an opposition between the value system expressed in some of the periodicals, and the known
or assumed preferences of the circulating-library members. Borrowing Baldick’s terms
for critics, one could say that Charlotte Brontë was encouraged, even forced, by publishers and the literary marketplace to become a public writer as well as an academic
writer. These competing pressures created the hybridity of the working culture which
was identified in the previous chapter.
As noted earlier, the critical discourse of probablism dominated assessment of Jane
Eyre until relatively recently. Within a few weeks of its publication, the reviewer in
The Spectator complains that
persons act not as they would probably act in life, but to enable the author to do a
‘bit o’ writing’; everything is made to change just in the nick of time; and even
the ‘Returned Letter Office’ suspends its laws that Jane Eyre may carry on her
tale with ‘effect’. (Anon. 1847b: 48-49)
These comments refer to characterization, plot and to a factual anomaly. As criteria for
evaluation, they decline in relative importance. Lewes, for example, feels obliged to
point out that he “noticed but one slip of the pen, and that was giving to the door of
Thornfield Hall a knocker” (in Harris 1985: 44), but he does not attach any weight to
this factual anomaly, or “slip”. He is even able to forgive the ‘invented incidents’, including “the mad wife, and all that relates to her” (1847: 54). His enthusiastic response
to the novel is grounded in the opinion that “deep, significant reality – is the great
characteristic of the book” (52). Believable characters and social realism carry most
weight.
It is important to bear in mind the subjectivity of ‘the real’ within the discourse of
realism. The whole Bertha plot-line, for example, has generated disagreements about
the plausibility of the narrative, with real instances of female incarceration in large
mansions being evoked to support its likelihood. For example, H. F. Chorley, who included a similar plot-line in his own novel Sketches of a Seaport Town, argues against
the notion that “the mystery of Thornfield [is] an exaggeration of reality” (1847: 45).
His knowledge of a real woman who suffered a plight similar to Bertha’s means that
his construction of ‘the real’ differs from Lewes’s. Evaluating Jane Eyre’s plausibility,
which, within the critical discourse of probablism, is tied closely to an evaluation of
the novel’s literary merits, does not simply involve comparing the text objectively with
a fixed and universal notion of reality.
In the twentieth century, Jane Eyre was defined from within the same discursive
trends as other classics. Brontë specialists who have read Widdowson’s (1989) critiography of Hardy have no doubt been struck by the remarkable similarities between
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what critics have said about Hardy’s novels and Jane Eyre. As one reads about David
Cecil’s belle-lettrism, F. R. Leavis’s liberal-humanism, David Lodge’s formalism,
Terry Eagleton’s marxism and Penny Boumelha’s feminism one could be forgiven for
thinking that Widdowson is analysing the critical process of constituting Jane Eyre,
rather than Hardy. The names, ideological projects and conclusions about the Hardy
texts mirror the criticism on Charlotte Brontë’s oeuvre. Given that Jane Eyre contains
portions of realism and romance, it would be accurate to compare it with Hardy’s
prose fiction as a whole. From the perspective of probablism, his ‘major’ novels of
character and environment share the same qualities as the ‘best’ aspects of Jane Eyre,
while his ‘minor’ romances and fantasies share more with its ‘worst’ aspects.
Within the discourse of probablism it is little wonder that a book like Jane Eyre was
described as “nonsense” (Allen 1958: 188), or “sometimes preposterous, sometimes
plain silly” (Daiches 1969: 1065), and therefore marginalized. Michael Mason provides an overview of this derision:
The novel had been sidelined or ignored in fastidious expositions of technique
such as Percy Lubbock’s The Craft of Fiction (1921) and E. M. Forster’s The Art
of the Novel (1927), and comprehensively insulted in David Cecil’s Early Victorian Novelists of 1934. The climax of this tradition of academic disdain for Jane
Eyre is probably represented by Joseph Prescott’s exceptionally condescending
1960 essay, entitled ‘Jane Eyre: a Romantic Exemplum with a Difference’.
(1996: xii)
A particular point Widdowson addresses in his critiography is the fact that F. R. Leavis
completely dismissed Hardy. Widdowson develops the argument that Leavis felt
threatened by Hardy’s deliberate employment of non-realism as it undermined the liberal-humanist project of representing human nature realistically so that people could
learn about the human condition. Therefore Hardy is represented as a flawed realist
rather than a disruptive anti-realist.
Perhaps this point also explains why a novel such as Jane Eyre is unthinkable
within Leavis’s canon. Its plot resolutions are from fairy tales. All the characters Jane
likes are rewarded (even though Helen dies), while all the characters she dislikes suffer
for their sins. Consequently, Charlotte Brontë also seems to be challenging and refuting humanist realism. However, in the previous chapter I presented the suggestion that,
following her failure to get The Professor published, she incorporated more far-fetched
excitement in Jane Eyre. Thus, the non-realist or romantic elements were added because the literary marketplace demanded them. So while the lack of probability can be
seen as deliberate, it would seem to have been the product of material conditions,
rather than an ideological project to challenge the emerging mode of representation for
the bourgeois novel.
Until relatively recently, the discourse of probablism has dominated professional
criticism on Jane Eyre, and, as Widdowson points out, it remains the predominant au-
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thoritative view presented to schoolchildren and general readers. However, this hierarchical structure has been increasingly challenged and dismantled since the 1970s, and
as Patsy Stoneman shows, by using another discourse it is
possible to argue that the ‘realism’ of Jane Eyre is purchased at the price of a loss
of imaginary power, because in the juvenilia the author identified with powerful
male figures who had access to the world of politics, commerce, high culture and
autonomous sexuality. (1996: 13)
In a similar move to Widdowson’s reassessment of Hardy’s so-called faults, Stoneman
reads Jane Eyre against the traditional grain:
Christine Alexander, like [F. R.] Leavis and [Kathleen] Tillotson, sees Charlotte’s progression from ‘romance’ to ‘realism’ as an unquestionable improvement ([1983]: 209). From a different point of view, however, we can see the
early stories as Charlotte’s expression of competence to operate in the public
world and to practise sexual autonomy – expression which becomes stifled as she
accepts her ‘proper sphere’. (13)
I will return to these competing evaluations of the romantic and realist elements of
Jane Eyre in the next section.
Widdowson observes that, in their own different ways, formalist critics, by pursuing
‘pattern’ and ‘unity’, sought “to establish the homogeneity of Hardy’s work, rather
than recognizing its fractured and dissonant discourses” (1989: 36), while later materialist critics emphasized ‘formal disjunctions’ and ‘contradictions’ (41). Likewise,
when Heather Glen contrasts the criticism collected in the first Macmillan Casebook
on Jane Eyre (Allott 1973), with the essays in the New Casebook (Glen 1997), she
perceives a similar discursive shift. On the new collection she writes that
the Jane Eyre they configure is an altogether more ambiguous, less univocal
work than that which the contributors to the original Casebook defined. Where
those earlier critics found (or looked for) coherence, resolution, containment …
the readings in this New Casebook offer a different view. The sense that
emerges, both from each individual essay and from the differences between
them, is of something strange, disturbing, inassimilable in Jane Eyre. What these
critics find is not unity, but contradiction; not balance, but eccentricity; not calm,
but – frequently – violence; not resolution, but open-endedness and unease. (245)
Glen acknowledges that, to a certain extent, the differences can be explained by
“changing critical fashion: where once New Critics looked for ‘organic unity’, now
deconstructionists value the ‘aporias’, or radical uncertainties, of the text” (25). Indeed, in a textbook introducing literary criticism and theory, Andrew Bennett and
Nicholas Royle write that students, teachers, and critics “have been taught to recognize
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multiple meanings of texts whenever possible: polysemia is, in a sense, the very ‘logo’
of contemporary university English studies” (1995: 13).77 Glen aligns herself within
the latest fashion when, in her concluding remarks, she writes that “it seems proper to
end, like Jane Eyre, in open-endedness” (1997: 26). Hence, critics and readers may
now ask, as in John Sutherland’s essay which gives his collection of criticism its name,
“Can Jane Eyre Be Happy?” (1997).
The discursive shifts that Widdowson and Glen identify, between formalist and materialist criticism and between New Criticism and deconstruction respectively, are only
two of many critical shifts which have led to new defining moments. Azim, for example, highlights an important discursive shift within feminism. She observes that the
second wave feminist celebration of Jane Eyre, exemplified in studies by Elaine
Showalter, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, had “unquestioningly drawn a realist link
between the narrative novelistic voice and the lived realities of women’s lives” (Azim
1993: 93). She continues by noting that “the homogeneity presupposed between female author and text [is] questioned by later third wave feminists, who concentrate on
the fluctuations in the narrative position” (103). That is to say, critics such as Gayatri
Spivak (1985) and Cora Kaplan (1986) attack the notion of a unified textual ‘sisterhood’ by pointing to the socially and racially diverse female subject positions within
the text. The earlier celebration of Jane’s strong independence has consequently been
challenged by critics who have drawn attention to her privileged class position and
tacit racism.
Spivak’s critique of earlier feminists is produced from within the discourse of postcolonial theory which, as Stoneman observes, “is one of the fastest-growing areas of
academic discourse and its revision of Jane Eyre, in relation to Wide Sargasso Sea,
will surely become a new academic orthodoxy” (1996: 190). This discursive shift has
brought the character of Bertha into focus. Her racial identity has arguably been the
central issue within postcolonial readings. The meanings attached to her physical features determine whether she stands for the colonizer or the colonized in the novel, with
the political implications being extremely different depending on the interpretation.
Each interpretation constitutes a radically different defining moment.78
Jane has also been read from a postcolonial perspective. Deidre David, for example,
writes of Jane that:
As object, she is constructed by the political enterprise to which she contributes,
that of defining British national identity through possession of empire, and by the
patriarchal undertaking in which she is necessarily an accomplice, that of constructing Victorian womanhood. (1995: 78-79)
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In the second section of Chapter 5, I challenge Glen’s description of Susan Meyer’s contribution to
the collection by suggesting it looks for, and finds, coherence, resolution and containment.
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The situation is made more complex by the fact that there are now two textual Berthas (in addition
to visual representations) as she appears in both Jane Eyre and Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966).
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Using Homi Bhabha’s concepts of ‘pedagogical’ and ‘performative’ writing, she sees
“Jane as an ‘object’ in a ‘nationalist pedagogy’ that securely identifies her as created
by Britain’s evolving history of colonial acquisition and racist ideology” (79). Furthermore, reading Jane’s rational resistance to Edward’s sexuality as setting her apart
from his continental mistresses, she argues that
Jane’s values coincide with those prescribed for British imperial womanhood:
first, a belief in her own social and cultural superiority to the native; second, recognition that she must sacrifice her physical comfort in the cause of civilizing the
native; and third, an acceptance of her ancillary status in the male-dominated
business of running the empire. (79)
In chapter 5, I question whether Charlotte Brontë’s construction of the Other is as unified as David assumes here. She lumps the non-English together so that Jane’s feeling
of moral superiority towards the French, Italians and Germans is yoked with the colonizer’s feeling of moral and racial superiority towards the colonized. However, what is
significant here is that her reading stands in stark contrast to the earlier feminist celebration of Jane which made Jane Eyre part of the new post-1968 canon.
Finally in this section I will consider how early representations of Jane Eyre have
themselves been subject to practices of representation. Like Edward Said’s (1978)
process of orientalism, reported in Chapter 1, a process of Victorianism has also taken
place. That is to say, some critics have constructed Victorian culture as a homogeneous, negative Other. In this particular case, however, the critics have not produced
knowledge in order to dominate the Other, but to promote their own, and what they see
as Charlotte Brontë’s, radical politics. Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar (1979; 1984),
for example, use the views of Miss Rigby, Mrs. Mozley, Mrs. Oliphant and Matthew
Arnold (three of whom wrote in 1853 or later) to construct the Victorian response to
Jane Eyre. What begins as a discussion of “the outrage generated in some quarters”
(337) slips into what “shocked Victorian reviewers” (338), with no qualifying phrase
such as ‘a few’ or ‘a small number of’, and ends with all-inclusive statements about
“what horrified the Victorians” (338). And what shocked and horrified Victorian reviewers about Jane Eyre, apparently, was “its ‘anti-Christian’ refusal to accept the
forms, customs, and standards of society” (338).
Elizabeth Rigby was responsible for labelling Jane Eyre anti-Christian, but a closer
look at what she meant reveals a diversity of opinion on this point¸ and in many ways
her review is quite unrepresentative. By anti-Christian, Rigby meant that the text did
not accept God’s appointed roles for the different social classes, and for the sexes.
However, eight months earlier, the reviewer in the Christian Remembrancer had specifically written: “To say that Jane Eyre is positively immoral or antichristian, would
be to do its writer an injustice” (Anon. 1848: 60). Furthermore, Allott reports that the
editor at the Quarterly Review, J. G. Lockhart, did not share Rigby’s opinions. Simi-
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larly, Rigby’s snobbish review, with its class-based definition of Victorian femininity,
generated a response which appeared in the Edinburgh Review shortly afterwards, accusing her of failing to understand “that there were women profoundly ignorant of the
mysteries of the toilette, and the terminology of fashion” (in Harris 1985: 46). However, these alternative voices, and many others, including hundreds of thousands of
readers during the Victorian period, are relegated to the end of an endnote where Gilbert and Gubar state that “it should of course be noted that Jane Eyre was warmly received by many reviewers” (1979; 1984: 679n). It is noted, but not discussed, or incorporated into the Victorian response they construct. For instance, does “warmly
received” mean that these reviewers admired the text’s literary qualities, or does it
mean that they appreciated its radical politics? Gilbert and Gubar only quote the most
conservative voices, thus constructing a homogeneous Victorian culture.
It feels strange to think that, when later generations construct their cultural histories,
the 1970s might be represented by the voices of dissent which were raised upon the
release of Monty Python’s The Life of Brian (Jones 1979), but as Gilbert and Gubar
demonstrate, it is perfectly possible that the conservative labelling of the film as antiChristian will one day become the 1970s response. Precisely how the 1970s will be
remembered depends very much on the future. For example, in the unlikely event that
active Christian worship should die out completely by the beginning of the next century, a defining feature of present-day culture would be the existence of an antagonistic Christian response to some literature and film.
This section has explored why Jane Eyre has been defined in relation to: particular
texts rather than others; particular notions of ‘the real’; and particular versions of
Charlotte Brontë’s life. These definitions have emerged from within various critical
discourses. Widdowson’s notion of probablism has, from Lewes to Leavis, configured
Jane Eyre as a flawed, low-grade classic. This privileged or ‘official’ definition of
Jane Eyre was later challenged by a valorization of the text, and Jane, from within an
essentialist discourse of feminism. More recently these definitions have been accompanied by re-evaluations which have, like some of the very first book reviews, celebrated, rather than bemoaned, the Gothic romanticism within the text. In the following
section I examine whether or not adaptations have followed similar discursive shifts,
and if so, how they have been informed by them. I also explore whether they promoted
or challenged the prevailing dominant critical definitions of the text.

Adaptation
Nick Jones writes in the programme of an adaptation of Jane Eyre, performed at the
Everyman Theatre, Gloucestershire, that
Jane Eyre was first dramatised within a few years of its original publication, in a
version which toured America as a melodramatic vehicle for its actor-manager.
By the 1930s, it had become a one-set, drawing-room romance, complete with
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comic maid and silver tea-set. In the 1950s, one of the earliest BBC dramatisations was converted into a stage play which reflected the values and conventions
of the ‘classic’ serial. More recent versions have reinstated Jane’s childhood or
made explicit the parallels between Jane’s autobiography and the Brontës’ own
lives. (1993: 1)
A central question dealt with in this section is whether the various adaptations of Jane
Eyre differ from one another as a result of changing conventions within visual media,
and/or because of discursive shifts similar to the ones identified in the previous section.
There have already been a number of studies of Jane Eyre adaptations (for example,
Riley 1975, Higashi 1977, Ellis and Kaplan 1981, Nudd 1989, Atkins 1993, Stoneman
1996, Hopkins 2000). These range from analyses of the first stage melodrama adaptations, now only available to a modern audience in the form of scripts and reviews, to
the very latest television and film versions, widely available on video, and theatre productions performed around the country. Together, these analyses shed a great deal of
light on the many factors which have informed the definitions of Jane Eyre produced
through practices of adaptation. The following discussion follows the chronology of
the adaptations, rather than the chronology of the criticism.
Using Peter Brooks’s (1976) extensive survey of stage melodrama, Patsy Stoneman
reads the early adaptations of Jane Eyre, concluding that they
altered the emphasis of the novel in two, almost opposite ways. On the one hand,
they gave exaggerated vocal expression to Jane’s sense of class oppression and
victimization; on the other, they recuperated the radical implications of her relationship with Rochester into conventional comic nuptials. (1996: 8-9)
That is to say, they foregrounded its class politics, and downplayed its sexual politics.
Once again, the target audience plays a crucial role in shaping the text. In her analysis
of John Brougham’s Jane Eyre: A Drama in Five Acts (1856), Stoneman writes:
The whole focus of the play is on Jane’s suffering at the hands of the aristocracy,
and of Rochester’s rescue of her from this situation. When we remember that in
England, the melodrama, though written and promoted by the middle class, was
scarcely a respectable amusement for any but the lower classes, it is easier to see
why such a transformation should appeal to audiences of similarly humiliated
people. (1996: 11).
Even though the audiences were not exclusively from the lower classes – William
Smith Williams saw John Courtney’s melodramatic adaptation Jane Eyre or the Secret
of Thornfield Manor at the Victoria Theatre, London, for example – Charlotte Brontë
clearly looks down at “what amuses the Metropolitan populace” in her reply to his account of the performance (in Smith II: 27). Having said that, the socio-economic status
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of the audience only explains why Jane’s class-based victimization is foregrounded, it
does not explain why her sex-based victimization is overlooked. Without knowing the
exact figures, it nevertheless seems fair to assume that the ratio of men to women was
expected to be higher at these performances than among the readership of Jane Eyre.
If this was the case, then Brougham’s decision to emphasize Jane’s class-based rather
than sex-based victimization can be seen as a consequence of the target audience.
In her analysis of the most recent stage adaptations of Jane Eyre, not only does
Stoneman distinguish between commercial and academic theatre, but she also distinguishes between critics and commentators within and outside academia (1996: 205).
These distinctions correspond to Chris Baldick’s (1996) division between public and
academic critics, referred to in the previous section. The way in which the public or
commercial sphere differs from the academic sphere lies in the disparity between the
assumptions about the values and preferences of the target audiences. In other words,
the process of consumption is active while adapters, reviewers and critics produce
their various works.
One of the main functions of commercial theatre in the 1850s was to produce a passionate, emotional response. Stoneman (1996: 13) cites Eric Bentley (1964), who argues that the aim of reducing theatre audiences to tears justifies the foregrounding of
what, within the discourse of realism, are the flawed, exaggerated aspects of the novel.
Hence, the first Jane Eyres to emerge on stage bear a closer resemblance to the one
defined by reviewers or public critics than the version constructed by academic critics.
Significantly, while Widdowson finds it necessary (and strenuous) in 1989 to construct
a radical Hardy by redefining the ‘flaws’, such as the improbable plots, as clever, selfconscious irony, Jane Eyre’s so-called flaws were being foregrounded and celebrated
outside critical discourse almost immediately.
In her analysis of slightly later theatrical adaptations, Stoneman identifies a discursive shift in the 1860s which led to “an intensification of ideological prescriptions of
femininity” (33). Consequently, Jane became a vehicle for portraying notions of ideal
womanhood. In the same way that Elizabeth Gaskell (1857) had constructed the author
as a virtuous saint, stage adapters transformed Jane’s subversive independence into
conventional saintliness. In the twentieth century, the issue of Jane’s identity, specifically her level of self-assertion, proved to be a crucial element in defining the political
power of the text as a whole.
In many respects, Robert Stevenson’s (1943/44) film version of Jane Eyre, starring
Orson Welles as Edward and Joan Fontaine as Jane, has been as influential within the
worlds of film and television adaptation as Elizabeth Gaskell’s The Life of Charlotte
Brontë has been within biography. In the same way that Lucinda Miller points to how
Juliet Barker’s recent biography “demonstrates the extraordinary tenacity of Gaskell’s
version” (Miller 2002: 167), Lisa Hopkins (2000) argues that Stevenson’s version has,
like the novel upon which it is based, come to possess classic status by virtue of the
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fact that so many later adaptations clearly pay homage to it. In some instances, it is as
much a source as the novel.
As Stoneman points out, many early film-makers adopted the conventions of melodrama, even though they had been replaced by Edwardian naturalism on stage (1996:
11-12). One of the key elements of Stevenson’s film is its Gothic atmosphere. As
Stoneman remarks,
many aspects of this film strain after Gothic effects … the castle-like Thornfield
with flagstones and Gothic arches, reached by a journey over bleak moors; Rochester’s sudden apparition on horseback; the omnipresent whirling mist and eerie
music; Bertha’s turret – ‘the mystery in the tower’ –; all create an atmosphere
combining the more ‘stagey’ kinds of Gothic with the more ethereal effects of
Wuthering Heights. (1996: 110)
Michael Riley’s observation that this version “embraces the Gothic aspects of the
novel rather than shrinking from them” (1975: 146, own emphasis) not only points to
the fact that Stevenson’s Jane Eyre differs from the dominant critical configuration of
the text at that time, but also suggests that the decision is in some way brave.
A number of feminist critics have drawn attention to the fact that, in the process of
reducing the narrative to a simple melodramatic romance, Stevenson’s film disempowers Jane, and Jane Eyre. Kate Ellis and E. Ann Kaplan, for example, bemoan
Jane’s “subordination and passivity” (1981: 86), while Elizabeth Atkins claims that
“there seems to be a deliberate move away from Brontë’s precocious Victorian feminism” (1993: 60). There is general agreement about which changes create the transformation: Miss Temple is replaced by a male doctor called Rivers; Jane causes the
fall in Hay Lane and Edward recovers quickly, without assistance; Jane’s speech about
equality is diluted, and so forth. In addition, Ellis and Kaplan (1981) argue that the
film excludes, or at least disrupts, Jane’s point of view, although Gardner Campbell
(2003), with the advantage of freeze-frame technology, has more recently demonstrated persuasively that the mise en scène of Stevenson’s film does not rob Jane entirely of her power and authority.
What critics have tended to disagree on are the possible explanations for these
changes. In their study of James Bond, Tony Bennett and Janet Woollacott argue that
the figure of Bond has served to “articulate a wide range of contemporary cultural and
ideological preoccupations” (1987: 7). They claim that the character’s popularity has
been sustained because “the cultural and ideological currency of the figure of Bond
has been changed and adapted to changing circumstances” (7). The same process has
sometimes been identified in Stevenson‘s Jane Eyre. Sumiko Hagashi (1977), for example, points to the historical context of wartime, and the heightened desire for romantic escapism which comes with it. Jane and Edward, who, like Bond, are malleable
cultural icons, become conventional romantic leads. Atkins (1993), on the other hand,
acknowledges the effect of the 1930 Production Code for films which regulated the
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representations of many social phenomena such as violence, religion and marriage.
She also suggests that the film’s anti-feminism results from it being created by men
within the patriarchal structure of the film industry in Hollywood in the 1940s.79 The
Production Code and the dominant mode of production in Hollywood can be seen as
functioning as ideological filters through which a visual representation of the novel
had to pass.
When assessing the ‘successfulness’ or fidelity of Stevenson’s version, critics since
the 1970s have almost unanimously judged it a failure. However, as a film can only
ever be faithful to an interpretation of a novel, what this judgement actually announces
is that Stevenson’s Jane Eyre fails to reproduce a specific feminist reading of the
original text. In actual fact it confirms, and indeed promotes, the prevailing realist
reading of the novel circulating within male-dominated critical discourse at the time.
From within this perspective, it is enough of a classic to be turned into a Hollywood
production (unlike countless other Victorian novels), but it is not enough of a serious
work of literature to avoid becoming anything other than a melodramatic fairy tale romance. Consequently, Jane’s passivity is consistent with an anti-feminist interpretation
of the novel.
The trend in later Bond films to portray more active female characters can also be
seen in adaptations of Jane Eyre. For example, Delbert Mann’s 1970 film is, as
Stoneman writes, “very alert to the beginnings of the women’s movement” and “is
much more egalitarian” (1996: 191). Like Stoneman, Riley notes that “the theme of
equality is central to the Thornfield sequence in Mann’s film” (1975: 154).80 While
part of Jane’s insistence on equality echoes the early stage melodramas by being expressed within hierarchical class structures, her defiance also extends to an attack on
normative gender roles. One of the reasons why Jane’s struggle for equality ends successfully is a weakening or softening of George C. Scott’s Edward in relation to
Welles’s portrayal of the character. In the same way that Stevenson’s Jane Eyre seems
to be informed by what was at that time the dominant critical configuration of the
original novel, Mann’s version is informed by what became a new normative reading
which saw Jane as a strong-minded feminist, and Jane Eyre as being first and foremost
about sexual politics.
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Robert Stevenson wrote the screenplay with Aldous Huxley and John Houseman, Orson Welles contributed to the writing and direction as well as receiving top billing as ‘Rochester’, and the whole project was conceived by David O. Selznick.
80
In his analysis of Mann’s film, Riley makes an interesting distinction between “the original shooting
version” and “the release version” (149n). In the latter, Miss Temple’s role was reduced. Given the
importance attached to this character by many critics as a female role-model for Jane, this alteration is
significant. Similarly, disparities exist between the screenplay, the shooting version and the British and
American release versions as regards the Gateshead section. Without getting into specifics, it is worth
noting that these slightly different versions represent slightly different adaptations of the novel. With
the advent of director’s cuts and DVDs, each film and television adaptation is likely to consist of a
number of variations.
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Many canonical novels, including Jane Eyre, have been adapted for television by
the BBC as a ‘classic serial’. Like the Oxford University Press, which aims to construct an authentic or definitive text from the original handwritten manuscripts, early
print-runs and other clues concerning authorial intention, the BBC aims to remain as
faithful as possible to certain aspects of the text. Widdowson describes the BBC’s
1978 production of Hardy’s The Mayor of Casterbridge, for example, as “painstakingly faithful to the novel in plot, dialogue, theme, character, and physical description”
(1989: 98). Its 1983 serialization of Jane Eyre, written by Alexander Baron and directed by Julian Amyes, spans over eleven episodes, is four hours long, and also follows the plot, includes much of the dialogue and consequently feels more like an
abridged version of the novel than a creative reworking of the text. Edward’s European
mistresses are reduced to one, and he has a “child” with Jane, rather than a “son”, but
most of the divergences are omissions rather than alterations.
I have already suggested that an adaptation into another medium can only be faithful to an interpretation of the text. As Stoneman observes:
The whole question of faithfulness in screen adaptations has been much debated
in recent years as a cynical awareness of commercial properties shapes people’s
responses to the BBC’s ‘classic serial’, while a growing postmodern consciousness suggests that representation always introduces historically specific changes.
(1996: 201)
However, the issue of fidelity is particularly important to viewers who wish to acquire
cultural capital by consuming classics. As Heidi Kaye and Imelda Whelehan put it,
these works “have snob value because they are inherently elitist” (2000: 1), so one is
supposed to have read them to be considered ‘well-read’ or ‘cultured’. The pleasures
of the text are therefore similar to the pleasure derived from an informative trip to the
Brontë Parsonage Museum in Haworth. The authenticity of the museum’s exhibitions
is crucial for a visitor wishing to acquire cultural capital. The highly detailed, authentic
serial provides a way of familiarizing oneself with some very long nineteenth-century
novels, without actually having to read them. Thus, the classic serial can function like
crib notes or an abridged version of the text. Therefore, reviews and marketing play an
important role in assuring viewers who have not read the original that the adaptation is
reliable.
Naturally, reviewers might overlook certain disparities and give the impression that
a particular aspect of an adaptation has been transferred accurately into another medium. Stoneman raises a point made by Giddings, Selby and Wensley (1990) concerning regional accents, for example. Zelah Clarke’s Jane speaks in a southern variety of
Standard English, rather than a northern one, which is inconsistent with the locations
in the novel and the adaptation. Such transformations tend to pass unnoticed because
prestige accents are associated with classic novels. Moreover, as noted in Chapter 2,
the practice of editing Jane Eyre included altering some of the local colloquialisms
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into Standard English, so one could argue that the BBC adaptation simply extends this
process.
In his analysis of the BBC’s The Mayor of Casterbridge, Widdowson makes a valuable observation concerning the kind of realism that a classic serial adopts. He distinguishes between the “mundane verisimilitude” of soap-operas and the “staged and
acted” realism of period drama (1989: 98), his point being that the BBC is ‘true to’ the
realist mode of representation in the novel, with its literary conventions which create
the illusion of reality, rather than the experiences of people who actually lived where
and when the novel is set.
One aspect of historical specificity is that the actors who play the various characters
are of the period of the adaptation, rather than the setting, so their faces may be recognizable from other films, television programmes and so on. Timothy Dalton, who
plays Edward in the Amyes serial, had previously played Heathcliff, and later played
the role of James Bond, for example. Like the Walkman and Jane Eyre, certain actors
have had specific cultural meanings attached to them through the processes within the
circuit of culture, and these meanings can be transferred onto the characters they are
portraying. This point applies in particular to the actors in Franco Zeffirelli’s 1995 film
version.
As noted in the previous chapter, it is unlikely that Charlotte Brontë would have approved of a film version of Jane Eyre, as she was against the idea of an illustrated edition on the grounds that the central characters and the story were too plain. Her fears
were more or less confirmed 150 years later when, in the media hype before the release of Zeffirelli’s film, more attention was given to the actress playing Blanche Ingram, Elle MacPherson, described in the Daily Mail as the “6ft Australian supermodel
nicknamed The Body” (in Stoneman: 1996: 291), than to the actress playing plain
Jane, Charlotte Gainsbourg. As Widdowson astutely points out, one effect of using instantly recognizable faces (and bodies) in visual adaptations is to modernize the original text. William Hurt and Elle MacPherson have strong links to contemporary culture.
Being American and Australian respectively, they also add to the global dimension of
Zeffirelli’s version, which is heightened by the fact that the director is Italian and
Charlotte Gainsbourg is half French. Together, these aspects send a message about
Jane Eyre’s temporal and spatial universality. They define the text as relevant today,
not only in England but around the world.
Although she provides no support for her claim, Elizabeth Atkins makes a valuable
point about the physical appearance of actors in older adaptations. In her discussion of
Edward in Stevenson’s film, she writes that “an interesting phenomena [sic] has occurred concerning what qualifies as handsome. Orson Welles is considered by the present youthful generation to be ugly, yet when this picture was made, he was considered
handsome” (1993: 58). The many visual adaptations of Jane Eyre, together with
changing conceptions about what constitutes good looks, have generated considerable
confusion on this point. For example, a reviewer of Fay Weldon’s 1988 stage adapta-
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tion complains that the actor playing Edward “did not have the handsome looks that
Charlotte Brontë endowed him with” (quoted in Stoneman 1996: 204).
Representing Edward as either handsome or ugly is only one aspect of his identity.
In addition, William Hurt’s Edward is described by Hopkins as a “New Man”, by
which she means that he is portrayed as vulnerable, shy and lacking in self-confidence.
Like George C. Scott’s Edward, he has been softened or feminized and, like Joan
Fontaine’s Jane, he has been disempowered. Coupled with the post-1968 feminist valorization of Jane as a strong-minded, independent woman, the Jane-Edward relationship is thus portrayed as beginning on far more equal terms.
The “taming of Rochester”, as Hopkins puts it, has coincided with “the softening of
Bertha” (2000: 60) in Zeffirelli’s film. This second trend can be seen as what Stoneman terms a “post-Rhysian perception of Bertha” (1996: 203), following the publication of Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea in 1966. That is to say, there is now a greater
awareness that, as a character in the novel, Bertha is also a centre of consciousness
who deserves the sympathy of readers and audiences alike, although Joolia Cappleman’s performance in the 1983 BBC serial, by attempting to portray Brontë’s Bertha,
is a pre-Rhysian beast. I have already referred to the critical debate concerning
whether Bertha stands for the colonizer or colonized in Jane Eyre. It would seem that
in modern adaptations this issue tends to be sidestepped somewhat.
In Hopkins’s analysis of two adaptations from the 1990s, she writes of Zeffirelli’s
version that “the film’s careful downplaying of Bertha’s racial identity suggests that it
may have been reluctant to explore any issues of blackness and whiteness” (2000: 62).
Similarly, she points out that in Robert M. Young’s (1997) television adaptation there
is “no hinting at a possible race issue – Bertha is just a white woman with greying
black ringlets” (64). Hopkins contends that Bertha differs significantly from Charlotte
Brontë’s characterization for “reasons of political correctness” (60). That is to say, it
would be considered racist to create a black character in a modern adaptation and give
it stereotypical traits such as nymphomania, drunkenness, madness and moral inferiority. In the novel, as well as grovelling, seemingly on all fours, and being referred to as
a creature (Brontë 1993: 221), a beast (221) and a Vampyre (297), Bertha is also compared to a dog (219), a tigress (223), a wolf (227), and a hyena (307).81 It is one thing
to produce such a character in a postcolonial reading of the novel, critiquing its racist
assumptions, but it is quite another to re-produce such a character in a modern adaptation with so many unpleasant racist links and associations.
Not surprisingly, then, in extensive searches of Internet sites, I have been unable to
find any references to Bertha’s “racial ambiguity” and “mixed-race identity” in relation to visual adaptations. In theatre, film and television versions of Jane Eyre, it
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All subsequent page references to Jane Eyre are indicated by JE followed by the page number, and
correspond to the Oxford World’s Classics edition (Brontë 1993).
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would seem that Bertha is always unambiguously white. As far as I have been able to
determine, a mixed-race Bertha has yet to appear in a visual adaptation or an illustrated edition of the novel, perhaps because, as Hopkins suggests, such a character
would be considered politically incorrect, as it would be built upon the very worst kind
of racist assumptions. In contrast, the same search of websites revealed frequent allusions to Bertha’s racial identity in online lecture notes, discussion questions for students and critical essays.
The sense that the adaptations of Jane Eyre, and the criticism written on them, give
is that Gothic romanticism is incompatible with literary and political seriousness. Riley
says of Stevenson’s Jane Eyre, for example, that “theme and character are sacrificed to
the demands of mood and romance” (1975: 158). Similarly, what Mann’s film “loses
in atmosphere, it makes up in dramatic realism and thematic richness” (158). Needless
to say, the commercial audience is assumed to value romantic melodrama, while the
academic audience is assumed to prefer a psychological drama. Although many critical
shifts within academia inform commercial adaptations in various ways, for example by
encouraging them to foreground sexual politics, they rarely venture beyond the relationship between Jane and Edward. Riley notes that adapters run “the obvious risk of
losing audience interest” (1975: 157) by departing too far from this element of the narrative, for example by including Jane’s time with the Rivers family. In contrast, recent
academic adaptations, as Stoneman observes, “tend to move away from the ‘core
story’ to allow room for ‘neglected’ aspects of the text” (1996: 203). The theme of religion, Jane’s childhood, and the process of writing the novel are just three areas which
adapters such as Sheila Haughey, Jonathan Myerson and Peter Coe have used to rework, and consequently redefine, Jane Eyre as something other than a melodramatic
romance.82
This section has focused on visual adaptations, but there are also audio versions of
Jane Eyre. First, radio plays are frequently broadcast. Gardner Campbell (2003:3)
notes that Orson Welles had performed Jane Eyre twice on the radio before he starred
as Edward in Stevenson’s film version, for example. Second, there are a number of recorded readings of the full or abridged text available on the market. In the same way
that Mann’s and Young’s film versions downplay the Gothic elements in the original
text, the publishing company Naxos has produced an audio version of Jane Eyre
which, in Betty Tadman’s words, “cuts out the melodrama, the thunderstorms real and
symbolic, and the irruption of the paranormal” (1995: 1). In her opinion: “This may be
more acceptable to modern ears, but it does traduce a text in which Byronic Romanticism plays an essential role as a healing fantasy” (1). Her description of Penguin’s
abridgement as giving “a better feeling of the novel’s melodramatic pulse” illustrates
how issues of fidelity also apply to audio versions.
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As mentioned in the previous section, there are some remarkable similarities between the dominant constructions of ‘Hardy’ that Widdowson (1989) identifies, and
‘Jane Eyre’. However, in the case of Jane Eyre, alternative versions (from early stage
melodramas to recent film adaptations) have always existed alongside the predominant
critical versions. The prominence of these alternative versions provides one of the keys
to understanding why Jane Eyre’s socio-cultural profile is characterized by complexity
and contradiction; while the critical discourse of probablism produced a ‘flawed masterpiece’, adapters began to foreground and celebrate the text’s anti-realism almost
immediately. The adaptations I have considered mostly follow the discursive trends
within criticism. Film versions of Jane Eyre made since the 1970s have frequently addressed sexual politics, representing a relatively egalitarian relationship between Jane
and Edward. The most noticeable exception is the portrayal of Bertha, which has been
informed by second wave feminism, but not postcolonial critical discourse.

Representations Within Education
Jane Eyre is these days thought of as an object worthy of study, as much as a novel to
be read in one’s free time. In this section I examine how Jane Eyre is configured at
three levels of education. As the cultural circuit suggests, no one is forced to accept
them. However, the degree of freedom and restraint varies from context to context.
Teaching materials intended for use up to GCSE level serve two main purposes; to
familiarize students with the main events in the set text, and to generate thought and a
response to certain key issues. For example, the award-winning material produced by
the Brontë Parsonage Museum for GCSE (Mitchell et al 1997) introduces the original
text of Jane Eyre through comprehension questions, cloze tests and vocabulary assignments. These coverage exercises are all aimed at familiarizing pupils with the text.
Some literary devices, such as personification, imagery, and the intrusive narrator, are
explained, and their use pointed out. The Gothic elements of the text are dealt with at
some length. There are no evaluative statements, and the approach is uncritical. Jane
Eyre’s greatness is assumed, and the representations are seemingly objective.
The structure, described as following “Jane’s growth from childhood to maturity”,
is set out in a neat pedagogic way thus:
a) Gateshead
b) Lowood
c) Thornfield
d) Marsh End/Moor House
e) Ferndean

- small child.
- school pupil to young woman.
- life as a governess and falling in love.
- discovers new family
- rejects loveless marriage.
- happy, fulfilling marriage. (14)

Explaining a complex text to schoolchildren inevitably involves simplification (Jane
travels back to Gateshead and Thornfield, for example), but the most significant point
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is that Jane Eyre is constructed as a Bildungsroman. Jane is rebellious as a child, but
matures and lives happily ever after.
In Britain, the most widely used study guides for single works of literature are York
Notes. In the 1990s, a new edition on Jane Eyre for GCSE (Rowbotham 1998) was
prompted by the new National Curriculum. It contains plot summaries, critical comments, glossaries and ‘test yourself’ exercises which include factual ‘identify the
speaker’ questions and a selection of issues that students are encouraged to consider;
for example, why Mrs. Reed is so cruel to Jane (20), and what Edward’s treatment of
Adèle reveals about his character (48). The main themes are identified as romance, religion, female independence and social status, while the main characters are Jane, Edward, Bertha, who “is not to be ignored as a side-issue in the novel” (73) and St John
Rivers. In contrast, in the Letts Explore study guide for Jane Eyre, Stewart Martin
(1994) lists Bertha last in a list of eleven characters. She is described as “an exaggerated character, typical of Gothic fiction” (7), reflecting the realist views of G. H.
Lewes, Q. D. Leavis and (many) others that she is a Gothic diversion.
The York Note is impressive in the way it covers the original text and encourages
independent thought. By foregrounding the theme of religion and the plight of Bertha
it also acknowledges current critical trends, but ultimately, as in the classroom, the
main aim of preparing pupils for GCSE examination leaves no room for creative activities. Sarah Rowbotham, an English examiner herself, writes that the key to achieving the highest grade is, among other things, “explaining to the reader of your essay
how the enjoyment of the text is assisted by literary devices, linguistic effects and psychological insights” (1998: 81). Secondary school students are presented with a Jane
Eyre that is constructed in order not only to encourage them to like it, but to encourage
them to like it for specific reasons, defined by the examination system. For example,
they are expected to admire Charlotte Brontë’s clever use of symbolism, personification and pathetic fallacy,83 appreciate how her powerful account of childhood captures
the harsh social conditions of Victorian England, and ignore the passionate response it
has engendered from countless readers.
Extracts are frequently used at this level, for a variety of activities, and the selection
of ‘key’ elements or passages also constitutes a defining moment. As John Haddon
remarks:
Of course it is part of our competence that the passages we select will be key passages, at least within the understanding in which GCSE examinations operate,
and it is part of our responsibility towards our pupils as candidates to ensure that
such passages receive attention. (1995: 118-9)
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these literary aspects.
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The specifics of GCSE English are dealt with at length in the next chapter, but it is
worth noting here that, as a possible, and popular, option on the National Curriculum,
Jane Eyre is presented as part of the cultural heritage. Pupils are told, or left to assume, that Jane Eyre is on the English syllabus because it is “of high quality” and has
been written by a “major writer” (Department of Education 1995a). In none of the
study guides designed for GCSE level are there any negative comments about Charlotte Brontë’s artistry. On the notorious supernatural communication between Edward
and Jane (JE 442), Rowbotham, for example, writes: “To dissect this rather than accept it is to underestimate the force of this part of the narrative” (1998: 57). In other
words she is arguing that the lack of scientific realism should not belittle the emotional
realism.
Much of the reverential approach to classics is carried on to tertiary level. The most
recent York Notes edition on Jane Eyre for students above GCSE level (Sayer 1998)
represents the text through the critical discourse or realism. Karen Sayer’s configuration is as traditional and reverential as at GCSE. Although Jane is criticized at this
level (she is described as a precocious child and a snob), the text is not. For example,
Sayer writes that “there is a certain amount of coincidence at work, but only to the extent that coincidences also happen in real life” (51). Under Themes she writes: “the
problem of being a woman in early Victorian Britain is the key to our understanding of
the text” (47-8) and, explaining why Jane flees Thornfield, Sayer writes that
she does not succumb to passion because her education has shown her that passion is not a fit motive for action…. It is only when she returns to Rochester,
having matured and learnt the necessity of combining desire with duty, that she
can live happily ever after. The novel is therefore about woman’s intellectual and
emotional needs, the search for identity, and the way in which passion has to be
reconciled with self-control. (48-9)
Needless to say, given the way the text is represented, the structure of the novel is described as “effectively that of a Bildungsroman, or ‘novel of development’, in which
the protagonist’s growth is traced through childhood, and into adulthood and maturity”
(52).
In a self-reflexive reading of the text, John Peck (1995) shows how his own earlier,
traditional reading of Jane Eyre as a Bildungsroman (Peck 1983) contains much that
he was unaware of at first. Commissioned to write for the Macmillan How to Study
series, the first edition contained criticism of the type witnessed at GCSE and in the
advanced level York Note above. One could conceivably imagine that many students
who study the novel at several levels of the education system experience a similar realization. As Peck’s observation captures such a significant transition in the ways the
text is represented and thought about, I will quote him in full. In the second edition he
writes:
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In some ways my comments [in the first edition] may seem merely bland, but
they now strike me as simultaneously smug and sinister. Jane is alienated from
society, but most of the words I use to describe Jane are words that judge her
from the perspective of society: for example, I talk about her ‘overcharged view
of herself as victim’; at one stage I describe her response as ‘pathological’; I refer
to her inability to conceive of ‘a sensible middle course’. There is an implicit
suggestion in these comments that there is something wrong with Jane, and an
assumption that the language of society can identify and label her faults. I might
feel embarrassed about the inadequacy of this reading if it didn't have so much in
common with traditional interpretations of the novel. For example, critics often
suggest that the novel deals with Jane’s growth to maturity: such discussions are
informed by a concept of the self as individual and unique, but there is also an
assumption that the romantic impulses of the individual must be tempered by
moderation. The obvious point is that such readings are written from within society; waywardness may be treated sympathetically, but there is an informing assumption that an accommodation should be made with society. And sometimes a
belief on the part of the critic that it is the responsibility of novels to inculcate
such a sense of moral and social responsibility. (123)
Hence, the ‘traditional’ interpretation of the novel that Peck identifies here sees Jane’s
journey as one from waywardness to social responsibility. Even though this reading
may see Jane’s treatment at Gateshead and Lowood as unnecessarily harsh, there is a
suggestion that ultimately she benefits from it. Peck wonders whether it is “a complete
coincidence that most of the texts studied at school deal with wayward heroes and
heroines, but do so within a general pattern of interpretation that sees non-conformity
as deviant, and associates conformity with maturity” (123). In other words, he is suggesting that, as one of the goals of the education system is to instil a sense of social
responsibility in children, it is no surprise that Jane Eyre is represented to them in a
way that seems to reward such a quality.
In the twelve years between the two editions, the critical insight that there is nothing
natural or objective about the traditional approach to literature has slowly begun to filter down to tertiary education. However, as the York Note demonstrates, it would be
wrong to assume that a pluralist approach has replaced the traditional or ‘Leavis
method’, and changed forever the Jane Eyre that is presented to students at this level;
they co-exist, and contribute to the complexity of Jane Eyre’s cultural profile.
In his widely used English Literature: A Student Guide, Martin Stephen captures
succinctly the version of the novel which has most frequently been made available to
tertiary-level English students:
Jane Eyre is at one and the same time a Cinderella, rags-to-riches story, a moral
tract, and a novel of passion, love and mystery. The blend of these various elements is a possible examination question, as are the novel’s weaknesses. Dialogue is not Charlotte Brontë’s forte, if only because lack of experience forces
her to imagine how upper-class people speak to each other, and she gets it
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slightly wrong, with the result that much of the dialogue is clumsy and weak. The
plot also relies on one particular unlikely supernatural incident and a lucky inheritance on the part of Jane, but sheer imaginative drive and power rescue the
novel from melodrama. They do not rescue examination candidates from having
to explain why the novel is credible and not melodramatic. Marriage, happiness,
suffering, and the nature of duty, all feature in Jane Eyre, within the careful, episodic nature of the plot which follows Jane through the various stages of her life,
and sees her grow morally and in stature with every new phase of life. (1991:
214)
Tellingly, students are not expected to explain freely what they think about Jane Eyre,
but are forced to explain “why the novel is credible and not melodramatic”. The novel
has already been read for them; they just have to support that reading. Thus, while the
representations in tertiary education are more critical than those at lower levels, they
are produced from within the same discourse. They are simply not as blind to the perceived weaknesses.
Tertiary-level English experienced some significant changes at the very end of the
1990s which have yet to be incorporated into the commercial study guides. The specifics of the policy change are dealt with in detail in Chapter 5, as they mostly affect the
way Jane Eyre is used in the classroom, but, to some extent, they have also affected
the way the text is presented to students. These days, not only can the Gothic aspects
of the novel be foregrounded, but they can also be represented as being part of a distinct literary tradition which works in different ways from the realist tradition. That is
to say, the Gothic aspects are made sense of from within the discourse of Gothic romanticism, rather than from the external perspective of realism. This discursive shift
within tertiary English has a particular bearing on the way the character of Bertha is
represented, as she no longer remains a simple diversion.
A second policy change has required teachers to present Jane Eyre within its historical context. Rather than highlighting its artistry, and presenting it as a timeless
classic dealing with universal themes, teachers point to the text’s cultural specificity.
Instead of using Jane Eyre as a historical document to learn something about the past,
pupils are expected to learn about the dominant discourses of the past, and use them to
read the text. Once again, this change in policy results in a somewhat different Jane
Eyre being made available to pupils as an object of study.
The discursive shifts within literary criticism identified in the first section have obviously had a powerful effect on the way Jane Eyre has been represented to students
within higher education. The situation at this level confirms Patsy Stoneman’s claim
that “literary works are unstable constructions” (2002: 238). In 1994-95 the Higher
Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) visited 63 of the 87 higher education providers of English literature and comparative literature in England and Northern
Ireland in order to assess the quality of education at these institutions. One of the key
conclusions of the study is that there is great diversity among the English departments’
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approaches to study. An Overview Report states: “Approaches to English range from
the teaching of established canons of literature to an emphasis on exploring the relationship of texts and contemporary social issues, while a small number of providers
have a pluralist approach” (HEFCE 1995: 2). My own survey of how university English departments in the United Kingdom teach Jane Eyre confirms the HEFCE’s claim
of diversity in higher education English, as students encounter the text in many different contexts. The list of courses on which students may have read Jane Eyre includes
the following:
Victorian Fictions: Gothic and women’s writing (Keele)
The Gothic novel, with Frankenstein (Portsmouth)
Victorian literature, in relation to David Copperfield (Liverpool)
Victorian Women Writing (Edinburgh)
Victorian Writers (Wales, Bangor)
Brontë Course (East Anglia)
Nobody’s Children: the orphan in nineteenth century English Literature (Portsmouth)
Constructions of gender in nineteenth-century literature (Aberdeen)
Fiction which rewrites other fiction, with Wide Sargasso Sea (Wales, Swansea)
Literature and Desire: developing Freudian readings (East Anglia)
Writing as Self: literary representations of identity (Glasgow)
Classical and Biblical Contexts in English Literature (King’s College, London)
(personal correspondences)
Some of these courses are recognizable from tertiary level, such as the ones on Gothic
writing, while others are new, for example the one which develops Freudian readings.
Their great diversity makes it difficult to make any generalizations, but one could say
that the top half aim to place Jane Eyre within various literary traditions, while the
bottom half represent the text as a historically located document which can shed light
on issues such as identity politics. It is also worth noting that it frequently appears
within traditions of literature written exclusively by women. Jane Eyre has acquired
not only canonical but archetypal status within these revisionist traditions.
During the most masculine period of English studies, from the 1930s to the 1960s,
male-dominated narratives on the English novel were written, creating a tradition that
foregrounded male authors and male central characters: Cervantes, Defoe, Richardson,
Fielding, Sterne and Smollett; and Don Quixote, Robinson Crusoe, Tom Jones and
Tristram Shandy (see, for example, Watt 1957). Apart from a few ‘women of genius’,
such as Jane Austen and George Eliot, the only place for women in this tradition is as
passive consumers of books. As mentioned in the first section, this masculine tradition
has seen Jane Eyre as ‘preposterous nonsense’. This is the Jane Eyre which, if made
available to (frequently female) English students at all, circulated within higher education up until the 1970s.
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Part of making the study of novels more feminine has involved constructing a female-dominated tradition which foregrounds female authors such as: Aphra Behn,
Fanny Burney, Ann Radcliffe, Jane Austen, Elizabeth Gaskell, the Brontës and George
Eliot; and female central characters such as Roxana, Moll Flanders, Pamela, Clarissa,
Evelina, Emma, Jane Eyre and Shirley (see, for example, Spender 1986, Azim 1993).
This tradition emphasizes that women were the main consumers and producers of novels, and frequently featured as their main character and theme. Within this more recent
literary discourse, students are presented with a very different Jane Eyre. It is important to remember, however, that these configurations can be challenged, and in higher
education students wield a great deal more power within the institutionalized context
of the university than secondary- and tertiary-level students.
Finally, it is worth recalling Bennett and Royle’s (1995) claim that polysemia is
ubiquitous in contemporary university English studies. Perhaps the dominant definition of Jane Eyre in higher education is a text that can never be defined, which constantly eludes definition, which is always becoming but never becomes. However, one
insight of the circuit of culture is that this, too, is a historically contingent rendering of
the text, produced within a specific critical discourse.
In conclusion, one can say that significantly different Jane Eyres are made available
to students at different levels of education. Up to GCSE level the book is represented
in reverential terms as a flawless masterpiece. Although many of the representations in
tertiary education are of this kind, there are also more critical ones that point to the
book’s perceived weaknesses as well as its strengths. Recent policy changes have led
to Jane Eyre being defined as a historically specific text rather than a universal classic.
In higher education, the diversity which exists among English university departments
means the text can be presented in many different ways, depending largely on the nature of the course students are taking. The Jane Eyres configured at these three levels
reflect current education policy. Chapter 4 examines the historical background of these
policies, while Chapter 5 explores the extent to which teachers and pupils are able to
negotiate their readings of these strictly defined configurations of Jane Eyre. This section has merely established the features of the ‘primary text’, in Widdowson’s (1989)
terms, that is made available within education.

Representations Circulating Outside Education
As mentioned in Chapter 1, most representations of the Walkman appear in advertisements which have been commissioned by Sony. They promote the endorsed cultural
definitions of the object. However, alternative meanings are also being attached to the
Walkman through various media. Whenever a character in a film or television programme uses a Walkman it sends out a message about the kinds of people who are associated with Walkman-use. Similarly, as Chapter 4 brings to attention, journalists
have configured the Sony Walkman as various different things during debates about
social issues. Some people might form their opinions about what the Walkman stands
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for culturally first and foremost from newspaper articles, rather than from advertisements. Jane Eyre leads a similar ‘life’ adjacent to privileged discourses such as literary
criticism and education. In this section I examine the specific ideas which were promoted in Britain in the 1990s through references to the original text. It is worth noting
that some of them seem to have emerged from readings of the text, rather than through
readings of representations of the text.
In a note in the Pitlochry Festival Theatre programme for her stage adaptation of
Jane Eyre, Fay Weldon writes: “Most of us believe we have read Jane Eyre. Most of
us actually haven’t. What we’ve done, through some kind of cultural osmosis from
childhood on, is absorb enough of its plot and atmosphere to make us assume, quite
genuinely, that we have” (1992: 3). Weldon can be excused her totalizing claims here
as she is addressing a specific audience. The “we” she constructs refers to people who
presumably know enough about Jane Eyre to have decided that they would enjoy seeing a stage adaptation of it, for whatever reasons. More importantly, she refers to the
fame of the text. In du Gay et al’s terms, it belongs to the theatre-goers’ “cultural universe” (1997: 8). Weldon’s notion of ‘cultural osmosis’ perhaps gives the impression
of a passive, sponge-like absorption of ideas, but as the circuit of culture suggests,
these meanings are simply available for active use in consumption.
Michael Mason, in his introduction to the most recent Penguin Classics edition, argues that “Jane Eyre is a novel which its readers tend to remember inaccurately at certain points” (1996: vii). He continues: “It may not be mis-remembered more than other
novels, but it is mis-remembered more conspicuously than most, for some of these errors of recall have become clichés about Jane Eyre” (vii). Whether accurate or not,
these “collective mistakes” (xi) are in circulation and have become a part of what the
text means.
In the second section I considered various artistic reworkings of Jane Eyre, most of
which do not claim to be faithfully representing the original text (the classic serial being a notable exception). In contrast, reviews of these adaptations do describe the
original text, thus circulating notions of the plot, characters and so forth. For instance,
the review in The Independent of Franco Zeffirelli’s (1995) film version describes the
original Jane Eyre as follows: “Charlotte Brontë’s Plain Jane grows up in an orphanage, becomes a governess and falls for her Byronic, bad-tempered boss, Mr Rochester,
only to discover he is already married to the archetypal madwoman in the attic”
(Anon. 1996a: 3). The role that the film company’s production notes play is significant
here. Film reviewers frequently do not have time to (re-) read the original text on
which a film is based, so they are reliant on these notes, or cover blurbs and other brief
accounts of the plot in reference books. The Pathe production notes sent to the media
to promote Zeffirelli’s film, for example, state: “Adapted from Charlotte Brontë’s epic
romance, Jane Eyre is one of the greatest love stories ever told” (Anon. 1997a: 1). The
company has clearly chosen to foreground romance in its strategy of appeal. In terms
of the two Penguin blurbs, the original text is presented as a love story with a happy
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ending, rather than the feminist portrayal of a woman’s search for a wider and richer
life.
At best, reviewers of adaptations must rely on what they remember from their own
reading experience. For example, Moira Petty reviews Cherry Cookson’s (1994) radio
play for Radio 4 under the heading “Brontë’s ghostly tale gets an Eyre-ing”. She
summarizes Jane Eyre, which she “read in early adolescence and [has] neatly sidestepped ever since”, as follows: “Demure governess falls for her Byronic, tormented
employer. Can she overcome the obstacles – including the cackling, demented Mrs
Byron locked away in the west wing – that stand in the way of their love?” (Petty
1994). Weldon’s and Mason’s comments suggest that Petty is not only recalling her
reading experiences from early adolescence, but is drawing on the representations of
plot, atmosphere and so forth which are circulating in culture. Interestingly, she observes: “My precis of Jane Eyre … reads like the flyleaf of any old trash can romance”, thus echoing Angela Carter’s opinion published two years earlier that “of all
the great novels in the world, Jane Eyre veers the closest towards trash” (1992: 162). I
do not mean to imply that Petty must have read Carter; they are simply drawing from
the same pool of meanings.
In 1971 and 1995 two surveys were carried out to establish the reading preferences
of young teenagers (see Budge 1995). Jane Eyre appears among the girls’ favourites in
the 1971 survey, but not in the 1995 survey. Responding to claims that classics have
disappeared from the lists because of their lack of sensation, Kate Marron writes in an
article entitled “Abused Orphan in Mad Arsonist Sensation” that in Jane Eyre
an orphan experiences a ghostly visitation, and is subsequently sent to a school
where she is abused and humiliated and where her closest friend dies of a lingering painful illness. After years of tribulation she obtains work in an isolated
country house, owned by a capricious libertine who keeps a violent mad arsonist
in the attic. (1995: 1)
Given that she is straining after sensationalism here, it is noteworthy that Marron foregrounds the fact that Jane is an orphan, as this is reminiscent of the nineteenth-century
stage melodrama, which also focused on the sensational aspects of the text.
In his analysis of some common misconceptions about Jane Eyre, Michael Mason
(1996) considers the beginning and end of the novel, and Bertha’s confinement. He
writes that the famous first sentence, “There was no possibility of taking a walk that
day” (JE 7), “is commonly remembered as an expression of regret or resentment”
(1996: vii). But, as he points out, the second paragraph begins: “I was glad of it: I
never liked long walks, especially on chilly afternoons” (JE 7). Walks on the windswept Yorkshire moors have become part of the Brontë myth because, as Lucasta
Miller writes of the Brontës, “from an early age their lively imaginations latched on to
the moors above the Parsonage rather than the village below” (2002: 42). Similarly,
Patsy Stoneman suggests that the Parsonage “is pivotal between nature and culture,
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solitude and populousness, and the fact that we associate the sisters primarily with the
moors is the result of deliberate or unconscious choices, on our part and theirs” (2002:
220). As a result of these choices, references to the moors are much more common in
biographies of the Brontës than in their literary works. For example, Miller (2002:
235) cites a biography of Emily by Romer Wilson (1928) which starts with a hike
across the moors to Haworth. Likewise, Brian Wilkes’s (1991) film The Brontës of
Haworth begins with bird’s-eye-view shots of the moors which eventually lead to the
Parsonage.
Turning to the close of the novel, Mason points out that although the famous line
“Reader, I married him” (JE 473) is associated with the happy ending, the last sentence of the novel is actually an extract from a letter Jane has received from the dying
St John Rivers. Similarly, in her summary of the plot, Rowbotham remarks, “The
words ‘Reader, I married him’ … are often assumed to be the final ones of the novel,
and tend to overshadow the paragraphs about St John, which have significant status at
the end of the story” (1998: 62), although, as she refers to Mason’s Penguin Classics
edition, she might well have been directly influenced by his interpretation. Mason argues that the final two paragraphs displace and perhaps challenge “Reader, I married
him” in emotional significance. He reads the closing words as “an expression of strong
assent to Christianity as the only true creed, and to the consequent necessity of Christian evangelizing” (1996: ix). He then boldly argues that non-specialist readers who
miss or forget this point have a false impression of the thematic balance of the book, as
they underestimate the role of religion. Given that so many non-specialists read Jane
Eyre as a romance, it is possible that they (like me) feel the final passage is assuring
Jane’s Reader that her conscience is clear about turning down St John Rivers’s proposal of marriage. As he has clearly managed to do great things without her, she can
sleep soundly and be truly happy in every way. This is the common “love story with a
happy ending” reading of the Penguin Popular Classics blurb.
Mason addresses one other misconception, namely that Bertha was locked up in the
attic. He admits that it is somewhat pedantic to point out that Gilbert and Gubar’s famous title The Madwoman in the Attic (1979; 1984) is not entirely accurate, but argues
that it is significant that, when writing and then proof-reading the text, Charlotte
Brontë never noticed that, even within the same paragraph on one occasion, she places
Bertha and Grace Poole on both the second and third floors (JE 173).84 Mason reads
this lack of attention on the author’s part as a sign that she “has reacted like a reader:
investing her attention where the emotional shape of the novel dictates that it should be
invested” (1996: ix).85 The assumption here, following Michael Riffaterre (1978), is
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In editing the text, Margaret Smith (1993) has altered “second” to “third”, as has Mason.
In a strange parallel, Mason places Rosamond in Volume II rather than Volume III (1996: xix),
which perhaps reveals that he understandably feels Rosamund does not deserve as much attention as
other characters.
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that, while the response (in the singular) of non-specialist readers is dictated by the
text, Mason and other editors who have noticed such mistakes have been able to detach themselves from the text’s emotional force, a task rendered more difficult in the
case of Jane Eyre because of what Heather Glen identifies as the “intensity of identification which threatens to overwhelm the critical faculties” (1997: 2).
I discussed the author-text relationship, and the many competing connotations of
‘Charlotte Brontë’, in the previous chapter, but it is worth remembering that the words
most frequently associated with Jane Eyre are in fact ‘Charlotte’ and ‘Brontë’, and that
the biographical associative meanings are particularly important. Placing Jane Eyre
within a certain genre also creates and circulates meanings. What follows is a wideranging selection of representative examples in the Brontë Parsonage Museum archive.
In connection with LWT’s television adaptation of 1997, coinciding with the 150th
anniversary of publication, the original book is described in the Programme section of
the Mail on Sunday as “Charlotte Brontë’s melodramatic love story” (Anon. 1997b:
10) and by Radio Times as “Charlotte Brontë’s classic romance” (Anon. 1997c: 3). In
Scope, a scholastic magazine for young people, an anonymous reviewer writes, “One
of the most famous love stories ever, Jane Eyre is also a great mystery featuring exciting characters” (Anon. 1996b: 3). An advertisement in The Observer for the same adaptation, this time performed at Theatr Clwyd, Mold, describes the original text as
“Charlotte Brontë’s sweeping romantic epic” (quoted in Stoneman 1996: 290). In the
programme of Willis Hall’s 1992 stage adaptation, Jane Eyre is described as “one of
the world’s great love stories because of the passion of its conviction” (Anon. 1992). A
poster for Charles Vance’s 1996 stage adaptation of Jane Eyre at the Alhambra Theatre, Bradford, describes Charlotte Brontë’s original text as “The Classic Story of Passion, Mystery & Romance” (Anon. 1996c), while a review by Alun Palmer in the
Telegraph and Argus of the same production announces, under the heading “Gothic
classic is turned into farce”, that “the novel by Charlotte Brontë is a Gothic masterpiece, full of dark emotions matching the brooding moors” (1996: 15).
Any attempt to quantify and summarize these representations of the genre, characters, plot and atmosphere of Jane Eyre is bound to be partial, but it does provide an
idea of the most common meanings in circulation. From my survey of the material at
the Brontë Parsonage Museum, one could deduce that the plot has an archetypal triangular structure, and that the three main characters in the drama are Jane, Edward (most
frequently referred to as Rochester) and Bertha (rather than Jane, Edward and Blanche
Ingram or Jane, Edward and St John). The atmosphere is described as dark, Gothic,
brooding, romantic, passionate, mysterious and ghostly. The main characters are demure Plain Jane, tormented Rochester and demented Bertha. An orphan girl becomes a
governess and falls in love with her employer. Various obstacles stand in the way of
her happiness, but they are overcome and the story ends happily.
Chris Baldick argues that “modern myths prolong their lives not by being retold at
great length, but by being alluded to…. This process … reduc[es] them to the simplest
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memorable patterns” (quoted in Stoneman 1996: 4). My survey would seem to support
this argument, as well as pinpointing the most memorable aspects of Jane Eyre. In the
case of the three love-triangles, the foregrounding of Gothic mystery contributes to
Bertha becoming the most important obstacle to happiness. Had the original text been
represented as a story of gossip, intrigue and the middle-class marriage market in the
Jane Austen tradition, Blanche would no doubt be seen as the main rival, and Bertha
would be reduced to a subplot. So why has this particular plot-line been foregrounded?
As with the role of the audience in shaping different forms of novel-writing and literary criticism, Baldick’s (1996) distinction between “the public marketplace of literary consumption” and “the enclosed space of the university” also sheds light on why,
for example, the plot that emerges from the survey of references to Jane Eyre in newspapers, magazines and promotional material is that of popular romance fiction. Consumption is an active process when journalists produce their reviews. Their notion of
an imagined reader will influence how they configure the text, and it would seem that
they assume non-specialists read Jane Eyre first and foremost as a romance. Adrienne
Rich has accused Virginia Woolf of producing a partial reading of the text by referring
to the middle, Thornfield section, “as if it were the novel Jane Eyre” (1973; 1980: 96).
It would seem that this partial reading is being promoted in various popular media today. The analysis of customer reviews at Amazon in Chapter 5 examines whether this
reading is also being produced in consumption.
As this study of representation has shown, the cultural construct ‘Jane Eyre’ is remarkably ambiguous. Even though the discourse of liberal-humanist realism still remains dominant in many contexts, producing, as in the case of ‘Hardy’, a flawed realist text, many other competing versions of ‘Jane Eyre’ exist. In Chapter 5 I examine
how Jane Eyre is used in education, and consider how room could be made for students to express non-institutionalized interpretations, but my immediate task is to consider how these competing configurations of the same text have been regulated at different moments in history, and in specific contexts.
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4 REGULATION: Policies and Politics
The novel as a genre played a crucial role in both constructing and destabilizing middle class norms in the nineteenth century. Some critics regarded Jane Eyre as a dangerous contribution to the ongoing cultural debates. As new editions appeared, and
more and more copies were sold, growing concerns about revolutionary movements
and declining standards meant that Jane Eyre gained even greater cultural significance,
thus attracting the attention of conservative thinkers who wished to maintain the social
order. Like their counterparts at the end of the twentieth century who worried about
the negative effects of the Sony Walkman, these moral guardians felt that Currer Bell’s
debut novel transgressed certain symbolic boundaries. The first section of this chapter
looks at the specifics of the moral panic caused by Jane Eyre.
The Sony Walkman and similar material commodities have only very recently
gained the status of objects worthy of study. Publications such as Doing have actually
been involved in this process. However, the main issues of regulation concerning the
Walkman have not been linked to education, but have been concerned with such questions as whether or not people should be allowed to use one on public transport. While
Jane Eyre sparked off a public debate in the review and essay sections of newspapers
and periodicals, and the more conservative critics represented it as dangerous, no legal
action was taken in the form of censorship, although individuals exercised the right to
forbid their children (or rather, daughters) from reading it.86 In other words, it was initially subjected to cultural politics, rather than cultural policies. When its usage was
regulated by a public body, Jane Eyre was promoted through the education system.
The second section of this chapter is a diachronic overview of the education policies
which led to the creation of the relatively new cultural practice of teaching works of
fiction in English, such as Jane Eyre. It focuses on gender, class and national identities, and the decisions and events which had a bearing on Jane Eyre’s position in
schools and universities in Britain up until the 1988 Education Reform Act.
The final section is a synchronic analysis of a wide range of regulatory forces which
actively influenced the distribution and use of Jane Eyre in Britain in the 1990s. One
could say that the first half of the decade contained cultural policies which promoted
Jane Eyre through National Curriculum English, while the second half witnessed government directives aimed at restricting its use. Somewhat strangely, although some
postcolonial critics returned to the debate about Jane Eyre’s moral worth, arguing that
its previously valorized portrayal of a strong female character is undermined by the
text’s racism and imperialist ideology (which suggests that its central position within
multicultural secondary education may be extremely problematic), the main argument
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In contrast, Elizabeth Gaskell’s The Life of Charlotte Brontë was subject to libel action. The first
two editions had to be recalled and a censored edition published (Gérin 1974: xi).
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for restricting Jane Eyre’s use within secondary education was not that it is racist, but
that it is a girls’ book. The discovery that “the most consistent difference in performance between boys and girls is in GCSE English” (Davison and Dowson 1998: 52)
caused a moral panic which led to a call for the use of more boy-friendly texts.

Panic Attacks
In Chapter 1, I introduced Stanley Cohen’s concept of ‘moral panic’. As Kenneth
Thompson (1997) explains, for Cohen, “panics about deviant behaviour [serve] to reassert the dominance of an established value system at a time of perceived anxiety and
crisis” (45). This observation helps pinpoint the key issues in an analysis of Jane Eyre
and cultural regulation in the mid-nineteenth century. What was considered deviant?
What social boundaries were transgressed? What was the established value system
like? What were the wider causes of anxiety?
Du Gay et al write that, as the Walkman’s sales figures grew, guardians of public
morality began to consider it “potentially dangerous because it could lead to increasing
individualization and atomization of the population and the erosion of public life”
(1997: 91). Threatened by “the spread of selfish hedonism” (89), conservative commentators “were offering a moral critique of contemporary culture more generally”
(90). Du Gay et al’s exclusive focus on the last two decades might easily give the false
impression that this fear was a new phenomenon, created by the neo-liberal economic
policies of Thatcherism and the emergence of new electronic media. However, Martyn
Lyons notes that when oral reading – a collective experience involving a person reading aloud from a newspaper, pamphlet or book to an audience – began to die out in
Europe in the nineteenth century, its demise “was lamented by conservatives who regretted the way that individual, silent reading was dissolving traditional forms of sociability” (1999: 343). Increasing individualization, and fears that individualism is bad
for society, are nothing new.
Public debates about the potential dangers of Jane Eyre also addressed the issue of
individualism. As Rick Rylance observes, it generated antagonism because “critics despised the politics implied by Jane’s urgent calls for independence and selfexpression” (2002: 162). The crucial point here is that it is Jane, an eighteen-year-old
woman, who is championing individuality and demanding self-fulfilment. In the case
of Jane Eyre, the issue of individualism was closely linked to debates about gender
norms. Heather Glen quotes from an advice book published anonymously in 1835
which declares that “all independence is unfeminine” (2000: 109). While Jane’s unfeminine “coarseness” occurs within the text, for example in conversations (or rather,
outbursts) with the Reeds, or when she turns down the proposal of marriage she receives from St John Rivers, insights derived from the Walkman case-study suggest
that another important factor contributed to the moral panic.
Du Gay et al describe the Walkman as an “ambiguous technology” (1997: 114) because it has disturbed or transgressed the symbolic border between the private and
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public spheres “by taking private listening into the public domain” (114). They claim
that this is why the Walkman has engendered strong reactions, giving rise to regulatory
problems. Books also take private pleasures into the public domain, and as smooth
train-travel replaced the bumpy rides of wooden-wheeled coaches in the nineteenth
century, the practice of reading novels began to move outside the home. However, the
significance of Jane Eyre lies in its textual features, such as the singular imagined
reader and the private thoughts of the first-person narrator. Through the practice of
publication (literally, making public), Jane’s private thoughts were then taken into the
public domain. As new editions were published and sales continued to increase, the
young woman’s thoughts were spread to an ever-expanding audience. Women were
supposed to keep their inner thoughts to themselves, but the novel in general, and Jane
Eyre in particular, voiced these thoughts publicly. As Glen remarks, critics who condemned the novel “were responding, in their very different ways, to such obvious challenges to ‘conventionality’ as Jane’s unwomanly expressiveness, her outspoken declaration of an initially unrequited love” (2000: 116).87 However, they were also
responding to two very different things: textual features on the one hand, and the diffusion of those features on the other.
Middle-class women in mid-nineteenth-century England, as Glen explains, “were
‘supposed to be’ quite different from men; destined by God and by nature not for an
active life in the world, but for the domestic sphere” (2000: 109). Even though she inhabits a fictitious world, Jane does not become the first woman doctor or lawyer. But
when she refers to the “silent revolt” of oppressed women in her famous monologue
from the corridor of the third storey at the beginning of Chapter 12, she gives voice to
that revolt. Jane says that it is narrow-minded of men to declare that women
ought to confine themselves to making puddings and knitting stockings, to playing on the piano and embroidering bags. It is thoughtless to condemn them, or to
laugh at them, if they seek to do more or learn more than custom has pronounced
it necessary for their sex. (JE 115)
So while Jane stays within the domestic sphere throughout the narrative, her imagination, her unfeminine expressiveness, crosses over to the male and masculine public
world. In the late 1840s, this alone was enough to cause a moral panic.
As noted in the previous two chapters, the most famous reaction to Jane Eyre from
a self-appointed guardian of public morality has become Elizabeth Rigby’s (1848) essay in the Quarterly Review. Her critique, in Firdous Azim’s words, “rests upon ideas
of class, sexuality and an upper-class scorn and disgust at the breakdown of social
forms and decorum” (1993: 93). The classes were also ‘supposed to be’ quite different
from each other, and any blurring or transgression could provoke acts of cultural regu87

While acknowledging that Jane’s drive and ambition were considered inappropriate for a woman,
Glen suggests that her greatest impropriety was probably her expression of the need for feeling loved.
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lation. Rigby’s classification of Jane Eyre as “anti-Christian” contributed to a longlasting, unofficial censorship of the novel. For example, Miller (2002: 89) cites Jonathan Gathorne-Hardy’s anecdote of a group of young teachers at a girls’ boarding
school who, in 1889, were refused permission to read Jane Eyre until they were
twenty-five. Similarly, Juliet Barker (2002: 13) reports that Elizabeth Gaskell would
not let her unmarried daughters read Jane Eyre.
It is important to remember that Rigby was not simply writing a literary analysis
based on a close reading of the text. Significantly, she wrote her essay over a year after
Jane Eyre’s initial publication. During this period, in April 1848, the Chartists held the
largest political rally Britain had ever witnessed. It was an anxious time for people in
her privileged position.88 Also of note is the fact that she refers explicitly to the second
edition. In Chapter 2, I drew attention to the ways in which the early editions differ as
cultural artefacts. Crucially, the second edition contained extracts from many positive
appraisals of the novel’s moral content. On its title page, under the heading “Opinions
of the Press”, the publishers reproduced the phrase: “There can be no question but that
‘Jane Eyre’ is a very clever book…” (Bell 1848). These words were taken from a review which appeared in The Examiner, written by the radical A. W. Fonblanque. In the
same review, also reproduced in the second edition, he announces that “the object and
moral of the work is excellent”, describing Jane as “oppressed by that predominating
influence in society which is a mere consequence of the accidents of birth or fortune”
(1847: 50). Rigby seems to have responded to the reception of the text, as well as to
the text itself.
A close look at what Rigby meant when she proclaimed Jane Eyre anti-Christian
reveals how differently she and Fonblanque see the world. Directly after using the
phrase, she identifies “a murmuring against the comforts of the rich and against the
privations of the poor, which, as far as each individual is concerned, is a murmuring
against God’s appointment” (Ribgy 1848: 71). In other words, Rigby was offended by
the way Jane refuses to accept her position within the hierarchical class system, a position which, rather than being a mere accident of birth, is God-given.89 Thus, Rigby
seems to be taking a stand against the critical framing of the text, as well as the text
itself. By labelling it “anti-Christian” she is attempting to re-define Jane Eyre. In the
politics of meaning, she is asserting that Jane Eyre is unhealthy reading, while earlier
critics had declared it safe or even beneficial. Beth Newman explains the motives behind this act of cultural regulation:
To the politically conservative Rigby, the expression of such sentiments was
dangerous, for it might feed the social unrest that already threatened to erupt in
88

In 1849 Rigby became Lady Eastlake when she married Sir Charles Lock Eastlake.
Gaskell sees the role of women as God-given too. In her biography of Charlotte Brontë she writes
that “no other can take up the quiet, regular duties of the daughter, the wife, or the mother, as well as
she whom God has appointed to fill that particular place” (1857: 238).
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England and on the Continent as rebellion or even revolution – for example, in
the contemporary Chartist movement, which was pressing to extend the vote to
working-class men and to democratize the entire political process. (1996: 446)
Rigby’s review of Jane Eyre is an attempt to maintain social order. She turns to Christianity to promote the notion of a fixed, divinely constructed class structure.
Jane Eyre challenged gender norms in another important way. As mentioned in the
preceding chapters, the word ‘coarse’ was frequently used to describe Jane Eyre. In
fact, all the novels written by the Bells were considered coarse. When applied to their
prose it signalled a rude and uncultivated style. This was not necessarily a complaint.
G. H. Lewes, for example, praised the style of Jane Eyre for being “personal – the
written speech of an individual” (1847: 55-56). However, it was deemed unwomanly
by critics such as Rigby and Anne Mozley, with their class-based definition of restrained femininity. The mystery surrounding the sex of the author gave rise to a public debate concerning the appropriateness of such a hard, masculine style, should Currer Bell turn out to be a woman, as indeed a number of people suspected, largely
because of the detailed account of Jane’s experiences in a girls’ school and as a governess. As well as being considered inappropriate for a woman to write such a novel,
the frequent labelling of Jane Eyre as coarse deemed it inappropriate reading, particularly for young and/or unmarried women. In addition, many critics used the word
coarse to describe the behaviour of the central characters. That is to say, they felt Jane
and Edward failed to observe the dominant norms of decorum, and broke with established patterns of conduct. A concrete example of this is when Edward tells the eighteen-year-old Jane of his sexual exploits on the Continent (JE Chapter XV).
Eight years after Jane Eyre first appeared, some conservative critics were still
commenting on these features, partly because the novel, as well as continuing to be a
public success, had been identified as influencing many women writers in a negative
way. Writing in 1855, Margaret Oliphant laments the passing of “the old halcyon days
of novel-writing” before Jane Eyre appeared (1855: 118), identifying a new generation
of literary heroines and, through their popularity and influence, a new generation of
women. She compares Jane to a gladiator who treats male reverence as an insult, in
contrast to the Victorian middle-class ideal of a meek angel. She is “a little fierce incendiary, doomed to turn the world of fancy upside down … a dangerous little person,
inimical to the peace of society” (118). Oliphant concludes: “Such was the impetuous
little spirit which dashed into our well-ordered world, broke its boundaries, and defied
its principles – and the most alarming revolution of modern times has followed the invasion of Jane Eyre” (118). These are the same qualities that radicals such as Fonblanque admired, of course. They are also the qualities that second wave feminists
such as Elaine Showalter hailed in the 1970s. Whether social commentators considered
Jane’s assault on the boundaries of Oliphant’s well-ordered world as positive or negative depended on their political leaning, as did whether they chose to promote the text
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or use their privileged position to dissuade parents from allowing their daughters to
read it.
Eventually, moral panics tend to die down. Du Gay et al write:
As Walkman use has become a more accepted feature of everyday life … so
moral panics over the Walkman have diminished somewhat – often simply to
pass on to the latest technologies such as those currently surrounding the mobile
phone and the Internet. (1997: 118)
Similarly, moral panics over Jane Eyre diminished, only to be replaced by new panics
over later, seemingly even more threatening works, such as the violent sensation novels of the 1860s by writers such as Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Rhoda Broughton. In
his biography of Charlotte Brontë, T. W. Reid suggests that young readers brought up
on a diet of these later novels “will search [Jane Eyre] in vain for anything that even
borders on impropriety” (quoted in Miller 2002: 89). Significantly, while there is no
technological link between the Walkman and the Internet, a number of critics, such as
Oliphant, claimed that Jane Eyre was directly responsible for the emergence of the
sensation novels. It was not simply a symptom of moral decline, but was identified as
contributing to falling standards.
On 13 November 1847 Charlotte Brontë wrote to her publishers to comment on the
first negative review of Jane Eyre (in The Spectator): “If Jane Eyre has any solid
worth in it, it ought to weather a gust of unfavourable wind” (quoted in Gaskell 1857:
227-8). That gust of wind had turned into a critical storm by the mid-1850s, but Jane
Eyre weathered it well. Unfavourable winds would blow throughout the twentieth century, but as the next section shows, regulatory forces were also promoting the text.

A History of Jane Eyre as an Object of Study
Du Gay et al have played an active part in promoting the Sony Walkman as a legitimate object of study. Their main argument is that consumer goods are cultural, and are
therefore involved in the creation, enforcement and questioning of norms, values and
identities. Works of literature have long been associated with cultural regulation, so
the debates about their role in education have a much longer history. This section
analyses a number of discourses that have produced various criteria that texts have had
to meet to be considered worthy of study. It traces the plight of Jane Eyre as the criteria have changed, paying particular attention to the roles played by gender, class and
national identities.
The history of studying English in schools and universities is well documented (see
Mulhern 1959, Palmer 1965, Baldick 1983, Eagleton 1983, Doyle 1989, Bergonzi
1990). While there is some disagreement about origins, as far as time and place are
concerned, it is widely accepted that studying English did not mean studying English
literature until the end of the nineteenth century. Until then the subject or discipline
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known as English involved learning to read and write. That is to say, literacy was the
main aim.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, widespread literacy was not considered
desirable by everyone. The 1807 Education Act was defeated on the grounds that it
would enable people “to read seditious pamphlets, vicious books, and publications
against Christianity” (quoted in Alan Durant and Nigel Fabb 1990: 20). Given this
background, the labelling of Jane Eyre by some critics as vicious and irreligious takes
on an even greater significance. It was also felt that the French Revolution was made
possible by the fact that so many people could read. Therefore, it was only considered
safe to teach a trustworthy small male elite attending grammar schools to read and
write, and, as far as the content of fiction was concerned, these boys studied the Greek
and Roman Classics rather than English literature. Those who did support increased
literacy could see the money to be made from a growing market for the many newspapers, journals and books that were being printed, but religious and political forces were
stronger than economic ones in the first half of the nineteenth century. One could say
that the French Revolution had a stronger influence than the Industrial Revolution at
that time.
For most of the nineteenth century, if English literature was used at all in charity
schools and Sunday schools, it was merely so that the children could copy the letters
and words from them, and memorize small sections parrot-fashion, with very little understanding of the content. They might as well have been copying from a newspaper.
In fact, when school inspectors began to visit state schools in 1876 they discovered
that some children held the book upside down while they were ‘reading’ from it (Pugh
1996: 171). As Rob Pope notes: “It is interesting to reflect that ‘English Literature’ did
not exist as a school or college subject for Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth,
Austen or the Brontës; even though their works are now part of what is taught under
that name” (1998: 25). Charlotte Brontë, herself an English teacher, like Jane, was unaware of the notion that a novel such as Jane Eyre could be ‘taught’ or ‘done’, rather
than simply used as a tool in literacy classes.
Remnants of the utilitarian emphasis on functional literacy are still present today.
Therefore, one criterion of ‘great’ works of the nineteenth century has been that they
should be written in something close to Standard English. At the end of the nineteenth
century this meant that some writers who were not deemed ‘great’ by influential literary critics such as Matthew Arnold were taught in schools because their English most
closely resembled ‘grammatically correct English’ (Guillory 1993: 79). This fact demonstrates the role editing can play in the status of a novel within education. As Juliet
Barker (1994: iii) argues, the changes made by Charlotte Brontë’s editor to her original
manuscript, reported in Chapter 2, and subsequent ones made by editors over the last
150 years, especially to punctuation and spelling, have brought Charlotte Brontë’s
prose closer to Standard English. Therefore they have indirectly helped Jane Eyre acquire the status it now has in education. However, as David Palmer (1965: 25) notes,
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the ‘models of style’ were eventually replaced by books in English that were judged,
like the Greek and Roman Classics, on their content. Interestingly, this switch in emphasis from literacy to literary studies did not occur first in Britain, but began in one of
its colonies.
India’s role in the rise of state-funded English teaching is often mentioned in overviews of the subject (for example Durant and Fabb 1990, Mercer and Swann 1996,
Eaglestone 2000). The need to find a secular way of promoting British values stemmed
from organizational changes within the education system. In 1813 the British government reduced its support of Christian missionaries (represented in Jane Eyre by the
character of St John Rivers), and gave the East India Company more financial assistance, power and responsibility to educate the colonized Indian population (Eaglestone
2000: 11). In his (in)famous 1835 Minute, Lord Macaulay proposed that English could
be used as a civilizing force. A small elite comprising mainly boys from the middle
and upper classes was taught English language and literature, in an attempt to create a
class of Indians that would look up to British culture and help with the administrative
running of the country (Pugh 1996: 174). English literature was thus given the same
status as Greek and Roman literature in Britain, but it was put to a different use.90 As
Durant and Fabb state, “the study of British culture, in the form of English literature,
was introduced … as a means of familiarizing a colonized population with forms of a
culture deemed to be superior to their own” (1990: 22). In Foucault’s (1972) terms, the
discourse of imperialism produced a regime of truth within which English literature
was superior to its indigenous counterparts.
The power of the Church was also declining in Britain. Terry Eagleton suggests: “If
one were asked to provide a single explanation for the growth of English studies in the
later nineteenth century, one could do worse than reply: ‘the failure of religion’”
(1983: 22). He puts the earlier success of religion down to the fact that “it works less
by explicit concepts or formulated doctrines than by image, symbol, habit, ritual and
mythology” (23). He also argues that it provided
an excellent social ‘cement’, encompassing pious peasant, enlightened middleclass liberal and theological intellectual in a single organization … [and], at least
in its Victorian forms [was] a pacifying influence, fostering meekness, selfsacrifice and contemplative inner life. (23)
However, as he observes:
By the mid-Victorian period, this traditionally reliable, immensely powerful
ideological form was in deep trouble. It was no longer winning the hearts and
90

According to Eaglestone, studying English in India “involved reading and writing about novels,
plays and poems written in English” (2000: 11). If correct, this implies that the novel as an art form
was first studied in India, because in Britain at that time ‘serious’ literature still meant plays and poems in Greek and Latin.
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minds of the masses, and under the twin impacts of scientific discovery and social change its previous unquestioned existence was in danger of evaporating.
(22-3)
It was not only religion that was perceived to be in danger of evaporating. Matthew
Arnold believed that the state was in danger of “falling into anarchy” (quoted in Eagleton 1983: 24). He suggested that English literature, in particular poetry, could take
over the roles that religion had played. Thomas Huxley, on the other hand, argued in
this debate of the 1860s that the physical sciences should replace classical studies as
the humanizing element of a liberal education (Lovell 1987: 142). Arnold and his followers won the debate, but it would take some time before schools began to use English literature to teach values and morality.
Twenty years after the publication of Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy (1869), philology continued to dominate English studies. As written texts were used simply as examples of representative language from different periods, and poetry and drama were
considered particularly unrepresentative, non-fiction was studied wherever possible.
As M. G. Glazebrook (1891) pointed out in an essay on teaching English literature, the
prose in The Times was much closer to ‘normal’ language than Robert Browning’s poetry. Therefore, bemoaning the prevalence of philology, Glazebrook observed, “we
must read Chaucer and Spenser, because in their days there were no newspapers”
(197). Following Arnold, he argues that these writers should be studied for what they
say about life and human nature. In a published lecture on English literature teaching
in schools, H. Courthope Bowen suggests this was a very rare practice. He surmises:
If we were to inquire, in any hundred English schools taken at random, whether
Literature formed a part of the regular school course, I think we should get positive, very positive, answers in the affirmative from at least ninety-nine. And yet I
am prepared to maintain that at least ninety-eight of the ninety-nine answers
would be wrong. There are hardly any schools in England, in which Literature,
used as literature, forms any part of the regular education. (1891: 1)
He argues that the role of the teacher (and publishers) should be to inspire children to
read the English classics, for example by using illustrated editions. The main obstacle,
as he sees it, is examination. Biographical facts about the author are easier to test and
grade than literary appreciation (28-9). Examining ‘knowledge’ of a work such as Jane
Eyre remains a major constraint to what can be done with the text in the classroom, a
point which is developed in the following chapter.
The 1890s saw an upsurge in nationalism. In the space of a few years the National
Trust (1895), the National Gallery of Modern Art (1897), the National Portrait Gallery
(1896) and the National Board of Education (1899) were all founded (Doyle 1989: 20).
Most significantly for Jane Eyre, the Brontë Society was founded on 16 December
1893. It aimed to collect and display important documents connected to the Brontë
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family, and promote their lives and works. The opening of its museum coincided with
a national tourist boom, as well as the appearance of cheaper editions of the Brontë
works when Smith, Elder lost ownership of the copyrights. While Haworth had already
begun to attract a steady stream of Brontë enthusiasts during Charlotte’s lifetime, tens
of thousands of tourists visited the Yorkshire town in the late 1890s (Lemon 1993).
Not surprisingly, this period of nationalism also saw the poetry of Chaucer and Milton
replace Greek and Latin texts in the classroom.
Although Jane Eyre reached an even wider audience in the 1890s, it was not as
much a part of the construction of a ‘national’ consciousness as its author. Arnold contributed to this process in 1855 with his elegy “Haworth Parsonage”. Elizabeth Gaskell’s creation of the split personality of a coarse writer and a dutiful, self-sacrificing
woman had the greatest effect though. While there were still disagreements concerning
Jane Eyre’s moral content, Charlotte Brontë had become a cultural icon, representing a
moral and spiritual ideal. She was frequently mentioned in anthologies of exemplary
women (see Miller 2002: 81-86), her domestic qualities being presented as a model for
their readers to follow. Jane’s radical expressiveness, and the fact that Charlotte had
become a successful writer in the public domain, were suppressed. School teachers,
governesses and parents used the cultural construction of Charlotte’s life in their instruction while censoring Jane Eyre.
Given its gendered cultural profile, Jane Eyre’s position within education benefitted
from the predominance of women in the teaching profession. As Doyle observes, “in
the course of the nineteenth century a fully national system of schooling with predominantly female staff was established through Britain” (1989: 3). While men taught
boys Classics and Mathematics in upper-class grammar schools, women taught girls
modern languages and English literature.91 English has remained a gendered subject
ever since. However, Jane Eyre was far from an obvious choice for women teachers.
As mentioned in the previous section, some young women teachers were refused permission to read Jane Eyre, so they could hardly use it in their own classes.
One piece of concrete evidence to suggest that Jane Eyre might have been used in
schools in the nineteenth century is a school textbook written by Marmaduke Hewitt
and George Beach in 1894 (cited in Durant and Fabb 1990: 10-11, Baldick 1996: 56,
Maybin and Mercer 1996: 242 ), which attempted to guide teachers in their choice of
writers and works. Charlotte Brontë’s name appears under the list of authors, and it is
printed in italics, denoting that she is less important than Thackeray and George Eliot
(whose names appear in bold type), but more important than Keats (whose name is in
normal type) and Austen (whose name does not appear at all). Alongside Charlotte
Brontë’s name, under works, it says “Villette, Shirley, etc. (Novels).” So Jane Eyre is
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Charlotte Brontë was herself a teacher in a school before she became a governess in a house, just
like Jane, and also like Jane she learned and later taught French. The way Jane teaches Adèle English
has been compared to the imperialist project in India, described above (Azim 1993).
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included, but very much marginalized. What the list does prove is that by this time
novels had acquired the status of literature worthy of study, at least in schools. Durant
and Fabb claim that this list “is likely to be representative of (probably conservative)
opinion in Britain, at the time when English literature studies was emerging” (1990:
10), but Baldick regards their canon as “fairly eccentric in its exclusion of Austen, Arnold, Browning, and Tennyson and its strong emphasis on works of theology and Scottish philosophy” (1996: 56).92 Although Villette was regarded more highly by critics at
this time, Jane Eyre’s marginalization stems not only from an evaluation of its literary
merits, but also from its continued associations with violence and immorality.
In spite of a lack of state sponsorship, and perhaps partly because of the censorship
referred to above, Jane Eyre continued its remarkable sales record. Writing in 1936,
Ivor Brown suggested that Charlotte Brontë and Jane Austen had been “almost canonised by their faithful. Year after year, decade after decade, they continue to hold the
intense devotion of many readers” (quoted in Stoneman 1996: 87). Brown’s use of the
word ‘almost’ is significant, as it draws attention to the fact that readers alone cannot
canonize a novel, while also acknowledging their role in keeping Jane Eyre in print, in
the bookshops and in the national consciousness. The reading public cannot tell the
critics what to think, but they can tell critics what to think about, and by sustaining
Jane Eyre’s bestseller status they have kept it on the critical agenda.
The early discussions concerning a canon of English literature were based on what
would be appropriate for students to read in schools, rather than universities, although
certain works were also being promoted outside education. General readers were being
encouraged by literary celebrities such as Charles Dickens, who frequently lectured on
the subject, to read classics instead of ‘railway fiction’ (Palmer 1969: 32-3). This practice was eventually institutionalized within education in Working Men’s (and
Women’s) Colleges such as the Mechanics’ Institute. Working-class organizations
were thus appropriating the canon as a defining characteristic of being considered educated or ‘cultured’, thereby confirming the high/low dichotomy.
As far as universities are concerned, University College and King’s College, both in
London, played something of a pioneering role in developing English Literature as a
subject, although as colleges the average age of their students was between sixteen and
eighteen (Palmer 1969: 17), so they functioned mostly as preparatory schools for Oxford and Cambridge. However, the various professors of English were given the power
to define the English course, and personalities such as the Rev. Thomas Dale, who lectured at both colleges, and A. J. Taylor both advocated a more liberal study of English
literature than the usual philology and translation studies.
Doyle points out that “almost all of the students entering the School of English
Language and Literature at Oxford (founded in 1893) were female until the First
World War” (1989: 3), but what they were studying was philology. They only studied
92
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poems and plays, and they only studied them to examine how the English language
had changed through history. William Sanday, Professor of Theology at Oxford, had
argued in favour of the School on the grounds that “there were the women to be considered, and the third rate men who would go on to become schoolmasters” (quoted in
Bergonzi 1990: 41). Terry Lovell (1987: 12) reports that the novel did not appear on
student reading lists until the 1930s at Oxbridge, and as their introduction coincided
with a critical attack on Jane Eyre and the ‘masculinization’ of literary studies (Doyle
1989: 69), it was not widely read in higher education until the 1960s, following a formalist reappraisal of the text. Lovell states:
If women have provided the bulk of literature students, then it is equally true that
the literature they have studied was and is male-produced and male-controlled
within the literary critical establishment in spite of the honourable place within it
attained by a handful of women novelists. (1987: 139)
Charlotte Brontë was not part of this “handful of women novelists”. When Jane Eyre
did begin to be considered worthy of serious study it was during a period dominated
by formalist approaches to the novel.
The situation was very different in schools, where Jane Eyre and other English novels began being taught in the 1920s. In 1920, a Board of Education circular stated:
“Real knowledge and appreciation of Literature comes only from first-hand study of
the works of great writers. The first thing to be done is to draw up a list of such works
to be read in school” (quoted in Doyle 1989: 25). The emphasis on “great writers” is
significant, as Charlotte Brontë was a cultural icon by then. Her critical reputation as a
writer still rested largely on Villette.
Another important landmark on the issue of how and why these ‘works of great
writers’ should be studied in schools is the Board of Education’s Newbolt Report of
1921. Commissioned during World War One, it was prompted by a patriotic concern
with national unity (Bergonzi 1990: 30). In the same way that Arnold had argued that
culture “seeks to do away with classes; to make the best that has been thought and
known in the world current everywhere” (1869: 70), the Newbolt committee stated:
“We believe that such an education based upon the English language and literature
would have important social, as well as personal, results; it would have a unifying tendency” (quoted in Pugh 1996: 180). The first responsibility of the teacher was to foster
a love of English literature (at this time, as always, Jane Eyre was being widely read
outside education, and was already popular). The Newbolt Report suggested a leadership role for teachers, but George Gordon, Merton Professor at Oxford, wrote in 1923,
“here in Oxford we have enough to do without saving the State” (quoted in Bergonzi
1990: 34).
Proof that Jane Eyre was being used in schools in the 1920s can be found in the archives of the Northern Examination and Assessment Board (NEAB). Their earliest re-
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cord of a question on Jane Eyre appearing on a school examination is 1929 (Sprackley
1999: personal correspondence). Peter Widdowson (1989: 80) finds that some of
Thomas Hardy’s novels also enter the school curriculum for the first time in the late
1920s, perhaps suggesting that the Newbolt Report’s aim of unifying the nation
through the construction of a shared literary heritage was directly responsible. The
questions set on examinations merely test students’ knowledge of the main events, as
in history examinations of the same period. Thus, at the same time as Jane Eyre’s
moral ambiguity and radical politics were becoming safer, nationalistic concerns were
taking precedence.
The critical developments that took place in the newly formed university English
departments, particularly at Cambridge, not only led to a marginalization of Jane Eyre
in higher education, but also affected the way the book was used in schools. I. A.
Richards laid the foundations for how literature was to be studied in his famous Practical Criticism (1929), although the approach has become known as the ‘Leavis
method’, after F. R. Leavis. This method is analysed in detail in Chapter 5, but one
significant aspect of the approach worth noting here is its value system, which favoured realist novels over romance. As noted in the previous chapter, Jane Eyre was
considered a flawed realist because of its improbable, melodramatic elements, so it did
not form part of the emerging literary canon.
Chris Baldick writes that literary criticism between the 1920s and 1960s entered “a
‘heroic’ phase of innovation and expansion, claiming at times to have become the very
centre of modern culture and supreme guardian of its values” (1996: 1). It had always
been involved in issues of cultural regulation, but during this forty-year period its
‘civilizing mission’ took centre stage. The masculinization of literary criticism led to a
new canon of works characterized by a ‘cool’, controlled style. In an article on the culturally constructed dichotomy between high and low culture, and between aficionados
and fans, Joli Jensen comments on how “unemotional, detached, ‘cool’ behavior is
seen as more worthy and admirable than emotional, passionate, ‘hot’ behavior” (1992:
20). Although writing about fans, her claim that “the division between worthy and unworthy is based in the assumed dichotomy between reason and emotion” (21) is relevant for all cultural practices and forms, in particular literary criticism and literary
texts. Since the 1920s, this “reason-emotion dichotomy”, as Jensen terms it, has created a specific cultural hierarchy of works and responses topped by a canon of cool,
calm and collected realist texts, cool, ‘objective’ and sophisticated responses to them,
and critical readings that foreground the realist elements and at first chastize then suppress the unrealistic ones. The relevance of the representations of Jane Eyre is particularly acute here, as Jane, and the text as a whole, have been considered particularly
passionate, or ‘hot’. Thus, in a reversal of the list in Hewitt and Beach’s textbook, Jane
Austen was in and Jane Eyre was out, at least in higher education. The situation was
quite different in schools, where Jane Eyre was presented as a Bildungsroman in
which reason triumphs over emotion.
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A reappraisal of Jane Eyre began in the 1960s, of which, somewhat ironically, Q.
D. Leavis’s (1966) Introduction for the Penguin Classics edition is perhaps the most
famous.93 As noted in Chapter 3, her reading draws attention to the realist elements
and more or less ignores the melodrama. The publication of Jean Rhys’s novel Wide
Sargasso Sea (1966), a prequel to Charlotte Brontë’s story that focuses on the early
life of Bertha (Antoinette) and her relationship to Edward, has also served to generate
renewed interest in the novel among academics, and has had a long-lasting effect on
the ways in which Jane Eyre is studied.
These significant events in the life of Jane Eyre in education were shortly followed
by great social changes which, among other things, altered the study of literature almost beyond recognition, at least at university level. Left-wing academics developed
new literary theories inspired by social injustice. The radical feminist movement appropriated Jane Eyre as one of its key texts, promoting the character of self-reliant, nononsense Jane as a new cultural icon of exemplary womanhood. While the nineteenthcentury anthologies of great women had included an idealized construction of Charlotte Brontë as the angel of the house, the twentieth-century anthologies featured an
idealized construction of Jane as the pioneer feminist. In the 1870s, Charlotte’s professional achievements in the public domain were virtually ignored, whereas in the 1970s
Jane’s almost obsessive need to be loved was suppressed.
Literary theories, now familiar to virtually all university students of English literature, have had a huge effect on the canon, and how it is studied. At university level
they eventually led to pluralism and multiple readings. This change did not take place
overnight, nor did it occur uniformly. In 1981, shortly after the publication of Elaine
Showalter’s A Literature of Their Own (1977a) and Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978),
both seminal works in their respective fields that have inspired new interpretations of
Jane Eyre, the so-called ‘Cambridge Crisis’ revealed that the New Right was an
emerging powerful force, and that change was being resisted.
The Crisis involved Colin MacCabe, who, as Brian Doyle explains, was refused
tenure because of “his association with intellectual forces which were seen as foreign
to the task of ‘upholding the canon of English literature’” (1989: 130). For example,
Harold F. Brooks argued:
The paramount duty of a university teacher of English … [is] to show his [sic]
students the ways by which great art creates its effects, leading them to a finer
appreciation and fuller response, and to help them appreciate more fully the author’s insights. (quoted in Doyle 1989: 129)
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For a long list of positive formalist assessments of Charlotte Brontë’s style from 1966 to 1973, see
Glen (1997: 28).
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The debate about how to teach literature mirrored the polarity of British politics. Pope
(1998: 26) points out that the unprecedented media coverage that it received led to the
two sides being labelled “Rabid Right-wing Reactionaries” and “Looney Liberals and
Lefties” in the popular press. Although today’s prevalence of Theory courses in higher
education suggests that the ‘Looneys’ won the debate, Brooks’s words could almost be
a job-description for teachers using Jane Eyre in schools.
Initially, the institutionalized practice of English studies in schools was little affected by the emergence of Theory, but as primary, secondary and tertiary education
were administered by local education authorities there was a certain amount of diversity. The option of assessing performance through one-hundred per cent coursework
also gave teachers a degree of freedom. In the 1970s it was widely felt that state education was failing, and the then Secretary of State for Education, Margaret Thatcher,
set up the Bullock Report (1975), which argued for practical criticism and criticized
English when it became “almost exclusively a source of material for personal response
to social issues” (quoted in Brindley 1996: 181). In the face of an increasingly multicultural society, the Conservative party turned to the school subject of English, with its
history of being able to promote a very specific form of national unity. When she became prime minister in 1979, Thatcher would embark on a cultural crusade which
would lead to one of the most influential defining moments in the life of Jane Eyre,
the implementation of a national curriculum.

The 1990s: Promoting a Classic
In the previous section I focused almost exclusively on education policies, but many
other regulatory forces have acted upon Jane Eyre. For example, Rob Pope lists the
institutions and individuals with power to influence a canon as:
1. exam and syllabus-setting committees, 2. lecturers and teachers
3. publishers, editors, marketing managers, 4. librarians and stock-purchasers
5. critics and reviewers, 6. students and other book purchasers. (1998: 175)
Pope’s list begins with regulating authorities involved with questions of cultural policy, and ends with individuals who are more involved with cultural politics, or struggles over meanings, values and identities. In the case of Jane Eyre, as this final section
will show, a number of other regulatory bodies and forces need to be added to the list,
such as registered charities, pressure groups and influential individuals with celebrity
status. As it is most widely read in secondary education, I will begin by examining the
political decisions which have regulated its use at that level.
The whole recent process of educational reform in the United Kingdom has been
analysed thoroughly (Cox 1991, Jones 1992, Helsby and McCulloch 1997). Here I isolate the policies which have had a bearing on Jane Eyre. The Education Reform Act
(1988) gave the Secretary of State the power to introduce a national common curricu-
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lum to be studied by all pupils between the ages of 5 and 16. This resulted in the National Curriculum, which centralized decisions concerning questions of attainment targets, programmes of study and assessment, rather than leaving these issues in the
hands of local education authorities. This act of educational reform has its roots in the
New Right ideology of Thatcherism, which combined neo-liberal economic policies,
frequently labelled ‘enterprise culture’, with conservative social and cultural values,
referred to collectively as ‘national heritage’. Before the National Curriculum was implemented, Denis Lawton and Clive Chitty pointed out:
For many of the adherents of so-called New Right ideology, a national curriculum is both illogical and unnecessary since, in their view, the whole state system
should be dismantled and handed over to market forces. Schools would then be
free to devise a curriculum in line with the wishes of parents and local business
interests. (1988: 5)
Janet Maw suggests that the original Education Reform Bill was the outcome of ideological conflict “within the political Right in general and the Conservative Party in particular” (1988: 61). She makes an important distinction between Thatcher’s Far Right,
who believed in efficiency through competition and held the view described by
Lawton and Chitty above, and the Right, represented by, for example, the Secretary of
State for Education at the time, Kenneth Baker, “for whom the prime functions of education are to civilize and moralize the young rather than to prepare them for future
economic roles” (62). The main focus of Book 6 in the CMI series, Kenneth Thompson’s Media and Cultural Regulation (1997), is the apparent contradiction between the
Far Right’s enterprise culture and the Right’s national heritage ideology.
A comment made in a speech in 1988 by Kenneth Baker brought the matter of a national curriculum to the attention of the public. He said he believed all children should
have read George Orwell’s Animal Farm by the age of 16 (quoted in Cox: 1991: 67).
This statement led to an intense debate in the media about which books are essential
reading, and it seems that during this frenzy what was perhaps the main point was
missed; namely, that every child should be forced to read the same book, whatever it
is. This was the philosophy and political message behind Baker’s statement, even
though his choice of Animal Farm is also significant. As Brian Cox points out, Robert
Scholes had anticipated this move from the New Right two years earlier in an essay in
the American journal Salmagundi. According to Scholes, Cox writes, conservative
thinkers favoured a common curriculum “because this would have a unifying effect
upon a society that suffers from an excess of pluralism, and this unifying effect, an
achieved cultural consensus, would itself be a good thing for the country socially and
politically” (Cox 1991: 71). Relating this argument to his own context, Cox writes:
In England the desire for an ‘English’ tradition is said to hide a deep fear of our
present multi-cultural society, a determination to maintain our present class struc-
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ture, the hierarchies of power which give Oxbridge dons their privileged and
cushioned existence. (71)94
The school subject of English was therefore seen as a way of constructing a singular
notion of Englishness, based on a period before the present multi-cultural society
emerged.
During the innovation stage, working groups were drawn up in each National Curriculum subject. Although the first report on English that was commissioned, the
Kingman Report (1988), concerned itself mainly with the teaching of language, the
political debates were of the same nature as later ones on a literary canon and how to
teach it. The Conservative government wanted a return to prescriptive grammar teaching and the promotion of Standard English, and was displeased when ‘Kingman’ argued against this. Whereas the New Right wanted unity, Kingman suggested diversity,
and an accommodation of dialects within the education system. Similarly, when the
Cox Report, which looked at the teaching of literature as well as language, appeared
the following year, its suggestions were more progressive than the Conservative government had hoped.
When Cox’s working group published its first Report, in November 1988, the media
response was once again distracted by the names of famous authors and works. Enid
Blyton and Captain W. E. Johns had not been included in the list of recommended authors at the primary level, and Cox, as he himself states, “became the villain who put
his knife into Noddy and his boot into Biggles” (1991: 68). He also recounts, “Mr
Baker told me he thought the decision to exclude Enid Blyton had proved a brilliant
ploy to attract attention away from our more serious and controversial proposals” (68).
This decision had been made on the grounds that Enid Blyton’s works were racist, and
therefore inappropriate reading material in a modern multicultural society.
The paragraph in the first Report that is most relevant to Jane Eyre’s destiny is perhaps the following one:
Pupils need to be aware of the richness of contemporary writing, but they should
also be introduced to pre-20th century literature. Teachers should introduce pupils to some of the works which have been most influential in shaping and refining the English language and its literature – for example, the Authorised Version
of the Bible, Wordsworth’s poems, or Dickens’s novels. In particular, they
should give pupils the opportunity to gain some experience of the works of
Shakespeare. (quoted in Cox 1991: 68)
This is part of the ‘cultural heritage’ model that the Cox Report proposed; that is,
teaching literary appreciation of works widely considered to be the finest and most in94

‘England’ most accurately stands for England and Wales here, as Scotland and Northern Ireland
have their own education systems.
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fluential written in English. The Cox Report also proposed a ‘cultural analysis’ model
aimed at developing critical thinking, but the construction of a pre-twentieth-century
canon seems to have exempted works such as Jane Eyre from such an approach. Writing five years after the programme was introduced, Judith Atkinson contends:
One of the disadvantages of the high-profile debate about pre-twentieth-century
literature has been its effect on teachers’, parents’ and perhaps pupils’ perceptions of such texts. There has been a tendency to view, for example, Tennyson’s
poems with either reverence or suspicion…. The whole concept of ‘pretwentieth-century literature’ risks creating a ghetto of texts which are seen to be
different in a variety of ways. (1995: 52)
This important point is explored in detail in the following chapter. However, it is
worth recalling here that publishers contribute to the creation of this “ghetto” through
the practice of pseudo-standardization, which was discussed in Chapter 2.
Significantly, all the authors mentioned in the Report are male. Exactly how Jane
Eyre came to be included in the final version is explained by Cox:
When the final programmes of study for key stages 3 and 4 were submitted to the
House of Commons, the NCC [National Curriculum Council, chaired by Duncan
Graham] added the novels of Jane Austen and the Brontës to our examples. I
have been told that this decision was partly in response to lobbying by feminist
groups. (1991: 69)
So the works of Charlotte Brontë were included as a result of political pressure from
feminists (a more powerful and better organized pressure group than Noddy-lovers).
By this time, 1989, Gayatri Spivak had disapprovingly claimed that Jane Eyre had become “a cult text of feminism” (1985: 263) within Western criticism. Although
Spivak’s essay was the first of many to reveal the class- and race-blindness of the earlier feminist readings, the bulk of this criticism appeared after the Cox Report’s recommendations were published. The fact that Charlotte Brontë’s position was unchallenged when the National Curriculum was revised in 1995 and 2000 illustrates how
insignificant the impact of these readings was in policy-making in secondary education. While Enid Blyton had been removed because her books were considered racist
by many teachers, the claims that Jane Eyre was also built upon racist assumptions
were, justifiably in my opinion, completely ignored.95
In the revised 1995 new English Order, the list of authors was expanded and teachers had to choose works by these writers only. The full list reads:
two works of fiction of high quality by major writers, published before 1900,
drawn from those by Jane Austen, Charlotte Brontë, Emily Brontë, John Bunyan,
95

In Chapter 5, I address the issue of racist allusions in the text.
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Wilkie Collins, Arthur Conan Doyle, Daniel Defoe, Charles Dickens, George
Eliot, Henry Fielding, Elizabeth Gaskell, Thomas Hardy, Henry James, Mary
Shelley, Robert Louis Stevenson, Jonathan Swift, Anthony Trollope, H. G.
Wells. (quoted in Barr and Bazen 1997: 2)
Along with these eighteen novelists, twenty-seven poets are named and, according to
David Preen, this amounts to “more than five thousand books, short stories and poems” (1998: 21). However, he wonders how many of these are realistic choices.96
The prescription of authors rather than texts means that, in the case of Charlotte
Brontë, teachers may use Villette, Shirley, or even The Professor. Hewitt and Beach’s
book recommended the study of Villette and Shirley in 1894, relegating Jane Eyre to
an ‘etc.’, and F. R. Leavis (1948) regarded Villette as the greatest (or perhaps ‘least
flawed’ is more accurate) of these works. However, an SCAA study in March 1995 of
62 Year 11 English classes showed the most common pre-1900 reading titles to be
Jane Eyre, Wuthering Heights, Great Expectations and Far From the Madding Crowd
(cited in Hofkins 1995). This finding, that Jane Eyre was the most popular choice
among teachers, was supported in another study of teacher-choices at GCSE level carried out by Preen (1998). Having looked at the situation in 40 schools he concludes
that “the most striking results are: (a) the absence of any work from 62 per cent of the
prescribed names; (b) the dominance of Jane Eyre, and (c) the fact that only Dickens is
represented by a variety of texts” (22). Eight schools had chosen Jane Eyre, while the
next most popular novel was Great Expectations, which had been chosen by three
schools. Eight schools out of forty implies that, if this study is representative of the
whole country, twenty per cent of British schoolchildren read at least parts of Jane
Eyre on their GCSE English and/or English literature courses.
In the second half of the 1990s, however, another moral panic took place which had
a direct effect on the distribution and use of Jane Eyre within schools. Enterprise culture has forced state schools into the marketplace. For parents to make informed
choices about where to send their children, league tables have been produced based on
the examination results in each school. One consistent feature of the results has been
that girls have performed better than boys, most noticeably in English. While not a
new phenomenon, the underachievement of boys became more visible, and is arguably
more serious in today’s Britain, where many of the traditional industries which have
not required high literacy standards have been replaced by service industries. For
head-teachers, the boys’ lack of motivation, deviant behaviour in the classroom and
poor results have also been seen as something that, if tackled, would move their school
up the league tables. The underachievement of boys became such a serious issue that
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In the most recent National Curriculum (in effect from September 2000), this category has been
changed to “pre-1914” and Joseph Conrad has been added to the list of ‘major writers’ (National Curriculum 2000). Arthur Conan Doyle’s position in the alphabetical list has also been changed.
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they were jokingly referred to as “special needs” in the press (for example, Whitwham
1999).
Education Secretary David Blunkett’s increasing concern about the gap between
boys’ and girls’ performance at school, particularly in English, led to suggestions that
teachers should consider the gendered nature of the appeal of the books they choose,
with some politicians, education administrators and teachers advocating either wider
use of non-fiction, or more boy-friendly works by the prescribed authors. The government, for example, argued that The War of the Worlds, Treasure Island, Robinson
Crusoe and Frankenstein would appeal more to boys, while Jane Eyre, Wuthering
Heights, Pride and Prejudice and Tess of the d’Urbervilles were likely to make them
feel excluded and disaffected (BBC News 1999).
Jane Eyre is frequently alluded to in the debate, confirming its gendered status. For
example, Reva Klein writes: “Their older sisters may have lapped up The Railway
Children at nine and Jane Eyre at 11, but the lads would rather be dreaming of football
than wading through that stuff” (1997). Similarly, Ian Whitwham contends: “Boys are
lost for words. While the girls cut swathes through Jane Eyre, the boys baulk at Stig in
the Dump. And that’s the elite” (1999). Therefore, policies aimed at restricting Jane
Eyre’s use in secondary education have arisen not because, like Enid Blyton’s works,
the text is considered racist and inappropriate in a multi-cultural society, but because
of its cultural status as a girls’ book.
As Wayne Martino and Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli have observed, however, selecting
boy-friendly texts
may run the risk of reproducing the very forms of masculinity that need to be
challenged. Moreover, it may lead to homogenizing boys and framing their interests in narrow and essentialist terms. In addition, it may result in merely catering
for dominant boys’ interests in the literacy classroom as a means of enhancing
their motivation to read. (2003: 242-3)
Similarly, the focus on gender obscures many other social variables, such as class. It is
widely accepted that socio-economic status remains the most reliable predictor of examination performance, so middle-class boys tend to achieve higher grades in English
than working-class girls. Making English more boy-friendly, based on normative notions of masculinity, may be harmful for some girls (and some boys).
The insights derived from the analysis of the Sony Walkman suggest that it is worth
considering whether or not the moral panic about underachieving boys is related to the
transgression of symbolic boundaries in any way. Perhaps some people are offended
by the breakdown of male dominance, although, being such a gendered practice, English has long been associated with women. One aspect of the panic relates to an antifeminist protest against some of the perceived achievements of feminism. For example, some resentful boys feel that Jane Eyre is a set text because it was written by a
woman (see the Amazon customer reviews in Chapter 5). In England, there is some
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truth to this claim because Charlotte Brontë became one of the prescribed authors following pressure from feminist groups. If Currer Bell had been a man, as some early
critics suspected, Jane Eyre might not have been an option on the National Curriculum
English course. However, the previous chapters have demonstrated that its status as a
quintessential girls’ book has been constructed through a complex set of cultural processes. Had these processes worked in different ways, the coarseness and violence of
the text might have caused it to be placed alongside Frankenstein as a boy-friendly
text.
As well as the sex of the author, various textual features have been used as criteria
for justifying Jane Eyre as an object worthy of study. Originally considered unsuitable
for young ladies, John Peck (1995: 123) regards it is a typical choice for schools because it can be read as a Bildungsroman in which a rebellious heroine matures and settles down to a life of domestic harmony. The themes of childhood and education may
also speak in its favour, although the customer reviews at Amazon (1999) suggest that
most schoolchildren find the beginning boring, and only start to enjoy the story when
Jane reaches Thornfield. They seem to prefer reading about the more adult themes of
love and marriage (also present in other favourites like Jane Austen’s Pride and
Prejudice). Charlotte Brontë’s use of literary devices such as imagery and symbolism,
frequently identified in study guides, also makes it a good choice for courses using the
traditional ‘Leavis method’.
In addition to the textual features, policy decisions concerning the structure of English at GCSE level have had a bearing on Jane Eyre’s position. The difference between
GCSE English and GCSE English literature is that the former is part of the National
Curriculum, while the latter is still administered by local examination boards. National
Curriculum English, as the name suggests, includes only British and Irish works in its
lists of set texts, so there is no room for literature written in the former colonies. It has
made the study of Shakespeare compulsory in British state schools. Teachers are allowed to use the same texts on both courses, and as overlap is time-saving it is very
common. Given that so many pupils read Jane Eyre as part of the National Curriculum
course, it is a popular option for the GCSE English literature course on the “wide reading” component, which is assessed through coursework, although, in the 1990s, only
one examination board (London) prescribed it as a set text on the final examination,
which constitutes seventy per cent of the total mark. All syllabuses must include the
study of a text of ‘sufficient substance and quality’ published before 1900, and among
the pre-1900 authors, Hardy and Dickens appear most frequently, while Pride and
Prejudice is the most frequently prescribed single work. Both courses are assessed
through a combination of coursework and terminal examination, the latter having the
greatest weight. Michael Barber (1996: 57) states that this is a direct result of John
Major’s personal desire for formal examinations in the National Curriculum. In his
first speech on education as Prime Minister in July 1991 he announced, without warning, that coursework should be cut.
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Major’s aim to cut coursework was extremely unpopular amongst English teachers.
Cox notes that his working group had understood “it was essential that our recommendations should arouse enthusiasm among the best teachers; if they disliked our plans,
the National Curriculum would never be properly implemented in the classroom”
(1991: 6). While teachers had been positive enough for the National Curriculum to be
put into practice, there was so much resistance to the idea of testing reform that they
staged a full-scale boycott. This demonstration of teacher resistance is a reminder that
the list of pre-1914 authors was actively adopted, rather than passively accepted.
Teachers also hold the power to choose from the list.97 In considering the influences
upon their decision-making, and the factors that have led so many teachers to select
Jane Eyre, I now move to the third group on Pope’s list, publishers.
As well as keeping Jane Eyre continually in print for over 150 years, the publishing
industry now plays an important role in linking it to the word ‘classic’. A quick perusal
of the editions of Jane Eyre available on the market reveals series titles such as Oxford
World’s Classics, Penguin Classics, Puffin Classics, Step into Classics, and Wordsworth Classics. Even publishers who do not use the word ‘classic’ in the series title
frequently market Jane Eyre as a classic. From a marketing point of view, the word
‘classic’ has a convenient double meaning. For example, in the phrase “Charlotte
Brontë’s classic love story”, ‘classic’ refers to a typical or outstanding example of its
kind. Interestingly, the first dictionary definition I found of the word ‘classic’, in the
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Cowie 1989), was “having a high quality that
is recognized and unquestioned; of lasting value and importance”. It is worth bearing
in mind that the same process of representation is taking place here, in the dictionary,
as elsewhere. A word is being represented by other words, and meanings are being attached, in this case by a powerful and influential institution, the Oxford University
Press. In other dictionaries the same word is described slightly differently, so a struggle over meanings is taking place.98 This may not seem to be a serious issue of cultural
politics, but the use of the word “unquestioned” in the Oxford University Press’s definition would seem to be prescriptive, rather than merely descriptive. It is as if readers
are being told not to question the high quality of books that have been categorized by,
among others, the Oxford University Press itself in the World’s Classics series. I will
return to this point when I examine whether or not students accept Jane Eyre’s status
as a classic unquestioningly.
Publishers also influence teachers’ decisions through the production of educational
resources. York Notes, Letts, Henderson, Cambridge and Hodder study guides all include Jane Eyre in their series. Oxford publishes a simplified version of Jane Eyre
97

The Assessment and Qualifications Alliance (AQA) annual reports of examinations reveal that a
small number of teachers choose works by writers who are not on the list, but it is unclear whether this
is due to ignorance, political resistance or financial constraints (AQA 2002).
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for the epigraph of this thesis.
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(but not Shirley or Villette) in its Bookworms Library. Oxford and Nelson have also
published drama versions. In his brief review, Geoff Barton (1999) expresses concern
that the National Curriculum will mean that pupils, when studying drama, will be exposed to adaptations of classics at the expense of modern plays. Although Villette and
Shirley are, as works by Charlotte Brontë, included in the National Curriculum, they
do not have this kind of support from the publishers of educational resources. In fact
only eleven works by the prescribed authors were available in the GCSE York notes
series by the end of the 1990s.99
The National Curriculum states that teachers should introduce pupils to a wide
range of media, including television and film. Not only are there many television and
film adaptations of Jane Eyre, as well as stage and radio plays, but the BBC has also
produced a five-part series of programmes that looks specifically at the ways classic
texts have been transformed to the small and big screen. The first episode is dedicated
entirely to Jane Eyre (reviewed in Alster 1996). In addition, Betty Tadman points out
that “there is an increasingly happy congruence between the texts set by the examination boards, and the audio-books now being published” (1994). Jane Eyre is available
in cover-to-cover and abridged audio versions. Once again Villette and Shirley cannot
compete with this kind of back-up, and are therefore less practical choices at GCSE.
Publishers do not simply reflect current notions of canon formation, they also participate in that formation, and actively maintain canons through anthologies and so forth.
Firdous Azim’s (1993: 2) observation that the price of books written outside the
United Kingdom restricts their use in the classroom is worth adding here. Seemingly
unrelated educational policy has a real effect on teachers’ choices. For example, once
it was decided that books could be taken into examinations, with the pupils’ own annotations, it became necessary for them to buy their own copy instead of using the
school’s old hardback copies. The cheapest edition of Jane Eyre costs just £1, whereas
non-canonical texts are far more expensive. Similarly, when mixed-ability classes became more widespread as a result of government directives, teachers started choosing
literary works that are more accessible. This has clearly benefited Jane Eyre.
As Pope cites librarians as his fourth group, I will briefly consider the role of the library system. While critics and publishers canonize classics, libraries also play an important role in the process of categorization, and in some cases they have slightly different criteria. For example, J. R. R. Tolkein’s twentieth-century novels are considered
classics by British public libraries, whereas the National Curriculum originally promoted the notion that classics could only be found among pre-twentieth-century literature. Tolkein is not among the Assessment and Qualifications Alliance’s list entitled
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“Examples of major fiction writers after 1914”.100 The relevance of this point can be
illustrated through an anecdote. In analysing the Brontë myth (or myths), Patsy
Stoneman creates and circulates her own modern myth about Jane Eyre. On two separate occasions (Stoneman 1996: 220 and Stoneman 2002: 236) she claims that it is the
third or fourth most borrowed book in British public libraries. Her reference is to the
Brontë Society Gazette (July 1993). The article in the Brontë Society Gazette refers, in
turn, to an article in The Author (Spring 1993). The article in The Author refers, in
turn, to the Public Lending Right’s report “Most Borrowed Authors 1991-2”. I sent off
for the report myself and discovered that the third and fourth most borrowed books
that year were in fact The Year of the Virgins and The Obsession, both by Catherine
Cookson. Actually, the top five most borrowed books in British public libraries in
1991-2 were all novels by Catherine Cookson.101 Jane Eyre, it transpired, was the
fourth most borrowed classic title, behind The Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit and
Wuthering Heights. As well as illustrating how a myth is made, this example reveals
that libraries have their own criteria for categorizing literature into classics. Using another criterion, Jane Eyre would have come second within this category. From 199293, Daphne du Maurier and Beatrix Potter have been categorized as classic authors and
have tended to top the lists of most borrowed classic authors ever since (Public Lending Right 2003).
Pope’s fifth group is critics and reviewers. As this section focuses on the 1990s, one
may be forgiven for assuming that reviewers no longer have a role to play in the canonical status of Jane Eyre. However, Chapter 5 draws attention to the fact that,
somewhat surprisingly perhaps, Jane Eyre is more frequently reviewed today than
when it was first published. The emergence of Internet bookshops in the mid-1990s
has led to non-professional readers voluntarily writing their opinions on books, and
sending them to websites which publish the reviews. While this group of readers has
no power to impose regulation policies, it can become involved in cultural politics by
discussing the merits of canonical works.
One thing that clearly emerges from the 246 reviews of Jane Eyre sent to Amazon
between 13 July 1996 and 18 December 1999 (Amazon 1999) is that the word ‘classic’
does not necessarily carry positive connotations. In fact, of the first 50 reviewers, only
four wrote positively of classics in general, and two of those were critical of Jane
Eyre, and did not believe it deserved its status as a classic. Taken together, these comments not only challenge the Oxford University Press’s definition of a classic as being
of “unquestioned” high quality, but also of its categorization of Jane Eyre as a classic.
The overwhelming majority of the reviewers write negatively of classics, describing
them as boring, dull, dry, dreary, depressing, pessimistic, slow paced, too long, too de-
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tailed, too descriptive, and too complicated. These reviewers are clearly using a value
system that is in opposition to the Oxford University Press and the education system.
Instead, they value simplicity, clarity, brevity, cheerful uplifting optimism, excitement
and an informal style. This is what constitutes ‘high quality’ to them.
Given these preferences, Jane Eyre’s popularity suggests that it is an atypical classic. It seems to be the first classic that many people have enjoyed reading. A frequent
comment is that it will “change your view of the classics forever (A: 2 November
1997).102 It would seem that a great many people begin reading Jane Eyre expecting
not to enjoy it, because it has been categorized as a classic, thus grouping it together
with other books that people have read and found dull, boring, pessimistic and so on
(Charles Dickens and Thomas Hardy are mentioned by name). Thus they are positively surprised by it (for example, A: 4 May 1999, A: 18 June 1999). Most of the reviewers give Jane Eyre the top rating of 5. Therefore, in the same way that Jane Eyre
has been involved in changing people’s notions of femininity, it also has the potential
to redefine what constitutes a classic for some readers.103
The Internet now plays an important role in the process of attaching meanings to
texts such as Jane Eyre. Current laws about the ownership of ideas and opinions mean
that the views of professional critics are still most frequently published with limited
access, and cannot be reached through regular search engines. In contrast, Internet
sites such as Amazon.com have unlimited access, and are even promoted by search
engines through sponsorship deals. As people become more reliant on computers and
less inclined to walk to the library and flick through cumbersome reference series such
as Gale’s Nineteenth-Century Literary Criticism, the widely circulating and easily accessed opinions of today’s schoolchildren could drown out those of professional literary critics. These two groups appear to have very different value systems, and a power
shift may be taking place in the cultural politics of meanings and values. Eric Louw
notes that “as power shifts take place, so the dynamics of meaning production change”
(2001), which suggests that such changes may well have a significant bearing on the
way Jane Eyre is understood in the future. While this may well be seen as a negative
trend by some, the fact remains that the Internet is providing previously silenced subordinated groups with a far-reaching voice.
Victoria Olsen (1998), having checked the free essay sites on the Internet such as
SchoolSucks, Evil House of Cheat and Cyber Essays, feels assured that her university
students would find nothing of use, but expresses concern about the more than one
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Lisa Hopkins’s anecdote suggests that its potential has already been realized: “Our local radio station recently rang the department to ask if we had an English lecturer who could talk about the classics. The secretary helpfully offered to transfer them to a colleague who works on the cultural influence of Sophocles and Euripides. “Oh no,” came the horrified reply, “we mean proper classics. You
know, like Jane Eyre” (2000: 54).
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hundred essays on Jane Eyre at Professor George Landow’s Victorian Web at Brown
University.104 Olsen concludes:
By making it difficult to trace the origins of a text or idea, the Internet reminds us
that writing is a collaborative process. If these ideas gain ground, crediting
someone with “ownership” of intellectual property may begin to seem absurd,
and plagiarism may become obsolete – through its sheer acceptance. (1)
Furthermore, the difficulty in tracing sources means that the opinions of professional
literary critics are appearing alongside, or embedded within, schoolchildren’s reviews
and book reports published on the Internet.
Thus, as well as the hegemonic definitions of the word ‘classic’, and the hegemonic
readings of Jane Eyre, negotiated or oppositional meanings are also in circulation.
Within the field of linguistics, the method of studying an extensive corpus in order to
establish the meaning of words through ‘real’ usage has already challenged the privileged status of dictionary definitions (see, for example, Steinvall 2002, Deutschmann
2003). As reported in the previous chapter, not only has it recently become possible to
carry out similar analyses within literary studies thanks to the Internet, but the alternative meanings are also being published and circulated for the first time. In considering
the cultural politics that have been involved in regulating Jane Eyre, it is important to
remember that professional criticism enjoyed a monopoly until the 1990s. Echoing M.
G. Glazebrook’s observation that in order to study ‘real’ English “we must read Chaucer and Spenser, because in their days there were no newspapers” (1891: 197), one
could say that to study ‘real’ responses to Jane Eyre we must read Rigby and Cecil,
because in their days there was no Internet.
The Cox Report reveals that at least two other powerful groups should be added to
Pope’s list: journalists and celebrities. According to Cox, in the specific case of canonization within the National Curriculum, journalists missed their opportunity to form
opinion by focusing on trivial matters such as ‘If Animal Farm, why not 1984?’, and
the plight of Noddy. In the case of celebrities, here Robert Robinson and Roald Dahl,
politicians cleverly manoeuvred them out of the way so as not to cause trouble. The
implication is that they were considered very powerful, and could have swayed public
opinion with ease, had they wished to do so.
Other regulatory forces, specific to Jane Eyre, suggest that even more institutions
need to be added to Pope’s list. For example, the Brontë Parsonage Museum is a registered charity that promotes the study of all the works written by the Brontës. It is supported by government grants (the money coming from the National Lottery through
the Arts Council of England), and private people from all around the world. With some
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of this money the Museum produces workpacks and other resources designed for specific courses and levels of study. It also organizes educational tours and workshops.
Moving to higher levels of education, A and AS level English are, like GCSE English literature, outside the National Curriculum and are administered by local examination boards. Although the number of these boards decreased significantly during the
1990s, there is much more freedom to devise syllabuses and decide on assessment
policies. Jane Eyre was not a set text at A-level. This might be because it was so
widely read at GCSE level, although other popular titles at that level, such as Wuthering Heights and Great Expectations, did appear. Interestingly, David Amigoni, in response to my questionnaire about uses of Jane Eyre in university courses, replied that
he had switched to using Villette on the Victorian Fiction course at Keele because “in
some sense, students were often too familiar with what they thought was going on in
Jane Eyre without paying all that much attention to the text” (2000: personal correspondence).105
At A and AS level, two of the most common methods of assessment, practical criticism exercises of ‘comment and appreciation’ under examination conditions (commonly known as ‘unseens’), and a coursework Topic Paper, do allow Jane Eyre to
creep on to the syllabus. In a survey of examination papers from 1999 I found one
question on the Victorian period which included unseen extracts from Jane Eyre and
Great Expectations (Cambridge).106 In the next chapter there is a discussion of the use
of Jane Eyre in the Gothic Tradition Topic Paper.
Although there is no national prescribed list of recommended authors, each local
examination board has a list of set texts. Anthologies are also published which reflect
these lists. Rosemary Coxon (1993), in a popular revision aid, has this to say about the
criteria for including and excluding certain works of literature at this level:
Important themes, that is, those themes that advance or restate in satisfying new
ways our understanding of ourselves and our world, are ‘hallmarks’ of good literature. The book of trivial or no theme, unfortunately, is the one often acclaimed
and widely read, although it will not be found on A level syllabuses. (153)
Although the ‘book of no theme’ is rather an interesting concept, the circuit of culture
suggests that it would be impossible to determine which literary texts were themeless
as readers can produce themes in consumption. More importantly, Coxon alludes to
the traditional criteria for evaluating literary works.
As Brian Doyle observes: “By legitimizing the study of ‘valuable works’, the discipline [of English studies] manufactured an essential and unbridgeable cultural distance
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Little Dorrit.
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between its own sphere of high art and the general domain of popular fiction and discourse” (1989: 6). One of the institutions involved in creating and promoting the distance between high and low cultural forms is the school system. This can be seen in
Coxon’s discussion of the moral content of canonical and non-canonical books:
Very seldom in our accepted great novels do we feel that the morality is bad to
the core, as we do sometimes in the case of weak books which, apart from their
failure as artistic works, may embody immoral concepts in their very values, e.g.
some science fiction in which battles are enjoyed merely as battles, Tarzan books
which make monsters out of ordinary animals, books which extol black magic,
the great number of pornographic books which make a virtue of lust. Perhaps
worse, because they are accepted and more widely regarded as harmless, are the
mass of sentimental love stories which dangerously pervert reality with no hint of
authorial criticism or irony, if indeed the author be capable of such. (1993: 159)
Thus, while the moral content of Jane Eyre was hotly disputed in the nineteenth century, and the issue was left unresolved, overshadowed as it was by the indisputable
moral worth of its author, the novel’s status as a canonical text now means it has been
implicitly declared safe.
In March 2000 I carried out my own survey of 50 university English departments in
the UK in order to establish how many include Jane Eyre on their courses, and in what
context. I found that, of the approximately 30,000 students doing English as a single or
combined degree in the UK, as many as seventy per cent may read (or reread) Jane
Eyre, on courses such as ‘Classical and Biblical Contexts in English Literature’
(King’s College London), ‘Nobody’s Children: the Orphan in Nineteenth-Century Literature’ (Portsmouth) and ‘Writing and Self: Literary Representations of Identity’
(Glasgow), although a far smaller figure are required to read it for a specific course,
and many of these courses are also optional. Supporting Spivak’s claim that it has become a cult feminist text, a number of the courses focus exclusively on women’s literature and gender. The link between professional criticism and teaching is obvious
and simply confirms Pope’s observation that critics influence canon formation.107
More importantly, they would seem to influence the kind of courses that exist at degree level, and the context in which Jane Eyre is studied, for example as a Gothic
novel, or as the sequel to Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966).
In this section and the previous one I have concentrated almost exclusively on Jane
Eyre in education, studying: government policies that have led to the formation of a
canon of great works at secondary level; regulatory factors that have contributed to
Jane Eyre becoming the most widely read nineteenth-century novel at that level; and
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the grass roots negotiation and opposition to canonization. I will conclude this section
by considering regulatory practices outside (though related to) education.
First, retailers have played a crucial role in encouraging people to buy books and to
read, and classics in general have benefited from this recent trend. In December 1991,
at a symposium focused on “the situation of high-quality literature in the harsh cultural
climate of today”, arranged by the Swedish Academy to celebrate the 90th anniversary
of the Nobel Prize, Brenda Walker talked about the “very bad” commercial scene in
the UK at that time. Her description sounds ominous:
The recession has hit hard and many bookshop managers say the customers are
not coming into their shops. Even the largest publishers are cutting back their
lists, and sales representatives are leaving the profession in droves. Many firms
feel under the threat of closure, and some publishers and distributors, both large
and small, have already gone into liquidation creating financial disaster for other
groups, including freelancers, who relied on them for work…. Even the larger
shops are experiencing a drop in profits and are returning large quantities of
books to publishers in an attempt to turn stock round faster and recoup some
credit. (quoted in Allén 1993: 65)
At the end of this bleak account, however, she does say that “despite this dreary catalogue of commercial realities … there are a few positive things happening. The large
chains now appear to be competing with each other to give their stock “literary enhancement” (66). As it transpired, this was one of the many moves made within the
book industry that turned the gloom of the 1980s into the boom of the 1990s.
Alongside the emergence of Internet booksellers such as Amazon.com, London, for
example, experienced unprecedented growth in retail outlets in the late 1990s with the
opening of enormous branches of Borders and Waterstone’s. Harry Ritchie writes:
What has been nothing less than a retail revolution in this country has had an
amazing impact on our culture. Although public libraries, increasingly underfunded, have just about stopped buying books altogether, the past decade has still
seen a 10 per cent increase in the book market…. This defies all the dire predictions that new distractions offered by new technologies would mean books would
be read only by a tiny elite. But books have not only survived, they have prospered, perhaps because they are beautifully efficient – compact, portable, cheap,
attractive, easy to use, and requiring no electrical power. (1999: 22)
Most recently, the launch of Harry Potter books has become a huge media event. Classics are no exception to this trend. Referring to the classics market specifically, John
Sutherland states that, for him, “one of the most heartening cultural signs of the times
is the boom in classic reprint fiction over the last decade” (1998: 4). More copies of
Jane Eyre are being sold now than ever before, and at least part of this trend is a result
of successful retail practices.
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Along with successful retail promotions, television and film adaptations play a crucial role in marketing the English classics, and confirming their classic status. Bennett
and Woollacott (1987) report how the sale of Ian Fleming’s James Bond books rose
dramatically following the first film adaptations. Mike Storry (1997: 108-109), in turn,
comments on the increase in sales of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice and Evelyn
Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited following the broadcasting of television adaptations of
the novels. It is safe to assume, therefore, that the various adaptations of Jane Eyre
discussed in the previous chapter have had a similar effect, not only marketing the title
and advertising its appeal, but, especially through the conventions of the classic serial,
confirming its status as part of the national heritage. Heather Glen reasonably conjectures:
If the readership for many major novelists is now largely created, through teaching, by the academy, Jane Eyre, one suspects – far more than Middlemarch, A
Portrait of a Lady or Nostromo – would, without any such sponsorship, still be
discovered and read. (1997: 1)
This observation serves as a reminder that the national heritage is not only imposed
upon people from above. Edmund Cusick locates the popularity of canonical works in
a constant need or desire to be reverent:
Reverence for the past could be seen as replacing the religious reverence of previous generations. Britons who, a generation before, might have gone to church,
now spend their Sundays visiting a stately home or exhibition of local ‘heritage’
– a modern pilgrimage…. For example, the Lake District is advertised as Wordsworth’s home, the Yorkshire Moors as ‘Brontë Country’. (1997: 306-9)
He identifies the country’s economic decline as a possible explanation for ‘living in
the past’: “As justifications for the ‘greatness’ of Great Britain fall away, it could be
said that its people turn to the past to find symbols of their identity, and indeed, their
importance” (308). The picture he presents suggests that these symbols are not simply
thrust upon people; there are, after all, many other things families can do on Sunday
outings. Their decision would seem to be linked to identity. As a prescribed author on
the National Curriculum, and an author promoted by the heritage industry, Charlotte
Brontë is part of the national consciousness. Jane Eyre is part of the national culture,
and a lack of knowledge of its plot and characters excludes people from one specific
definition of ‘real’ Englishness. The way in which the novel is perceived in reverential
terms as a nineteenth-century classic also marks people as true or authentic English
men, women and children.
This section and the chapter as a whole have explored the ways in which Jane Eyre
has been promoted and, to a much lesser extent, restricted. Crucially, publishers,
teachers, policy-makers and so forth regulate who reads Jane Eyre, and in what spe-
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cific contexts. The circuit of culture suggests that these are defining moments which
affect the meanings produced in consumption. The history of education once again reveals the unstable nature of literary works. It also shows how seemingly minor policy
changes, such as the decision to allow children to take books into examinations, can
have far-reaching consequences. While critics have returned to the question of Jane
Eyre’s moral worth, most recently constructing Charlotte Brontë as a tacit racist and
Jane as an imperialist, these complaints seem to have had no bearing on education policy in schools. Political pressure aimed at curbing its use has instead been motivated
by boys’ poor literacy rates, and the perception that Jane Eyre is a girls’ book. However, it remains an extremely popular choice on the National Curriculum, and with so
much back-up in the form of study guides, workpacks, film adaptations and trips to the
Brontë Parsonage Museum, its position would seem secure. The next chapter explores
precisely what teachers, pupils and professional critics ‘do’ with Jane Eyre in these
specific contexts.
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5 CONSUMPTION: Doing Things With Jane Eyre
Robert Eaglestone argues that “the continuing dominance of one way of interpreting,
particularly at secondary level (where it is most noticeable), is damaging to students
and to the discipline of English” (2000: 37). His main argument against the traditional
approach to literature is that it forces students into sharing (or pretending to share) the
presuppositions of teachers and examiners, causing a kind of schizophrenic relationship to literature, because the way students respond to literature in their free time has
to co-exist and compete with the way they are taught to respond to it in schools (3234). He argues that this can make English “confusing and frustrating” (24). Addressing
students directly, he states, “what you write about in exams and essays about a work of
literature [often] has nothing to do with what you really feel or think about it” (24).
Given the role that cultural software such as literature plays in the expression of
identity through consumption, denying students the opportunity to express their personal response to Jane Eyre means denying them the opportunity to be themselves.
The previous chapter explained the political motivation behind this policy; English can
be used to mould children into a unified group with shared values. In this chapter I
analyse the amount of creativity and restraint which exists at different levels of the
education system in order to establish how much power teachers and students have to
produce meaning in consumption. In other words, I seek to ascertain the extent to
which ‘doing things’ with Jane Eyre on English courses produces new defining moments.108 Eaglestone’s Doing English, A Guide for Literature Students (2000) forms
part of the current debate about whether or not the practices of higher education should
be introduced at lower levels. In the second section I contribute to this debate through
the specific case of studying Jane Eyre. Finally, I analyse the ways in which readers
express their opinions outside the institutionalized contexts of the education system.

Before Higher Education
In England and Wales alone there are 8.5 million children in 30,000 state schools
(British Council 2000), and, as the previous chapter discussed, as many as twenty per
cent of them might read Jane Eyre (or at least extracts from it) by the time they are
sixteen. The ways of ‘doing’ Jane Eyre below tertiary level can be divided into ‘using’
the text, as a means to an end, and ‘studying’ the text as an end in itself.
While using Jane Eyre, students simultaneously work on the four basic language
skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening. The text can also be used as a springboard to discussions about, for example, being an orphan or bullying. Coverage exercises, in contrast, aim to familiarize pupils with the ‘key’ aspects of the text, such as
the main events and the names and traits of the central characters. The aims of the
course and the method of assessment will dictate what the ‘key’ aspects of the text are.
108
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In the 1990s, teachers were instructed that pupils should be taught specific skills on
the National Curriculum English course.109 In the present discussion, I will focus on
two models of English teaching, described in the original Cox Report (Department of
Education and Science 1989) thus:
A “cultural heritage” view emphasises the responsibility of schools to lead children into an appreciation of those works of literature that have been widely regarded as amongst the finest in the language. (2.24)
A “cultural analysis” view emphasises the role of English in helping children
towards a critical understanding of the world and cultural environment in which
they live. Children should know about the processes by which meanings are conveyed, and about the ways in which print and other media carry values. (2.25)
Jon Davison and Jane Dowson argue that the distinction between these two models “is
both profound and political” (1998: 5). As they point out:
The distinction is between being taught a taste for what a particular group in society, whose identity is hidden by the passive construction, wishes to have culturally transmitted, and learning to make an active analytical response to all the
signs and sign systems of all the cultural products available to that analysis. (5)
Thus, they conclude, teachers will choose a particular approach to texts depending on
whether their aim is to pass on a love of literature, or to empower pupils to question
and influence society. The analysis in this section begins by examining the processes
which inform teachers’ choice of model, and considers the consequences for Jane
Eyre.
In the previous chapter, the dominant method of teaching English in schools was
merely referred to by its common name, the ‘Leavis method’. It will now be discussed
in more detail. Eaglestone summarizes the Leavises’ ideas as “a ‘civilising’ mission;
objective judgement; personal sensibility; practical criticism; the canon; a sense of intrinsic artistic worth” (2000: 17). Through the education system, in particular through
its dominant mode of examination at the secondary and tertiary levels, these ideas have
become an institutionalized method of doing English. Eaglestone uses René Wellek
and Austen Warren’s (1942; 1973) distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic attitudes
to literature to explain not only what the Leavis method is, but what it is not. As an intrinsic approach, it focuses exclusively on the so-called literary aspects of a text, and
involves “considering things like the choice of metaphors, the use of symbols, structure, style, contrasts, images, and the development of the plot, to work out what a text
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means” (Eaglestone 2000: 40-41). Extrinsic approaches, on the other hand, consider
the text as a window to the world of social issues, the mind and so forth.110
Another important aspect of the method is “close reading” or “practical criticism”
which, as Eaglestone explains, “involves the intense scrutiny of a piece of prose or poetry, concentrating on the words on the page and disregarding the work’s context”
(16). What this means in practice at GCSE level is that the ‘evidence’ to support a particular reading or argument must be found in the literary work being analysed, rather
than in a biography of the author, or other secondary sources. Jacques Derrida (1976)
has problematized the notion that a reading can be produced without secondary
sources, arguing that there is nothing ‘outside’ the text; readers take their knowledge
of the world with them into the literary work when they produce meaning or make
sense of it. However, in examination situations students are forced to support arguments, which means, in practice, justifying a momentary fixing of meaning.111 To return to the analogy of the court case from Chapter 1, the ‘evidence’ is used by the student/critic to motivate a momentary fixing of meaning. Within the critical discourse of
Leavis English, this entails drawing exclusively on textual evidence from the work being studied, rather than quoting from secondary sources.
Peter Widdowson’s survey of GCSE (then termed O-level) examination questions
on Hardy novels sheds light on the practical implications of the Leavis method. He
finds that, historically, students are almost invariably asked to write an account of an
episode or feature in the book, or a character analysis, often requiring ethical judgements. Such exercises will construct a unified moral code. Examples he cites include
the following:
By specific reference to incidents in the novel examine the part played by
weather in The Mayor of Casterbridge. (AEB, 1979)
‘Gabriel Oak, unlike Boldwood or Troy, loves Bathsheba unselfishly.’ Discuss
this statement referring in your answer to Gabriel and either Boldwood or Troy
(AEB, 1976). (Widdowson 1989: 83)
Sample questions on Jane Eyre in York Notes are of a similar nature:
Discuss the use of weather in the text, with reference to at least three specific occasions.
Look at Jane’s attitude towards Adèle Varens, Blanche Ingram and Diana and
Mary Rivers. How do her responses to these characters affect our understanding
of her? (Rowbotham 1998: 85)
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The only contentious issues are whether a particular character is morally good or bad,
or what the possible explanations for something happening are (for example, why Jane
falls in love with Edward). However, within the context of the coursework essay or
examination, even these issues are not really open to debate, because the assumption is
that a close study of the text (or a browse through a good study guide) will provide the
correct answer.
The combination of close reading and an exclusive focus on the literary aspects of
texts results in an extremely limited scope, where the ‘best’ answers are self-evident.
A personal analogy reveals the effects on studying English literature. When I was sixteen I loved chess. What I loved about the game was that it allowed me to think for
myself. I had to study the position, and work out the best move. Then one day my father brought home a library book on chess openings, and to my horror I discovered
that a large part of the thinking had already been done for me. Past masters had, over
the years, worked out that in a certain position one particular move was without question the best; all the other options would lead to a weakening of the position. The library book could be seen as a wonderful time-saving device because all I had to do
was memorize the openings and I would have a huge advantage over any opponent
who did not know the best response to each move, but I saw it as the end of freethinking. Chess had been ruined for me.
The same kind of disillusionment can be experienced when literature is studied at
school. A simple question such as ‘What is Jane like?’ can encourage a child to think
about everything she says, does and feels but, just as there are books that tell chess
players which is the best move in a particular situation, teachers and study guides can
also tell students the best examples to include from the text in order to give a complete
answer to the question. In the same way that a wrong move in chess will lead to a
weakening of the overall position, the assumption is that there are certain key events or
speeches in the text which should be included in an answer. Choosing the ‘wrong’ examples will lead to a weakening of the essay. For example, an essay about the weather
in Jane Eyre should include the storm which follows Jane’s acceptance of Edward’s
proposal. Therefore, rather than producing meaning, pupils are reproducing meaning.
Eaglestone explains the political motivation behind this practice. He writes that
it isn’t so much a shared knowledge of, for example, Dickens, that is our literary
heritage, but rather the ways in which we have been taught to understand and interpret Dickens. English as a subject teaches you a way to look at things. In the
way it makes you produce essays, projects and ideas, it teaches (and, through assessments and exams, it enforces) a way of making you act out this ‘English’
method of looking. English as a subject is a form of cultural heritage, aiming to
help create a ‘we’ by making us read and interpret in the same way. Because the
subject is compulsory at school and is also highly regarded, it is a particularly
strong way to bind people together. (2000: 108)
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The fact that this ‘English’ method has to be taught suggests that children come to
school with alternative ways of looking at things. It would be naïve to assume that they
then forget these alternative ways of interpreting. In reality, they co-exist with the
‘English’ way. Eaglestone’s answer to this political situation, which I will return to
later, is to introduce extrinsic ideas and to ask different questions of the text. First I
will consider the extent to which teachers and pupils have been able to work freely
within the existing structure of English in schools.
Although the structural changes resulting from the implementation of the National
Curriculum, discussed in the previous chapter, are significant, they only reveal part of
the picture. An analysis of Jane Eyre in schools would be incomplete if it only considered cultural policy. As Gill Helsby and Gary McCulloch point out,
structural approaches can offer only partial explanations of reality, since they
tend to ignore the importance of agency – the active part played by teachers in
developing and defining the National Curriculum – as well as the strong influence of different work cultures upon the responses of individual teachers … any
research into the implementation of a centrally developed and prescriptive National Curriculum in a context such as England and Wales, with its strong tradition of local curriculum autonomy, inevitably puts into sharp focus questions
about the role of teachers and about the ways in which they accept, accommodate, modify or contest the new requirements. (1997: 4)
The two chief variables Helsby and McCulloch identify as determining the level of
creativity and restraint are teachers’ personal biographies (for example, stage of career,
nature of training), and their position in relation to the curriculum and management
hierarchies of schools (6-7).
On the other hand, Widdowson, in his analysis of the culturally constructed
‘Hardy’, questions the room for teacher agency. He writes,
it has been properly explained to me on a number of occasions by practising
teachers that what actually happens in the classroom may bear no resemblance to
the Hardy figure set up by the examination papers … but one cannot but recognise, also, the profound pressure exerted by the ruling ideology of ‘English’ by
way of its syllabus and its assessments. No teacher and no student within the system can fail to be shaped by it. (1989: 79-80)
This somewhat pessimistic view of the structural constraints imposed by examination
is supported elsewhere. In a participant observation study of an English literature class,
Rhys Griffith (2000) sits in on a lesson about William Golding’s Lord of the Flies.
Having witnessed the pupils working individually in silence, Griffith wonders why
they could not have worked in pairs on different assignments, instead of all focusing
on the character of Ralph, concluding:
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The answer to these questions is that this class were studying for their National
Curriculum Tests at the age of sixteen, in this case the GCSE English Literature
examination. . . . Any collaboration under those circumstances [of independent
learning] would be regarded as cheating. In that sense, [the teacher] was doing
her professional best to prepare the class for their terminal exam – the form of assessment having a heavy influence upon the curriculum … and its presentation in
this lesson. (68)
So while teachers have been allowed to maintain some autonomy as regards the form
and content of the lessons, the method of assessment is ultimately very restrictive.
Similarly, while discussing the reverential representation of Jane Eyre below the
tertiary level in the previous chapter, I cited Robert Scholes’s views on the labelling of
literary works as classics. Judith Atkinson (1995) expands this notion by arguing that
the National Curriculum’s category “pre-twentieth-century” bestows upon literature
from this period an undesirable mythical status. It is undesirable because it encourages
teachers to treat it in a particular way in the classroom, thus revealing the close links to
the processes of representation and regulation. Commenting on Robert Jeffcoate’s
1992 article “Dickens in the Junior School”, she suggests:
A class of 14-year-olds who after reading Oliver Twist are given the assignment
‘Show Dickens’s power as a story-teller through looking at the narrative, characterization and dialogue in Oliver Twist’ will understandably feel both baffled and
disappointed. After enjoying the novel pupils will feel that this is a ‘boring’ task
but they will also feel unequal to it. (Atkinson 1995: 61)
Many teachers no doubt believe that it is precisely their task to ensure pupils feel motivated rather than bored, and to equip them with the necessary skills so they can approach the task with confidence, but Atkinson is making a different point here, because the teacher who set this task had employed much more creative assignments in
an earlier lesson on Robert C. O’Brien’s 1974 novel Z for Zachariah. On the teacher’s
choices, she suggests: “Making such a distinction between texts from different periods
perhaps expresses teachers’ reverence for ‘the classics’, or a feeling that they are expected to treat such texts differently” (1995: 61). Hence, there is pressure on pupils
and teachers to treat Jane Eyre reverentially, within the ‘cultural heritage’ model,
while recent newspaper articles, advertisements, television drama and other contemporary texts are treated completely differently within the ‘cultural analysis’ model.
One Amazon (1999) reviewer echoes the sentiments, if not the vocabulary, of the
cultural heritage model, arguing that “people who don’t like this book are stupid
poopheads: it’s just that simple. Jane Eyre is a classic, not only of Victorian literature,
but of all time. You must love it; and if you can’t, there’s something clearly wrong
with you” (A: 21 July 1999). It is important not to be distracted by the informal language here. In Leavisite terms, the “stupid poopheads”, by not appreciating a timeless
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classic, are demonstrating a lack of sensibility. One of the central aims of doing things
with Jane Eyre at GCSE level, as Eaglestone points out, is to “draw out or improve
this ‘sensibility’” (2000: 16). Literary appreciation means learning to enjoy canonical
works for specific reasons. It means teaching pupils to accept the values of academic
criticism rather than public or commercial criticism. This aim, which is enforced
through the examination system, obstructs teachers from applying the cultural analysis
model to pre-twentieth-century (now pre-1914) classics. One cannot assume, however,
that assessment completely dictates classroom activity in practice.
The following examples of alternative ways of doing things with Jane Eyre are
taken from the Brontë Parsonage Museum workpack: a letter home (as Charlotte
Brontë, to her father, from Cowan Bridge School); a diary entry (as Jane, expressing
feelings towards interesting events in the book); a play script (based on a dialogue extract from Lowood, a play script based on a time the pupil has been in trouble); a
newspaper report (based on events at Thornfield Church on intended wedding day); a
personal advert (the one Jane placed in the newspaper, followed by the pupil’s own for
a desired job); and a prediction (after reading the first 18 chapters) (Mitchell et al
1997). At first glance these activities may seem to be using, rather than studying, Jane
Eyre. Certainly there is an emphasis on writing skills, as each activity requires pupils
to write in different styles. However, only the first task and the second part of the third
task could be completed successfully without some knowledge of the text. For example, the diary entry not only demands a familiarity with the plot; pupils also have to
demonstrate some understanding of Jane.
In another example, John Haddon (1995) describes how he attempted to free himself from the constraints of examination by using Jane Eyre in a more creative way
with a group of Year 11 students. As he points out, the book is too long to be read in
class, so pupils either have to read it on their own, during the summer or in the evenings, or only key passages can be dealt with. The assumptions of the examination
boards determine precisely which passages are ‘key’, of course, but as a literature
teacher Haddon felt his responsibility went beyond making sure his students passed
their examinations, so he devised activities aimed at generating personal responses to
the book. I have reproduced one assignment in full below:
Choose a scene from Jane Eyre that you think is of particular significance in the
novel for some reason (or one that you think is particularly awful or boring). Represent the passage in one of the following ways:
* as a script for television (this must make clear the changes of picture – long
shot, medium shot, close-up, etc. – as well as what is in the soundtrack; a storyboard format could be used; notes on formats available from teacher);
* as a script for radio (ie. sound only);
* narrated from a point of view other than Jane’s (using any of the narrative
methods from the ‘Ways of Telling’ sheet);
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* as a drawing or painting (not a sketch – composition and colouring must be
carefully thought about);
* as a comic (careful choice of frames, angles, text);
* up-dated (Jane Eyre 2000 – how much would have to be changed?);
* in parody (particularly if you dislike the passage and want to send it up);
* rewritten for people with reading difficulties.
Your re-presentation must be accompanied by a commentary that explains the
following points as fully as possible; why you chose the passage; why you chose
that method of re-telling; the nature of the changes you had to make; what is lost
and what is gained in your version. (122)
Haddon presents and comments on the results of this and another assignment, in which
students discuss six statements about the Jane-Edward relationship. Tellingly, the ten
students mentioned by name are all girls. The only work done by boys worthy of mention is a parody, performed to the class, which highlights certain absurdities in the text
(124); a somewhat predictable choice perhaps, from the list above, but Haddon is glad
it gave them the opportunity to express their personal response to the text. His aim, after all, was to avoid the “‘packaging’ of the text that subverts the reader’s own response and exploration” (118). However, Haddon overlooks the fact that the boys were
not entirely free to express their own responses in this context either, as they were performing in front of their peers. Boys are expected to dislike romance, and the pressures
of producing a negative response in the classroom are just as great as those of producing a positive response in the examination. Within the context of English, masculinity
is policed, with boys frequently being called “girls” by their peers if they stray from
normative behaviour (Rowan et al 2002: 40).
These creative activities seem to have been very successful, but they took time, and
the examination began to loom. Resignedly, Haddon comments,
inevitably the shift to exam preparation takes place; students (and some teachers)
reach for York notes and – in our case – there is practice of essay titles under
SEG’s five areas of study – Characterization, Plot and Structure, Setting/Atmosphere, Style and Viewpoint. (131)
Haddon’s experiences support Widdowson’s claim that ultimately the examination
boards structure the interpretations of pupils, but he also shows there is some room for
creativity during the course. The boys were even given the opportunity to express
negative feelings towards the text, which is normally relegated to comments outside
the classroom.
Haddon clearly presents the switch to literary aspects such as structure and style as
a great shame, implying that there is something wrong with the current form of assessment. The second section of Chapter 3 examined how reviewers evaluated adaptations of Jane Eyre on the basis of how faithful they are to the original text. Although
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fidelity criticism has its shortcomings, it would seem to be an excellent way of assessing creative assignments such as Mitchell’s diary entry or Haddon’s scripts and visual
re-presentations. If pupils were instructed to be ‘true to’ the original text then their
creative reworkings would say as much about their interpretation of character and
theme as traditional critical essays.
There is already room on the National Curriculum for discussions concerning adaptation and fidelity. Teachers are encouraged to include various media in the analysis of
texts. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the BBC has produced a five-part series
called The English Collection which considers the practice of adaptation. The first episode is dedicated to Jane Eyre. By focusing on a particular issue, such as the ‘key’
events in childhood which develop Jane’s character, four different interpretations are
compared (BBC 1996). Film Education has also produced Teachers’ Notes for a comparative analysis of the novel and Franco Zeffirelli’s film version.112
The Leavis method dominated tertiary level English for much of the twentieth century, with the close study of ‘set texts’ simply involving more complexity, usually in
the form of compare/contrast analyses. As Pamela Bickley observes, “if Jane Eyre is
prescribed for close study, Wuthering Heights and Villette will be routinely recommended for ‘further reading’” (1998: 120). Significantly, the additional reading is
more novels, so the analysis of character, theme, structure and so on is simply extended to a larger “text” involving several literary works. The assumptions are the
same as at GCSE-level and, as Bickley continues, “students are frequently being instructed to admire and marvel” (120). While teachers can try their best to encourage
wide reading, Bickley accepts that “even the most conscientious students can tend to
hide behind the formula ‘but it won’t come up on the exam’” (120), thus highlighting
once again that the most restraining factor is the form of examination.
Within education, compare and contrast analyses of Jane Eyre follow a similar pattern to those of professional criticism, the canon of works deemed worthy of study
mirroring the canon of works deemed worthy of comparison. Viewing the Brontës in
relation to Jane Austen has become something of a cliché of English literary studies.
Martin Stephen writes that “Jane Austen and the Brontë sisters are complete opposites,
the voice of restraint, reason and decorum opposed to the voice of violence, passion,
and the emotions” (1991: 212). Jane Eyre is humorously described as passionate
enough “probably to send Jane Austen rushing for the smelling salts” (213).113 This
juxtaposition has been reinforced through chronological overview courses of the
canon, where students often come to the Brontës having just ‘done’ Austen. The result
is that the key elements of Jane Eyre have become those aspects of the text that set it
apart from Jane Austen’s novels, in Stephen’s words, violence, passion and the emotions.
112
113

The notes can be found at www.filmeducation.org/filmlib/JANE%20EYRE.pdf.
For Charlotte Brontë’s opinion on Jane Austen, see her letters to G. H. Lewes (in Smith II: 383).
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Other favourites for comparison at tertiary (and secondary) level are Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations, and, more recently, Jean Rhys’s prequel to Jane Eyre, Wide
Sargasso Sea (1966), while Hilary Bailey’s popular romance sequel Mrs Rochester
(1997) is completely ignored. Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey and Charlotte Brontë’s
Shirley invite comparisons with romantic fiction as they contain characters who read it
(Catherine Morland and Rose Yorke respectively), but the conventions of literary studies have hindered teachers from doing this. An unfortunate consequence is that pupils
often have no clear notion of what it is, precisely, that realist novels are parodying or
avoiding.
In a provocative essay about the teaching conventions described above, Nick Peim
(2000) illustrates how productive the yoking of André Gide’s novel La Symphonie
Pastorale (1919) and Ridley Scott’s film Bladerunner (1982) can be. In a sense,
teachers already do this, as many pupils read Jane Eyre and also see a Hollywood adaptation, but the key issue is what they do with the two texts. The practice of arbitrarily juxtaposing such disparate works is a common feature of postmodernism, so Peim
is in one respect simply following current trends; critics parallel the practices of the
creative artists whose works they analyse. My thesis certainly follows this postmodern
trend by frequently comparing Jane Eyre with the Sony Walkman.
Although I have quoted Bickley as bemoaning the prevalence of Leavis English at
tertiary level, the point of her article is to draw attention to an innovation which moves
away from the traditional concerns with the literary features of ‘set texts’ towards a
thematic approach. The relatively new A-level Topic Paper on the Cambridge curriculum (UCLES) aims to develop candidates’ “understanding of the range of literary
forms and their knowledge of the context in which literary works are written and understood” (1998: 119). Jane Eyre can be included in several of the topics, including
the Gothic Tradition and the Victorian Novel. There is a three hour examination at the
end of the course where candidates are given an unseen extract from one or more
works within the chosen topic. When the Topic Paper was introduced in 1996, the
Gothic option proved to be popular.
Since then, the ‘A’ and ‘AS’ level examinations have increasingly encouraged students to acquire knowledge about context, leading to publications such as Literature in
Context (Rylance and Simons 2002). As Janet White of the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority writes in the Foreword,
while detailed knowledge and understanding of individual texts remains a central
aim of all ‘A’ and ‘AS’ courses in English Literature, the new syllabuses require
students to explore comparisons and connections between texts and to appreciate
the significance of cultural and historical influences upon readers and writers.
(2002: vii)
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Thus, English at tertiary level can be seen to be moving away from the traditional textual method of analysis, still very much dominant in secondary schools, towards a contextual approach.
In the chapter dedicated to Jane Eyre, Heather Glen begins by suggesting that, being “perhaps the most genuinely popular of all the texts on the syllabus” (2000: 106), it
might appear to be the novel that requires the least amount of contextualization for
modern readers. However, she continues by pointing out that, from the very beginning,
fans have wanted to know more about the author and her environment, which is evidenced by the popularity of Gaskell’s biography and the constant stream of visitors to
Haworth.
Glen chooses contextual information which sheds light on why the novel was considered a subversive text. She mentions the 1834 New Poor Law, and the prescriptive
advice aimed at middle-class women. On the one hand, the new Act rendered poverty
and dependence shameful and humiliating, while, on the other, society deplored a
woman’s yearning for love and encouraged women to be dependent and to value domestic duties. Thus, while acknowledging that it can also be read as a Cinderella fable,
Glen defines Jane Eyre as a subversive text about class and sexual politics. Given that
she stresses the historical specificity of the text it would seem that it is by mere coincidence that modern readers are offended by the same feature as early readers, namely
Jane’s yearning for love. In the mid-nineteenth century this yearning was considered
unfeminine, whereas today it is seen as going against the dominant feminist notion of
self-reliant independence.
In contrast to the unified, intrinsic textual reading which is produced by the dominant discourse at GCSE level, contextual readings create specific discourses with their
own regimes of truth which attach meaning to textual features. As the next section
demonstrates, the latter practice dominates higher education, producing discursive
events which define Jane Eyre in a variety of ways.

In Higher Education
The third section of Chapter 3 revealed how diverse the practice of doing Jane Eyre
can be in higher education. Some approaches are still Leavisite, while others reflect
the most recent discursive shifts within literary criticism. Eaglestone (2000) presents
literary theories as offering a liberating alternative to the one-way method. Students
might expect that this means they are free to produce a reading based on their own individual presuppositions, but this is not the case. As Eaglestone explains, “while your
initial reading might be shaped by your presuppositions, literary theory offers a huge,
possibly infinite, number of ways of approaching literature” (25). Nothing is said
about what students are supposed to do with their “initial reading”. Instead, Eaglestone
explains: “A key to this is remembering that you aren’t limited to your own worldview: you can learn about ways different people might interpret the same text” (2425).
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Eaglestone is not proposing that students should be allowed to express what they
“really feel or think about” Jane Eyre, he is proposing that they should learn about
how other people might feel or think about it. From personal experience I know that
students can also find this practice ‘confusing and frustrating’, as it tends to ignore
their own response. As works of literature are frequently used as a means of expressing identity through consumption, it is easy to understand why it might be frustrating if
people are denied this opportunity.
As Eaglestone explains, Wellek and Warren’s extrinsic attitude to literature sees
‘through’ the text, and deals with “politics, the mind, history, gender relations, biography and so on” (Eaglestone 2000: 44). Thus, literary theories are liberating because
students do not have to limit themselves to analysing the literary aspects of a text:
Literary theories simply offer different sorts of questions to take into a text.
Feminist approaches, for example, might suggest you ask: How does this text
represent the relationships between women and men? Historical approaches
might lead you to ask: What is this text telling us about its historical period? The
text may or may not explicitly be about these things, but you make these questions your specific focus in reading and base your interpretation on them. (25)
Eaglestone continues:
Perhaps the most important and widespread sort of extrinsic criticism is the way
of reading that puts texts firmly in their historical context. This is why the extrinsic attitude is often referred to as historicist. Historicist criticism, and there are
many versions of it, uses literary texts to explore or discuss historical issues, and
conversely it uses history and context to explain literary texts. (43)
As mentioned earlier, the latter approach is now entering tertiary-level English studies.
Contextual knowledge is being used to produce new readings of the text.
Eaglestone argues that the discrepancy or “gap” between the institutionalized practices of doing English before and in higher education is worrying for the following
reasons: first he clearly believes the methods used in higher education are far superior
and should therefore also be used in schools; second, he feels those who plan to do an
English degree are not receiving the right preparation at A-level; and third, those who
plan to become secondary school English teachers are trained at university to interpret
literature in ways that at present are completely different from the way they will be
training their pupils. While the recent policy changes at the tertiary level can be seen
as bridging the gap somewhat, Eaglestone’s third point still stands.
Keith Jones shares Eaglestone’s view that a plural approach to literature would be
healthier than a monolithic one. He uses Jane Eyre to illustrate his point:
Literary studies of Jane Eyre have no trouble reading a mad woman in the attic, a
Gothic ‘extra’. But, in another curricular scene, Bertha Mason’s ‘mirthless laugh-
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ter’ begs questions about the cultural dialects of colonised Jamaica, about the colonial unconscious – or conscience – of conspicuous wealth in nineteenth-century
England. Those are useful knowledges. As well as entertaining a feminist account
of history, and entertaining black heritages along with white ones, the second
scene fosters a learning experience of far superior quality to the first. (Jones
1992: 111)
Jones begins by describing the Bertha of the Letts Explore study guide (Martin 1994)
that has been frequently presented to schoolchildren, and the Bertha of countless visual
adaptations of the novel on stage and screen, then he moves to the post-Rhysian and
postcolonial Bertha of academic criticism.
Student anthologies of literary criticism present model analyses of texts. They illustrate ways of doing English within higher education. Therefore I have selected a
widely anthologized critical reading of Jane Eyre in order to examine the production
of meaning in consumption within the institutionalized context of higher education.
The particular article I consider is Susan Meyer’s (1990) “Colonialism and the Figurative Strategy in Jane Eyre”, which, after its initial publication in 1990, was published
five times during the 1990s.114 My intention is to show precisely how, by placing Jane
Eyre within a specific discourse, Meyer actively produces meaning in consumption. In
light of the current debate about education policies within English, I juxtapose the
meanings produced in Meyer’s reading of what I term her “extended text” (Jane Eyre
and her chosen secondary sources) with a close reading of the “primary source text”
(just Jane Eyre) within the discourse of Leavisite English, dominant at lower levels of
the education system.
In Eaglestone’s terms, Meyer uses history and context to explain Jane Eyre, making
her article a typical example of recent extrinsic historicist criticism, and a model for
students in higher education. It is clear from the secondary sources cited in the article/chapter that she has used all of Charlotte Brontë’s other prose fiction, including the
juvenilia,115 and a number of books on Victorian history, particularly of the West Indies, in order to ascertain precisely what the ideological assumptions are.116
114

It first appeared as an article in the American journal Victorian Studies in 1990. The following year,
extracts were reprinted in Arac and Ritvo (1991). These extracts were reprinted in McNees (1996).
Meyer then slightly revised the article for Chapter 2 of her Imperialism at Home: Race and Victorian
Women’s Fiction, renaming it “Indian ink: Colonialism and the Figurative Strategy of Jane Eyre”
(1996c). This second version was reprinted in its entirety in Glen (1997). Finally, extracts from the
original article reappeared in Childs (1999). I am grateful to Susan Meyer for providing me with the
publication details. She was not informed of the publication of extracts from the original article in
Childs (1999), the content of which is completely unedited and retains small errors (such as the geographical location of Morocco and the year when Charlotte Brontë finished writing Jane Eyre) that
were corrected in the later chapter version.
115
I discussed some of the arguments for discontinuity between the juvenile writing and Jane Eyre in
Chapter 3.
116
See footnote 67 for a list of Meyer’s non-fiction secondary sources.
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Heather Glen writes that the articles collected in New Casebooks: Jane Eyre are
“shaped by the circumstances of a particular historical moment and a specific set of
theoretical concerns” (1997: 5). Similarly, one could say that the interpretations students produce in higher education are shaped by the circumstance of a particular
course, teacher, reading list and so forth. Meyer’s focus in “Colonialism and the Figurative Strategy of Jane Eyre” is on the politics of Jane Eyre, and the metaphorical use
of race. This certainly makes it typical of a particular moment, which is perhaps one
reason why it has been anthologized so frequently. It was written after Marxist analyses of Jane Eyre, such as Terry Eagleton’s (1975) “Jane Eyre”, had been criticized by
feminists for being – to use Eagleton’s (1988) own phrase in the Preface to the second
edition of Myths of Power – “gender-blind”, and after second wave feminist analyses
of Brontë’s novel, such as Elaine Showalter’s “Feminine Heroines” (1977b), had been
criticized for being ‘race-blind’. So, with its focus on race, Meyer’s work is also representative of literary criticism of the last fifteen years. However, as I will display in the
following analysis, Glen’s description of the essays in her collection as finding “not
unity, but contradiction; not balance, but eccentricity … not resolution, but openendedness” (1997: 25) would not seem to apply to Meyer’s contribution, which tries to
find or construct a unified text. Therefore, in some respects it is also quite unrepresentative.
The main ideological assumption that Meyer finds in her secondary sources, and
that she adopts to produce her interpretation, is “the nineteenth-century commonplace
that blacks were low on the scale of being, closer to apes than to white Europeans”
(Meyer 1996c: 62).117 Within this racist discourse, dark skin, thick lips, a low brow
and even drunkenness and insanity allude to black Africans, and consequently these
features are all interpreted as being negative traits. That is to say, Meyer argues that
Charlotte Brontë, consciously or unconsciously, gave characters thick lips, for example, in order to indicate that they should be seen as inferior human beings. These
physical traits are being used metaphorically to stand for personality traits, such as
immorality, evil and so forth.
Having carefully analysed the figurative use of race in the novel, Meyer concludes
that the anti-imperialist politics “are more self-interested than benevolent” (81). One of
her main arguments is expressed in the following sentence:
The opposition to imperialism arises not primarily out of concern for the wellbeing of the people directly damaged by British imperialism – the African slaves
in the West Indian colonies, the Indians whose economy was being destroyed
under British rule – but out of concern for the British who were, as the novel’s
figurative structure represents it, being contaminated by their contact with the unjust social systems indigenous to the people with dark skin. (81)
117

I have chosen to quote from the revised version (Meyer 1996c).
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So while Marxist discourse produces a text about class politics and feminist discourse
produces a text about sexual politics, Meyer’s postcolonial reading produces a text
about imperialism and racial politics.
By focusing on figurative language, Meyer’s reading shares a great deal with practical criticism, and, in the Introduction of Imperialism at Home she describes her own
work as involving “close readings” (1996b: 11). The practices involved in studying the
extended text are essentially the same as those involved in studying the primary source
text. Meyer uses textual evidence from her extended text, which by definition is contextual evidence, to support arguments in precisely the same way as textual evidence
from the primary source text is used to support arguments when doing practical criticism. One crucial difference is that all textual interpretations of Jane Eyre are based on
the same primary source text, whereas all contextual interpretations are based on different extended texts, which is one reason why interpretations differ more within the
latter approach. A new reading can be produced by studying a new extended text. As
noted earlier, in tertiary English, the extended text, until recently, most frequently consisted exclusively of novels, but now it includes non-fiction secondary sources.
Bertha’s “bloodshot eyes” (JE 297) provide a good example of how different meanings are attached to the same textual feature in different discourses. At secondary
level, where pupils perform close readings of the text, they will see that Bertha’s eyes
remind Jane of a German Vampyre. Meyer, on the other hand, reads them as a sign of
drunkenness. Bertha’s mother was a “drunkard” (306), after all. A close reading of
Meyer’s extended text reveals a link between Bertha and black Africans, as black Africans were associated with drunkenness. However, within Jane Eyre drunkenness is
also associated with “nurses and matrons” (450) such as Grace Poole, whose gindrinking enables Bertha to escape so many times. This allusion is also a product of
stereotyping, but it is one that is suggested by the internal discourse of the novel,
rather than the discourse of racism.118
Meyer’s claim that the allusions in Jane Eyre “are not free from racism” (1996c:
78) has serious implications for the National Curriculum, bearing in mind that it is the
most studied nineteenth-century novel in British schools (Preen 1998: 21), and that
Enid Blyton is not among the list of authors because her work was considered racist by
the committee that produced the Cox Report (Cox 1991: 68). Therefore it is necessary
to pause to consider whether on not Jane Eyre is appropriate reading in British
schools.
As in the case of Bertha’s eyes, reading Jane Eyre from within the discourse of racism attaches specific meanings to certain textual elements, in particular the physical
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In the defence of ‘nurses and matrons’, Charlotte Brontë suggests that the extraordinary demands of
the profession make it understandable that they should turn to drink.
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descriptions of the characters. It also creates fixed binary oppositions between white
and dark, white and non-white, British and non-British, where whiteness signifies superiority and darkness signifies inferiority. Within Jane Eyre itself, however, there is
no fixed correspondence between whiteness and superiority. The colour white, and by
association the white race, is frequently unflatteringly linked to characters who are
pale, sick, tired, shocked, hungry, old, ugly and frightened, as well as to the kind Miss
Temple, the beautiful Rosamund Oliver and the handsome St John Rivers. Characters
who are described as sallow are cold and sick. Dark skin is frequently linked to characters who are attractive, beautiful, handsome, healthy and happy, and to Greeks, Romans and Spaniards, as well as to the troubled “blackaviced” (dark-complexioned) Mr.
Rochester (JE 210). Even darker skin (purple or black) is linked to characters who are
over excited, overworked, furious and/or mad. At one point at Lowood, for example,
Miss Miller’s face is purple (49), as is Bertha’s at Thornfield when she resembles a
German Vampyre (297). The hierarchy of skin-colour can be illustrated as follows:
pale
white
sallow
dark
darker

Jane Eyre, Helen Burns, Richard Mason
Miss Temple, St John Rivers, Rosamond Oliver
John Reed, Richard Mason, Eliza Reed
Edward Rochester, Blanche Ingram, Bertha Mason (in Jamaica)
Miss Miller, Bertha Mason (at Thornfield)

Gayatri Spivak’s (1985) observation that Jane Eyre contains competing, conflicting
female voices, rather than one unified female voice, would seem to apply to the use of
skin colour also. Therefore the text is not inherently racist; it acquires racist allusions
in discourse. The dominant textual discourse of GCSE English does not produce the
same meanings.
Jerome Beaty refers to “all attempts to reduce the constitutive polysemy of a novel
to a monologic or monosemic ‘meaning’” as a “misreading” (1996: 1). His discussion
of Gilbert and Gubar’s (1979; 1984) famous reading of Jane Eyre would seem to apply
to Meyer’s too:
It is a shrewd and challenging reading that would be more formidable if it did not
implicitly (and unnecessarily) claim that it is a reading of Brontë’s “intention”.
To make rebellion and rage, which are clearly in the text, central to the text, its
real submerged reading, requires significant distortions or omissions which
weaken the argument. (Beaty 1996: 150)
In trying to explain the politics of Jane Eyre, and by suggesting that it was Charlotte
Brontë’s intention to criticize imperialism, Meyer produces a similarly distorted reading. As frequently anthologized, widely read models of how to do things with Jane
Eyre in higher education, Gilbert and Gubar’s feminist interpretation and Meyer’s
postcolonial interpretation would seem to encourage students to make claims about the
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‘real’ significance of the text. They both construct regimes of truth which attach specific meanings to textual features. These discursive events in the life of Jane Eyre will
no doubt continue to redefine the text in the future.
By selecting a specific historicist reading of Jane Eyre, which I then argue ‘misreads’ the text, I do not mean to suggest that introducing the practices of higher education to school English will inevitably lead to distorted readings. Meyer’s article/chapter does raise some general points though. By defining Jane Eyre as a racist
text she questions its position on the National Curriculum, but I argue that the allusions to skin colour and drunkenness do not seem to work in the unified way she suggests. The real danger of using the discourse of racism to read Jane Eyre is not that it
will produce a misreading, but that it requires students to read all racial markers as dichotomous, and either negative or positive.
Before leaving the context of education I would like to offer a way of bridging the
gap that still remains between secondary school English and university level English.
As previously noted, given the demands of reading a long pre-twentieth-century novel,
close reading exercises have practical benefits in that they do not require pupils to read
additional secondary sources. If, as Eaglestone suggests, the major innovation of literary theories is that they “simply offer different sorts of questions to take into a text”
(2000: 25), then it should be possible to ask these questions within the dominant discourse of GCSE English.
A textual study of imperialism in the primary source text of Jane Eyre is both possible and rewarding. By looking ‘through’ the text to political issues, rather than confining the analysis to literary aspects such as symbols and images, studying imperialism is by definition an extrinsic exercise, but, in the analysis which follows, the only
evidence I use from outside the primary source text is the OED. In the keyword approach, the student would begin by looking closely at all the instances of the words
‘empire’, ‘imperial’, ‘imperious’ and ‘imperiously’ to see precisely how they are used
in the novel.119 These words and passages can be found in a matter of seconds by using
one of the electronic versions of Jane Eyre which are available on the Internet.120 Such
a search reveals one instance of ‘empire’, one instance of ‘imperial’, three instances of
‘imperious’ and one instance of ‘imperiously’.
The OED defines ‘empire’ as “imperial rule or dignity” and “that which is subject
to imperial rule”. The single instance of the word empire in Jane Eyre appears in the
sentence: “It seemed that sleep and night had resumed their empire” (JE 218). Everyone at Thornfield has recently been woken by a “strange cry” which the Reader later
learns was made by Bertha as she attacked her brother, and now everything is “again
as hushed as a desert” (218). The metaphorical use of the word empire here isolates the
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I am grateful to Mark Troy for introducing me to this pedagogical approach to literature.
See, for example, Brontë (1995).
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part of its meaning that refers to power, rule and dominance. “Sleep and night” take
control over the occupants of Thornfield. Significantly, while everyone else succumbs
to their power, Jane stays awake, and is able to resist their imperial force, which could
be interpreted as being a consequence of her strong, rebellious nature.
While the OED defines ‘imperial’ as “pertaining to an empire or emperor”, the
word ‘imperious’ has acquired a wider usage. It can mean “having the rank of, or belonging to or befitting, an emperor or supreme ruler”, but it can also mean “exercising
a commanding influence”, “having a commanding position” and “overbearing, dominant, dictatorial”. All the other instances of these two refer to characters: namely Lady
Ingram, Edward, Blanche Ingram and Mrs. Reed. Edward is the only character who is
described as imperious more than once. In chapter XV he confides in Jane, telling her
the story of Adèle’s mother. As he points out himself, doing this is somewhat unconventional:
Strange that I should choose you for the confidant of all this, young lady; passing
strange that you should listen to me quietly, as if it were the most usual thing in
the world for a man like me to tell stories of his opera-mistresses to a quaint, inexperienced girl like you! (150)
This intimacy causes Jane to observe that Edward has become more cordial towards
her. She states, “I felt at times as if he were my relation rather than my master: yet he
was imperious sometimes still; but I did not mind that; I saw it was his way” (153).
The fact that Edward smokes a Havannah cigar while he tells Jane the story of Céline
Varens perhaps emphasizes his imperiousness. The only other time Edward is described as imperious is, in complete contrast to the above, near the end of the novel
when he is blind and totally dependent on John and Mary. He orders Jane “imperiously
and aloud” (456) to answer him.
In the first case it is clear that Jane does not mind Edward’s imperious nature. She
accepts it is “his way”. Therefore at least one form of imperiousness is portrayed in a
way that Jane can forgive. It seems that it is possible for imperialists to possess enough
redeeming features to render their imperiousness acceptable. In the second instance,
when Edward is blind, his imperious demand is that of a helpless old man. This is empire in ruin. Having travelled the world, making sexual conquests in France, Italy,
Germany and the West Indies, Edward’s empire is now no bigger than Ferndean. If the
character of Edward symbolically stands for empire, then Jane Eyre traces its rise and
fall. Interestingly, it can be assumed that Jane considers herself a much greater prize
than Edward’s outwardly attractive but “unprincipled” and “mindless” mistresses
(328), so this might well be a comment on the false riches of colonialism and the true
value of domestic treasures.
The other three imperious characters are Lady Ingram, who has “imperial dignity”
(181), Blanche Ingram, who has an “imperious eye” (195), and Mrs. Reed, who has an
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“imperious, despotic eyebrow” (241). In the case of Lady Ingram, Jane tells her
Reader that physically she was without doubt “a splendid woman of her age”(181), but
that “there was an almost insupportable haughtiness in her bearing and countenance”
(181). To Jane, her features appear “not only inflated and darkened, but even furrowed
with pride” (181). Finally, she states: “A crimson velvet robe, and a shawl of some
gold-wrought Indian fabric, invested her (I suppose she thought) with a truly imperial
dignity” (181). This is clearly a different kind of imperiousness to the one Jane is able
to forgive in Edward. Lady Ingram’s imperious attributes, her robe and shawl, are
given negative meaning by appearing after the word “but”, and by being linked to her
negative “bearing and countenance”, rather than to her positive physical shape. This
description suggests a critique of British imperialists, and the specific reference to India is significant, given that St John Rivers asks Jane to join him on his spiritual mission to that country.
In the case of Blanche Ingram, the word ‘imperious’ is used to convey her arrogance and sense of superiority in relation to Jane, while in the case of Mrs. Reed it is
related to her stern “menace and hate”, and her ability to cause Jane “terrors and sorrows” (242), and is synonymous with ‘despotic’. Blanche’s imperious eye looks down
on Jane, the governess. The metaphor of nation-hierarchy is used to describe the hierarchical class relationship between Blanche and Jane. As in the rest of Jane Eyre,
Jane’s Reader is expected to feel sorry for the poor, innocent underdog, like Jane at
Lowood or Adèle at Thornfield, which suggests that sympathy towards the oppressed,
colonized nations is also being elicited. This is further enforced by Mrs. Reed’s imperious eyebrow, which links imperialism to despotism, and therefore suggests it is cruel
and unfair. In contrast, Meyer’s reading, produced from within another discourse, is
that Charlotte Brontë’s critique of imperialism is based on self-interest rather than benevolence.
In addition, Mrs. Reed, like Edward when Jane is reunited with him at the end of the
novel, is helpless. Although the ‘despotic eyebrow’ is still there, it now only reminds
Jane of her childhood and Mrs. Reed’s power over her during that period of her life.
Once again, the imperialist no longer rules with any kind of real power, and her metaphorical empire is in ruins.
In order to understand the politics of Jane Eyre, and to understand what Charlotte
Brontë is saying about imperialism in the above passages, it seems possible to reach a
satisfactory conclusion by using the textual keyword approach. The brief analysis
above reveals that imperialism is presented in a variety of ways in the novel, and that
imposing a single monosemic interpretation would be, in Beaty’s sense of the word, a
misreading. While this particular topic has now been ‘done’ once, the scope of similar
exercises is vast. Unlike the SEG’s five areas of study that Haddon was ultimately
forced to focus on – characterization, plot and structure, setting/atmosphere, style and
viewpoint – the keyword approach offers limitless extrinsic textual possibilities. It
would therefore seem that extrinsic, political questions can be answered through close
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reading. Given that, at secondary level, pupils can only be expected to read a certain
number of pages, focusing on passages of a single work has practical benefits.
Eaglestone argues that the gap between school and university practice is too wide
and should be bridged, but I am concerned about introducing, at too low a level, the
intellectual exercise of producing a theoretical reading from, for example, the discourse of racism. The danger is that pupils would be asked to make links and associations between people’s physical appearance (for example Lady Ingram’s Roman features) and stereotypical notions about what such people are like (murderers and slave
drivers). In Chapter 3, I presented Lisa Hopkins’s (2000) argument that visual adaptations of the novel avoid mapping blackness onto Bertha for similar reasons. In Chapter
1, I discussed how, within the specific discourse of advertising, the salient aspects of
an image of a woman can be made to be the amount of clothes she is wearing and the
colour of her hair. This meaning seems to be ‘read off’ from the picture, rather than
produced. When pupils ‘do’ Jane Eyre, it is crucial that they understand they are actively producing meaning within specific discourses. Older students can tackle this
practice, but it would have to be made very clear to fifteen and sixteen year-olds why
such connections were being made. In the preceding section I suggested that fidelity
criticism could be adopted as a way of evaluating students’ creative reworkings of literary texts. In this section I have offered a second way of approaching Jane Eyre,
which combines the ‘Leavis method’ with more recent theoretical insights from higher
education.

Opinions Expressed Outside Education
Heather Glen writes that professional academic criticism sometimes seems “designed,
implicitly or explicitly, to patronise and denigrate the unsophisticated intensities of
popular response” (1997: 4). In an attempt to counter this trend, and to do full justice
to the significance of opinions expressed outside the institutionalized context of education, this section examines the ways in which non-professional critics evaluate Jane
Eyre. Ien Ang’s (1985) analysis of Dallas viewers serves as a model for the study,
while recent customer reviews published at the website of the Internet bookshop Amazon (1999) constitute the empirical material. What follows is a brief analysis of how
some of these other voices explain the greatness, or otherwise, of Jane Eyre. It is important to remember that these readings have not been produced in a vacuum. As
Gledhill observes: “In our school experiences we have all undergone some kind of
training, however rudimentary, in the analysis of stories and characters in classes on
‘English Literature’, and we all encounter at some level critical discourse about books,
films, TV programmes” (1997: 344). The reviewers are, to varying degrees, aware of
how they are ‘supposed to’ read the text. What distinguishes their comments is that
they are expressed outside the context of the education system.
Ien Ang’s (1985) study of Dallas viewers has become a canonical text within cultural studies. Forty-two people (thirty-nine women or girls) wrote to her to explain
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why they liked or disliked the American soap opera. Ang observes that the deciding
factor in the viewers’ judgement of the programme is how they measure realism.
Those who dislike it complain of a lack of realism on the denotative or surface level
(they might complain that no one’s hair looks perfect in the morning in real life, unlike
in the programme), while those who like Dallas see beyond the surface to its connotative or emotional realism (they might feel they know someone just as horrible as J. R.
Ewing). It is important to bear in mind the subjectivity or both notions of realism.
People who do not know anyone like J. R. Ewing will have a different conception of
‘the real’ from people who do, in the same way that early reviewers of Jane Eyre who
knew of incarcerated women had a different conception of ‘the real’ from those who
did not.
In an attempt to understand more specifically, and explain to others, how the pleasure (and displeasure) of watching Dallas is (was?) produced, Ang organizes the responses into four groups: (i) those who hate the programme, (ii) ironical viewers, (iii)
fans, and (iv) populists. The first three positions produce pleasure (and loathing) from
within the discourse of “the ideology of mass culture” (15). Ang summarizes the first
group’s arguments for disliking the programme with the phrase “Dallas is obviously
bad because it’s mass culture” (95). Viewers in the second group, on the other hand,
“do not take the text as it presents itself, but invert its preferred meaning through ironic
commentary” (98). The third group employs defensive strategies from within the ideology of mass culture in order to resist it. For example, viewers accept its value system
of ‘without substance = bad, with substance = good’, but argue that Dallas is unlike
the worst soaps, and has substance (106). The final group, also defensive Dallas fans,
uses the discourse of populism to explain that viewing-pleasure, like beauty, is in the
eye of the beholder, and judgement simply should not be passed on other people’s
tastes.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, my brief study of Jane Eyre readers is based on the 246
reviews which were posted by customers at the Amazon (1999) website between 13
July 1996 and 26 December 1999. Ang’s informants wrote their letters to an academic
working on her doctoral thesis, but these reviewers have not written to me; they have
responded to Amazon’s request to say what they think about the book or audio version
they have purchased. Therefore they do not explicitly attempt to explain why they like
or dislike Jane Eyre, but this is frequently made apparent. Unlike Ang’s letter-writers,
the reviewers can read through the reviews which have already been posted to Amazon, giving rise to debates on certain issues. Among the reviewers there are no ironical
readers or populists. It would seem that in the case of Jane Eyre, as some of the reviewers say themselves, you either love it or hate it. While acknowledging that there
are degrees of admiration and disgust, I have organized the reviewers into two groups:
the ‘haters’ and the ‘lovers’.
The twenty-five ‘haters’ (predominantly, but not exclusively, male) put forward
three main arguments, two of which contradict each other. One group did not enjoy the
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novel because they could not empathize with Jane, the “annoying main character who
spends the whole book feeling sorry for herself and moaning in misery” (A: 2 July
1998). She is “depressed”, “miserable”, “whiny” and “too goody goody”. Their
evaluation of Jane Eyre is tied to their evaluation of Jane. In this respect, these reviewers share something with Elizabeth Rigby, as she at least in part grounds her criticism of the novel on her loathing of Jane: “we hear nothing but self-eulogiums on the
perfect tact and wonderous penetration with which she is gifted” (1848: 69), and yet
she is “a decidedly vulgar-minded woman – one whom we should not care for as an
acquaintance” (72).
The complaints expressed at Amazon stem, to a large extent, from the use of a female first-person narrator. Beth Newman explains the difficulty thus: “in a culture that
values modesty in women, how can a female character present herself as strong, independent, and worthy of admiration without seeming immodest and therefore not really
admirable?” (1996: 451). Although some formalist critics such as Kathleen Tillotson
(1961) and Earl A. Knies (1969) have praised Charlotte Brontë’s technical artistry on
this particular issue, the modern ‘haters’ seem to be less impressed.
The other two groups dislike Jane Eyre either because it is a typical classic (slow,
dry, boring, depressing, predictable and overly descriptive), or because it is an untypical classic; that is, a trashy Danielle Steel love story which is only required reading
because it is written by a Victorian woman. Several male reviewers find it interesting
that the girls in their class enjoy reading it, and they somewhat bitterly suggest that it
would not have been assigned, or even heard of, if a man had written it. Two ‘haters’,
probably both female (one has a female name in the email address), conceive of the
history of literature as progress towards better writers such as Daphne du Maurier and
Margaret Atwood. While they acknowledge the important role books like Jane Eyre
have played in the development of the novel, they believe that reading them is no
longer a pleasurable experience (A: 25 February 1999, A: 12 September 1999). Textually, Jane Eyre could be said to resemble Dallas on the denotative level. Mary Ward,
for example, complains that “it abounds with absurdities and inconsistencies. The critics of Charlotte Brontë’s time had no difficulty in pointing them out; they lie, indeed,
on the surface for all to see” (1899-1900: 158). However, surface realism would not
seem to be an issue for the Amazon reviewers who dislike Jane Eyre, although the
book in general is described as “ridiculous” (A: 13 Sept 1998) and “idiotic” (A: 19
July 1998), which might be references to unrealistic events. In fact the only specific
reference to the plot as unrealistic is made by a ‘lover’ who points to the many coincidences (A: 28 May 1999).
In case anyone might suspect that this lack of respect for canonical texts is symptomatic of modern society, John Ruskin provides evidence that some of the very first
students of English literature were not entirely convinced about their greatness. Having
attended some of Thomas Dale’s lectures at University College, London, Ruskin wrote
to his father in 1836:
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My dearest Father—I sit down to write of I know not what. I intend to commence
with our third lecture, English literature. Four lectures on this subject have spoken of four celebrated authors of old time—Sir John Mandevill, Sir John Gower,
Chaucer, and Wickliffe. We are made acquainted with their birth, parentage,
education, etc.; the character of their writings is spoken of, and extracts are read
as examples of their style. These extracts are always interesting, frequently entertaining, sometimes laughable, although the laugh of the hearer is generally at, not
with, the author. (quoted in Palmer 1969: 23)
Although writing before the publication of Jane Eyre, Ruskin’s comments highlight
the lack of reverence in consumption. His views, expressed outside the context of education, contrast with the dominant critical representation of the texts. Haddon’s male
students were given the rare opportunity to parody Jane Eyre in class, but this opportunity was denied them in the examination.
The reviewers who give Jane Eyre four or five stars out of five at Amazon’s website present a whole host of reasons for liking it. Although the majority of them first
read the book because they had to, some discovered it themselves or had it recommended to them by family, friends or a librarian. Significantly, a great many have read
it more than once, some claiming to have read it over ten times. This means that quite
a large proportion have read Jane Eyre voluntarily in their adult leisure time, as well
as, or sometimes rather than, in school.
The reading contexts would seem to play a major role in evaluations of the text. It is
surely safe to assume that all the ‘haters’ have read the novel because they had to,
most probably at school. Whereas no Dallas ‘haters’ have ever been forced to watch
every episode of the series, the situation is quite different in the case of literary classics. Although study guides frequently contain the advice to read each novel quickly
for pleasure, then slowly and thoroughly, my own experience as a teacher has taught
me that students often read a text just once. Roland Barthes (1973; 1992) has argued
that classic narratives have to be read in a particular way for the experience to be
pleasurable. He writes that “our very avidity for knowledge impels us to skim or to
skip certain passages (anticipated as ‘boring’) in order to get more quickly to the
warmer parts of the anecdote” (96). His point is that modernist texts should be read
slowly, while novels by Zola and Dickens, if read slowly and thoroughly, “will drop
from your hands” (97). The fact that some of the Jane Eyre fans claim to have read the
novel over ten times suggests that they consume the text in the way Barthes recommends, although their “avidity for knowledge” is presumably tamed by their familiarity with the events of the narrative.
One key difference between the ‘haters’ and the ‘lovers’ is that the latter admire
Jane. In particular, many like her strong, intelligent, uncompromizing personality, and
believe her to be an excellent role model. In a direct response to criticisms of Jane
posted earlier at the website, one reviewer writes, “those who call her depressed really
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miss the point” (A: 27 October 1998). Several claim to have learned important lessons
while reading the book. Crucially, this makes Jane Eyre relevant today, in their opinion. In contrast, some ‘haters’ label the book irrelevant. In his study of the American
television programme The Young and the Restless, David Miller (1997: 29) establishes
the importance of relevance to viewers in Trinidad. It is perhaps an obvious point that
readers and viewers need to feel that texts are relevant to them, but the main issue is
whether or not they are able to transform texts from a distant time and/or place and incorporate them into their own lives. Such a transformation often requires something of
an effort on the part of the reader or viewer. In the case of Jane Eyre it would seem
that relevance is at least in part related to its perceived educational value.121
A large number of reviewers state that the story produces an emotional response.
One writes that “You feel only what the author’s pen tells you to feel” (A: 24 June
1997), while another lists the best aspect of the book as “The way you become a friend
of Jane’s, follow her experiences, and see things from her point of view” (A: 23 April
1999). Frequently recurring words used positively to describe the text include mystery,
drama, passion, love and romance. The word ‘romance’ is being used in its modern
sense, as synonymous with ‘love story’. Many reviewers praise Jane Eyre for being
about true love, which sees past class and age differences and, most importantly, ignores physical appearance. This latter point makes Jane Eyre a somewhat unconventional romance, and some of its admirers feel defensive on this point, assuming that
some of the ‘haters’ were expecting a beautiful heroine and a handsome hero.
The early reviewers of Jane Eyre employed the words ‘romance’ and ‘romantic’ to
refer to literary conventions, such as wild exaggeration, extravagant adventures, and
the use of coincidence to resolve the plot. For example, G. H. Chorley writes that Jane
is “too romantically assisted in her difficulties” (1847: 45). Within the discourse of realism, romance was therefore associated with falsehood and departures from probability. From the outset, this literary genre was also associated with women. Under the
definition “a fictitious narrative in prose of which the scene and incidents are very remote from those of ordinary life”, the OED cites Boyle’s observation from 1666 that
these romances “fill the Closets of ladies”.
Although they use the word ‘romance’ differently, the Amazon reviewers also feel
the romantic aspect of Jane Eyre makes it a gendered text. Even the few female and
male reviewers who believe that female and male readers should enjoy the book express this in a way that reveals the assumption upon which it is based, such as the reviewer who writes “Jane Eyre is not just for females” (A: 18 September 1998), or the
one who gives his review the title “I’m a man – and I liked it” (A: 7 September 1999).
The majority who recommend it to a specific readership feel only female readers will
like it.
121

Penguin’s policy of aiming to point out the relevance of classics to present-day readers plays a part
here.
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Some reviewers read Jane Eyre as a romance and a classic. That is, they admire its
literary qualities, such as the use of imagery and, after rereading the book several
times, even the detailed description. Responding directly to negative comments posted
by ‘haters’, and even by ‘lovers’ who only appreciate the romantic elements, one reviewer retorts, “description is not boring. If the rest of the world says Jane Eyre is a
classic, although you are entitled to your own opinion, there’s a good chance it is” (A:
29 July 1999). These responses mobilize quite different meanings compared to the
gendered romance reading. One reviewer writes that “Jane Eyre is for individuals with
class, and a love for great literature” (A: 11 October 1998), while another states “it’s a
very classy and elegant read. Looks impressive to read in public too!” (A: 24 November 1988). These examples confirm Jane Eyre’s ambiguous cultural status. As a classic, it carries with it the connotations of intellectually challenging serious literature.
However, as the Amazon reviews reveal, it simultaneously bears the stigma of romance literature, and is considered by some to be dumb, idiotic garbage. As one reviewer points out, the positive meanings attached to classics can be appropriated and
displayed by reading Jane Eyre in public, but most of the reviewers have chosen to
post their comments anonymously, which detaches their very public expression of
opinions from their identity.
Given that many of the reviewers are teenagers, and are studying literature within
the institutionalized framework of the education system, one might expect the meanings associated with classics to be dominant. However, those who say they like the descriptive details clearly feel defensive, and seem to be writing against the grain, which
suggests that the context of the Internet, and/or the reviewers’ personal responses to
Jane Eyre, may well be more of a determining factor in how they evaluate it than the
way it has been represented within the education system.
Of the more than 200 reviewers who give Jane Eyre four or five stars out of five,
only three list unrealistic events as a weakness. By far the most frequently reported
weaknesses are those related to classics in general. A great many reviewers found the
first ten chapters slow, dull, dry and boring, and some complain about overly descriptive passages and long conversations. For most, the fun starts when Jane arrives at
Thornfield. Given the young age of many of the reviewers it is perhaps surprising that
only two state that they enjoyed the beginning. One writes: “I can relate to Jane Eyre
because when she was young in the book that’s how I feel sometimes. Sad. But after
reading this book I’ve been happier because theres [sic] hope” (A: 27 February 1999).
This reader is far from alone in finding emotional realism in the text. Many others
share her appreciation of the book’s perceived optimism. Several of the reviewers who
enjoyed reading Jane Eyre state explicitly that they like the happy ending, as they believe Jane deserves to be rewarded. Their answer to the question raised in Sutherland’s
essay “Can Jane Eyre Be Happy?” (1997) would no doubt be a resounding yes. Only
two question whether or not Edward constitutes a reward.
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In Ang’s study, the viewers judged Dallas in terms of its perceived realism, either
on the denotative or connotative level. In contrast, the perceived amount of denotative
realism in Jane Eyre does not distinguish the ‘lovers’ from the ‘haters’. Although
some like the novel because Jane is psychologically complex, the majority base their
assessment of Jane Eyre on whether or not they like Jane. It seems that everyone
agrees she is a believable character, so the most important issue is whether or not she
is likeable. A number of ‘haters’ find her to be a miserable, whining cry-baby, while
‘lovers’ find her strong, intelligent and/or uncompromizing. This is the key distinction,
and it is what allows one group to empathize with Jane, to reach the emotional realism,
and feel what she feels. The importance of Jane’s personality to readers’ responses
could well be strengthened by the fact that she narrates the events in the first-person.
This is certainly a significant difference between Jane Eyre and Dallas. Ang’s letterwriters disliked J. R.’s personality, finding him “horrible”, but they were not forced to
experience the story through him. Jane Eyre would be a very different text if John
Reed narrated Jane’s childhood, of course (a creative exercise some teachers use when
doing the novel in school).
Returning to the issue of realism, the Amazon reviews reveal that readers have not
based their evaluation of Jane Eyre on whether it is realistic or unrealistic. Their opinion of the text depends much more on whether or not they like the genre of romance,
with its main theme of a love story. Most of the Amazon reviewers assume that females are more likely to prefer this genre. Similarly, their feelings towards genrespecific aspects of classics in general, such as protracted description, also greatly influence their response.
Based on Ang’s study and the Amazon reviews, the most significant difference between Jane Eyre and Dallas would seem to be that the latter has an unambiguous cultural status as mass culture, even though it was broadcast at prime-time and was therefore, by definition, not a day-time soap. In contrast, the Amazon reviewers disagree
about Jane Eyre’s cultural status. Some consider it a timeless classic, while others see
it as a mass culture romance. To complicate matters still further, many of the reviewers
think very negatively of classics in general. For them, this category of literature brings
with it expectations of long, boring pessimism, so they are pleasantly surprised to find
Jane Eyre full of mystery, passion and optimism. One of the main reasons why many
people read it over and over again seems to be the emotional roller-coaster ride of
happiness and sadness it produces, ending on an uplifting high.
In summary, many readers find the first ten chapters boring. The only points worth
noting are that Jane is an orphan and becomes a governess. Similarly, the final eleven
chapters come across as a protracted denouement. What seem to stick in the collective
consciousness are the fifteen chapters in the middle, from when Jane arrives at Thornfield to the aborted wedding. Most people produce Virginia Woolf’s ‘partial reading’,
referred to in the final section of Chapter 3. It would seem that modern readers tend to
construct Jane Eyre’s greatness by foregrounding, rather than suppressing, the text’s
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ability to produce an emotional response. In this sense, the Jane Eyre they configure
bears a closer resemblance to the stage melodramas, than the version constructed by
the critical discourse of realism. Amazon’s website provides a forum for freedom of
expression but, by choosing to remain anonymous, most reviewers forego the opportunity of appropriating Jane Eyre’s meanings through association, although they could
of course show their friends what they have written. It is one thing to express one’s
views to the world anonymously; it is something quite different to share them with
one’s peers.
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6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Sergio Fontana’s cover illustration for Tools for Cultural Studies (Thwaites, Davies
and Mules 1994), consists of a tool box with a number of instantly recognizable signs
falling into it: a stop sign; a no-smoking sign; a knife and fork; a magnet; the heart,
spade, clover and diamond of a pack of playing-cards; a kangaroo (the authors work in
Queensland); the plus, minus, multiply and divide signs from mathematics; the sign for
radiation, and so on. A book is also falling into the tool box; it is Charlotte Brontë’s
Jane Eyre. One hundred and fifty years after it was written, on the other side of the
world, the name Jane Eyre can be ‘read’, made sense of, understood in various ways.
The present study has examined the ways in which Jane Eyre has acquired meanings
during its lifetime, and why.
The aim has been to look at, but not to draw, the Big Picture. The investigation began with the writing process. It explored how and why Charlotte Brontë created a hybrid text, emphasizing the role played by the conflicting interests of literary critics and
the literary marketplace of publishers, Mudie’s Select Library and its members. The
study then traced how the novel’s textual features acquired specific meanings as Jane
Eyre was packaged, marketed, reviewed, debated, analysed within different critical
discourses, adapted into other media, canonized and studied at all levels of the education system. As du Gay et al’s (1997) circuit of culture suggests, all these defining
moments, potentially at least, are interrelated, and have contributed in some way to
Jane Eyre’s complex and seemingly contradictory multiple personalities.
Explaining the meanings which have been attached to Jane Eyre involves trying to
understand why it has been described in terms of oppositions; it is serious and trashy,
dangerous and safe, radical and conservative, hot and cold, high and low. It has been
ridiculed and celebrated, loved and hated. Jane is self-reliant and dependent, discipliner and disciplined, active and passive. Edward is handsome and ugly, Bluebeard
and Prince Charming, masculine and feminine. Bertha is blackness and whiteness,
colonized and colonizer, a Gothic diversion and the political and/or psychological core
of the text.
Textual features certainly contribute to the creation of these oppositional meanings,
but they are only starting-points. They acquire different meanings in different discourses. A cultural biography of Jane Eyre is a history of discursive events. The complex and seemingly contradictory nature of the novel’s socio-cultural profile results
from parallel, oppositional discourses, and from discursive shifts. The oppositional
discourses have largely arisen from culturally constructed, oppositional notions of target audiences: commercial and non-commercial, masculine and feminine, public and
academic, general reader and student. Novels, adaptations, biographies, reviews, criticism and educational materials are all commodities, and they are all aimed at specific
groups. The actual (as opposed to perceived) audiences overlap and consist of a wide
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range of individuals. These individuals can belong to both actual audiences. The important thing is that the perceived, target audiences are constructed oppositionally.
Jane Eyre has consequently been described, explained, marketed and creatively reworked dichotomously. The important discursive shifts have followed critical trends:
liberal humanism, formalism, Marxism, second and third wave feminisms, postcolonialism and so forth. Each discourse has created a regime of truth which has produced
new sets of defining moments.
The analysis also reveals that the Sony Walkman and Jane Eyre are remarkably
similar in a number of significant ways which are tied to important cultural issues such
as national identity and gender. The names ‘Sony’ and ‘Currer Bell’ were both carefully constructed, for example. The Walkman and Jane Eyre have both been marketed
as providing pleasure and enhancement. They have both created moral panics. They
have both been produced in many different versions. None of these facts are ‘simply’
coincidences. Perhaps most significantly, the historical perspective of the thesis has
revealed that many phenomena which we may be tempted to believe are characteristic
features of contemporary modern life, such as media synergy and fears about the
growth of individualization, have been around since at least 1847.
The Sony Walkman and Jane Eyre also differ in significant ways which have affected the application of the approach. Du Gay et al’s case-study focuses on the production, representation and so forth of cultural hardware, whereas my study focuses on
cultural software. The Walkman is an object which is used for listening to cassettes,
CDs or the radio, whereas Jane Eyre is what is listened to, or read. Consequently, production practices and consumption practices differ considerably between the two. Perhaps most notably, studying literature within specific institutionalized contexts is an
act of consumption, related but distinct from the act of reading in leisure time. Studying and consuming material artefacts are, on the other hand, quite separate activities.
My aim, unlike du Gay et al’s, has not been to explain and illustrate how to do a ‘cultural study’. This thesis is not intended as a companion to Doing, analysing a text
rather than a material object. Nevertheless, it does customize the approach somewhat,
and does offer a way of exploring the defining moments of other texts or cultural software.
Heather Glen observes that recent Jane Eyre scholarship is “shaped by the circumstances of a particular historical moment and a specific set of theoretical concerns”
(1997: 5), or as Chris Baldick puts it, “new theoretical models [are] developed so that
the next generation can start again on the major authors in a different language” (1996:
7). These observations suggest that my choice of approach was to an extent a product
of timing – an accident waiting to happen to Jane Eyre. While researching for this
study I have been struck by how many accidents have already happened. In fact, in a
world bereft of its grand narratives, where meanings are an endangered species, always
running the risk of extinction, it is comforting to have uncovered one Absolute Truth,
one stable Rule of Thumb; namely, that whenever a new approach to literature
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emerges, it will not be long before someone, somewhere, applies it to Jane Eyre. There
is so much literary criticism on Jane Eyre now that some of it is becoming canonized
through anthologies and course reading lists, as it provides landmark examples of formalist analysis, psychoanalytic theory, Marxism, feminism and postcolonial studies. It
is common these days for English literature students to take courses called Theory, and
somewhat ironically they might have to read Jane Eyre simply to be able to appreciate
the criticism. Rather than take this as a sign that things have gone too far, however, I
see it as a fascinating event in the ‘life’ of a remarkable book. If my thesis does nothing else, it at least contributes to the maintenance of the one remaining Absolute Truth.
Accepting Heather Glen’s challenge, I have also attempted to do full justice to the
significance of “the unsophisticated intensities of popular response” (1997: 4). I hope I
have treated their opinions with the respect they deserve. At present, there is no forum
for students at any level to express eloquently, coherently, and with reference to the
text what they “really feel or think about a work of literature”. For example, the aim of
literary appreciation within the ‘cultural heritage’ model renders impossible an examination question such as: “Discuss why large parts of Jane Eyre are boring, with reference to at least three specific passages”.122 Holden Caulfield can tell us what he feels
and thinks about David Copperfield in the first sentence of J. D. Salinger’s The
Catcher in the Rye (he thinks it is “crap”), but value judgements must be limited to
whispers at the back of class, the occasional outburst from a confused and frustrated
pupil during discussion time, or to an Amazon ‘customer review’. Leavisite English is
not alone in favouring a cold, rational response to literary works.
The specifics of Jane Eyre’s cultural life have led me towards pedagogical issues. A
debate is currently taking place about whether the ways of doing English in higher
education should be introduced at lower levels of the education system. I have tried to
assess the practical implications, using Jane Eyre as a case-study. Given that schoolchildren can only be expected to read a limited number of pages, I have tried to show
how close-reading exercises could be made more extrinsic. If literary theories simply
ask new questions of texts, then it seems perfectly possible to ask these other questions
within the structure of the National Curriculum. Using insights from criticism on adaptations, I also offer a way of balancing creativity and restraint in secondary education.
Fidelity criticism could be used to evaluate pupils’ creative reworkings of the novel. I
argue that both alternatives are safer options at GCSE level than encouraging schoolchildren to produce readings within the discourse of racism.
Today, Jane Eyre is tangled up in issues of gender. It is somewhat ironic, perhaps,
that the quintessential girls’ book, the cult text of feminism which now has a seemingly indisputable place on women’s studies courses, was published under a pseudonym, and that no one was able to establish conclusively the sex of the author, or the
‘sex’ of the text. Even stranger, if the popularity of using Jane Eyre within the institu122

See Baldick (1999) for a serious discussion of this topic.
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tionalized context of secondary education begins to wane during the present decade, it
is more likely to be a result of it being associated with girls than being associated with
nineteenth-century racism and imperialism. Many under-achieving boys struggle with
novels like Jane Eyre, so teachers are being encouraged to use non-fiction, or more
boy-friendly stories. Such a move is not only a defining moment in Jane Eyre’s life, it
also confirms and promotes normative notions of masculinity and femininity. I personally believe that doing Jane Eyre on the National Curriculum provides an excellent
opportunity for teachers to discuss the peer policing of normative gender roles in
schools. It offers teachers ways of presenting alternative varieties of masculinity and
femininity as valid and valued.
One convention of literary criticism is that literary critics always find, or at least appear to find, what they are looking for. Essays frequently begin, like many short stories, with an eye-catching opening. Within the field of literary criticism this is known
as a thesis statement. Bertha is black. Edward is Bluebeard. Jane is a vampire. Such
bold claims are then proved correct, or at least supportable (and publishable), by
means of carefully chosen references to what I have called an ‘extended text’, consisting of the primary source text and a selection of secondary sources. Thus, “the marketplace of academe”, as Gary Olson (1997: 54) calls it, is continually redefining Jane
Eyre. Anyone hoping to publish an article on Jane Eyre these days is under pressure to
make quite extraordinary claims. Lucasta Miller concludes that “the future contains an
infinite number of Charlotte Brontës in the hands of tomorrow’s biographers” (2002:
169). The future also contains an infinite number of Jane Eyres, not only in the hands
of tomorrow’s professional critics, but in the hands of tomorrow’s readers, publishers,
editors, adapters, journalists, teachers, politicians, cultural biographers and anyone else
who either directly or indirectly contributes to the meanings attached to that image of a
very special book falling into a tool box in Sergio Fontana’s cover illustration.
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